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Acoustic Research AR -15 speaker
ADC LMF-1 tone arm
Bang & Olufsen U-70 headset

Genesis 3 speaker
GoLdring G-900SE pickup
Heath AD -1304 audio processor
Mitsubishi DP-EC1 turntable

Naka:nichi 630 tuner/preamp
Picneer Spec -4 amplifier
Russound SP -1

switching/patching center
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*35 watts per channel minimum continuous power output at 8 ohms, from
20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.3% total harmonic distortion.

PIONEER'S SX(
THE #1 RECEIVER WIT
If you're about to buy a good high fidelity
receiver, Pioneer would like to suggest that you follow
the advice of a highly select group of experts: music
lovers.
This year, music lovers will buy more Pioneer SX
650's than any one of the other 162 high fidelity
receivers on the market.
Mainly because this year, for the second year in a
row, the SX 650 will offer better features, better sound,
and better value than any similarly priced receiver.
PEOPLE WHO CARE ABOUT MUSIC
WANT TO HEAR IT REPRODUCED PERFECTLY.
The goal of every hi fi receiver is to reproduce
music with all the excitement and clarity of a live
performance.
The SX 650 comes a lot closer to reaching this
goal than some hi fi receivers costing hundreds of
dollars more.
Take distortion, for example.
With some hi fi receivers, you're simply expected
to tolerate a certain amount of distortion.
Not with the SX 650, however.
The 650 comes with an advanced power
section designed to limit distortion at high volumes.
Plus a pre -amp that features a phono overload level of
200 milivolts-enough to handle the loudest section
of one of today's most dynamic records without
distorting.
Together, these things work to give the SX 650 a
virtually inaudible total harmonic distortion level of
less than 0.3%, from 20 to 20,000 cycles per second.
Which brings us to the question of frequency
response.
Where the average adult ear can hear music

from approximately 40 to 14,000 cycles per second,
the human body can feel music at much higher and
lower frequencies.
By designing the 650 to reproduce music at
these frequencies (20 to 20,000 cycles per second)
the 650 can not only reproduce every note of music
the human ear can hear, but it can also reproduce the
feelings and emotions that until now you could only
experience at a live performance.
In other words, the chills that used to run up and
down your spine at concerts can now run up and down
your spine in the privacy of your own home.
POWER TO SPARE.

When a piece of music reaches a crescendo, it
tends to put a tremendous strain on the power section

Al3OLTI
of a receiver.

Some receivers clip the signal and
distort.
The SX 650 merely goes on reproducing
beautiful music.
Its 35 watts per channel are more than powerft.
enough to till the average room with clean, clear
undistorted sound. And yet still have enough power it
reserve to handle sudden surges of low or high
frequencies.
So a full orchestra will sound just as crisp and
undistorted as a single singer.

AN FM SECTION
THAT DCESN'T SOUND LIKE A RADIO.
Ai Pioneer, we've always believed that the I -V1
section on the SX 650 sounded more lifelike than
many $600 separate tuners.
This opinion was recently confirmed in an article
by Julian Hirsch in Stereo Review Magazine about ou
TX 6500 tuner. A tuner that features the same basic
front-end as the SX 650's.
"For all practical purposes, the frequency
response, channel separation, noise level, and
distortion...are the equal of most tuners selling for
two or three times its pricer
And who are we to argue with one
of the leading experts in the hi fi industry?

PEOPLE WHO CARE ABOUT MUSIC,
ALSO CARE ABOUT MONEY.
With a price of less than
$325,1 we think the SX 650 offe
incredible value among today'
medium priced hi fi receivers.
Especially when you consi
that similar 35 watt receivers by Ya
or Sony could cost you almost $100
But don't take our word about any o
Go compare the sound and value of the
SX 650 to any other medium priced high fidelir
receiver at your nearest audio dealer.
We think you'll find it's the perfect receiver for
people who appreciate great value as much as they
appreciate great sound.
High Fidelity Compowrit,

OPIONEER'
WE BRING IT BACK ALIVE.
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THERE'S AT LEAST

ONE THING MUSIC LOVERS
ALL OVER AMERICA
AGREE ON.
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"Not the loudest sound in
town, but the best quality"
claims WXRT, Chicago,

longtime Stanton user..

.

Daniel Lee, President and General Manager. discussing Stylus Replacement Policy with Howard Williams. Chief Engineer and Ken Rasek, Audio Engineer.

WXRT is a progressive rock, FM station that is unique in
many ways. Its whole operation, including Administration,
Sales, Engineering, Programming, Broadcasting, Transmitting (even the tower itself), is located in one place
.a

For over 10 years, the station has used the Stanton product in its turntables. Today, it even uses the 681 Triple -E for
disc -to -air playback and, although this stylus was not designed for back -cueing, the engineers and announcers report

highly unusual set-up for a major market.
In a market crowded with as many radio stations as Chi-

no problem (they even use them on their AM operation,

.

.

cagoland, the excellence of sound can make or break the
station, especially a station like WXRT
. which plays no
.

tapes . . has no recorded commercials . . and goes totally
with disc -to -air and live copy.
Since WXRT uses no limiters and no compression to mag.

.

nify the level of their signal, their turntables and cartridges
are absolutely crucial to the quality of their sound.

WSBC).
Leading radio stations around the nation depend on Stanton 681 Calibration series cartridges, because they offer improved tracking at all frequencies
. they achieve perfectly
flat frequency response to beyond 20 kHz. Its stylus assem.

.

bly, even though miniaturized, possesses greater durability
than had been thought possible to achieve.
Each 681 Triple -E is guaranteed to meet its specifications
within exacting limits, and each one boasts the most meaningful warranty possible
. an individual calibration test result is packed with each unit.
Whether your usage involves recording, broadcasting or
home entertainment, your choice should be the choice of the
professionals . . The Stanton 681.
.

.

.

For further information, write to:
Stanton Magnetics, Terminal Drive,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
c Stanton Magnetics Inc 1977
John Bell hands new record to Scctt McConnell

Air personality John Bel! prepares to play a

record.
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"Unknown" Recordings

HIGH
FIDELITY

Last October, as we were preparing this month's "The Unknown
Recordings of Vladimir Horowitz" for publication, I attended a recital

by Lazar Berman. Sitting next to me was the pianist's manager,
Jacques Leiser, who had brought along a portable cassette recorder in
order to tape the concert for his and Berman's own use. As Leiser was
setting up the machine, an usher came along to explain that such activities infringe on the rights of the artist and are therefore prohibited in
the hall. After some explanations and identifications, the usher finally
decided not to pursue the matter, and thus one more link was added to
the chain of "unknown" Lazar Berman recordings, for whatever use
any editor of the 1990s might want to make of this bit of information.
This incident, the issues with which I had to grapple upon receiving
Caine Alder's "Unknown Recordings" article, and some exchanges of
correspondence stimulated last June by Leonard Feist's article on the
new copyright law, set me to wondering. Did, in fact, Leiser have the
right to tape that performance? You might answer yes, because the
taping was made with the performer's agreement, there was no exclusive contract with any record company, and a performance, unlike a
recording, is not copyrightable anyway. Did any other member of the
audience have the same right? No, you would say, since in entering a
concert hall one is in effect entering into an agreement, or contract, not

Cover Roy Lindstrom

LEONARD MARCUS

Editor
ROBERT S. CLARK

Editorial Director
KENNETH FURIE

to appropriate or damage any property therein, including musical

Music Editor

But could Leiser have taped the performance if other artists had
been involved? Could any member of a chorus have made a private

Audio -Video Editor
HAROLD A. RODGERS
Associate Audio -Video Editor

property.

recording as a memento of a performance or withheld permission from
somebody else who wanted to "appropriate" his or her artistry? In ad-

dition, the concert was broadcast. Could a listener have rightfully
made a recording in his home for his own use? What if the broadcast
had been not live, but from a copyrighted recording?
Further complicating the matter was the inclusion in Berman's recital of some music still in copyright. Was that taped illegally? And how
about you? Could you make a recording for your own use in your own
home of your own performance of a copyrighted work and play it for
your mother? For a dozen guests in your house? Many of these questions still await clarification by the courts.
Meanwhile, we had to make up our own minds, satisfy our own
sense of ethics in dealing with the Alder manuscript. When it arrived,
it contained two sections that you will not find in the published version: Horowitz broadcasts and live recitals known to have been recorded by members of the audience. An argument could have been
made to include them, simply as historical documentation. And the
history of the record industry does not lack examples of unauthorized
recordings being cleared ex post facto and released commercially, after negotiations with the artists (or their heirs) and reputable record
companies. One thinks of Lipatti, Ferrier, some recordings of historic
Metropolitan Opera broadcasts.
But after due consideration, we concluded that there was little
likelihood of this happening in the case of Horowitz, that we were not
an archival, but a consumer publication, and that we could not in good
conscience encourage the best in the record industry while simulta-

neously abetting record piracy. Therefore, what you will find in

this month's article are those recordings, in the vaults of record companies and in Horowitz' private collection, that could legitimately
someday be released to the public. There certainly are enough of them.
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63. MOZART Six String
Quartets to Haydn
(3 LPs)
Quartetto Italian°

64. BACH Six Sonatas
and Partitas For Solo
Violin (3 LPs)

Claudio Abbado: Vienna Philharmonic,
Berlin Philharmonic, Dresden State and
London Symphony Orchestras

Nathan Milstein

No obligation to buy
any future offerings.

65. LISZT Complete
Hungarian Rhapsodies,
Opera Paraphrases

62. BRAHMS Four Symphonies (4 LPs)

(4 LPs)
Michele Campanella at
the piano
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This remarkable $7.98 offer is brought to you by The
International Preview Society-a highly selective record

program that does not oblige you to buy at any time.

These multi -record sets- and many, many more superb
albums-will continue to be offered in an exclusive Preview magazine every eight weeks (only seven times a
year). Each issue highlights a Featured Selection . . plus
an impressive variety of alternate selections. All at dramatically low prices. For example, you pay only $16.99
for a 3 -record set in our regular offerings. Only $21.49
for a 4- or 5 -record set. Both well below the suggested
.

retail prices!

The Society's Bonus Plan will save you even more. For

every album you keep, you can purchase an outstanding
Bonus Selection album at a savings of over 50%!

If you'd like to preview the Featured Selection, you need
do nothing. We'll send it automatically. But if you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just mail back the
Preview Notification card-enclosed with the magazineby the specified date. You'll have plenty of advance notice.
Audition Any Album At Home For Ten Days . . . Free.
At no cost or obligation, you are invited to audition
any one of these multi -record albums . . as well as any
future offerings . . at home for ten days. Only then do

60. TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphonies 4, 5
and 6 (4 LPs)

61. BEETHOVEN
Symphony No. 9 (3 LPs)

Yevgeny Mravinsky:
Leningrad Philharmonic

Seiji Ozawa: New Philharmonia Orchestra
& Chorus

Sleeping Beauty
& Swan Lake
Herbert von Karajan:
Berlin Philharmonic

Violin Concerto hi D

Henryk Szeryng. Bernard
Haitink: Concertgehouw
Orchestra, Amsterdam

66. MOZART
Don Giovanni (4 LPs)
Arroyo, Freni,

Te Kanawa. Ganzarolli,
Wixell.Colin Davis:
Chorus and
Orchestra of the
Royal Opera House.
Covent Garden

Free Home Audition Request

-

.

.

you decide whether or not to buy.

As Many As Four Records For Less Than The Price Of One.
You may choose any one of these multi -record sets for

just $7.98 plus a small postage/handling charge. (Sales
tax added for New York residents.) Remember, each set
contains either three or four records. That's a savings of
as much as $27.94... up to 78% off the suggested list price!

Send no money. We want you to judge for yourself
before you decide to buy. If you are not delighted after
ten days, return the set.

These are superior, silent -surfaced recordings by

Deutsche Grammophon and Philips. They come in a handsome hinged storage case with an informative, illustrated
brochure.
Every recording offered by the Society must meet the
rigid standards of the distinguished Carnegie Hall Selection Committee-headed by Julius Bloom, Executive Director of Carnegie Hall. Only albums of the most excep-

tional musical interest, artistic excellence and technical

quality are offered.
So do take advantage of this marvelous value and mail
in the coupon today. You'll also be reserving the privilege
of previewing other great international releases . . which
you may add to your collection at impressive savings.
.
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The International Preview Society
175 Community Drive, Great Neck, N.Y. 11025
YES! Please send me, for my free audition, the
multi -record set I have indicated by the number
below. I may return it after ten days and owe nothing . . . or keep it and pay only $7.98 plus a small
postage, handling charge (sales tax added for New
York residents). This is up to $27.94 off the suggested retail price. I will also receive, every eight
weeks, free preview privileges of the finest classical
recordings. 1 may cancel this arrangement at :my
time.

Print album number you have selected here:

FREE BON 1_ S

ALBUM

Return coupon within

10 days for valuable free

gift -TCHA1KOVSKY'S 1812 Overture.
Bernard Haitink: Concertgebouw Orchestra,
Amsterdam.

Name
Address

Apt. No.

Zip
State
City
Offer limited to the connecting 48 states. Offer expires June 30, 1978. Limit: one
membership per household. Only new members eligible. NOTE: All applications
are subject to review, and we reserve the right to reject any application.
79123

COMING NEXT MONTH
Gimmicks and gizmos vs. grit and gunkis that the sum and substance of record
care? Not at all, Consulting Editor Edward
J. Foster shows in February. There are
many Record -Care Products that Really
Work, and his investigation will help you
distinguish those that do from those that
don't. In a wrapup of new developments
on the Digital Recording front, Associate
Audio -Video Editor Harold A. Rodgers
garners evidence that a technological revolution is sneaking up on the audio world
bit by bit. Sol London traces the demonic
rise and unearthly demise of Paganini in
The Devil in Paris, and Richard Dyer provides Part II of a Gilbert and Sullivan Discography. Plus test reports on products
from Harman Kardon, Soundcraftsmen,
Dual. Altec, and others; BACKBEAT's slant
on Heart and Recording Carly Simon; regulars Gene Lees, John Culshaw, R. D. Darrell, and more.

01' Blue Eyes
Gene Lees's "The Sinatra Phenomenon"
["The Lees Side," October] was typical of
this journalist's expertise in professional
reporting of facts and in expressing opinions in the most arresting and intelligent

SOLUTION TO HIFI-CROSTIC NO. 31

fashion. Frank Sinatra needs no further ex-

ERIK RouTLEY: The English Carol

curricular activities, but rather, more observers who understand how to examine
and explain the complex artistry of an im-

travagant publicity about his extra-

In any considerable town during the week
before Christmas, it would be possible, by
assiduous use of the radio and zealous at-

tendance at assemblies, to be singing
carols continuously. There never was such

a diversity of carol singing as at present.

mensely talented man-possibly a genius.
James F. Hartley
College Park, Fla.

The column on Frank Sinatra renews my

faith in musical journalism. For the last
couple of years, since Sinatra came out of
retirement, we have been flooded with copy
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New York: ABC Leisure Magazines. Inc., 130 E 59th
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St
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repetitious.

Certainly the greatest interpreter of the
modern lyric and modern song rates better
writing than this, and in Lees we have a serious journalist with an obvious love for his
topic.
Scott Sayers, President
Sinatra Society of America
Dallas, Tex.
What a pleasure to read Gene Lees's piece
on Frank Sinatra! His gracious reference to
my work was good for my soul-not to mention my psyche.
I especially appreciated his comment [on

the dilemma of post -Sinatra singers who
did not want to seem imitative]: "But what

was a singer to do-not phrase for the

High Fideliry and High Fidelity/Musical America are pub,. 04
,huranty 0; ABt. . e s,re Maga, nes 0,, a saps,drar y
Amercan

rns An', Ar phi 10., h 48' OTT

on him that is filled with clichés-mostly
flattering, yes. but very boring and very

UnsoTarted manuscripts should De accompaned by return

meaning of the lyric?" Bravo!
Julius LaRosa
Irvington, N.Y.

Automated Radio
Todd Everett's BACKBEAT article, "Automated Radio: The Future Is Upon Us" [Sep-

tember], discusses a situation that I, as a
former mass communications major, feel is
a terrible shame. With its lack of personality and of feeling for relating directly to

the listener, radio is changing for the worse.
Our technology is getting too far advanced,
and we are forgetting life's simple language,
all for the sake of saving money. I have in-

vested much money in broadcasting
schools, audition tapes, and producer/DJ
shows. But for what? Now I feel that part of
me is in danger of becoming a machine in
our automated future.
John S. Mitchell
Bronx, N.Y.

Everett makes two statements that are apparently contradictory. On the one hand, he
says, "Industry estimates indicate .. . that
the average deejay earns less than $200 a

week." Later on, he concludes, "To put it
another way, the unions are pricing their
members out of the business." How can
barely double the present minimum wage
be "pricing members out of jobs" when
compared to the high cost of the automated
equipment?

Beyond that, my experience indicates
that union members either set their wages
themselves or at least have veto power over

any proposed rates-they must vote approval of them. My conclusion would be
that the union members are being reasonable with respect to wages in order to keep
people working, not machines.
Thomas R. Willey
St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. Everett replies: The average deejay
isn't a union member, and many are lucky
to be making the minimum wage from their
on -air duties. The unions that are pricing
their members out of the business are of
two kinds, both chiefly in the larger markets: engineers and AFTRA-member jockeys. Automation, as the article says, cuts
down heavily on the number of engineers
needed to run a station, and it can also give

any station-in a large or small marketbig-city air talent at a fraction of the rates
they'd pay for these voices on an exclusive
basis. And for the small stations that can't
afford more than a couple of bucks an hour,

that's an important competitive edge.
Continued on page 11
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These should not be your first loudspeakers.
The longer you've lived with other kinds of sound.
the more you'll apprec_ate Tannoy.
The difference in 'annoy loudspeakers involves a

dual concentric desigr :hat is vie unlike any other in

the world.
Simply put, this design means that the highfrequenc e driver is physically ntegrated who the
low -frequency driver. The positioning is such that the

sound emerges no: just phase corrected, bu: also
phase coOerent.
And that coterenoe is maintained throughout your
listening room.

We're not new at this,. of c 3urse. in fact. we've teen
refining our design for over 3C years. we've refined it
so expertly that Tannoy dual c oncer trics are now the
most widely -used studio.mondtors in Britain.
And the speakers we sell :o prrfess onals are the
same speakers we offer yot.
Tannoy loudspeakers are availaltle in five me de_s
- from the shelf -sized Eaton :o the :mposing Arlen
Call toll -free S00-645-7166 fo- the name of ,our nearest
denier, so that you can arrange to am:titian E. pair.
But don't be hasty. Only experience will tell you
he ve good they are.

The world's most refined speaker design.
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Only JVC gives you improved
recording with Super ANRS,
Recording/EQ switch, 5 Peak
Reading LED's and SA heads.
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The measure of fine cassette deck performance is the sound of the
recordings you make. JVC's extensive line of high fidelity decks features
these exclusive contributions to cassette deck technology.
1 Our Super ANRS gives you efficient noise reduction, with the
added plus of extra -low distortion at high-level nigh frequencies. And you
can switch to our regular ANRS for making recordings to be played using
other noise reduction systems. 2 In adcfition, our extra Recording/EC)
switch helps you to precisely adjust the high frequency response of your
deck to match any tape you care to use
3 The entertaining LED's you see on our decks actually help you
make better recordings. They're easier to read than VU meters by
themselves, so you can record at higher levels without fear of tape
saturation.
4 And our SA (Sen-Alloy) heads offer the sensitive performance of
permalloy, plus the long life of ferrite in one des.gn. These heads are so
excellent in their performance and durability that other manufacturers are
buying them from us 10 use in their decics.
There are a variety of other features to simplify your cassette
recording. And our specifications are equal to or better than machines that
cost much more.
Once you've seen the things we build in, you'll wonder why the
others leave them out.
JVC America Company, Division of US JVC Ccrp. 58-75 Queens
Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, New York 11378 (212) 476-8300. Canada:
JVC Electronics of Canada, Ltd., Scarborough, Ont.
For your nearest JVC dealer, call toll -free (outside N.Y.)
Not au features ,n au decks.
800-221-7502.
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aye
KD-15

CD -1770

CD -1636
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You can record and playback in both directions,
fade in and out while you listen
and install it six different ways.
And that's just the introduction
to the innovative new Dual 939 cassette deck.
The more experience you've had with tape
decks, the more you're likely to appreciate
the Dual 939's performance and versatility.
Apply the most demanding musical tests:
sustained piano tones for flutter, extreme
highs and lows for frequency response,
soft passages for signal-to-noise ratioand you will hear no difference between
the original disc and a tape made on the
939 All of which brings to I fe the 939's
impressive specifications fo- wow and
flutter (0.05%). signal-to-noise (65dB)
and frequency response (20-17.000 Hz.)
Now we'd like to take you through the
939's astonishing array of design and
operating features.
Auto/reverse playback,
bi-directional record.
The 939 reverses automatically in playback-a C-90 will play 90 minutes without
interruption. There's continuous play too.
Recording is bi-directional. When
the tape reaches the end, you just
reverse direction.

With any other deck you either live with
unwanted sounds on a tape or erase them

abruptly-without hearing what you're
doing until it's too late.
With the 939 s unique fade/edit control,
you can fade out those annoyances gradually, smoothly and permanently. And then
fade back intc :he music. While listening.
Because it's al done during playback.

LED record -level indicators.
Meter needles can't move fast enough
to keep up witt musical signals. Which is
why the 939 uses instantaneous reacting
LED record-le../el indicators. And they
tilt to the best hewing angle.

Still more operating features.
Line/microprone mixing: Dolby" NR
plus Dolby FM decoding. memory stop
output and headphone level controls.
and an overload limiter that doesn't compress dynamic range.

Drive system and tapeheads like no other.
Dual's powerful Continuous-Pole/synchronous motor, two capstans and two drive
belts maintain speed accuracy within 0.5%.
A C-90 cassette fast -winds in just over
a minute, the time other decks need for
a C-60
Hard permalloy tapeheads are used for
their extended life and superior magnetic
linearity. The four -track record/playback
head switches electronically when the
tape changes direction, it never shifts
position. The result perfect tape alignment in both directions at all times.

Six ways to install.
You can install the 939 for front load or
top load, plus three other angles. And you
can also hang it on a wall.

The last word.
You've probably noticed that we haven't
attempted to lean on Dual's reputation for
fine turntables. The 939 will build its
own reputation, on its own merits.
Price: less than $550
*Actual resale prices are determined
individually by and at the sole discretion
of authorized Dual dealers

Dual

United Audio
120 50 Columbus Ave , Mt. Vernon, NY 10553

If the union members are indeed "being

reasonable," at least by management's
standards, there remains the problem of
quality, the solution to which is one of automation's strongest selling points.

Recording that Ended WWII
Faubion Bowers' article, "The Recording
that Ended World War II" [October], was
most interesting, filling in much detail on an
event that most of us know only in outline.
He omitted one very important point, however: the fate of the recording. Was it preserved? If so, where is it?
Edwin R. Kammin
Toronto, Ont.

The recording survived the war and is now
part of the Imperial Household Archives in
Tokyo.

In Defense of Bruckner
I must protest Harris Goldsmith's statement that Bruckner's Symphony No. 5 is
"turgid" and a "monstrosity." These words.
gratuitously used in a review of a recording
of Schubert's Symphony No. 5 [October].
reveal nothing except the reviewer's own
prejudice.
I have long since accepted the fact that
not every music lover is capable of appreciating Bruckner's art. Critics of his music
tend to address themselves to the
"Brucknerite," as if only a few fanatics
cared about it. Perhaps it is this attitude on

Trumbauer, Joe Venuti, Russ Morgan, Bix
Beiderbecke, Gene Krupa, Glen Gray. Bob
Chester, and others-like Paul Mertz, a pianist who participated in a jazz festival at

Carnegie Hall last year-less well known
but equally "on the ball." This pacesetting
band earned the right to a place in the annals of the Swing Era.
Stephan Pasternacki
Los Angeles, Calif.

Critics' Circle
This letter is occasioned by the comments
of Stephanie von Buchau in your "Letters"
column [October]. I do not in the least agree
with Kenneth Furie's assessment of Janet

Baker's vocal resources, but he did express

his reservations about this widely admired
artist in temperate language. It is Ms. Von
Buchau's own published efforts, more than
anything else I have recently read, that deserve the accusations of "lofty, inaccurate
judgment" and "hubris" that she levels at
HIGH FIDELITY.

I would be foolish to expect critics in any

publication to recapitulate my personal
preferences, but I do expect reviews to be
thoughtful. analytical, cogently argued, and
based on a thorough knowledge of the music in question. These expectations are usually met by your magazine.
Daniel Morrison
New York. N.Y.
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"SPECTACULAR
and other comments from audiocritics
about Ohm L loudspeakers:

the part of those with a public voice that
has predisposed many people to a negative

view of Bruckner.

Thomas Ulicky
Cleveland, Ohio

Callas: In Memoriam
The loss of Maria Callas is more than the
loss of a great artist; it is the loss of a great
teacher. Her legacy on records, both com-

mercial and private, will contribute to understanding what the potential of opera is.
a potential too rarely realized. Although
Callas herself is gone, her uncompromising

search for dramatic truth will live on in
younger artists who will learn from her.
[ay Kauffman
Philadelphia. Pa.

Right Conductor, Wrong Orchestra
In "The Tape Deck" for October, R. D. Darrell errs: The performances of Liszt's Tasso.
From the Cradle to the Grave, and Meph-

isto Waltz he mentions are played by the
Orchestre de Paris under Sir Georg Solti's
direction, not the Chicago Symphony. It is
easy to understand why Darrell was misled-the playing is polished and virtuosic.
Edward D. Wladas
Chicago, Ill.

The Big Bands

Comments from
Stereo Review:
"In summary, the Ohm L...is
easily good enough to meet the
sort of critical standards usually
applied to much larger and considerably more expensive
speaker systems.
The upper mid -range and high
frequencies were virtually perfect. The balance between lows
and highs was excellent...Blindfolded, one would never guess
its compact dimensions." (Copyright 1977 by the Ziff -Davis Publishing Company. Reprinted from
Stereo Review, June 1977, by
permission. All rights reserved.)

Comments from The Complete
Buyer's Guide to Stereo/Hifi
Equipment:
"Ohm was among the first
companies to take advantage of
A.N.Thiele's research into vented loudspeakers, with some
pretty spectacular results...In
listening to the Ohm L, the imme-

diate reaction is one of surprise
at the openness of the sound. In
addition, the frequency response
of the speaker is exemplary. And
:he midrange, which is often a
weak point in speakers of this
size and price, is very good. There

is no sense of strain, and voices
sound utterly natural."

In recalling the era of the big bands ["The
Lees Side," September], Gene Lees either
forgot to mention or is too young to remem-

ber Detroit's Jean Goldkette Graystone
Ballroom Orchestra, the prototype of big
bands in the early '20s. Among its members

were Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey, Frankie
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If you've invested $500 or even $5000 in
your high fidelity system, read on. Because

what we have to say can have a lot to do
with the quality of sound you're hearing.
Unfortunately, one of the most overlooked components in a fine sound system
is the cartridge. And all too often, it can be
the one place where you skimped on quality. (Out of sight, out of mind, as they say).
We sincerely believe that an investment in a Sonus cartridge will truly surprise
you with the way it improves the quality of

your record reproduction. The analytical
quality of the Sonus brings out the inner
voices of complex musical passages clearly

and cleanly. Listening fatigue disappears.

And a Sonus introduces no extraneous
coloration of its own.
But what we're talking about is said
even better by Sonus owners. "Excellent
clarity," "more fulfilling sound," "open, airy
3-D sound," "superb depth and definition,"
"clean, accurate and transparent sound,"

are typical of thousands of enthusiastic
comments we have received from owners
of Sonus cartridges.

Make sure your cartridge matches
up to the rest of your system. Write us for

further information and the name of the
Sonus dealer nearest you.
Manufactured in the U.S.A. by:

SONIC RESEARCH, INC.,
27 Sugar Hollow Rd., Danbury.Conn.068 1 0

High Definition Phono Cartridges
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12. The Dotage of American Radio
by Gene Lees

WITHIN TWO OR THREE YEARS of the in-

troduction of commercial television,
both baseball and movie attendance
were declining, the latter to the point

where the National Association of
Theater Owners became concerned
whether "hardtop" theaters (meaning
those with roofs) could survive. Many
of course did not, and the quarters in
which they were housed were turned
to other uses. Suddenly the U.S. was

presented with the curious architectural spectacle of supermarkets

with marquees.
The peak business year for movies

was 1946, when box-office grosses
reached $1,692,000,000. That was the
year television broadcasting, which ac-

tually began in the 1930s and continued on a reduced scale during World

War II, resumed at an accelerated
pace. In 1947, large-scale production

of television receivers for the public
got under way-and motion -picture

grosses dropped immediately by $100
million. From there on, attendance at
the movies and other types of out -ofthe -home entertainment dropped steadily. Not until thirty years later was the
film industry able to equal the grosses
of 1946; the '74 box-office figures, in
fact, exceeded them with $1,725,000,000, and in 1975 the take was $2,117,000,000. But these figures are decep-

tive. Since the value of the dollar has
fallen enormously since 1947, the film

industry is actually making less

money than it did then. Further, with
the price of a ticket having climbed

from 50 cents or $1.00 to $3.00 or even

$5.00, it is obvious that far fewer
people go to the movies than in 1947,
despite an increase in the population
of nearly 50%.
But most profoundly affected by the
coming of television was radio. Radio
did not die, of course; but it changed

radically, and its transmutation was
to have far-reaching effects on American music.
As the networks, finding television
more profitable (and more glamorous
to their advertisers), let their national

radio programming fall into desuetude, local stations, no longer able to
depend on high -quality shows piped
from New York, Chicago, and Los An-

geles, perforce relied more and more
on records. In turn, the music industry,

unable to look to network radio for
exposure (and ignored for the most

part by television on the doubtful
theory that music isn't "visual"), became dependent on the airplay of rec-

ords by local stations. The disc jockey

became critically important in the
sales chain of the record industry.
Some of the disc jockeys, such as
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

It's time for everybody else
to start playing catch-up. Again.
From the very beginning, experts have acclaimed the
performance and feature innovations of Yamaha receivers
as nothing less than spectacular.
But now, we've outdone ourselves.
Yamaha is introducing a new line of receivers with such

unprecedented performance, it's already changing the
course of audio history.
Real Life Rated:" While traditional laboratory measure-

ments provide a good relative indication of receiver
performance, they simply don't tell you how a receiver
will sound in your living room in actual operation. So
Yamaha developed a new standard for evaluating overall

receiver performance under real life conditions. It's
called Noise -Distortion Clearance Range (NDCR).
No other manufacturer specifies anything like it, because
no other manufacturer can measure up to it.
We connect our test equipment to the phono input and

speaker output terminals, so we can measure the performance of the entire receiver, not just individual component sections like others do. We set the volume control
at -20dB, a level you're more likely to listen to than full
volume. We measure noise and distortion together, the
way you hear them.

On each of our new receivers, Yamaha's Noise -

Distortion Clearance Range assures no more than a mere
0.1% combined noise and distortion from 20Hz to 20kHz
at any power output from 1/10th watt to full -rated power.

Four receivers, one standard. On each of our four new
receivers, Yamaha reduces both THD and IM distortion
to new lows-a mere 0.05% from 20Hz to 20kHz into
8 ohms. This is the kind of performance that's hard to
come by in even the finest separate components. But it's
a single standard of quality that you'll
find in each and every new Yamaha receiver. From our CR-620 and CR-820
up to our CR-1020 and CR-2020.

expensive receiver. You'll discover that nobody but
Yamaha gives you our incredibly low 0.05% distortion
and -92dB phono S/N ratio (from moving magnet
phono input to speaker output).
You'll also discover that nobody else starts out with
such a variety of unique features. Independent Input and
Output Selectors that let you record one source while
listening to another. A Signal Quality Meter that indicates
both signal strength and multipath. The extra convenience of Twin Headphone Jacks. Or the accurate tonal
balance provided at all listening levels by Yamaha's special
Variable Loudness Control.

More flexibility. It's consistent with Yamaha's

design philosophy that you'll find the same low distortion throughout our new receiver line. Of course, as
you look at Yamaha's more expensive models, it's only
logical that youll find the additional flexibility of more
power, more functions, and more exclusive Yamaha
features.
For example, there's a sophisticated tuner, with unique
negative feedback and pilot signal cancellation circuits
(patents pending), that makes FM reception up to 18kHz
possible for the first time on a receiver. Plus other refinements like a Built -In Moving Coil Head Amp, Fast -Rise/
Slow -Decay Power Meters, and Yamaha's own Optimum
Tuning System.

Now's the time to give us a listen. Our new receiver
line is another example of the technical innovation and
product integrity that is uniquely Yamaha. And your
Yamaha Audio Specialty Dealer is an example of uncommon dedication to faithful music reproduction and genuine customer service. It's time you heard them both.
If your Yamaha Audio Specialty
Dealer is not listed in the local Yellow
Pages, just drop us a line.

What's more, we challenge you

YAMAHA

to compare the performance and features of our least expensive model, the

P.irk l.A

Audio rivision. Pk., Box

CR-620, with anybody else's most
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CR-820 0.05

CR-2020 0.05% THD 0.05% IM

Why you should consider
the new Garrard GT35
if you're thinking Dual or B.I.C.
We'll say it straight out. The new

tonearm (measured with a Shure

Garrard GT35 is the best all-around

M95ED cartridge, tracking

turntable anywhere near its price. at 1i/4 grams) is a mere 20.4
Let's do some direct comparing.
grams. That's lighter than
Start with the motor. The Dual 1245 the tonearm of the Dual
features a fine 8 pole, synchronous 1245 at 27.5 grams or
motor and the B.I.C. 981 at 25.6
ti
the B I C 981
rift:";`-kl
.

)7

:18

grams. In fact, the

.

24 pole, new Garrard GT35 has
synchronous the lightest
tonearm
unit.
of any sinThe new Gar- gle/multiple play turntable.
rard GT35 ina

corporates a

Chalk up one more for the new

servo -con- Garrard GT35.
trolled, DC mo- The Dual, B.I.C. and Garrard all
tor. Servo control provides abso- protect your records as only fully
lutely steady speed. The motor, automatic turntables can. And all
(and thus the rotation of the platter), provide the convenience of mulis immune to fluctuations in house- tiple play. But only the new GT35
hold voltage or frequency. Len boasts the patented Delglide® sysFeldman, writing in Radio Elec- tem. Unlike the Dual and B.I.C.

this claim: Delglide is the smoothest and quietest automatic sys-

tem ever incorporated in a
turntable - of any kind.
That's still another one for
the new GT35.
There's more. The Dual
1245 and the B.I.C. 981

are warranteed for 2 years. The
new Garrard GT35 carries an un-

precedented 3
year warranty.

That's our way of
underscoring its ex-

ceptional reliability.

Finally. The
price advertised

by the manufac
turer. Including the
base and dust cover, the Dual 1245

is $240 and the B.I.C. 981, $237.

tronics, reviewed it as a "significant
breakthrough" superior to the "syn- driven by its own belt and is located directly under
chronous motor however many
the tonearm.
poles it might have.' The GT35 is
Tonearm
the only, belt -driven, single/mul-

The price of the new Garrard

tiple play turntable in the world

system and a 3 year warranty.
Consider the GT35. If you're think-

automatic mechanisms, Delglide is

with a servo -controlled, DC motor.

Chalk one up for the new Garrard
GT35.

Now for the tonearm. Remember
that the delicate stylus, as it traces
the groove, bears the full weight of
the tonearm. The heavier the tone -

control is
by simple rotary ac-

tion. It's no
wonder that

GT35: just $200.

The GT35: a "breakthrough" mo-

tor, the lightest tonearm, the
smoothest and quietest automatic

ing Dual, or B.I.C. Or Technics.
Or Pioneer. Or Sony. Or...

Radio Electronics said, '!..

the pick-up arm is
arm, the greater the wear on the
handled more gently
record and stylus. Light is right.
than could be done by
The effective mass of the GT35 the steadiest of hands!' We make

Garrard.
The turntable specialist.

For a free brochure, write
Garrard, Division of Plessey Consumer Products, Dept. B
100 Commercial Street, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
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Dave Garroway in Chicago, Fred Rob-

bins and Martin Bloch in New York,
Ed (Jack the Bellboy) Mackenzie in
Detroit, Jimmy Lyons in San Francisco, Steve Allen and Al Jarvis in Los
Angeles, Dick Martin in New Orleans,
and Phil McKeller in Windsor, On-

tario (whose clear -channel station
reached much of the U.S.), fought
what in the light of history can be seen

as a hopeless rearguard action in be-

half of the higher achievements of
American popular music up to that
time. It was hopeless because the
owners and operators of radio sta-

A.3UXL

tions were making the pragmatic discovery of an essentially simple truth:
More people like bad music than like
good music.
Fine art demands something of the

audience: attention, sensitivity, cu-

Perfect becomtla

Perfectinr

riosity, and critical judgment, among
other things. Since most Americans

apparently are unwilling to expend
much energy on matters involving
their very well-being and perhaps
even physical survival, is it reasonable to expect them to expend any on

What more could be asked? Dyna's famous A-25 is surely the
most popular quality speaker system in the w 3r1d-the perfect choice
for more than 900,000 ears. But now we've gone 3 better. The next
step closer to perfection for all Dyna owners is the great new A-30XL
-Dynaco's first 3 -way bookshelf speaker. A jeeper low -end, more
efficient and smoother over-all, Dynaco again Eets the s-andard.

Perfectionists on a budget will pick the all iew A-25 Mark II. For
overall value, it's the perfect answer. With re:inements like higher
efficiency to couple best with the popular receivers (or Dyna's
fantastic SCA-50 integrated amplifier) it's sound quality puts it
worlds apart from the usual package choices.
For those whose critical taste far outreaches their wallet;
choose the new D-XL's, at a down-to-earth price that is as sure
to please you as the listening.
3 from the leader in sound value.

Ask for a demonstration and don't
settle for anything else. If your dealer
doesn't have them, call Dynaco
collect at 609/228-3200.

their nation's aesthetics, which they
fail to see as involving any vital personal interest?

The mass of any culture's art will
inevitably be ordinary. It is impose
sible that it be otherwise. For if all its

art became by some miracle exceptional, we would automatically redefine the exceptional. Thus the great
artist is an exception to the standards
of his profession. And the genuinely
perceptive audience is also excep-

tional. It is, by definition, a minority.
The tragedy of American art is the
extent to which control of it has been
turned over to business; and business
is interested in the largest market. In

the case of radio broadcasters, the

governing factor of their existence is
what they call cost-per-thousand-the

cost to the advertiser of reaching a
thousand persons. Thus, to a radio

NI intact

station in a given market, it becomes
of paramount importance to be (or try

Dept. HF-1, Box 88, Blackwood, N.J. 08012

to be) the station that reaches the

widest audience. And to do that, stations in the 1950s began emphasizing
music that was the equivalent of

dime -store prints of stags against

polychrome sunsets. After 1950, the
decline in the quality of popular music on radio accelerated. But it took a

quantum plunge when Todd Storz
A 25 Mark t

4
D-20XL

dreamed up his "jukebox of the air."
Storz, of the New Orleans -based
Storz broadcasting stations, observed
that the same songs were played over
and over again on jukeboxes. He theorized that a format involving a limited

playlist of constantly repeated hit
CIRCLE 11 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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Honest Science
from Discwasher:

THOU SHOULDST NOT BE DECEIVED!
1111111111.....11111111111L_AMIIIIIIMIL...
A scientifically correct record cleaner:
There is no perfect record cleaner, only
-WILL NOT pull stabilizers out of vinyl.
good science and ongoing research. The
These paraffin/lanolin-like molecules
laboratories at Discwasher, Inc. have
are essential for record life and
spent more time and money in record
cannot be confused with fingerprint
else
care research than possibly anyone
oils. Alcohols and utility "cleaners"
in the world. We will share some of these
remove these stabilizers.
studies in view of what we feel are
-WILL
NOT show dramatic static
dishonest claims from parasitic followers
reduction
without "leaving" someof Discwasher innovation.
thing conductive on the record
surface. Such coatings can be
A quiet, clean record stays that way
measured in a reduction of dynamics
because of:
(a cartridge picks up motion the size
QUALITY pressing;
of a wavelength of light!).
- SAFE cleaning activity on both
WILL NOT pull vinyl oxides off by
groove walls and channels; and
rigorous adhesion. How many layers
REMOVAL OF CONTAMINATION

-

-

with a non -adhering fluid.

can you lose?

There is no perfect record cleaner --only a nearly perfect compromise.
It's called the Discwasher Record Cleaning System. Ask for it, and you will not be deceived.
discwasher,R inc.

Columbia, Missouri 65201

As you would expect from LUX,
our new R-1050 tuner/amplifier
"is no mere run-of-the-mill receiver."
When LUX Audio entered the U.S. audio
scene in 1975, we brought with us a worldwide
reputation for excellence. But since we also
brought only our separate amplifiers and tuners.
relatively few audiophiles could enjoy the special
qualities of LUX performance.
Now, everyone who would like a LUX

tuner, preamplifier and power amplifier-on
a single chassis-can have them just that way.
We choose to call these new models "tuner/
amplifiers," although you probably think of
them as "receivers." What's more important is
how Hirsch -Houck Labs described the R-1050

in Stereo Review:
"Given its features, appearance and
performance, this is no mere run-of-the-mill
receiver....The excellent audio -distortion ratings
...obviously place it among the cleanest of the
currently available receivers...every aspect
of the receiver's operation and handling was
as smooth and bug -free as its fine appearance
would suggest."
Typical of the circuitry and features that
result in such fine performance are these: a
dual -gate MOSFET front end for high sensitivity.
and a special linear -phase filter array for
high selectivity, low distortion and wide stereo
separation. The preamplifier section has a
two -stage direct -coupled amp for accurate

RIAA equalization and a good phono overload
capability. Anc the power amplifier is direct coupled DC, in a true complementary symmetry
configuration, for excellent transient and
phase response.
Operating features include a six -LED peak
level indicator for each channel; tape -to -tape
dubbing with senultaneous listening to other
program sources; turn -on time delay speaker
protection plus automatic overload shutdown.
The sound of the R-1050 has been
appreciated as much in England as here. For
example. the British magazine HiFi at Home
said: " ...treble quality was light and delicate,
something LUX engineers always seem to
achieve... bass output seemed plentiful and
strong, as is often the case with enormous, low
impedance power supplies."
If we've encouraged you to experience the
sound of a LUX !uneriamplifier, your next step is
to visit one of our carefully selected dealers.
We'll be pleased to send you the names of those
in your area.
Luxman R-1050: 55 watts per channel. THD 0 05% Suggested pric.
"
t tixman to ieramplfiers R-1040. 40 watts per channel
THD 0 05% Suggestec price. $445 R-1120. 120 watts per channel
THD 0 03%. Suggestec price. $895 (Power ratings are minimum
continuous output per channel. with both channels driven
simultaneously into 8 of m loads. from 20 to 20.000 Hz. and no
more than quoted total larmonic distortion.)

160 Dupont Street. Pla,nvIew New York 11803 in Canada While Electronics Developnent Corp Ontario

songs would be successful on radio.
The selection of songs would be not
according to such vague standards as
aesthetic value, but strictly according
to a commercial criterion: popularity,
as determined by such indicators as
the charts published in Billboard, the
record industry trade paper. His format soon was being emulated by radio

stations throughout the country.
Whereas network radio had presented Your Hit Parade, a weekly
compendium of the most popular
songs, the Storz stations and those

that imitated them began broad-

casting a "hit parade" of forty songs
around the clock, seven days a week.
Thus Top 40 radio was born. As the
years went on, stations tightened the
playlist until some played only fifteen.
By 1970, computerized "jukeboxes
of the air" had come into existence. To

visit such a station is a disturbing experience. Banks of tapes on large machines sit there in silence. Suddenly
one of the tapes will start turning, triggered by a computer, and play a song
over the air. Then it will stop and another will start. One tape may contain
current hot pop tunes, another a collection of "golden oldies." Some songs
are described as they begin to play,
others will be "back announced"-all
according to commands from com-

puter to tape. The computer also is
programmed to play commercials.
And on the hour, it will play a prerecorded segment of the news. Not that
the station owners want it to, but the
Federal Communications Commission requires it.
The FCC hardly constitutes a burden to automated radio. Whereas it
prohibits a single company from owning more than seven AM and seven
FM stations (to prevent too much control over public communications from
gravitating into a few hands), nothing
in its regulations restricts the number

of stations for which one company
may provide programming. Thus an
outfit in Los Angeles may determine
what is heard on fifty or more stations
throughout the country, some of them
in major cities with huge audiences.
Nor has the FCC ever taken a stand
on Top 40 (or Top 15) radio, which is
by its very nature censored radio. By

If your cartridge is
more than three years old,
don't replace your
stylus!
Cori't get us wrong. There is nothr g vorse
than playing ycur records with a .rv:...rn

And no better way to restore you- cld unit 1) its
cricmal glory than a levy diamond.
But frankly, there have been sight :.:ant strides
made recently in tne phono cartridge fie d.
And the new cartridges cf today stanc head
and shoulders above even the fi lest of a few
short years ago.

Here's the choice Get fresh-b0 outdyeoperformance with a replacement s-ilus or Enjoy
all the benefits of modem cartricge resear,..h
and development for just a few do lars
find that you can update vow system
-or far less than you might imagi le It's probab'y
:he most dramatic single improver -en' you car
make.

Fcr instance, Audio-Technica o fors Un e -sal
cartridges equipped with a genuine Shiba a
stylus and our un quely effective Dual Vacnet
system beginning a lust $75.00 lift. Ot you can
replace your present partridge vith a fresh new

Audio-Technica ca tiidge with lighly-colishei
elliptical tip for as I tile as $45.00 list.

AT11E
345.00

ATI 5Sa

AT12Sa
375.00

512-00

Are these new motels worth the diftereize?
Absolutely. `mull be amazed at what yoi. hear
f-om today's genera ion of phcnc carlidces.
Improved frequency response. l_:.wer dis'ortion.
Better separation. _ess record wear 7-ulY
better sound.

new Audio-Technica cart -loge.
Your best value ii hi-fi.
A

the fiat of a station's owner, everything except that predetermined num-

ber of songs that are the most commercially successful at the moment is,
in effect, banned from the air.

Federal regulatory agencies have
come under increasing fire in recent
years for being in bed with the very
industries they are charged with overseeing. None of them is more deserv-

ing of this criticism than the FCC,
which I will examine in more detail
in the next issue.
JANUARY 1978

-"Ivioftbr
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audio-technica

f' INNOVATION PRECIE104 o INTE5RiTv
AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S.. INC., Dept_ 18H. 33 Shiawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Oh.o 4431:
Available in Canada from Superior Electronics, Inc.
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and an Epicure Four preamp, the former requiring about 500 picofarads of shunt capacitance and the latter having only 37 picofa-

rads. This necessitates additional shunt
capacitors (over and above capacitance provided by cables, etc.) to give the cartridge the
proper load.

After reading ads in your magazine,

I purchased a Discwasher product called DiscTraker, an accessory to be attached to the head -

machines on and set the controls on the second machine for optimum levels in the copy.
It is possible to make a direct copy, with the
Dolby switches off, by adjusting levels so that

shell of a tone arm in order to reduce the effects of record warps. The ads, as well as my
dealer, led me to believe the DiscTraker was
mountable on any headshell. This is not at all
true. The device cannot be mounted on the
headshell of my Dual 1249.
According to the directions, I needed an
adapter bracket, available from Discwasher
for seventy-five cents. The bracket turns out
to be a flat rectangular strip of plastic whose
bottom surface has an adhesive coating so it
can be bonded to the top of a flat headshell.
But the Dual headshell top is not flat-half is

raised slightly. With the adapter attached
only to the raised half, the force applied by
the DiscTraker might result in a slightly tilted
tone arm. Is there any way that a DiscTraker
can be used with a Dual turntable?-Richard
J. Weyhausen, Bronx, N.Y.

Not with yours. And not with any headshell
whose top is not flat; examples include Garrard models using the Zero -tracking arm, the
new Thorens models, and those of Bang &
Olufsen. Owners of the Dual 701, 704, 721,
and other models using a flat headshell will
be able to attach DiscTraker but will find that
the piston will not reach the record surface.

Discwasher is now supplying the adapter
bracket free as part of the DiscTraker package and will supply the extended piston rod
to owners of these Dual models at no charge.
I say that no human ear can tell the difference

between two state-of-the-art systems; my
brother disagrees. For example, I own a Pioneer PL -510A turntable with Shure V-15 Type
III cartridge, a pair of Jensen Model 25 speakers, a Pioneer TX -550011 tuner, and a Sansui
AU -717 integrated amplifier. My brother

owns an Audio Research power amplifier,
Quintessence preamp, Technics SL -1500

a Dolby -reference output from the first machine (for example, using a Dolby -level test
tape) produces a Dolby -reference recording
level on the second. But if the copy is being
made onto the cassette, peak levels from the
open -reel tape may overload it; if it is being
made onto an open reel, you may be wasting
some of its dynamic range with this method.
The slow transport speed you propose using
on the Tandberg may prevent the most extreme forms of this difficulty, but generally,
straight copying of Dolby -encoded tapes
poses more problems than it solves.
I

have trouble with subsonic rumble and

record -warp oscillations whenever I play even

a mildly warped record. I only have 25 watts
per channel, and a good bit of that power is
soaked up whenever I listen at a fairly loud
level. It also sets my woofers to pounding

wildly. (I would say my average listening level

is about 94 dB.) I need a less expensive alternative than a new turntable. I have already

tried a turntable platter pad, but it did not
solve the problem. Is it possible to build a
fairly good subsonic filter? If not, how much
does one cost?-Pat Redmiles, Springfield,
Va.

The only add-on subsonic filters we know of

sell for at least $75. It is possible to build
one but would require test equipment in addition to special knowledge and skills. Other

remedies-such as low -mass tone armsexist, but none is exactly cheap. Turning
down the bass control a bit would help.
I
purchased a DBX 119 with the
hope of improving my system. But it didn't
occur to me at the time that I would have to
contend with my Bose 901 (Series I) equal-

Recently

With the input capacitance of the Probe
given as 34 picofarads, would there be any
benefit in using it with added shunt capacitors and the Shure cartridge?-Arthur Walling, Hamilton, Ont.
One thing is certain: The Shure V-15 Type III
is very critical about capacitive loading and
will not sound right unless this parameter is

correct no matter what kind of input it is
feeding. For practical purposes the 34 picofarads of the Hegeman Probe and the 37
of the Epicure Four are identical. The addition of 3 feet of cable (which may run about

100 picofarads per foot) to the leads from
the turntable (these usually run about 100 picofarads total) by means of appropriate connectors should get everything into the right

ballpark for either one. To avoid problems
with noise or interference, use cables with
braided shields rather than wrapped ones
and route the new cable carefully.
Record reviews continually remark on the
high "demonstration" quality of certain DG
and Philips recordings. I have just purchased
DG's new Mahler Second Symphony with Abbado and the Chicago Symphony and have
found certain passages inaudible: almost any-

thing extremely soft on strings, brasses, or
timpani; off-stage trumpets in the last movement are wispy and sound like bits of thread
running through the eye of a needle behind
my speakers. Thin sound permeates most
discs of the companies mentioned. I would
like to know the best solution for a listener
desiring the highest resolution of overtones
without rattling the windows.
I have two ADC Model 18 speakers (elliptical -woofer model), a Thorens TD -125 turntable, ADC XLM Mk. II cartridge, SME-3009

tone arm, Citation 11 and 12 amp/preamp
units, and two Micro -Acoustic tweeters. Are
my ADCs outdated? Is my system so good
that all the shortcomings on the disc can be
heard? Or is it so bad that only the shortcomings are adequately discerned?-Norman
Roberts, Seattle, Wash.
Perhaps what you are hearing is the superior
dynamic range of many DG and Philips releases, which are not as compressed as many
others and therefore reach lower levels in the

turntable with ADC VLM Mk. III cartridge, and
Dahlquist DQ-10 speakers. You are undoubtedly familiar with all of these components, so
please settle the argument once and for all: Is
it at all possible for any human ear to hear any

izer. I called both DBX and Bose and got dif-

difference in sound quality, reproduction,
etc., between the two systems?-Matt Mi-

a Dynaco PAT -4 preamp.-Bob Phillips, Ma-

chaels, Buffalo, N.Y.
Yes, it is.

Relax! We see no significant difference-or
threat to the system-with any of the possible alternative hookups. Since the Bose

Assuming it were ideally matched to a con-

equalizer must always be used with the
speakers, we would put it between the
preamp and the power amp. And, having
done that, we might run the DBX off the
Bose's tape -monitor connections saving

deck), would a semipro or professional noise reduction unit give better performance than a
consumer noise -reduction device will provide

those on the PAT -4 for their intended use.

If by "professional" you mean units such as
the Dolby A or DBX-142 or Telefunken c4,
you certainly can expect better performance
than from consumer devices, in which com-

What method and recording levels are best
for making a Dolby dub of a Dolby tape from a
Tandberg 10XD open -reel deck at 33/4 ips to

a Nakamichi 700 cassette, or vice versa?
Both machines are using Maxell UD tape. The
respective manufacturers have given me ambiguous answers: One says the Dolby should
be on, one Dolby off, and neither is specific on

levels.-A. J. Kloch, Skokie, Ill.
For the best possible dynamic range it is advisable to turn the Dolby switches of both
30

ferent information as to the hookup. Not
being particularly anxious to blow a fine system, I beg your help. Other equipment includes a Crown DC -300 amp (first model) and
con, Ga.

Recently you reported on the Hegeman Input
Probe and said that it could improve the per-

formance of some phono cartridges. At
present I use a Shure V-15 Type III cartridge

soft passages when the loud ones are kept
below "window -rattling" levels. If so, we

would prescribe a loudness control or ju
dicious use of the tone controls to retain solidity in the sound.
sumer tape deck (Revox A-700, Teac A-6100,

A-3300SX2T, or any high fidelity half-track

with the same decks?-Richard Latta, APO,
New York, N.Y.

promises are perforce made in order to keep
prices low.
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ARE YOU BLAMING YOUR
TAPE RECORDER
FOR PROBLEMS CAUSED
BY YOUR TAPES?
Every day people
all over the country go
into hi fi dealers with
complaints about their
tape recorders.
When in reality what
they should be complaining about is their
tapes.
Because the fact is, a

lot of the problems that
plague tape recorders
can be attributed to bad
tape.

JAMMING IS CAUSED BY YOUR
RECORDER. OR IS IT?

even after years of use,
we finish them to tolerances as much as 60%
higher than industry
standards.
Inside, we use free
rolling Delrin rollers so
the tape doesn't stick.
And finally, we
screw instead of weld

everything togetler
because screws make

for stronger cassettes.
If your recorder frequently suffers lapses in
sound, it could be the
tape is of inferior quality.
And nobody's bothered
testing the tape for
dropouts before it leaves
the factory.

DROPOLTS ARE CAUSED BY YOUR
RECORDER. OR ARE THEY?

Maxell tape is made
of only the finest polyesters. And then every

POOR TRACKING IS CAUSED BY
YOUR RECORDER. OR IS IT?

step of the way it's
checked for even the
slightest inconsistencies.
So if you re having
problems with your
recorder, try a Maxell
cassette, 8 -track or reelto-reel tape.
You might find there's
really nothing wrong
with your tape recorder,
just with your tape.

HEAD WEAR IS CAUSED BY YOUR
RECORDER. OR IS IT?

If you have to clean
your tape heads more
than usual, for example,
it could be your tape
doesn't have a special
nonabrasive head
cleaner.
Maxell has one.
If your recorder jams,
it can be any number of
things. Maxell does
something to prevent all
of them.
We make our
cassette shells of high
impact polystyrene. And
then so they won't crack

maxelr0435-90

Sound Recxxdinglpe
14rOuput/Extended Now

maxellM8T-90
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THE TAPE WS TOO GOOD FOR MOST Emmen

Maxell Corporation of America t30 West Commercial Ave.. Mcorchie. New Jersey07074.

C
Barcus-Berry's
Mysterious Glass Plate
On a recent trip to California we stopped in to see BarcusBerry, not because of that company's estimable musical
instrument line and related products, but because of a recent development that may make it as well known in music
reproduction as it is in music making: the AudioPlate. It is
a high -frequency driver consisting of a glass plate (about 5
by 7 inches) with an attached transducer.
The driver does not behave like a normal piston-a diaphragm like that on dynamic or electrostatic speakers that
moves in and out to "push" the air. Even the folks at Barcus-Berry express some doubt about how it really does
work and say they expect its active principle to be the subject of considerable debate. Their tentative explanation is
-

that the energy propagated within the plate and transferred to the air of the listening room behaves more like a
shock wave than like a normal acoustic wave, and that the
shock wave then, in a sense, "breaks down" progressively
in the air to become sound. Evidence cited for this phenomenon is that the propagation does not seem to follow
the inverse -square law-perceived levels close to the driver
often seem surprisingly subdued, those at great distances
surprisingly loud.
Another surprise for those used to conventional drivers
is that the response range apparently cannot be extended
downward by increasing driver area. According to BarcusBerry, the useful range of the AudioPlate extends from
about 2 kHz to beyond audibility. In this range, however, it
claims exceptional performance and a true omnidirection-

al radiation pattern-depending, of course, on how it

is

mounted. Since the device does not push the air, it is not
inherently bipolar (like cones, domes, electrostatics, Heil

drivers, or others with true diaphragms); the positive
"shock" of its propagation appears to be produced simultaneously from the front and back of the device, rather

than alternately at front and back as with diaphragms,
since the plate itself does not move.

We were ruminating on these properties of the design as
Mr. Barcus turned on his equipment for a demonstration.
The AudioPlates in use were add-on units in wood casesprototypes of a product that should be appearing in stores
about the time you read this-with a built-in 2 -kHz crossover. Lacking controlled conditions, we could form only a
tentative opinion of the tweeter. What we heard did sug-

gest, however. that the company's enthusiasm for its
"find" has some basis. The output of the tweeter seemed
unusually smooth, extended, and distortion -free, with superior depth and placement in the stereo image and freedom from objectionable beaming or off -axis nulls.
The AudioPlate is, according to Barcus-Berry, being examined by a number of companies that might incorporate
it (under license) into full -range systems. B -B itself already

offers a number of speakers with the AudioPlate for
sound -reinforcement and musical -instrument use; the
add-on tweeter represents its first foray into the home
high fidelity market.
CIRCLE 141 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

SQ Leads Matrix Competitors in FCC Quad Study
As a prelude to a decision by the Federal Communications
Commission to create a standard for quadriphonic broadcasting, the FCC's Laboratory Division conducted a series
of listening tests. These tests have established that the audition panel generally preferred four -channel reproduction
of music via the CBS SQ matrix system to that offered by
the BBC's H matrix and Sansui's QS. In the same tests, SQ

trailed discrete quadriphony, as realized by means of a
four -channel tape, by a slight margin. But the report

pointed out that, despite superior aural performance, the

discrete systems-which require more complex transmitting and receiving equipment-"might be precluded
from adoption
. because of other technical factors and /
or economic considerations. They may be forced to survive
only as audio systems for the theater or home."
.

.

In tests for compatibility with stereophonic and monophonic reproduction, SQ was preferred over all systems,
including discrete. The most notable area in which the CBS
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HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINIE

No other speaker has ever
looked like this, no other speaker has
ever been built like this. And we believe
no other speaker, regardless of size or
price, can recreate the impact and feel
of live music like the Bose 901 Series
It is a speaker unlike any other.

°'

.511

40°1

Better soLnd througi research.

In one page we cannot begin to describe the 901 Series III and the technology :ehind
So .ve've put together a comprehensive literature package Ole includes a detaktd 16 -page color brochure.
a 20 -page owner's rr.aeual, and a copy of Dr. Amar Bose's paper on "S3inc Recording and ReproductiDn' reprinted from Technology Review.
o receive thislterature. send $1.00 to Bose. Dept. HF IC. The Mountain. Forningnam. Mass. 01701.
Patents issued and pending. Cabinets are walnut ver.T.tr.

The luxury

a difference:

Sansui's new 9090DB top -of-the -line
receiver adds Dolby to its other luxury
cre-

dentials - big power, an extremely
fine tuner
section and great versatility. The Dolby
circuitry will not only decode
Dolby FM broadcasts: it can also encode and

decode tape

recordings for reduced noise
and hiss.
And, of course, with the Sansui
you can creatively determine just 9090DB
how you
like your music. In addition to
bass and treble
controls, with turnover selectors
for 150 Hz
300 Hz and 1.5 kHz, 3 kHz
respectively,

The Sansui

9090DB.
AUDIO SECTION
POWER OUTPUT

125 watts per channel, min. RMS,
both channels driven into 8
ohms from 20 Hz to 20.000 Hz.
with no more than 01% total
harmonic distortion

FM SECTION
FM SENSITIVITY
98 dBf (170AV)
SELECTIVITY

better than 85 dB.
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO

better than 70 dB
SPURIOUS
RESPONSE REJECTION

SEE ARENS

PI-40NES

co.

- BASS

MIDRANGE

better than 85 dB

O

Dolby is a trademark of
Dolby Laboratories Inc
Simulated woodgrain cabinet

TRIPLE TONE

Scuz_sui

A whole new world of beautiful
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.

sound.

Woodside, New York 11377 Gardena,
Call'omia 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO LTD

, Tokyo, Japan SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S A
, Antwerp. Belgium In Canada
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Electronic Distributors

CONTROL

TREBLE

receiver with
Dolby:

there is also a midrarge ccnt-ol High and
low filte-s. A tone cefeat for bass and treble.
A loudress switc-1 and 20 dB audio muting
switch. =or added creative freedom, two
tape monitors and a mic mixing circuit with
separa-e
contrcl. Two tuning meters,

as well as twin power meters that a so serve
fcr Dolby tone calibiation
Listen to the 9D913DB. Handle is

superbly smooth controls. See how tey
respond to your sl gh'eitcommand.'Nek-icrw
you will fall in love with Scrsui.

RIGHT
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FM NUT NC,

TAPE MONITOR
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METER
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2
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DOLBY SYSTEM

The sound and the theory.

0 1977 Koss Corp.

Introducing a speaker system with a sound so fantastic that it took a whole new theory of loudspeaker
design to produce it
. the Koss CM 1010 loudspeaker. It's the ultimate in 2 bandpass speakers, with
.

.

an extended bandwidth response, high efficiency and
incredibly low distortion that's unmatched by any
other 2 bandpass speaker at any price.
To achieve such remarkable performance, Koss engineers set critical parameters for cabinet size, frequency
response and efficiency. Then the computer -programmed Koss Theory furnished not only construction
specifications for the woofer, tweeter, passive radiator
and crossover network, but also the optimum position
in the cabinet for each component to create maximum
structural rigidity and optimum dispersion and phase
coherency.
The result is an all -embracing quality of sound. The
10 -inch passive radiator reinforces the lower 2 octaves

(to

while the special 8 -inch woofer also handles midrange
to 3500 Hz. With the radiator's unique alignment mass
in place, the CM 1010 reproduces a maximally flat response from an f3 of 35 Hz on outward. However, for
more acoustic energy in the 50 to 80 Hz range, the
alignment mass can be removed to create an f3 of 42
Hz and a low bass ripple of 1% dB centering on 60 Hz.

The CM 1010's high-energy, 1 -inch dome tweeter
linked to an acoustic transformer increases the high
bandpass headroom by an incredible 6 dB. With performance so superior, the CM 1010 is clearly the ultimate speaker in its price range.
For a free, color brochure of Koss CM loudspeakers,

write to Fred Forbes, c/o the Koss Corporation. Or
ask your Audio Dealer for a live demonstration of the
Sound of Koss, and hear the Koss Theory in action.
Once you've listened to the revolutionary CM 1010,
you'll agree: hearing is believing.

KOSS CM 1010 SPEAKER SYSTEM
hearing is believing

KOSS CORPORATION, 4129 N. Port Washington Ave . Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53212
Koss International London. Dublin, Paris, Frankfurt Amsterdam Koss Limited Ontario Koss K.K. Tokyo

matrix showed weakness was in localization tests, where it
settled into last place, albeit not far behind other matrices.

Comments from the auditors, however, indicated some
distaste for all "surround sound" effects in comparison
with a presentation in which the back channels carry ambience or reverberated sound only, presumably because
the latter more closely simulates the concert hall experience. The testers note, significantly, that requirements for

"front plus ambience" reproduction can be met adequately by matrix systems.

The report warned the commissioners that "in any
event, extreme care must be exercised in choosing the system for FM Broadcast Service so that future developments

total program time of one hour or more. The new disc is
thicker than the earlier version so that modifications to the
player are necessary in order to accommodate it. These
are currently being made at N. V. Philips and at Magnavox,
a subsidiary of North American Philips Corporation. Regional marketing, with players, is planned for next fall.

TDK announces that its sometime league -leading SD
series of cassette tapes has been dropped from the line,
"victim of major technological advances" in the D cassette
tape, which-though it remains relatively inexpensive-appears to have closed the performance gap with SD.

in multichannel sound will not be stifled." Amen.

Audio-Technica will begin distribution of Sonic Arts direct to -disc recordings in addition to the Umbrella discs it cur-

Also . . .

rently markets. The first two releases are "Piano Fire-

Superscope, whose Pianocorder was discussed in our September 1977 issue, is negotiating to acquire Grand Piano
Company of Morganton, North Carolina. A previously announced agreement in principle with the Aeolian Corpora-

tion, also a piano manufacturer, has been terminated.
Philips and MCA say they have developed a new type of optical video disc that can be played on both sides to give a

works," with Russell Stepan playing works of Chopin, and
"The Piano," on which David Montgomery plays Beetho-

ven, Brahms, Schubert. and others. A Tellarc release"Michael Murray at the Great Organ at Methuen"-also
is planned by Audio-Technica.
DBX now has a version (Model 193) of its noise -reduction
system specifically engineered as an add-on for Nagra IV -S
portable stereo recorders.

EquipZ
A bookshelf speaker from JBL
JBL's newest two-way speaker system, the L-40, is a bookshelf model
that uses a 10 -inch woofer and 1 -inch tweeter. Low -frequency damping
is provided by an acoustic -resistance shell whose physical parameters
match those of the woofer. The basket -shaped fiberglass shell, which is
held in place behind the speaker, does not restrict normal cone movement. JBL credits the shell with attenuating energy rise in the lower frequencies, resulting in uniform response down to the limits of the L -40's
range. The tuned bass reflex enclosure is finished in black walnut, and
the grille is available in brown, rust, and tan. The L-40 costs $207.
CIRCLE 142 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Lexicon's low-cost digital delay system
The Delta -T Model 92 is a digital time -delay system designed for sound -

reinforcement applications in small halls such as churches and theaters. There are two independently controllable output channels, each
offering up to 120 milliseconds of delay. Other features include automatic bypass, a five -position LED headroom indicator, and XLR input

and output connectors. The Model 92 requires only 31/2 inches of rack
space and operates on 115-230 volts AC, 50 or 60 Hz. Frequency response is rated at + 1, -2 dB from 20 Hz to 12 kHz. Suggested list price
is under $2,000.
CIRCLE 143 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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Garrard enters noise -suppression field

-

Garrard's first venture into noise reduction is the Music Recovery Module, a device that can be used in a component system to filter disc noise
impulses, especially on scratched records, and allow only the music to
pass through. A time -delay circuit in the MRM gives the detector enough
time to distinguish the characteristics of noise impulses: musical transients are not affected. The switchable suppressor circuit can also be
adjusted for intensity of scratch damage: More heavily scratched records receive a greater degree of suppression. The Music Recovery Module includes a phono preamp and sells for $199.95.

Gerrard
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Evolution in a speaker from AEI
Audio Engineering International has announced the availability of Evolution 1, an acoustic -suspension, two-way speaker system. The 10 -inch
woofer has an impedance control for accentng low frequencies, and
the 1 -inch dome tweeter has a high -frequency control, allowing the user
to compensate for absorption characteristics of the listening room. The
minimum power requirement is rated at 15 watts (113/4 dBW) per channel into a 4 -ohm load. Crossover occurs at 1.5 kHz and rated frequency
response is + P/2 dB, -2 dB, 35 Hz to 17 kHz. The Evolution 1 comes in
two finishes: The walnut model costs $156, and the vinyl model is $137.
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Tapco enters the power-amp marketplace
The fan -cooled two -channel CP-500 professional power amplifier uses a
Power Sentry circuit to control distortion that can be caused by clipping
and to protect tweeters. The CP-500 is rated at 150 watts (213/4 dBW)

into 8 ohms or 24 dBW (255 watts) per channel into 4 ohms, with THD
below 0.009%, and the Power Sentry's operating level is adjustable in
each channel. Also available is the CP-120 for biamped and triamped
systems. The CP-500 costs $649.
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Furman Sound's tunable crossover
Model TX -2 from Furman Sound is a tunable crossover and bandpass

filter designed for use with either stereo biamped or mono triamped
systems in studio, public address, and home setups. The unit is tunable
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and features separate level controls for the two
filter bands and one input gain control. The TX -2 incorporates Butterworth filters with a rolloff of 12 dB per octave for smooth frequency
handling. Cost of the unit is $250.
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Superscope introduces cassette decks
Superscope is distributing its three new stereo cassette decks, among
which is the Model CD -310. Some of the features of this front -loading
machine are Dolby noise reduction, calibrated VU meters, and separate
bias and equalization switches. It also offers automatic shutoff, separate recording level controls for maximum flexibility, and a peak -limiter
switch. The price of the CD -310 is $149.95. The other models in the line,
the CD -304 and CD -303, are top -loaders costing $139.95 and $99.95.
CIRCLE 146 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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These cassette deck manufacturers use SA
as their reference for the High(Cr02) bias /EII setting:

AIWA AKAI CENTREX JVC
KENWOOD MERITON NAKAMICHI
OPTONICA PIONEER ROYAL SOUND
SANSU I SHARP TEAC TOSHIBA
UHER YAMAHA
And are joined by these
in recommending SA for use in their decks:

BANG & OLUFSEN DUAL FISHER
HARMANUKARDON LAFAYETTE
SANKYO TANDBERG
AND MANY OTHERS.
s."-c_aper:D

There's been a quiet. revolution going on in the cassette world. E Leading makers of quality

cassette decks have adopted TDK SA as their reference standard tape for "High" (Cr02) bias and
equalization settings. Why TDK SA? Because TDK SA's advanced tape formulation and super

precision cassette mechanism let them (and you) take full advantage of today's advanced

cassette deck technolcgy. 0 In addition, a growing number of other companies are recommending SA for use with their machines. E So for the ultimate in cassette sound and performance,
load your deck with SA and switch to the "High" or "Cr02" bias/EQ settings You'll consistently
get less noise, highest saturation and output levels, lowest distortion and the widest dynamic
range to let you get the best performance from any
quality machine. 0 But you needn't believe all this
just because we say so. All you have to do is check
our references.
TDK Electronics Corp., 755 Eastgate Blvd., Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
n Canada: Sucerior Electronics Industries, Ltd.

TIDK.

The machine for your machine.

A new turntable from Kenwood
Kenwood's new direct -drive turntable, the KD-2070, has a brushless DC

motor coupled to the platter for smooth rotation. According to Ken wood, the result is a wow and flutter figure of 0.04%, with rumble at -65

dB. The KD-2070 comes with an S-shaped tone arm whose tracking error is rated at ± 1.5 degrees. The turntable is also equipped with anti
skating and viscous -damped cueing. A built-in strobe facilitates setting
of speeds, and a single control sets pitch for both 33 and 45 rpm. The
KD-2070, with base and dust cover, costs $140.
-

A&E's precision preamp

'lip.

000000 euu

f
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To minimize waveform a Itera tion the A&E SCA-2000 preamplifier holds
phase shift to within 3 degrees and total harmonic distortion to 0.01%
across the audio band, according to the manufacturer. The two phono
inputs have, in addition to switch -selectable input impedances, separate high- and low -frequency feedback networks in the equalizer section
that result in a response said to be within ± 0.2 dB of RIAA specs. Other

features include a 32 -point attenuator volume control and a full complement of inputs selectable via pushbuttons. A product of A&E Technical Research, the SCA-2000 is priced at $950.
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On the beam with BIC
British Industries Company's Beam Box is an indoor antenna designed
to eliminate the problem of faulty FM reception. Front -panel controls allow the user to select signal direction and desired frequency. The Beam

Box's passive electronic circuit then aims its sensitivity pattern in the
specific direction without actually moving the antenna. The results are
said to be improved separation and reduced interference. Electronic direction of reception patterns, according to BIC, is especially helpful in

areas where outdoor antennas are impractical, such as apartment
buildings. The Beam Box, which also has a bandwidth control, uses no
house or battery current and costs $89.95.
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Musictronics' new octave divider
The Mu-tron Octave Divider, designed for use with guitar, voice, and
keyboards, produces a sub -octave that, according to Musictronics, retains the character of the original signal. A fuzz effect is achieved via a
toggle switch marked RINGER, and there are rotary pots for mix and
TONE. This footswitch-activated device sells for $160.
CIRCLE 150 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Sansui's top -of -the -line Direct-O-Matic deck
As with the other models in Sansui's current line of cassette decks, the
SC -5100 features the new Direct-O-Matic loading and tape lead-in. A
two -motor design, the SC -5100 has memory and repeat functions, a
timer for unmanned record and playback, Dolby noise reduction and a
Dolby -FM switch, and mike and line mixing capability. A peak LED, averaging meters, separate three -position bias and equalization switches,
and peak limiter round out the front -panel features. Rated frequency
response, with normal tape, is ±3 dB, 30 Hz to 13 kHz. The price of the
SC -5100 is $600.
CIRCLE 151 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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TODAY MORE THAN EVER
AR SPEAKS THE TRUTH
LOUD &
CLEAN
Amazing.
The hottest new name in the
speaker business seems to be AR.
Because we've been busy
waking a few changes. But we
haven't forgot what made us
famous.
Quality.
Accuracy.

/II

Performance,
loud and clean.
Yes, we've

broadened the AR line. Now it
includes 7 models designed to
sell from about $65 to about
$450.
Yes, we've improved AR
power -handling capacity with
an important innovation. The
liquid -cooled speaker. All our
high -range drivers for '77-'78
will use magnetic fluid (it costs
nearly $3000 per gallon) to
position and cool voice coils.
Yes, we've refined logos,
cabinet styling and several other
neat little touches.
We've even improved
distribution. Henceforth you'll
find AR only in quality highfidelity stores.
What hasn't changed is AR
quality and quality control.
And that's the reason every AR
speaker system is covered by the
most impressive warranty on
construction and performance
of any major speaker.
For information and "specs"
pick up our new catalog from
your high fidelity dealer or
write to us at the address below.
leTELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
10 AMERICAN DRIVE. NORWOOD. MASSACHUSETTS 02062
IN CANADA A C SIMMONOS e. SONS LTD
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One great sound

leads to another
The new Koss PRO/4 Triple A.
The famous PRO/4AA is a tough act
to follow. After all, its wide dynamic frequency response with a deep rich bass
and crystal clear highs made it the
world's most asked for stereophone.
But our audio engineers had a few
innovative ideas on how to develop a
whole new pro. One that sounded so
fantastic, you'd almost think your old
records and tapes had turned into a
whole new music library. And one that
was so comfortable, you'd never want
your records or tapes to end.
The result is a totally new standard in
stereophones: the PRO/4 Triple A.
Because the new Koss PRO/4 Triple A

Id)

expands the realm of pure sound with
a freshness and life -like intensity every
music lover will want to hear. Indeed,
with a frequency response from 10 Hz
to 22kHz, the Triple A offers a full
bandwidth dynamic Sound of Koss
that makes every note blossom to its
fullest harmonic growth. Add to that
the human -engineered, contoured,
Pneumalite' earcushions that provide
both comfort and a flat, low bass
response to below audibility, and
you've got a whole new state-of-theart stereophone. And while the new
Triple As extra large voice coil, and
oversize diaphragm mix he music in

your head, its extra light construction
and unique Pneumalite" suspension
dual headband let you float, hour
upon hour, unconfined through your
private realm of listening pleasure.
Ask your favorite Audio Deale' to
show you the new Koss PRO/4 Triple A.
And write c/o Virginia Lamm for our
free full -color stereophone catalog.
But if you really want to see how great
the new Triple A is, take your favorite
records or tapes with you to your Audio
Dealer and listen to them thru the new
Koss PRO/4 Triple A. The difference
you hear is why we say: "hearing is
believing':

stereophones
KOSS
hearing is believing"
KOSS CORPORATION,

Koss Internot,u

.

,

N Port Washington Ave. Milwaukee. VtAsconstn 53212
Frankfurt Amsterdam Koss Limited Burlington. Ontano Koss K K Tokyo
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C 1971 Koss Corp

Here's another Empire 698 Turntable
dashing off the assembly line.
It takes 151 hours to make an Empire turntable.
Each one stands over 80 separate inspections before
it reaches the end of the line.
And after the assembly is done, we test it some more.
Wow and flutter, rumble, and speed accuracy are
electronically confirmed to meet specifications before
final approval.
It's not a fast way to finish a turntable, but it's a great
way to start one.

EM'IFE
Empire Scientific Corp., Garden City, New York 11530

Preparation supervised by
Robert Long, Harold A. Rodgers,
and Edward J. Foster
Laboratory data (unless otherwise noted)
supplied by CBS Technology Center

A CONSUMER'S GUIDE

FM MODES (DOLBY, MUTE. NARROW IF)
FM

- MODE (STEREO/L+R)

AUX

PHONO

SIGNAL PILOT
TUNING PILOTS
STEREO PILOT

AC POWER

MONITOR:

SOURCE, TAPE 1,

TAPE 2, 112

DUB, 2/1 DUB
HEADPHONES

-BASS, TREBLE
BALANCE
VOLUME
CONTOUR

Another "Rare Bird" from Nakamichi
The Equipment: Nakamichi 630, a stereo tuner/ preamplifier in metal case capable of rack mounting. Dimensions:
153/4 by 9'/4 inches (main panel); 63/4 inches high, 9'/2
inches deep. Price: $630; optional walnut cabinet, $45.
Warranty: "limited," three years parts and labor. Manufacturer: Nakamichi Research, Inc., Japan; U.S. distributor: Nakamichi Research (U.S.A.), Inc., 220 Westbury Ave.,
Carle Place, N.Y. 11514.

scale across the FM band. The extremely accurate dial is
linearly calibrated every 0.1 MHz. More than eleven turns
of the knob are required to sweep the band, and the action
is light, super -smooth, and totally without backlash.

Comment: In the high fidelity aviary, the tuner/preamplifier is an odd bird-neither a full receiver nor a totally separate tuner. It surprised us a bit that Nakamichi's first FM
equipment should appear as part of such a combination.
But then, this is quite in character for a company that
prides itself on innovation.
The 630 tuner/preamplifier follows the styling of the remainder of the 600 series, itself a departure from tradi-

rection of the error. This setup is as sensitive and as accurate as any meter we have used. An amber indicator glows
progressively brighter as the signal strength increases. We
did not find it nearly as convenient as a meter for orienting
an antenna. And, as with the rest of the Series 600, we

tion. The cabinet is wedge-shaped; with the 630 placed on
a shelf or table, the control panel slants upward and to the
rear, placing all controls at a convenient angle. (Alternatively, this unit can be mounted with its brethren in the
Nakamichi System One equipment rack.) Nor does Nakamichi use the traditional slide -rule tuning dial, opting in-

stead for a jumbo (5418 -inch diameter) rotary dial that,
straightened out, would amount to more than a foot of
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Even more surprising for Nakamichi, long known for
generously sized meters on tape equipment, is the total
absence of meters from the 630. The channel centering is
indicated by three LEDs: the central red one for exact tuning, the green outer ones indicating mistuning and the di-

REPORT POLICY Equipment reports are based on laboratory measurements
and controlled listening tests. Unless otherwise noted, test data and measurements are
obtained by CBS Technology Center. Stamford. Connecticut. a division of Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc one of the nation's leading research organizations The choice of
equipment to be tested rests with the editors of HIGH FIDELITY. Manufacturers are not
permitted to read reports in advance of publication. and no report, or portion thereof.

may be reproduced for any purpose or in any tom, without written permission of the
publisher All reports should be construed as applying to the specdic samples tested.
neither HIGH FIDELITY nor CBS Technology Center assumes responsibility for product
performance or quality
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found it difficult to tell at a glance for what mode the 630 is
set since it is controlled by a series of small black pushbuttons that are virtually camouflaged by the black panel.
The tuner offers both standard operation and Dolby decoding via a full built-in decoder, plus a choice between
narrow and wide intermediate -frequency bandwidths. FM
muting is there as well. Provisions are made to accept one
phono input (with a three -position back -panel sensitivity
switch), an aux input, and two tape decks, between which
dubbing can take place in either direction.
In addition to eleven -position, switched bass and treble
controls and the normal volume and balance controls, an
eleven -position CONTOUR switch acts as loudness -compensated volume control. (You set VOLUME for "full" listening
level, then adjust gain with the CONTOUR, which automatically equalizes for average hearing characteristics at reduced levels.) This technique is far superior to the conven-

rate signal -flow diagrams for the tuner and the preamp
sections. A pair of switched convenience outlets is provided, but the total rating (essentially 350 watts) is relatively limited. (The Nakamichi 620 power amp, for example, draws twice this figure in flat-out operation.)
Lab data taken at CBS Technology Center attest to the

tional nonadjustable loudness switch, in our opinion,
though we found that the discrete volume settings limit
flexibility somewhat. The tone controls, whose range
(about ±9 dB at the frequency extremes) is smaller than

Square -wave response

usual, are subtle in their operation and, for our tastes, superior to most.
The upper portion of the back panel is replete with sepa-
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630 (1)

- 10

MONO NOISE &

FM SENSITIVITY & QUIETING CHARACTERISTICS

i\ HZ

Nakamichi 630 Additional Data
Tuner Section
11/2 dB

Alternate -channel selectivity 41 dB wideband
78 dB narrowband

S/N ratio (mono, 65 dBf)

Ifor -30 dB noise & distortion)

-20

5U HZ

74 dB

STEREO SENSITIVITY

DISTORTION

02,

o

5.5

preamplifier. The tuner's 50 dB -quieting figures bode well

Capture ratio

INPUT IN MICROVOLTS

0.55

630's very high level of performance both as a tuner and as a

STEREO NOISE

THD (wideband) Mono
80 Hz
0.065%

161/2 dBf at 90 MHz

& DISTORTION

161/2 del at 98 MHz

I kHz

171/2 dal at 106 MHz

-30

10 kHz

Rch

L ch
0.090%
0.066%
0.25%

0.061%
0.15%

0.078%
0.065%
0.21%

MONO SENSITIVITY

THD (narrowband) Mono
80 Hz
0.070%
1 kHz
0.10%
10 kHz
0.15%

(for -30 dB noise & distortion)

a -40

111/2 calf at 90, 98,106 MHz

ea

STEREO NOISE ONLY:

`'. -50

( \'

- 60

-50 dB for 36 daf
STEREO S/N RATIO 661/2 dB

Rch

L ch
0.18%

0.17%
0.12%
0.57%

0.12%
0.71%

IM distortion

0.1%

19 -kHz pilot

-66 dB

38 -kHz subcarrier

-681/2 dB

MONO NOISE ONLY:

------------------

-50 dB for 141/2 Of

- 70
0

10

20

40

30

50

60

70

80

-

90

100

INPUT IN DBF

Preamp Section
Output at clipping

+5

MONO FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Frequency response

+1, -3 dB, 20 Hz to 15 kHz

-5

R ch: 7.0 V

±0 dB, below 10 Hz to 40 kHz
+ 0, -3/4 dB, below 10 Hz to 100 kHz

RIAA equalization

+5

L ch: 7.0 V

t

1/2 dB, 60 Hz to 20 kHz

+ 1/2, -2 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
STEREO FREQUENCY RESPONSE

0

o -5

Input characteristics (for 2 volts output)
Sensitivity
phono, 1 mV
1.7 mV
phono, 2 mV
3.4 mV
phono, 5 mV
8.2 mV

Left channel: +11/2, -3 dB, 20 Hz to 15 kHz
Right channel: +11/2, -3 dB, 20 Hz to 15 kHz

-10

z-15

aux

ti 0- -20

tape 1, 2

CrL" -25

- 30

170 mV
170 mV

S/N ratio
79 dB
83 dB
85 dB
921/2 dB

94 dB

Phono overload (clipping point at 1 kHz)
1 -mV sensitivity
60 mV

-35
- 40

2 -mV sensitivity
5 -mV sensitivity

CHANNEL SEPARATION

-45
Left channel: >40 dB, 90 Hz to 8.5 kHz; >30 dB, 24 Hz to I5 kHz
Right channel: >40 dB, 75 Hz to 8 kHz; >30 dB, 24 Hz to 15 kHz

630 (2)
20

50

100

200

500

1K

2K

5K

10K

20K

120 mV
290 mV

THD (for 2 volts output)
L ch
0.0037%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
R ch
0.0031%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
IM distortion

0.008%

FREQUENCY IN HZ
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for fringe -area reception, especially considering that these
measurements were made in the wideband IF position-as
were all the lab data not specified as "narrowband." Capture ratio is good: so are the signal-to-noise ratios and 19 and 38 -kHz suppression ratios.

The frequency response is within 1 dB of spec and is
very good by any standard. Stereo separation is excellent:
alternate -channel selectivity is better than average in the
narrowband mode and remains good even in the wide -

band position. That should make. the 630's wideband
mode much more frequently useful than that of most
tuners with such an adjustment. Distortion in the wide band setting, about as low as any we've measured, increases little in the narrowband mode.
As a preamplifier, the 630 shares much of the circuitry
of the Nakamichi 610 and 410 preamps. Both THD and intermodulation distortion are vanishingly small. (The THD
figures shown appear to represent noise rather than true
distortion.) The frequency response from high-level inputs
is ruler flat from 10 Hz to 40 kHz: the phono equalization is
excellent. Signal-to-noise ratios also are excellent across
the board, varying somewhat with the sensitivity (phonogain) setting, as is to be expected. The phono overload
point also varies with the gain setting but seems to be well
related to the respective sensitivities. Note that nominal

sensitivities (1, 2, and 5 millivolts) are very close to the values required for a 1 -volt output, though the unit can manage the more familiar 2 -volt output level (at which the lab
tested it) with ease. In the most sensitive setting, S/ N ratio
is equivalent to 94 dB, using the common 10 -millivolt reference level.
The 630 is an exceptionally clean FM tuner-in the narrowband mode as well as in the wideband one. We found it

difficult in fact, to distinguish between the two on most
stations. Only on closely spaced channels is the narrow
setting required, and only on exceptionally good stations is

the wider setting called for. The quality of this tuner is
most readily heard in the treble, where we have found few
that match its clarity. The sensitivity proves adequate for
moderate fringe -area use, although it is not exceptional.
Tuning is very easy, and the FM mute adequately suppresses interchannel hash without totally squelching the
output. It works without thumps but takes the better part
of a second to "unrnJte" once a station has been tuned in.
Although high- and low-cut filters are absent, the CONTOUR and tone controls of the 630 strike us as especially
felicitous. Even more impressive is the phono preamp: utterly quiet, very cleat, and with stupendous detail. Considered in toto, the Nakamichi 630 is a fine component.
CIRCLE 135 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

AR -15: A Good Speaker for a Small Room
Comment: Many loudspeakers-like many people-make a
striking impression at first. It takes further association to
reveal their flaws. Not so with the AR -15, one of the smallest and least expensive of the Acoustic Research line. Perfect it is not, but honest it certainly is. A two-way system
using an 8 -inch woofer and a 1 -inch dome tweeter in a
small sealed enclosure, the AR -15 is limited in its maximum sound level capability, especially in the lowest octave. But at a reasonable input level it gives quite a good
account of itself.
Data taken in the anechoic chamber at CBS Technology
Center reveal an essentially uniform average omnidirectional response over most of the band (t 21/4 dB from 63
Hz to 8 kHz: ± 3' dB from below 63 Hz to 12.5 kHz) at the
0-dBW (1 -watt) power level. Below 63 Hz the response falls

off rapidly. A certain forward character is added to the
sound by a 3 -dB prominence in the midband region (500
Hz to 3 kHz).
The impedance curve is fairly smooth and quite well contained: it reaches a high of about 14 ohms. Nominal impedance measures just under 6 ohms. The lowest impedance (41/2 ohms) is reached at a frequency of 2,200 Hz,

where some types of music-compressed rock, synthesized music, etc.-may contain appreciable energy. And
average impedance is closer to 6 ohms than to the manu-

facturer's rating of 8. Thus caution is advised: Pairs of
The Equipment: AR -15, a bookshelf loudspeaker system in
walnut cabinet. Dimensions: 113/4 by 211/2 inches (front, intended for vertical use): 73/4 inches deep plus 3/4 inch for

foam grille. Price: $130. Warranty: "full," five years parts
and labor. Manufacturer: Teledyne Acoustic Research, 10
American Dr., Norwood. Mass. 02062.

these speakers in parallel may overload typical amplifiers.
Efficiency is on the low side, with an average sound pressure level of 793/4 dB delivered from a 0-dBW (1 -watt) input
of pink noise, 250 to 6.000 Hz. Despite its small size, the

AR -15 handles a full 20 dBW (100 watts) of sine wave
power at 300 Hz without distress, delivering 102 dB SPL at
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1 meter on axis. On a pulsed basis, it took the full power
that the amplifier could deliver (28 dBW or 630 watts) for a
peak sound pressure level of 1093/4 dB. Pulse response is
fairly good with just a bit of hangover.
Distortion for a 0-dBW input generally remains at or below 0.75% between about 70 Hz and 10 kHz, but in the

midrange the third harmonic content generally is above
the second-a less fortuitous state of affairs than the reverse. Below 70 Hz, the distortion increases sharply, but
not as sharply as one might expect, reaching 2% at 50 Hz
and 7% at 30 Hz. With about 20 dB more input-a 98 dB
sound pressure level at 300 Hz-the distortion remains be-

low 1.75% from 70 Hz to 10 kHz, with second and third
harmonic content about equal. Not surprisingly, the distortion at this power level increases more sharply below 70
Hz and exceeds 10% at 50 Hz.

We found AR's recommended placement-midway up
the wall-apt for the smoothest bass response. (At the

lower registers of the piano and, of course, the organ. On
orchestral compositions requiring greater dynamic range,
the limitations of the small system become more evident.
The sound becomes somewhat harsh on woodwinds, and
violins get a b:t steely; brass chords excite enough inter
modulation to detract from the clarity.
-

But these effects occur mainly when the system is
forced to strain. At moderate sound levels and in fairly
small rooms, the AR -15 is capable of excellent reproduc-

tion-remarkably so for a two-way system. And the
speaker doesn't try to slip anything by; the limitations
apparent at first are the ones you'll hear after extended lis-

tening. Such admirable forthrightness makes it unlikely
that the speaker will begin to burn your ears (and pride) a
few months after purchase. AR can be justly proud of the
Model 15-particularly when price (and the five-year warranty) is considered.
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wall/floor intersection, there is a bit more bass reinforcement but with a loss of some smoothness.) A three-way
toggle switch drops the tweeter response by about 4 or 8
dB above the 1,700 -Hz crossover frequency; we preferred
the 0 dB (highest) tweeter level setting. (The switch is located in a rear panel recess adjacent to the binding -post
connectors.)

iii

The AR -15's sound is pleasantly forward, and the stereo
imaging is wide and stable, if somewhat shallow. There is a

2 80

definite prominence directly on axis, but once one is off
axis by about 30 degrees (a common listening position)
the dispersion becomes quite good. The transient response is good and the bass fairly tight, at least at moderate listening levels. The woofer cone motion remains well
controlled even on moderately warped records.
Solo instruments-especially violins-are well rendered,
but diminishing bass response becomes apparent in the

ANECHOIC RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
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SPEED RESET 133/45)
REPEAT

Sophisticated
Automation in
Mitsubishi's
Premier Turntable

STOP/LIFT
START/CUE

The Equipment: Mitsubishi DP-EC1, a two -speed (33, 45
rpm) automatic single -play turntable assembly, with tone

arm, base, and dust cover. Dimensions: 183/4 by 14'/2
inches (base); 6 inches high with cover closed, 161/2 inches

high fully open. Price: $590. Warranty: "limited," two
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There are
certain other
instruments
every serious
musician should
know how
to play.

Tne implements used in
every art form except music
bath create and preserve
the art. If music isn't
ccptured at tne time it's
creotec, it's gone forever.

MB -20 Meter Bridge for

control of volume, tore.
blend and spatial
positioning. There cre also
microphones for every
recording need along with
accessories like the P13-64

Patch Bay and cab es to
help organize the process.
TEAC is the leader in
multitrack. Less than c
decade after multitrack
equipment was intrcxd _iced

improve it.

to the professional industry
TEAC introduced i tD
people serious abcu: their
music. Today, thousands of
musicians and recordsts
are getting many of tl-e
important element Df the
studio experience but

Instruments like the

without the studio b-11. And
TEAC continues its

But the instrirrents used -o
capture music can also be
used to alter refine and

commitment to multitrack
exce.ience.
To find out more about the
adventure of m_f_titrack

recording and to hear the
quality at music -hat can be
made or TEAC multitrack
equipment. send $2 to Dept.
37 fo- our 7-lorre Made Win
TEAC" Alb

Or, if you

cant wait :a get your hancs
on f-ie instruments every
muslcian snou.-d know how
to p.ay, see your TEAC
dealer row.

TEAC®
First_ BecaL se they last.

A-234CSX and A -3340S

4 -charnel tcpe recorders
wish S.mul-Sync for

multitrack recording and
over -dubbing as well as
mastering decks like the
A-6100 and A 3300SX-2T for

rn.xing down multichannel
tapes to ste-eo.
Instruments lace the Model
2A Mixing Cansole with ar.

'offer good while sup:lies Ir-st Void where proh tined by law.
MAC. Corperation of gmgru-a. 7733 Telezfranh Flixrd, Montebello. California 90640 In Caradanac is distributed by V17 to

Dewslopment Co-porcrnn (1966) Ltd
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Even before you switch on the
STR-7800SD receiver, it'll be receiving. Receiving oohs and aahs.
After it goes on, the accolades
will really come in.
After all, it is the finest receiver
ever designed by Sony. The 7800 puts
you on the receiving end of the most
tomorrow -looking technology available
today.

You'll receive
a feeling of power.
The 7800 brings power to the
power-hungry, and can even make the
mild-mannered lust for power. Rated

at 125 watts per channel, it's powerful
enough to drive any speakers-satisfy
any need.

The 125 watts, minimum RMS

at 8 ohms, is from 20 to 20kHzwith no more than 0.07% Total Harmonic Distortion.
And that's Sony's conservative
rating.

How this combination of power
and low distortion was achieved, is an
example of Sony's engineering muscle.
Let's start with the toroidal coil
transformer. A more efficient structure, it fully exploits the high-perform-

ance power amp. As do two over -sized
capacitors, each 22,000uF.
So the feeling of power throughout the frequency range is unmistakable.

You'll receive tuning
that'll leave you swooning.
FM circuitry found usually in separates appears in the 7800.
Pardon our initials, but MOS
FET's are used in the FM RF amplification. The result: good linearity, low
noise and high sensitivity.
For you FM Dolby listeners, a
complete FM Dolby noise reduction
system, to minimize noise and over-
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load distortion.
And there's a new local oscillator
circuit. Plus our uni-phase IF filters
are so advanced, a computer designed them.
A Multipath switch and meter indicate optimum antenna orentation,
thereby reducing distortion An LED
dial pointer doubles in length when an
FM signal is received for easy tun ng.

You'll receive a pre -amp

that's pre-eminent.

High marks for our low emitter
concentration (LEC) transistor. Designed, made by, and exclusive to

MONO

EX" ADPT

knikanlik=

Sony. It guarantees low noise, and a
wide dynamic range. It also keeps
RIAA equalization to within ± 0.5dB.

You'll receive power.
And the means to control it.
The pre -amp section also gives
you the control you need to keep all
that power in line.
A presence switch is a special
present: it lets you equalize the
mid -range.

Importantly, the 7800 was built
with a Professional Attenuator Main
Volume Control. It eliminates gang
error between channels.
c

Nor have we overlooked a special loudness network, or an audio
muting switch.

Some input on the iripu: Phono
1, Phono 2, External Adaptor, Auxilliary, two taoe decks-and tape -to tape dubbing facilities.
Certain pieces of machinery simply ooze quality and power. Such is
true of the 7800SD. It'll put you on
the receiving end of the living end.

NY

1977 Sony Coro. of America. 9W 57 St.. NY,NY 1C019 SONY is a trademark of Sony Corp.
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You deserve a Citation.
0 CP

-0 CI:
-9 CI:

-I? J:
-8 41:
44 CI:
-SO CD

IMPEDANCE SELECT
8 ohms
kvhms
channel A

S
harman kardon

Citation. The ultimate.
Here's this year's line-up, all brand-new.
Citation 16a Power Amplifier (shown).
150W min. RMS per channel into 8 ohms
from 20Hz to 20kHz, with less than 0.05%
THD. Frequency response from below
4Hz to beyond 120kHz 0, 3dB. Twin
Powered. Instant -reading LED displays.
Citation 16s Power Amplifier. Professional version of the 16a, without
LED displays.

Citation 19 Power.
Am_plifier. 100W min.
RMS per channel into 8 ohms from 201-lz
to 20kHz, with less than 0.08% THD.
Frequency response from below 5Hz to

beyond 140kHz, -- 3dB. Twin Powered.
Instant -reading LED displays.
Citation 17 Preamplifier. Frequency
response from below 3Hz to beyond
270kHz, --3dB. Less than 0.001% THD,
phono preamp less than 0.002% THD.
Five -band active equalizer.
Citation 17s Preamplifier. Same
performance specifications as Citation
17, without active equalizer.
Citation 18 FM Tuner. 50dB Quieting
Sensitivity, better than 17dBf. Audio
frequency response, 10Hz 50kHz.
Patented Quieting Meter.

Period.
Harman Kardon, 55 Ames Court,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803
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harman/kardon
wide,
open sound

years parts, one year labor. Manufacturer: Mitsubishi Japan; U.S. distributor: Mitsubishi Audio Systems, Melco
Sales, Inc., 3030 E. Victoria St., Compton, Calif. 90221.

Comment: With so many fine turntables available, how
does a relative newcomer to the U.S. high fidelity market
carve out a niche for itself? Mitsubishi's answer is the DPEC1, a deluxe automatic two -speed single -play turntable

and arm combination in which the emphasis has been
placed on convenience and safety features but with due at-

tention to performance.
Take the tone arm, for example. With most of today's
designers striving for ever lower tone -arm mass, Mitsubishi seems to be going counter to the trend. The tone arm
of the DP-EC1 is fabricated of stainless steel-obviously
much more dense than aluminum or carbon fiber. But Mitsubishi's research has led it to the conclusion that typical
tone arms exhibit a counterweight resonance in the region
of 150 Hz as well as spurious resonances at other frequencies. The tubular stainless steel arm, with its counterweight isolated by Butyl rubber, essentially is credited with
eliminating these vibrational modes.
The turntable is direct -driven by a servomotor-quite
common these days, though Mitsubishi uses a motor of
higher torque than is customary. The platter therefore accelerates more rapidly and, since the servo control has the
matter well in hand, attains a stable speed without overshooting the mark. The turntable mat is extra thick and
formed of a combination of natural and synthetic rubbers
to reduce vibration to a minimum.
The real novelty of the DP-EC1 comes in its logic control.

Embedded in the platter are nine "light pipes" that protrude through holes in the turntable mat. Organized in
three groups of three, they pick up a light beam that is reflected from a prism across the surface of the turntable.
The mat is formed with three radial depressions in its top

surface so that, when no record is in place, all the light
pipes pick up and direct the beam to three photocells below the platter. This tells the DP- EC1 logic that no disc is on

the platter. Under these conditions, the arm is prevented
from lowering.
If a 7 -inch disc is placed on the table, the innermost
group of light pipes is covered. When the start button is
pressed, the turntable automatically chooses 45 rpm and

a flush -mounted control, and CBS found that, once either
setting has been selected, the speed is precise over the
line -voltage span (105 to 127 volts). Similarly, locking in
33 rpm sets 45 rpm as well and vice versa.
Power is applied as soon as the arm is moved away from
its lock. A light push on the START/CUE button initiates the
automatic play cycle; if the button is held down, the arm
continues to move toward the center and will lower to commence play as soon as it is released. A built-in mute that

kills the cartridge output until the arm is fully lowered is
very effective in preventing thumps from the speaker.
At the end of the side, the arm lifts and returns to the
rest position. Touching the STOP/LIFT button gently causes

the arm to lift and return at any time during the cycle; if
this button is held down unt I the arm is fully lifted, however, the arm will maintain its position above the record.
Pressing START/CUE then lowers the arm into the same
groove. A lamp near START/CUE lights while the arm is ris-

ing or lowering; if the button is released while the lamp is
lit, the logic system will interpret this as a command to re-

tract the arm. Thus tie system requires a bit more patience than conventional cueing levers do. The REPEAT but-

ton can be pressed at any time during the cycle for
automatic replay of the disc, canceled by a second press of
the buttcn or use of STOP/ LIFT. A pilot beside REPEAT indicates when the function is activated.

Tests at CBS Technology Center indicate an excellent
flutter figure, averaging ± 0.035% ( ±0.060% maximum),
and an ARLL-weighted rumble that is adequately low -62
dB. The tone -arm resonance, with a Shure V-15 Type III
cartridge installed, is only moderate (3 dB) and falls at 8.5
Hz-a trifle on the low side, reflecting the relatively high
arm mass. A less compliant pickup thus might be a better
choice.

Setting up the Mitsubishi DP-EC1 is a relatively straightforward task, facilitated by following the excellent instructions given in the owner's manual. The included stylus position gauge sets overhang and stylus height. In use, the
DP-EC1 had no difficulty tracking a normal assortment of
records at a VTF of 1 millinewton (equivalent to 1 gram)
using the Shure V-15 Type III, though the lab found that
the actual VTF is 0.1 gram low at the gauge's 0.5 -gram set-

ting, 0.2 gram low at other half- and full -gram settings.

(The scale is calibrated in 0.1 -gram increments to 3

moves the arm to the 7 -inch lead-in groove position. A 10 inch disc covers both innermost groups of pipes, the platter speed is set at 33, and the arm is cued appropriately; a
12 -inch disc blanks all photocells, with obvious results. For
those relative rarities-the 12 -inch 45 -rpm record and the

grams.) Rumble and flutter are inaudible, and the shock
isolation is good. The integral, pivoted dust cover can be
lowered into place after the start button is pressed without
upsetting the operation.
The DP-EC1's logic works flawlessly, we are pleased to

7 -inch LP-the platter speed can be altered to suit by a

report. We especially Ike the iock-out feature that prevents
operation when no record is on the platter: It should prevent many an accident. With the full logic control already in

touch of the SPEED RESET button. The platter speed, indicated by a pair of lamps next to the button, is monitored by
an illuminated strobe visible through a window on the surface of the deck. A speed control range of somewhat more
than ± 3% (about a quarter -tone either way) is provided by

hand, the next step might be a remote -control option. It
seems a natural on so sophisticated a turntable.
CIRCLE 136 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

REPORTS IN PROGRESS

Altec Model 19 loudspeaker
Harman Kardon Citation 19 power amplifier
Ortofon M20FL Super phono cartridge
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NOISE REDUCTION ON/OFF

EXPANDER -ACTION PILOTS

EXPANDER ON/OFF

EXPANDER SENSITIVITY

HIGH FILTER ON/OFF

NOISE -REDUCTION PILOTS

TAPE/SOURCE

NOISE -REDUCTION SENSITIVITY

AC POWER

A "Smart Black Box" from Heath
The Equipment: Heath AD -1304 Active Audio Processor, a

stereo expander /denoiser in kit form, in metal case with
wood end panels. Dimensions: 171/2 by 41/2 inches (in
front), 71/2 inches deep plus clearance for controls and connections. Price: $199.95 (kit only). Warranty: -full,"
ninety days parts (and labor, where appropriate). Manufac-

turer: Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022.

nent of the ncise reducer. Filtering becomes progressively
more severe as the signal level drops off, apparently on the

theory that soft musical sounds contain fewer audible
high -frequency components and that whatever highs are
present under those conditions are likely to be noise. A
sensitivity control lets the user set the levels at which the
various degrees of filtering take place.
Once again, the time constants seem well chosen, for it
is

passband grows and shrinks. All one is very much aware of

and increase the dynamic range of program material

along with the noise-and to a degree that obscures a lot of
musical detail.
This, as far as we can tell, results from making the device filter aggressively enough to cope with really noisy pro-

routed to its inputs. The two actions are performed in separate modules of circuitry and can be individually defeated
by front -panel switches. Two additional switches provide
fixed high -cut filtering (for very noisy sources with limited
high -frequency content) and a tape monitor to replace the
one through which the AD -1304 is connected to the system. The back -panel convenience outlets (switched and

unswitched, each 300 watts maximum) represent a
thoughtful extra touch.
The expander section, which Heath says is capable of
raising the gain through the unit by 4 dB and lowering it by
3 dB, for up to 7 dB of dynamic -range expansion, works on
the whole signal and is not particularly fancy. But Heath's

engineers seem to have set the detector time constants

just about right. With program material that is not too
noisy, this section of the AD -1304 is as hard to "catch out"
audibly as any signal -processing device we know. Achievement of such performance depends, of course, on whether
the user sets the expansion threshold correctly, but this is
not hard to do by ear with the aid of the LED indicators that
show upward or downward expansion. We got the best results with the threshold fairly high.

When signals are too noisy to be enjoyed, the noise

-

reducer section of the AD -1304 can be called into play. The
action of this stage is monitored by a diagonal string of five
LEDs. The lowest and leftmost LED, which is green, turns
on when the noise reducer is inactive; the remaining (red)
ones turn on progressively until the highest and rightmost

indicates that operation is at maximum.
A high -cut filter with a variable cutoff is the main compo-
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very difficult to hear any anomalies as the filter

Comment: While the legend "Active Audio Processor" on
the front panel of the Heath AD -1304 may not be specific
about what the device is intended to do, the restrained,
even austere styling communicates the fact that here is a
solid, no-nonsense item of electronic gear. The processor
is, in fact, designed to remove high -frequency noise from

is,

first, that the music emerges from a background of

near -silence and, second, that soft passages are relatively
devoid of highs. The sound remains reasonably plausible,
but switching the noise reducer in and out makes it clear

that bona fide high -frequency information is removed

gram material. Here details are probably swamped already, making it unnecessary to worry about them. In
many instances, however, we found the noise preferable to

the side effects of the reduction system-as we have with
comparable devices.
The sample of the Active Audio Processor supplied to us

for review was preassembled, but our perusal of the kit
building manual uncovered nothing that would lead us to
-

expect unusual problems in doing the job ourselves.
Heath's instructions have their accustomed clarity, and a
moderately experienced builder should even find assembly
enjoyable. In any case, the AD -1304 is commercially available at present only as a kit.
While we remain basically unconvinced that corrective
measures of this sort can ever undo with total success the
ills they are designed to combat, we have to admit that at
times they are very useful. This unit from Heath uses an

approach different-in detail at least-from others on the
market and thus has its own strengths and weaknesses. In

particular, we find that the expander circuit in the Heath
rates high marks in comparison with other single -band ex-

panders. It gives a subtly enhanced dynamic range that
sounds quite natural while remaining unobtrusive in operation. The noise reducer, while not as self-effacing in operation, should also prove useful to many listeners depending on the source material it is asked to deal with.
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HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

EARPIECE ADJUST.

HEADBAND ADJUST.

B&O's Smartly Styled Headset
The Equipment: B&O Model U-70, a stereo headset with 9

foot straight cable. Price: $85. Warranty: "limited," one
year parts and labor. Manufacturer: Bang & Olufsen, Denmark; U.S. distributor: Bang & Olufsen of America, Inc.,
515 Busse Rd., Elk Grove Village, III. 60007.

Comment: Consistent with the traditions of Bang & Olufsen products, the new U-70 stereo headset is an unusual
(to traditionalists, perhaps slightly oddball) design with a
unique and pleasing appearance. Not incidentally, the
U-70, in which the earpieces can be rotated individually
about the axes running front to back and top to bottom
and fixed in the desired positions, turns out to be highly
functional as well.
When the phones are in position, most of their 11 -ounce
weight (excluding the 9 -foot cord) is supported by an ad
justable leather band that passes across the top of the
wearer's head rather than by the spring that presses the
earpieces to the outer ears. Tension of the spring is not
readily adjustable and is a bit on the high side, which results in positive ear coupling but makes it hard to forget
that you are wearing headphones. They are quite comfortable nonetheless-thanks, in large measure, to their many
degrees of freedom for adjustment and subtly conceived

lar-almost as if it should be taken for granted. This quality, which is rare (and is best appreciated after extended
listening), helps to keep aural fatigue at a minimum-an
important criterion.
From a more analytic point of view, it seems that the
U-70 has an unusually well -integrated sound in which all
aspects are consistent. Other headsets may have sharper
transient response, for example, but the result of that often is a falsification that gives a "clinical" quality to the
sound. Low distortion is audibly another strong point of
this model. Bass tones, in particular, are free of the traces
of buzziness sometimes imparted by headsets.
As usual in headphone listening with material not bin aurally recorded, the stereo image is less than entirely

front -to -back balance.
Impedance of the headset is given by the manufacturer

plausible, but the U-70 does as well here as one might reasonably expect in yielding an image that does not vary in

as 140 ohms. No attempt was made to confirm or deny
this through measurement, but we did observe that a
power amp capable of delivering enough output voltage to
drive 5 to 10 watts into an 8 -ohm load was able to make
the U-70 as loud as we would ever want. Since the voltage
from tape -deck monitor outputs is normally less than this,
the B&O phones are better suited to use for entertainment
than as workhorses for the recording buff.
Though the U-70 may not offer the ultimate in sensuous
contact with the outer ear, it more than makes up for this
with its sound. The unstrained ease with which the unit reproduces music makes its personality quite unspectacu-

sharpness or stability with the type of ensemble or program material. Once again, the imaging seems "of a
piece" with the other audible parameters.
Absolute judgments upon headsets are out of the question, ears being as individual as they are. (Even left and
right ones on the same head do not usually match perfectly.) We can say that we found the Bang & Olufsen U-70
a great pleasure to use and that it succeeded in seducing
us away from our loudspeakers (which we dearly love) for

longer than was strictly required for testing. Not many
headsets achieve that.
CIRCLE 133 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

ADC's Stylish, Capable Tone Arm
integral, nonreplaceable headshell. Price: $205; LMF-2,
with replaceable headshell, $215. Warranty: "limited,"
one year parts and labor. Manufacturer: Audio Dynamics
Corp., Pickett District Rd., New Milford, Conn. 06776.

ratio of tensile strength to mass, is an obvious choice for
use in a tone arm and has been employed by a number of
designers. In the ADC LMF-1 and LMF-2, however, the
usual tubular constructior has been abandoned in favor of
a tapered profile of minimum mass. The principal difference between the two models is that the LMF-1 is built as a

Comment: Carbon fiber, a material with an extraordinary

single unit whereas the LMF-2 has a detachable headshell.

The Equipment: ADC LMF-1, a carbon -fiber tone arm with
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ANTISKATING ADJUST.

VTF ADJUST.

CUEING

COUNTERBALANCE

Lab testing performed at the CBS Technology Center
confirms that ADC has achieved a notably small mass in

pain considerably. A mounting template is provided to
help the user locate the pivot point and get the overhang

the new design; the low -frequency resonance of the LMF-1,

correct. Whatever you do, don't lose the template; it is the
only overhang reference given, and you will need it when
changing pickups. The three counterweights included in
the package make it easy to balance almost any cartridge.
When it comes to playing records, the LMF-1 will reward

fitted with the Shure V-15 III pickup, is 9.3 Hz, which is
close to ideal and one of the highest figures we can recall
seeing with this cartridge. The 4.3 -dB amplitude rise at
this frequency may seem somewhat large, but since discs

are relatively silent in the range from about 9 to 14 Hz,
there is little chance of exciting the resonance in any case.
(With ADC's own ZLM cartridge, the resonance is at 12.7
Hz with an amplitude rise of 7.0 dB. For the same reason,
this need elicit no concern on the part of a user.)
Bearing friction in the LMF-1 is negligible in both horizontal and vertical planes. The stylus -force gauge and an-

tiskating mechanism are exact within the lab's limits of
measurement. Antiskating force is set at one -tenth the
vertical tracking force, which appears to be a commonly
accepted value. The maximum setting for vertical tracking
force is 1.5 grams (equivalent to about 15 millinewtons),
which could make the arm unsuitable for some moving -coil
pickups. But these, with their relatively stiff suspensions
and high mass, are not very likely to benefit from the use
of a low -mass tone arm.
Installation of the tone arm is about par for the course in
difficulty-which is to say that it is not an experience to be
relished. But fortunately it need be done only once, and
ADC's instructions are helpful enough to ameliorate the

you handsomely for the effort required to set it up. The
cueing action is well damped and quite accurate in its operation, and tracking of warped discs is excellent. One of
the main advantages of the ADC and other low -mass tone
arms is, in our opinion, that the rapid fall in amplitude response below resonance acts as a built-in subsonic filterand ahead of the phono preamp, where it will do the most

good. We would point out to purists who claim that subsonics add realism to some instruments, such as pedal
harpsichords, that such signals would have to be felt, not
heard. Since it is doubtful that anyone but the player is in a
position to do this, and even more doubtful that speakers
can reproduce subsonics at anything even close to natural
levels, we'll opt for the filtering effect and save our speakers; as well as the headroom in our electronics.
The ADC LMF-1 is not cheap, but then neither are its ma-

terials and workmanship. It does its job very well indeed
and would certainly be at home in a state-of-the-art music
system.
CIRCLE 132 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Pioneer Spec -4, an Amp

for Persnickety Ears

The Equipment: Pioneer Spec -4, a stereo power amplifier
in metal case appropriate for rack mounting. Dimensions:

19 by 7 inches (front panel); 171/2 inches deep. Price:
$700. Warranty: "limited," two years parts and labor.
Manufacturer: Pioneer Electronics Corp., Japan; U.S. distributor: U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., 85 Oxford Dr.,
Moonachie, N.J. 07074.

Some authorities would claim that the distortion has been
made several times lower than amounts generally considered inaudible. We can only note that, as amplifier distortion has been driven to ever -lower levels, so have the minima that, accord ng to research, can be perceived.
In the data measured at the CBS Technology Center, the
worst total harmonic distortion encountered (in one chan-

nel at 20 kHz) is 81 dB below the desired signal at full
Comment: In their quest for ultraclean sound, Pioneer's
engineers seem to have spared few, if any, pains to reduce

distortion and noise to negligible levels in the Spec -4.
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power (21.34 dBW, or 150 watts). More typically, distortion
products are suppressed by 86 dB, almost independent of
level. The best distortion readings at low levels (13/4 dBW or
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With the AD -6550' inique new Remaining Tape
Time Meter you newE-- have to worry about

running oJt of tape in 'he middle of recording your
favorite music. In the past ycu monitored your
tape visually and hoped that the musical passage
and tape would finish -ogether. Now, this 3xtremely
easy to use ind cato- gives you plenty of warning.
It shows you exact y -ow many minutes remain on
the tape. So that wren you record the "M nute
Wal-z" it won't enc in 45 seconds.
LH 3 AS FINE (Y )

Bias Fine Adjustment

*MI"

Wow and Flutter: Beiow 0.05% (WRMS)
The AD -6550 cassette deck achieves a inaudible wow and flutter of below 0.C5°/c (WRMS
tharks to a newly designed 3&-oulse FG servo
motor and AIIVA's special So id Stabilized
Trar sport (SST) system. And oe.cause we use
Dolby* we also improve tie SIN ratic to 35dB
(Fe-Cr). So you can listen to -he music instead o'
tape hiss.
The AIWA AD -6550.
Be forewarned.

But Were's a lot more to the
AD -6550. AIWA has included
a Bias Fine Adjustment knob
that permits the fine *uning
of frequency response to give

optimum performance of
any brand of LH tape on the
-narket.
'Dolby s a Trademart of Dral)i Labonto ,es Inc

DiEtribLtei in III= U.S. by. MERITON ELECTRONICS, INC., 35 Oxford Drive. Moonaz..-hie. N.J. 07074
Distributed in Canada by: SHR RD (CANADA) LTD.

Total Energy Response:

The reason why Jensen Lifestyle speakers
sound better than any comparable speaker.
Just what is Total
Energy Response?

part of the room. Not just the bass if
you're to the side of the speakers. And
not just the treble if you're in front

Total Energy Response is the uniform
radiation of sound throughout the whole
listening area -at all frequencies. And it
makes an unquestionable difference in
the stereo sounds you hear.
Most speakers are to one degree
or another directional. That is, part
of the room in front of the speaker
gets the full sound. Bass, treble and
midrange. While parts of the room
to the sides of the speaker get just a
fragment of the sound. (See Fig. A)
It's precisely this fault we set out
to correct. Because others may tell
only part of the story. Often with
just one response curve measured
from just one position -their

of them.
2. Excellent stereo imaging. You

hear everything that both speakers
are putting out. Almost anywhere
in the room. Unlike listeners of other speakers, who can fall victim to

gaps in the response characteristics, or "hole -in -the -middle" stereo.

Dptimum position.

However their results don't look
so favorable when the test microphone is
moved "off -axis':

n that is, to the side
instead of directly in
front of these

speakers.
Figure B illustrates this. It is a
Total Energy Re-

sponse curve, taken
with test microphones in all positions. When comparing
the Jensen (blue line) with a comparably
priced "flat" speaker (red line), you can see
how deficient the other speaker is in total
radiated energy in the mid and mid -high
frequencies. This midrange deficiency is
unfortunately very common amongst
speakers, and gives many so-called "flat"
Figure A Ordinary
Speaker Dispersion

''

..

...._............._

power -at all frequencies -throughout
the whole room.
These speakers were conceived, designed and tested for this. Tested from
every spot in anechoic "dead" rooms,
reverberation "live" rooms, and
simulated living rooms.
Our finished products: remarkable dispersion for the hard -to -disperse high fre-

quencies...160° or 170° wide, depending
on the model. Also expanded dispersion
of the critical midrange response. And full,
rich bass that still perfectly matches the

other frequencies for accurate sound reproduction. The way it's supposed to
be heard.
You can see how
the sound from a
Jensen is distributed much more
evenly throughout
a room. And when
you're in your
own listening room Figure C Jensen Lifestyle
.. you can hear it.

LS -5 Dispersion

3. Excellent balance. Many other
speakers are hot on treble, or bass,
or both. But all that really means is
that the midrange is often neglected. Jensen sends the all-important
midrange throughout a room every
bit as much as the highs and lows.
4. Total Energy Response is
achieved in Jensen speakers without any loss of efficiency. Which
means a moderate output amp or
receiver is still all you need for great
performance. Not a big super -amp.

What gives Jensen Total
Energy Response?
A number of features. First, the extremely wide dispersion of the Lifestyle
Tuned Isolation Chambern" midranges.
Especially important are Jensen's two
tweeters: a 160° dispersion cone direct
radiator, and the 170° dispersion Mylar®
Sonodome® tweeter. The sound input to
each of these drivers is precisely
monitored by Jensen's exclusive
Comtrac® crossover network,
which insures uniform energy
transfer between the woofer,
midrange, and tweeter.
For final command of the
Jensen Lifestyle's sound, behind the -grille controls are featured.
These controls let you adjust the
treble, and in some cases, the
midrange, to the characteristics
of your individual room.
And with Total Energy Response...
there's more music to control.

What does all this mean to you?
Figure B
Total Energy Response Curve

response speakers a very "thin" sound.
The Jensen Lifestyle speaker, on the
other hand, demonstrates true Total
Energy Response. Uniform radiated

1. It means that with Jensen Lifestyle
speakers, you'll be able to hear all of the
frequencies, all of the time, in almost any

JENSF
LIFESTYLE

Hear the difference yourself...
Stop by your local Jensen dealer
and hear for yourself the difference
Total Energy Response makes. It's the
reason why Jensen Lifestyle speakers
sound better than any comparable
speaker.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

For the name and location of your nearest Jensen dealer, write:
Jensen Sound Laboratories, Division of Pemcor, Inc., 4136 N. United Parkway, Schiller Park, IL 60176.

1.5 watts) approximately equal the noise floor of the amplifier, which means that actual distortion may be lower
still. Intermodulation distortion at 8 ohms is on a par with
THD: it runs somewhat lower at equivalent voltages into 16
ohms and roughly 10 times higher into 4 ohms. Even at 4
ohms, however, an output in excess of 23 dBW (200 watts)
is available before IM reaches 0.1%.
The frequency response of the Spec -4 looks more like

data measured on a fine preamp than that of a power
amp. The unit is flat down to at least 10 Hz (the lowest frequency measured in the CBS test), and response is down
by a scant 1/2 dB at 100 kHz (the upper limit). Damping factor, at 177, is off the upper end of the scale of what is usually deemed necessary. (The extremely low output impedance implied by this is, we suspect, more a result of the
multiple output devices used than extremely high levels of
negative feedback.) Nothing that was found in either the

0.1
HARMONIC DISTORTION CURVES
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cl 0.01

....

0.007
:crAl 0.005

0.003

2114 DOW (150 WATTS) OUTPUT
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lab or the listening room suggests any difficulties with
transient distortion.
Despite the fact that Pioneer calls the meters on the
front panel of the amp "peak -reading," they give only a
rough approximation of the peaks that can be read from
an oscilloscope connected to the amplifier output. They
do, however, keep a good handle on what is being demanded of the loudspeakers. The scope, incidentally,
showed peaks equivalent to about 350 watts into 8 ohms
without clipping, which represents peak headroom of better than 3 dB-certainly an excellent figure, though we do
not have comparable data for most competing amps.
In the listening room, the Spec -4 sounds clean and
transparent at both high and low levels, even retaining its
composure when pushed to occasional clipping. With the
gain controls set wide open, noise is virtually undetectable
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at listening positions more than an inch or so from a
tweeter. Interestingly, the greater interchannel isolation
provided by the dual -power -supply construction does
seem to impart extra crispness to the stereo image. In that
respect, if no other, the Spec -4 strikes us as an audiole improvement over Pioneer's earlier Spec -2 (see HF, April
1977), rated at 24 dBW (250 watts) per channel.

This may suggest-correctly-that we are in doubt as to
whether the super -low distortion and ultrawide passband
of the Spec -4 offer benefits that the ear can hear. The lab
data show that the amp can do what Pioneer says it will
and then some. Its basic sound is about as good as that of
any amp we have heard, and its separation seems espe-

cially good. Any other special quality that the amp may
have could be expected to be very subtle and to reveal itself

slowly-over weeks or even months of careful listening.
Should you be the type of relentless perfectionist who will
not rest until you hear the Spec -4 for yourself, the price will
probably come as a pleasant surprise.
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Pioneer Spec -4 Amplifier Additional Data
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Power output at clipping (channels driven simultaneously)
221/4 dBW (168 watts)
L ch
221/4 dBW (168 watts)
R ch

Frequency response ±0 dB, below 10 Hz to 20 kHz
+ 0, -1/2 dB, below 10 Hz to 100 kHz

Input characteristics (for rated output at full gain)
S/N ratio
Noise
Sensitivity
740 mV

Damping factor at 1 kHz

-801/4 dBW

102 dB
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10 K F(Z
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Square -wave response
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Genesis Does Its Thing Again
Simply and with Elegance
is a respectable 101 dB SPL at 1 meter on axis. On pulses,
the unit will tolerate something more than a peak power of

28'/2 dBW (720 watts-the limit of the test amplifier) without evidence of clipping, delivering a peak sound pressure
level of nearly 112 dB at this input.
Performance of the Genesis with respect to distortion is
fine indeed. From about 80 Hz up, both the second and
third harmonics measure below-mostly well below -1%.
At an SPL of 981/2 dB, the second harmonic content rises
appreciably but the third harmonic (the real "bad guy")
does not. From 80 Hz down, distortion increases rather
rapidly (and predictably) as increased excursions are demanded of the woofer and passive radiator.

Average omnidirectional frequency response of the

The Equipment: Genesis Model 3, a floor -standing loudspeaker system in wood cabinet. Dimensions: 14'/2 by 371/4
inches (front): 111/2 inches deep; supplied base: 2'/2 inches

high. Price: $299. Warranty: "limited," lifetime (original
purchaser) parts and labor. Manufacturer: Genesis Physics Corp., Newington Park, Newington, N.H. 03801.
Comment: Genesis Physics Corporation is one of the latest
generation of loudspeaker manufacturers in the vicinity of
Boston. The company's first offerings, the Genesis Models
1 and 2, were interesting and reasonably successful twoway designs, the first using a sealed -box woofer and the

second a woofer/passive-radiator system for increased
bass efficiency. In the Model 3, Genesis has added a midrange driver (for a total of one passive and three active diaphragms) and moved into a loudspeaker class that is char-

acterized generally by some very difficult engineering
problems.
Anechoic data taken at the CBS Technology Center indicate that the high efficiency often associated with vented

enclosures has been traded for extended response and
relative compactness. The 76'/2 -dB sound pressure level
produced at 1 meter from a pink -noise input signal with
an average level of 0 dBW (1 watt), 250 to 6,000 Hz, is on
the low side, even allowing for the fact that this measurement is now taken omnidirectionally. This-together with
the 5 -ohm nominal impedance and an overall impedance
curve that, though reasonably smooth and well controlled,
dips below 4 ohms right around 600 Hz-means that the
Model 3 will do its best with a fairly hefty amp that likes to
deliver current. Very few amps would appear ready to accept parallel operation of two sets of these speakers.
The Genesis 3 does not have the loudest voice we have
heard but is capable of producing quite realistic levels in
rooms of moderate size. Its continuous power -handling capability is somewhat limited (audible breakup occurs with
an input of 173/4 dBW or 61 watts), but the acoustic output
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Model 3 is fairly flat and extended. The relative positions of
the on -axis, front -hemisphere, and omnidirectional curves
suggest good dispersion with no serious tendency toward
beaminess-a suggestion confirmed by listening. All three
curves show a dip in the upper bass and lower midrange,
which, it turns out, is just about eliminated by flipping the
midrange balance switch to the INCREASE position. (The
midrange switch can give about 3 dB of boost and 1 dB of
cut with reference to NORMAL between 500 and 2,000 Hz;
the tweeter control allows 3 dB of boost and 2 of cut from
2,000 Hz up.) Pulse reproduction shows quick startup and
little hangover.
The sound of the Genesis (with the midrange set to INCREASE) is generally neutral and, as one would expect from
the distortion data, clean. There is enough dynamic range
to allow two of these speakers to reproduce the sound of
Harry James's band from a direct -cut disc (Sheffield LAB -6

[SL23/SL24]) with no apparent strain. Bass response is
particularly good. The stereo image is solid and plausible,
although not exceptional in depth. Overall, the system per-

formed well with any music we used to challenge it.
Our conclusion is that Genesis has once again found an
elegant and not too costly solution to the problems it has
undertaken. The Model 3 represents a truly fine achievement-especially for such a young company.
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resonance measured in the SME 3009 tone arm is 8.9 Hz,
which is not far from the ideal and should be still closer to

it with typical arms of lower effective mass. Maximum
tracking levels are about par for a top -of -the -line cartridge.
The stylus has an elliptical contour and shows good polish

and alignment; tracking radii for the left and right sides
match within about 4%.
Frequency response of the right channel is fairly close to
flat, exhibiting a broad ripple on the order of 1 to 1'/2 dB.
The left channel is somewhat flatter through the bass and
midrange but has a 41/2 -dB peak centered at about 15 kHz.
The points 3 dB down on the skirts of the peak lie at 8 kHz
and beyond 20 kHz. Channel separation at 1 kHz exceeds
the manufacturer's claim of 25 dB but decreases rapidly

at high frequencies. Square -wave reproduction shows
some overshoot and undershoot on the leading and trailing edges but good damping otherwise.
In listening tests, the forte of the Goldring seems to be

its notably warm midrange, which is most apparent in

The Featherweight at the

Top of the Goldring Line

moderate to soft passages. As is the case with many other
pickups, the sound of the G-900SE can be affected by its

interface with the preamp, the most obvious manifestation being the relative brightness of the treble. The high
end displays an etched -out quality that tends to be a little
edgy as the music becomes quite loud. The bass is gener-

ally solid and reasonably tight, although in complex orchestral passages the relative brightness of the upper
The Equipment: Goldring G-900SE, a stereo phono cartridge with elliptical stylus. Price: $120. Warranty: "limited," one year parts and labor. Manufacturer: Goldring,
England; U.S. distributor: Hervic Electronics, 14225 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91423.

Comment: Goldring pickups-though as well known as,
say, Pickering's or Shure's in their native Britain-were
little known here before Hervic started importing them.
The reputation that precedes them is one of good value in

treble can make it sound comparatively subdued. Breakup
is barely audible on some of the louder piano transients

found on directly cut discs. The stereo image is not the
most stable we have heard but is adequate.

Like numerous high fidelity products, the Goldring
seems likely to please a good many people-but not everyone. It has its strong points and its foibles, and the bottom
line for any particular listener will probably depend on how
the various parameters of judgment are weighted. Once

again, the ear-your ear-is charged with delivering the
final verdict.

the moderate price range, though the present premium
model (presumably, in part, because of importation costs)
is above what we would generally consider "moderate"
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price.

It appears to be designed around the concept that mass
is, in general, inimical to phono cartridges in at least two
ways: First, a pickup that resembles a plumb bob in weight
can undo the artfulness of the tone -arm designer in seeking good warp immunity and tracking; second, too much
mass at the stylus tip can cause high -frequency resonances to fall well inside the audible range. The engineers
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at Goldring have, in the G-900SE, produced a pickup with a

E

-20,.

rated stylus -tip mass of 0.32 milligram and an unusually
low total mass (4 grams) as well.
With a vertical tracking force of 9.8 millinewtons (exactly
equivalent to a 1 -gram weight) the Goldring was able to

K3 -25

pass CBS labs's tortue test successfully. This value,

G-900SE

+5

CHANNEL SEPARATION

- 30

Left channel >23 dB, 20 Hz to 2.5 kHz;
Right channel: >23 dB, 23 Hz to 3.5 kHz;

- 35
20

50

which the manufacturer recommends, and which lies near
the center of the nominal range (3/4 to 11/2 grams), was
used for the remaining tests. Sensitivity at 1 kHz is 1.05

millivolts per centimeter per second for the left channel
and 1.02 for the right, which in addition to being moderately high represents an excellent match (within about 1/4
dB) between channels. Second harmonic distortion is
good and perhaps a trifle lower than average from 1 to 3
kHz, but it rises somewhat at higher frequencies, the rise
being particularly sharp in the left channel. Inter modulation distortion is considerably higher than average
in both the lateral and vertical planes.
The vertical tracking angle measures out at 26 degrees,
a value considerably higher than usual. The low frequency
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Goldring G-900SE Pickup Additional Data
Maximum tracking levels (10 millinewtons VTF; re RIAA, 0 VU)
300 Hz
1 kHz
10-20 kHz

+ 12 dB

+6 dB
> -5 dB
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COPY BUSS PATCHING

PLAYBACK SWITCHES

RECORDING SWITCHES

OUTPUT (MONITOR) PATCHING

INPUT PATCHING

INDEXING STRIP
MONITOR SWITCHES

PATCHING PANEL

Russound's II( for
"Gordian Knot" Systems
The Equipment: Russound SP -1, a stereo switching and
patching center in vinyl -finish wood case. Dimensions: 73/4
by 5 inches (front panel); 43/4 inches deep plus clearance

for switches and connections. Price: $149.95. Warranty:
"limited," two years parts and labor. Manufacturer: Russound /FMP, Inc., Canal St., N. Berwick, Maine 03906.
Comment: In the last few years, the frequency with which
we have found ourselves talking about outboard accessory
devices-for noise reduction, equalization, matrix decod-

ing, ambience simulation, dynamic enhancement, and
whatnot-seems to have increased exponentially. Incorpo-

ration of such units into a component system perforce
creates a complex exercise in signal -routing. When tape
decks are added and when some or all of the outboarded
gear will be required after playback for some purposes and

before recording for others, the interconnection task
quickly becomes formidable if the user is not to have frequent and irksome recourse to reconnection at the multiple back panels.
Russound to the rescue! For a complicated problem, it
proposes what at first-but only at first-appears to be an
equally complicated solution in the SP -1. To understand
what this all -passive (and therefore distortion -free, with
minimum possibility of added noise) switching/patching
box does, begin at the bottom with the two rows of paired

miniature phone jacks. They are connected directly to
back -panel pin jacks for the input and output connections

to and from the various outboard devices in the system
and thus constitute the main patching panel. An index
strip, covered by a clear plastic "window," identifies the
ten jack pairs-one each for in and out. (An ample supply
of cards from which the user can cut new index strips is
provided.)
Patch cords (twelve of them are supplied) can be used to

insert the outboard devices at any of three points in the
tape -switching chain above the patching panel via sets of
phone jacks that automatically feed through when no plug
is inserted into them. The first point is between SOURCE

(normally the tape-recording output of your receiver,
preamp, or integrated amp) and the tape decks; the second is within the TAPE -COPY loop of the SP -1; the third is
between the tape -output section and the output of the SP
1 itself. The monitor switching allows you to hear either
-
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that final output or the signal on the tape -copy loop; a second switch chooses between before (a circle) and after (a
cross) any outboard device inserted into the copy buss.
In addition, there are two banks (for recording and playback) of four switches for each of the four recorders that
can be hooked into the SP -1. Each has an IN position (for
normal recording and /or monitoring use), OFF, and COPY.
(If you want to use more than four recorders, Russound offers the TMS-2 as an add-on extender to the SP -1, though
we doubt many home recordists will find the built-in complement inadequate.)
To demonstrate how all this works together, let's assume some practical situations. Suppose we have a Dolby
unit connected to the first four jacks in the patch panel.
(Left encode input and output might go on jack -pair 1,
right encode on 2, left decode on 3, and right decode on 4.)
Pairs 5 and 6 could be used for a Burwen denoiser, 7 and 8
for a graphic equalizer.
We are listening to a weak FM station and want to insert
the Burwen, so we patch from SOURCE to the input side of 5
and 6, from the output side of 5 and 6 to MONITOR (bypass-

ing the whole tape section) and listen to the denoised
monitor output. Now a new program comes on, and we decide to record it on tape deck 1. We remove the patch from
MONITOR and insert it into RECORDER. Then we move
RECORD switch 1 to IN and PLAY switch 1 to MON. We can
now record the denoised signal or listen to it via the output

of deck 1.
Now let's say that we have borrowed a tape of eminently
collectible program content but of poor technical quality:
somewhat noisy and with boomy, rather muffled sound.
We'll play the tape on deck 2, fix up the sound, and record
the presumably superb result-with Dolby-on deck 1. We
move PLAY switch 2 to COPY, then run patch cords from
COPY Buss SOURCE to input jacks 7 and 8 (the equalizer).
From the corresponding output jacks we patch to inputs 5
and 6 (Burwen), and from those outputs to inputs 1 and 2

(Dolby encode). From outputs 1 and 2 the patch loop is
then returned to COPY BUSS RECORDER. At this point, the

output of deck 2 is passing into the dubbing buss, out
through its interrupt loop to the equalizer, denoiser, and
Dolby encoder, and back into the dubbing buss.
Now we set up recorder 1 by putting RECORD switch 1 at
COPY and PLAY switch 1 at MON. In the output section, we
run patch cords from RECORDER to inputs 3 and 4 (Dolby
decode) and from outputs 3 and 4 back to the output section's MONITOR connections. We now have deck 1 taking its
Dolby -encoded signals from the dubbing buss and playing

back via the Dolby decode for monitoring. Between the
switching on deck 1 and that on the SP -1 and the various
outboarded units, we will have a number of useful monitoring options to help us set the equalizer and denoiser for

optimum results in correcting the signals at hand. That
done, we adjust Dolby and recording levels and make our

copy. (Note that this problem uses up all twelve patch
cords; for some situations we might want to buy even
more.)
It should be obvious from the foregoing that the utility of
the SP -1 depends on the system in which it is to be used.

Simple systems will profit little, complex ones can profit
immeasurably. For more complex patching schemes that
you may want to re-employ, Russound supplies a half dozen front -panel sheets on which the patch scheme can
be marked so you won't have to figure it out all over again.

But we found the patching "chores" fun and really quite
simple as long as we approached them in rational fashion.

The unit itself is not particularly elegant in appearance,
but it will not disgrace a stylish system either; what matters is whether or not your system can benefit from its inclusion. Ours certainly did.
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Now you can have something in common
with FM stations. ThisTechnics tumtable

Introducii:: Technics SHOCOMKII. -he cdvancei player
system witt the professional direct -drive systerr of the
Technics SF-10MKII.

It's expensive. Because the camomation cf

materials, :raftsmarship and techiology is rare. And,
un-il now, incvailable. Like the obsidian .ava case.
Ore of t1- highest density materials known to man.
And one of the best solutions known to feedback.
Or the world's first nitrogen -hardened titonium
tonearm. The same -igid titanium nitride deve oped
fo- cierasoace. It's less than 85% he 'weight of
al iminum With far better vibration characteristics.
Arother impressive achievement in tonearm
design is the ultra -sensitive suspension. Five ruby ball
bearings in our arti-shock pivot! Wi*h one -f fth the
fr ction cf convent onal ball bec -ings. And w th
Technic; Jnique variable damping you can custom tune the forearm t3 virtua ly anl- cartridge.

and iic-edibly fast s-opistart action. And you can turn
on th s oerformanc From your listening cosition. With
Tear- ics "black bax remote control.
Technics SL-1CCCA/KII. A unique comomation

o- tech iology for the audiophile wro de-nands
Iti-riate in tL rr t3ole. performance. Compare
specifications and you I see why there's no
cx-rpo-ison for Tect
SL-1000MKII.
MOTOR. Br -Js' riss DC motor, quartz phase locked
servo circuit. TOROL 5.2 lbs. in. STARTING TIME 0.25
sec. ;25' rotation), to 331/2 rpm. BRAKING TIME: 0.3
szc (33° rotation',11-o-n 331/2 rpm. LOAD
-o 4.3 lbs. in. SPEED DRIFT:
0 002%. WOW AND FLUTTER. 0.025% WRMS (JIS
C5521). RUMBLE: -73 dB (DIN B). TONEARM TYPE:
FLUCTUATION: C%

VaricEle. dynamic damping universal. FRICTION. 5 mg.
Ilaterc I and vertico4 EFFEC-IVE MASS: 22 gm. wit -1 6.5

cartridge and .25 gm. trackt ig force.

The heart of -he SL-1COOMIcil is the quartz -locked
d rect-crive system of the SP-101\IKII. The system used

%,,:-GZSTED RETAI_ NICE: $1,300!"

by mar} of America's leacing classical FM stjtions.
Bezause of its unsLrpassed accuracy, unrivcled torque

3U -SID technolog),.

ethnics St---C:OvIKII. A rare comb nation o:
rew standara of ouch.°

excellence.
Tecnr tecommenci.Ap <e, but actual retad once ,e1 be set by cealers.
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making than none at all, and it is a
very different story from my own days
at school before the war. Maybe I was
particularly unlucky in that the music
master was a boneheaded pedant beside whom Beckmesser would have
looked like a champion of the avantgarde.

My own instruments at the time
were the piano, which was pretty appalling, and the clarinet, which was
worse, if I remember correctly. At one
stage I was stricken with one of those
ailments that in those days kept you in
bed for weeks, although you really
didn't feel all that ill. I tried to think of
something useful to do, and as I had

recently joined the Boy Scouts I
thought I would teach myself another

instrument and try for the music
badge. It had to be something one

From the Mouths of Babes
by John Culshaw
I AM NOT used to talking to groups of

children, but a while ago a friend of
mine invited me to
school, which is on the outskirts of

Birmingham-England, not Alabama-because it was holding a kind

of seminar on music with emphasis on
sound in general and recorded sound

in particular. Casting aside a great
deal of self-doubt, I agreed. It turned

out that I was not to address all the
children at once (there were about
five hundred of them between the
ages of eleven and fourteen, with an
equal proportion of girls to boys), but
in four separate groups, so that while I

was talking to one group the other
three could be getting on with their

meetings. Thus nobody asked

whether Maria Callas was shortsighted (most of them had never heard
of Maria Callas) or whether a certain

conductor really was having a flirtation with his lady harpist, as had been
hinted in one of the more scurrilous
newspapers. No, the children wanted
to know about the bass response of
cassette machines, about multitrack,
about why 331/2 rpm had been chosen
for LP rather than, say, 3734.

The engrossing thing here, which

has to be admitted at once, is that

most of this interest had been generated by an enthusiasm for pop music
that the teachers, quite rightly, saw no
reason to discourage. Not that there

"experiments." The whole thing was a
revelation, at least to me.
It was suggested that I should speak

was any lack of opportunity in the
school to explore classical music as

to each group for about fifteen min-

an instrument or passively through

utes on the subject of how records are

made and then throw the class open
for a thirty -minute question session. I

was a bit doubtful about the time allotments. Could children of that age
sustain questions and answers for all
that time? I needn't have worried; but

for the helpful intervention of

a

teacher, I might have been there all
night.

I think it was probably a more rewarding experience for me than for
the children, because the range and
perception of their questions quite
put to shame the kinds of things adults

usually ask at Gramophone Society
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well, either actively through learning

listening to records; but when I asked
each group for a show of hands to indicate a preference for either pop or
classical, the proportion was virtually
an invariable 95% pop to 5% classical.
And the reason given was always the
same: You can experiment more with
pop, because it encourages you to do
things with sound that probably in no
way enhance the classics. They didn't

put it quite like that, but that was
what they meant.

Although some people may find

that state of affairs deplorable, I most

certainly don't. I would rather see a
child engaged in any kind of music -

could practice in bed, eliminating the
piano-and, I quickly discovered, the
clarinet as well. (A child, at least, can't
sit high enough.) So what better than
the harmonica-especially in view of
forthcoming camping expeditions?
By the time I went back to school I
was quite proficient, but when I applied to the aforesaid boneheaded pedant for an audition to get the badge,

he recoiled as if I had entered his

study bearing a dead rat instead of a
perfectly respectable mouth organ.
"That is not a musical instrument,"
pronounced. "Now get out!"
So you can see why I was so struck
by the goings-on not far from Birming-

ham. Those children were being
taught not just music, but the technology-and particularly the recording technology-which these days is

almost inseparable from music, like it
or not. Every child claimed to have a
collection, however modest, of either
records or tapes and sometimes both.

("What do you think of Shostakovich's Fourteenth?" asked a cherubic
thirteen -year -old member of the 5%
elite.)

But there was something else, and it

was the most persistently pursued
area of questioning of them all: It concerned money. How much does it cost
to make a record? How much does the

artist get for each record sold? Is it
better to make your own recording
and then lease it to a company? Will
the banks lend money for that purpose?

And so it went. Naive questions

maybe, and very hard to answer
clearly to children, but indicative of a
simple awareness of economics that

astonished me. As I climbed on the
train back to London, it struck me that

unless those children and that school

were totally unrepresentative, the
record industry has very little to
worry about in the future.
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Introducing a new high
in Technics waveform fidelity:
A low price.
While many components are designed for impressive
specs, we design ours for somet-ring more-waveform
fidelity. And we offer it in our SU-7300, SU-7700 and
SU-8600 integrated amps. And our ST -7300 and ST -8600

matching tuners. At your kind of rrice. From $179.95*
to $349.95:*

Why do we stress waveform fidelity? Because
it means that the musical signal going into the
component will come out of it dirlually unchanged.
And that's something good specs alone can't
guarantee.

And it's the kind of fidelity you'll hear with
Technics. All our amps have the abilly to float through
the wildest octave or decibel leaps in any musical
passage. Because all have been designed with the
latest hi -fl technology. Like current mirror loading for
a phono S/N ratio as high as 76 dB (2.5 mV) or 90 dB
( it) mV) with the 7700.And total harmonic distortion as
low as 0.03"0 at rated power with all our amps. There is
also a sixfold power supply to virtually eliminate

transient crossta k distortion in the SU-8600.
Our matching tuners also boast superb
technology. Like flat group delay -liters that combine
high selectivity and low phase distortion. Phase
Locked Loop IC% for ow distortion and wide, stable
stereo separaticri.
And quadrature detecto-s the can hand e even a
300% nvermoduilated signal and st II produce clean,
accurate sound.
Listen to Technics new matching amps and tuners.
And hear the hia,h-priced sound of waveform fidelity.
Without the high price.
Power output: SU-11610-73 watts. SU-7700-.30 waits. SU-73011-41

walls. Al per channel, min. RMS, both c hanic Is driven, into8 ohms hart
20 Hz -20 kHz with no more than OANI% total harmonic distortion.
'Technics recommended pri.7,2", but act zal re ail prices will br set by de.k rs.
All caniimetry is simualed

Technics
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DIRECTIONS

To solve these puzzles-and they
aren't as tough as they first seem supply as many of the Output words
as you can in the numbered dashes
following the Input. Unless otherwise
specified in the Input, the Output con-
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sists of one English word, "Comp."
means compound, or hyphenated.
word.

Transfer each letter to the square
m the diagram that bears the corresponding number. Atter only a few
correct guesses you should begin to
see words and phrases emerging in
the diagram, which when filled in will
contain a quotation related to music,
recordings, or audio.

The words in the quotation are
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separated by darkened squares and
do not necessarily end at the end of
a row.
Try to guess at these words and
transfer each newly decoded letter

back to its appropriate dash in the
Output. This will supply you with
further clues.
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A final clue: The source of the
quotation - the author and his work
- will be spelled out by the first letters
in Output, reading down
The answer to HiFi-Crostic No. 32

197

N

4

will appear in next month's issue of
HIGH FIDELITY.

INPUT

OUTPUT

A Jazz pianist (b 1928), Se corded For Real and Here

141

INPUT

121

6

18

51

182

154

26

70

97

46

132

47

164

96

128

3

139

34

and Now on Contemporary (full name)

0 Direction that a passage is

111

38

81

158

129

167

40

191

99

113

0 Peculiar, as a type of ball

8

64

187

R. English woman composer
(b. 1906). And Suddenly

49

59

131

133

171

150

4

201

124

to be performed as if out of
breath (It.)

P. Composer/conductor/arB. Strauss waltz (2 wds.)

C. Broadcasters'

group

(acron.)

151

190

15

120

58

83

71

198

100

66

OUTPUT

ranger Morton

202

138

112

173

17

21

119

94

101

36

185

166

45

142

79

65

16

57

28

55

Ifs Evening, recorded by
BBC Symphony

D. Essential person
E.
F.

S. Mahler song cycle (3 Ger.
wds.)

137

165

189

109

199

48

140

125

67

9

42

89

155

102

cornetist (2 wds.)

29

157

62

10

90

136

193

110

Rebec successor

116

172

30

149

73

56

180

144

135

98

84

24

114

156

178

196

_sin

Traum, Sophie
and Octavian's Act III duet
in Der Rosenkavalier

G. Tape device

Madison, jazz

H.

I.

31

J. Spanish pianist/conductor (b. 1895)

K. Full stage name of chanteuse Giovanna Gassion
(1915-63)

L Czech composer (b
1919)

Etude

sym-

T Set of Debussy piano
pieces (Fr.)

33

80

85

143

U. Swedish composer Bo (b.
1937) Frequenzen, recorded by Mainstream

V Wandering minstrel's
bride (comp.)
76

170

W. Inciting

145

X. With Word Y.. cantata by

147

122

107

12

91

175

32

74

13

53

126

103

188

161

117

61

43

Hindemith (Lat )

194

160

86

22

134

7

200

82

176

69

163

130

44

23

50

78

39

92

146

108

159

177

77

27

183

174

20

192

148

104

41

68

87

179

phonique, recorded by
Abravanel

M. 20th -century style fos-

Y. See Word X. (2 Lat. wds.)

tered by Stravinsky

N Ivan Susanin (5 wds.)

162

106

63

75

14

169

184

197

2

52

118

25

152

127

95

5

Z. Doloroso

186

60

123

168

181

105

19

54

72

1

115

153

195

11

93

35

37

88

Solution to loot month's NIFI-Crootteappoors on pogo 6.
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BIC VENTURI.
Tomorrow's technology
in 7 Formulas today.
Speaker design is a funny business.
It

is relatively easy to be esoteric. Much

harder (and rarer) to be truly advanced.
Nonetheless, in 1973, BIC set out to make

This year, with the addition of new Formula

3 and 6 models, we've closed the gaps in our
line. The seven BIC VENTURI Formulas are
shown here in ascending order.

Formulas 1 through 4 offer a choice be-

some fundamental improvements in speaker
system design.

We developed, and patented, the 6-1-C
VENTURI' coupled path to multiply bass energy and the BICONEX® horn to match that new
response.

The result was a quantum leap forward in
loudspeaker efficiency that dispatched changes
throughout the industry.
Lest year, we introduced a new concept in

speakers. The System Monitor Speaker, with
electronic circuitry that takes measurements,

tween two-way and three-way systems of different perFormance capabilities. While models 5 to
7 add the system monitor technology to speakers of ircreasing size and sophistication.
Thus, whatever level of refinement a music
system has reached, there's a B-IC VENTURI
Formula that can upgrade its performance. Ana
together they offer a range of choice (and price.)
that is unique in the industry.
For literature, and complete technical details, write us at the address below.

displays information, even initiates action.
That gave loudspeakers the unique ability
to make the rest of a compcnent system perform
better. In our view, a landmark development.
In just four veers, BIC advancements had

twice marked the path fo- future speaker
evolvement. And, cuite by design, all this was
managed within a line of speakers most enthusiasts can realis'ically afford.

00.
BIC VENTURI

BIC VENTURI
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY TODAY
B IC VENTURI, Westbury, N.Y 11590. BIC. BI C VENTURI and BICONEX are trademarks of E

.

dustries Co Dms.on of &met, Inc. In Canada. C. W. Pointon. Toronto.

CIRCLE NO.7 ON READER SERVICE CARD (FOR EARLIEST RESPONSE WRITE DIRECT)

Before Sound Guard,you only
played a record in mint condition
once.
methods, removes all
con-imon record contamiSound Guard
nants -from dust particles
to oily fingerprints.
And whether your records need a light cleaning
to remove surface dust or
a thorough cleaning to
remove deep-seated contamMagnitk :Mon shows the record vinyl wearing away.
Same magnification shows no record wear.
inants, Sound Guard record
cleaner does both.
You can see how the preservative maintains
L Sound Guard'
picture has changed.
sound fidelity by reducing
Independent tests*
record wear. And with its Total Record Care System
puts Sound Guard record
show that records treated
built-in, permanent antiregularly with Sound
static property, it resists preservative and Sound
Guard record cleaner in one
Guard preservative
dust accumulation..
package
keep the same full
.`,.
And now, two new
for the best
amplitude at all freSound Guard products:
possible
quencies, the same
7,trd
I. Sound Guard'
total care
absence of surface
record cleaner, develI',...,_r
for all of
noise and harmonic `1"'"'"' oped from extensive
your records.
distortion as records played just
research into
Available in audio
once in mint condition.
I record cleaning
and record outlets.
th its patented dry- - - -1, problems and
Wtifilm,
*Tests available on
lubrican
Sound Guard
request.
With

-

~-'
Sound
Guard

1

Sound

Guard.
Record
Preservation
Kit

CI, \II:1'2 IfiGi.asame

4101111111.011.-.

Sound Guard keeps your good sounds sounding good.
Sound Guard preservative-Sound Guard cleaner-Sound Guard Total Record Care System
Sound Guard is Ball Corporation's registered trademark. Copyright © Ball Corporation, 1977. Muncie, IN 47302
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FIDELITY

Itecordings

of
Vladimir
'Horowitz
by Caine Alder

$ome of the incomparable pianist's greatest recorded performancesincluding works never made available to the public in any of his albums-remain
hidden in his record companies' vaults or his own private collection.
THE GODS MUST have indeed looked upon Vladimir

Horowitz with great favor, for they blesied him
with a hair-trigger temperament and a pair of the
most diabolical hands in the history of piano -playing. But there is far more to the Horowitz mystique

than sonority and speed. He has a substantial
amount of musical individuality, taste, and sensitivity as well. At age seventy-three, Horowitz continues to thrill capacity audiences in the greatest
concert halls of the land. This month, on January 8,

JANUARY 1978

he will celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of his
American debut by making his first appearance
with an orchestra (the same New York Philharmonic with which he made that debut on January
12, 1928) in a quarter -century.

And music lovers continue to show interest in
his recordings. Beyond his vast discography of
commercial releases (see HIGH FIDELITY, July
1973), there are many recordings that never have
been made available to the public-some in the

69

vaults of record companies and some held solely
by Horowitz himself.
The latter are perhaps the most important and
least known of the unpublished recordings. I first
heard of them nearly twenty years ago, when the

late Jan Holcman told me that Horowitz had
played for him a recording of the Liszt B minor So-

nata from a 1949 performance in Carnegie Hall
that was the greatest interpretation of the work he
had ever heard, including the commercial version
recorded in England in 1932. I know also of two
concert pianists who were lucky enough to have
heard samples from this collection: Balakirev's Islamey and a shattering rendition of Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6 that reportedly excelled by
far the 1947 Victor release.
Though the sound quality of Horowitz' private
recordings, taped at his concerts, ranges from poor
to excellent, they offer a number of advantages, especially for those who wish to make an in-depth

study of the artist. They bear honest interpretations, with no editing-the spontaneity and

excitement of an actual performance remain along

with the flaws. But more important, they include
repertoire that for one reason or another has been
ignored by the recording companies Horowitz has
been affiliated with.
I have separated the company -held recordings

by type: those made at recording sessions and
those that RCA and Columbia taped at Horowitz'
public recitals. (A list of illicitly made tapes of the
pianist's concerts and broadcasts by members of
the audience would probably include most of the
performances he has given, at least since the intro-

duction of the tape recorder. At least forty are
known.)

Giving me invaluable assistance in compiling

these lists were John Pfeiffer of RCA Records,
Thomas Frost of Columbia Records, and A. R. Locantro of EMI. I hope that their companies can be

prevailed upon to bring the priceless material in
their possession to the public and that Horowitz
will authorize release of the recitals in his private
collection, even if he feels that his pianism at the
time they were recorded does not reflect his attitudes and ideals today.

I. Unreleased Commercial Recordings
Horowitz knew which works he wanted to record and
persisted with these pieces until his playing met the
high standards he set for himself. There were times,
however, when he abandoned his efforts with certain

compositions after one or two takes and went on to
something else. The following list includes both the un-

released commercial takes of works that he later recorded again and recordings of those works that have
never been released to the public in any version (the latter marked *).
RCA Victor, 1928-30

When Horowitz was recording such things as allScarlatti and all-Scriabin LPs for Columbia, he usually
would tape more material than was needed and then
select whatever would fit onto two sides of a record. In

these instances, interpretations that finally appeared
on disc were selected for overall balance, contrast, and

variety of style rather than for performance quality
alone. Perhaps Columbia will gather the unused odds
and ends from numerous recording sessions and issue
them on one or two LPs.

Sonata No. 2, in B flat minor, Op.
35, 1935
LISZT: Annees de pelerinage: Sonetto del
CHOPIN:

SCHUBERT-LISZT: Liebesbotschaft, 1929
Lisz-r: Paganini Etude No. 4, in E (first ver-

Petrarca (probably No. 123), 1935

sion), 1930

RCA Victor, 1940-51

His Master's Voice (England), 1930-35
PROKOFIEV: Toccata in D minor, Op. 11,
1930

This piece was intended as a possible
filler for the original 78 -rpm set of the
Rachmaninoff Third Piano Concerto, Op.
30.

CHOPIN: Nocturne in F, Op. 15, No

1,

1933

CHOPIN: Mazurka in A minor (probably
Op 17, No. 4), 1934
'BRAHMS: Variations on a Theme by Paganini, Op. 35, Part 1, 1934

711

*CHOPIN: Waltz in D flat, Op. 64, No. 1
(Minute), 1942
Liszr: Annees de pelerinage: Sonetto del
Petrarca No. 104, 1942
CHOPIN: Mazurka in F sharp minor, Op.
59, 1942
SCARLATTI: Sonatas in A (2-numbers unknown), 1942
BIZET-HOROWITZ Variations on Themes
from "Carmen," 1942
BEETHOVEN: Sonata No. 21, in C, Op. 53
(Waldstein), 1944
BRAHMS: Waltz in A flat, Op. 39, No. 15,
1945

MOSzROwSKI: Etude in F, Op. 72, No. 6,
1945

SousA-Hoeowrrz: Stars and Stripes Forever. 1945

BEETHOVEN: 32 Variations in C minor,
WOO 80, 1947
SCHUBERT: Impromptu in G flat, D. 899,
No. 3. 1947
CHOPIN: Impromptu No 1, in A flat, Op.
29. 1947
SCHUMANN: Arabeske, Op. 18, 1949
BACH-BUSONI: Toccata and Fugue in C, S.
564, 1950

CHOPIN: Polonaise in A, Op. 40, No
(Militaire), 1950
MoszKowski: Etincelles, Op. 36, No. 6,
1

1951

His Master's Voice (England), 1951
SCARLATTI: Sonata in A L 483, 1951
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*CHOPIN: Mazurka in B minor, Op. 30, No.
2, 1963
*CLEMENTI: Rondo (unidentified), 1963
*CHOPIN: Etude in E flat minor, Op. 10, No.

*ScAnurri: Sonata in A minor, L. 239,
1951

CHOPIN: Impromptu No. 1, in A flat, Op.
29, 1951
CHOPIN: Nocturne in E minor, Op. 72, No.

6, 963
*SCARLATTI: Sonatas: L. 28, 118, 129, 147,
189, 198, 267, 481, 1964
*SCANLArri: Sonata, K. 9, 1964
DEBUSSY: Etude No. 11, Pour les arpeges,

1, 1951

There is evidence that some or all of these

works, recorded while Horowitz was
touring Europe for the first time since the
mid -1930s, were released on 78s for a
short time in Europe only. The Scarlatti A
minor Sonata was new to the Horowitz
discography.

1965

*CHOPIN: Nouvelle Etude No. 3, in A flat,
Op. posth., 1965
BEETHOVEN: Sonata No. 7, in D, Op. 10,
No. 3, 1965
*MENOELSSOHN: Etude in A minor, Op. 104,

Book II, No. 3 (ending by Horowitz),

RCA Victor, 1951-59

1967

*LiSZT-HONowrrz: Scherzo and March,

*BIZET-HOROWITZ: Concert Fantasy on a

Gypsy Song from "Carmen," 1957
This is a longer, more elaborate version
than the one usually played by the pianist
as an encore. Horowitz nearly resumed
concertizing in 1957, and this transcription was to have appeared on his pro-

1967

LISzT: Annees .de pelerinage: Au Cord
dune source, 1967
*BACH-BUSONI: Ich ruf' zu dir (chorale prelude), S. 639, 1969
*MEDTNER: Fairy Tale, Op. 51, No. 3, 1969

The two preceding works were pressed i
limited number as Christmas presents for
CBS executives. Fairy Tale reappeared in
1970 on "Songs of Christmas," an LP pro-

grams.

Columbia Masterworks, 1962-73

du.ced by Columbia Special Products

BEETHOVEN: 32 Variations in C minor,

(CSS 1033) and distributed by Goodyear

WoO. 80, 1963

stores.

*CLEMENTI: Sonata in A, Op. 36, No. 1,

°CLEMENTI: Adagio and Rondo (unidentified), 1972

1963

*CLEMENTI: Adagio (unidentified), 1963
*MOZART: Adagio (unidentified), 1963

*SCRIABIN: Etude, Op. 65, No. 3, 1972
*ScRiAsiN: Etude in B, Op. 8, No. 4, 1972

CHOPIN: Etude in G flat, Op. 10, No. 5,

*ScRiAsiN: Feuillet d'album, Op. 58, 1972

In 1928

1963

II. Recitals Recorded for Possible Commercial Release
Over the last quarter -century live -performance material has played an increasingly important role in the
Horowitz discography. Between 1951 and 1953, RCA
Victor recorded four Carnegie Hall concerts, portions
of which were released commercially. With Horowitz'
dramatic return to the concert stage on May 9, 1965, Columbia Masterworks began recording a series of some
twenty programs (including a rehearsal and two appearances in preparation for the 1968 television recital), running through December 1968.
Another hiatus in Horowitz' public career -lasting
some five years -followed his Boston recital of October
26, 1969, and by the time he resumed concertizing he
had once again become an exclusive RCA artist. RCA

has continued the practice of recording many of his live
performances; between November 1975 and November
1976 seven recitals were recorded.

The lists that follow concentrate on performances

that have not been released. In the case of the Columbia
and RCA Red Seal material, no attempt has been made
to reproduce the actual recital programs, since they involve considerable duplication of repertory -and in the
case of works that have been or might be released commercially it is all but impossible to determine the specific peformance(s) used.

Again, those works that have never figured in the
Horowitz commercial discography are indicated with
an asterisk (*).

*CHOPIN: Etude in E flat minor, Op. 10. No.

RCA Victor, 1951-53
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March 5, 1951
*MOZART: Sonata in B flat, K. 333
*CHOPIN: Polonaise in C sharp minor, Op.
26, No. 1

CHOPIN: Polonaise in A, Op. 40, No.
(Militaire)
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CHOPIN: Etude in C sharp minor, Op. 10,
No. 4
CHOPIN: Waltz in A mincr. Op. 34. No. 2
LISZT: Valse oubliee No. 1
Liszt': Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6
(encores unknown)

Two items from this recital -the Schu-

mann Clara Wieck Variations and the
Chopin B flat minor Mazurka, Op. 24. No.
4 -were released in 1957 on LM 1957.
April 23, 1951
CHOPIN: Barcarolle in F sharp. Op. 60
CHOPIN: Nocturne in F minor, Op 55, No
1

ing: November 13, 1966, and November 3,
1968 -Woolsey Hall, New Haven; October
22, 1967 -Queens College, New York; November 12, 1967 -Brooklyn College, New
York; December 10, 1967, and November
17,1968 -Washington, D.C.; April 7, 1968 -

-

Symphony Hall, Boston; May 12, 1968

Orchestra Hall, Chicago; December 1,

CHOPIN: Introduction and Rondo, in E flat,

Op. 16.2 29/76, 11/21/76
CHOPIN: Mazurka in A minor, Op. 17, No.
4.

11/2/75,11/23/75,2/29/76

CHOPIN: Mazurka in C sharp minor, Op.
30, No. 4. 2/29/76
CHOPIN: Nocturne in E minor, Op. 72, No.

1.11/21/76

1968 -Academy of Music, Philadelphia.

CHOPIN: Scherzo No. 1, in B minor, Op.

BEETHOVEN: Sonata No. 7, in D, Op 10,

CHOPIN: Waltz in A minor, Op. 34, No. 2.

20. 11 /2/75, 11/16/75, 11/23/75
No. 3. 11/9/65
a BEETHOVEN: Sonata No. 28, in A, Op. 101.

10 22/67, 11/12/67, 11/26/67, 12
10 67, 4/7/68, 5/12/68
BEETHOVEN: 32 Variations in C minor.

WoO. 80. 4/5/66, 4/17/66
In the early Fifties

10/22/67, 11/12/67, 11/ 26/67, 12/
10/67, 4/7/68, 5/12/68

No. 2. 2 29/76
*CLEmEwri: Sonata in C, Op. 36, No. 3.
11

21

76

DEBUSSY: Children's Corner Suite: Sere-

nade for the Doll. 11/16/75

Lisrr: Annees de pelerinage: Au bord

CHOPIN: Scherzo No. 1, in B minor, Op. 20
SCHUMANN: Kinderszenen, Op. 15: Traumerei

* DEaussY: Preludes, Book II: No. 7, Les
Terrasses des audiences au clair de

other works from this recital

*HAYDN: Sonata No. 58, in C. 11/3/68,

d'une source. All except 2/29/76, 11/
21/76
LISZT: Sonata in B minor. 11/21/76
Valse oublide No. 1. All except 2/
29/76,11 21 76

11/17/68, 11/24/68, 12/1/68, 12/5/

MoszKowski: Etincelles, Op. 36, No. 6. All

Six

(by Haydn, Brahms, Chopin, Scarlatti,
Moszkowski, and Sousa) were released in

1957 on RCA Victor LM 1957, and the
Mussorgsky -Horowitz Pictures at an Exhibition was released in 1959 on LM 2357.
It may be of interest to note that Pictures

and the four encores were broadcast live
over New York radio station WQXR, and
this portion of the program circulates in
the underground.
January 12, 1953
(25th anniversary of U.S. debut)

TcHAlkovsky: Concerto No. 1, in B flat
minor, Op. 23. New York Philharmonic,
George Szell, cond.

This concert was recorded in "New Orthophonic Sound" by RCA Victor but has

never been released commercially because of the conflicting contractual commitments (to Columbia) of Szell and the
Philharmonic.
February 25, 1953
(25th anniversary of U.S. debut)

*Iiirtiums: Rhapsody in E flat, Op. 119, No.
4

°DEBUSSY: Children's Corner Suite: The
Little Shepherd

The balance of this recital was released
by RCA Victor as "Horowitz Anniversary

lune. 11/13/66, 11/27/66, 12/10/66
68

Lisrr: Annees de pelerinage: Au bord
dune source. 11/3/68, 12/1/68, 12/
15/68

LISZT: Valse oublide No. 1. 4/5/ 66, 4/17/

RACHMANINOFF: Prelude in G, Op. 32, No.

66
MENDELSSOHN: Etude in A minor, Op. 104,

39, No. 9. 11/2/75, 11/16/75

75, 11/16/75, 11/23/75

5. 11 2

RACHMANINOFF: Prelude in G sharp minor,

Book II, No. 3. 10/22/67, 11/26/67,
12/10/67

RACHMANINOFF: Sonata No. 2, in B flat mi-

MoszKowsia: Etude in F, Op. 72, No. 6.4/

nor, Op.36: Finale.11 /23/75,2/15/76,

7/68, 11/3/68, 12/1/68, 12/15/68
POuLENc: Toccata. 12/10/66
RACHMANINOFF: Prelude in G, Op. 32, No.

5. 12 10.66
*Scom.Arri: Sonata in F sharp, L. 35. 10/
22 67, 11/12/67, 11 26/67, 12/10/
67

aScARLArri: Sonata in G, L. 124. 10/22/

67,11/12/67,11/26/67,12/10/67,4/
7/68,5/12/68
SCARLATTI: Sonata in A, L 494. 10/22/67,

11/12/67,12/10/67

Op. 32, No. 12. 2/15/76, 2/22/76

2/22/76
SCARLATTI: Sonata in A, L. 483. 11/2/75,

2 29 76

SCHUMANN: Arabeske, Op. 18. 2/15/76,

2 22 76

SCHUMANN: BlumenstUck, Op. 19. 11/2/
75. 11

16/75, 11/23/75, 2/29/76

SCHUMANN: Kinderszenen, Op. 15: Trau-

merei. All except 11/23/75, 2'29/76
ScRiasiN: Etude in D sharp minor. Op. 8,

No. 12.2 29/76

RCA Red Seal, 1975-76

The recitals newly taped by RCA break
down as follows: two each from Carnegie
Hall (November 16 and 23, 1975) and Am-

bassador Hall Auditorium, Pasadena

Columbia, 1965-68

works have been released based on this
material: Schumann's Sonata in F minor,

cluded in the otherwise studio -made Chopin disc, M 32932). Listed below are those

11/21/76
RACHMANINOFF: Etude Tableau in D, Op.

known) beyond the Chopin and Prokofiev
works included.

The recitals recorded by Columbia produced four commercial albums and part
of a fifth (three Chopin works were in-

dates

RACHMANINOFF: Etude Tableau in E flat
minor, Op. 39, No. 5. All except 2/29/ 76,

°Lisrr-HoRowirz: Scherzo and March.
10 22 67

(February 22 and 29, 1976), and one each
from Orchestra Hall, Chicago (November
2, 1975), Paramount Auditorium, Oakland
(February 15, 1976), and Powell Hall, St.
Louis (November 21, 1976). To date two

Recital" (LM 6014, two discs) -with the
exception of the additional encores (un-
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CHOPIN: Barcarolle in F sharp, Op. 60.

All except 2/29/76
CHOPIN: Waltz in C sharp minor, Op. 64,

Op. 14 (performed on all dates except 11/
21/76), and Scriabin's Sonata No. 5 (performed 2/29/76), both on ARL 1-1766. The

rest of the repertory performed is given
below, with dates of performance.

works that have not appeared in Horowitz' Columbia discography, with their

CHOPIN: Ballade No. 1, in G minor, Op. 23.

performance dates. All dates refer to Carnegie Hall appearances except the follow-

CHOPIN: Etude in G flat, Op. 10, No. 5. 11/

2 15 76, 2/22/76

2/75

In the early Seventies
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Ill. Recitals Taped for the Pianist's Private Use
In 1945, Horowitz arranged independently to have
his recitals in Carnegie Hall recorded for his exclusive
use for reference and improvement. Over the next six
years, twenty-two 78 -rpm albums were recorded.
Should Horowitz ever consent to have any of them issued, they could only appear on the RCA label, since he
was under contract to that company at the time.
March 28, 1945

To my knowledge, this is the first publication of the
contents of these recitals, the repertoire of which has
been unknown to all but a few of the pianist's closest
colleagues. Among the items are works that have never
before been available commercially (again marked *)
and works that apparently exist only in this collection
(marked **).

yeres; No. 6, General Lavine, Eccentric

DEBUSSY: Etude No. 11, Pour les arpeges
CzERNY: Variations on "La Ricordanza,"
**DEBUSSY: Etude No. 1, Pour les cinq
Op. 33
doigts
BEETHOVEN: Sonata No 21, in C, Op. 53
MENDELSSOHN-LISZT-HORowurz: Wedding
(Waldstein)
March
**RacHPAANiNorF: Etude Tableau in C mi(encores unknown)
nor, Op. 39, No. 1 or 7
RACHMANINOFF: Etudes Tableaux: in C,

Op. 33, No. 2; in E flat minor, Op 33,
No. 6; in D, Op. 39, No. 9
CHOPIN: Mazurkas: in B minor; in C sharp

minor; in F minor; in B minor (opus
numbers unknown)

LISZT: Annees de pelerinage: Au bord
dune source

LISZT: Harmonies poetiques et religieuses: Funerailles
**BARBER: Excursions, Op. 20 (world premiere)
SOUSA-HOROWITZ: Stars and Stripes Forever
ENCORES:

CHOPIN: Mazurkas (4 -opus numbers unknown)

Liszr: Annees de pelerinage: Au bord
d'une source
* *PouLENC: Intermezzo

MENDELssoRN: Variations serieuses, in D
minor, Op. 54
SCHUMANN: Arabeske, Op. 18
PROKOFIEV: Sonata No. 7, in B flat, Op. 83

CHOPIN: Andante spianato and Grande
polonaise brillante, Op. 22
CHOPIN: Etudes: in E, Op. 10 No. 3; in C
minor, Op. 10, No. 12
CHOPIN: Mazurkas (2 -opus numbers unknown)
MENDELSSOHN-LISZT-HOROWITZ: Wedding

March

from "Carmen" (additional encores

ENCORES:

March 4, 1946

Exhibition (first performance of Horowitz arrangement)

April 24, 1946

BizET-HoRowirz: Variations on Themes
unknown)

MUSSORGSKY-HOROWITZ: Pictures at an

SCHUMANN: Kinderszenen, Op. 15: Traumerei
SOUSA-HOROWITZ: Stars and Stripes Forever

(two additional encores, unknown)

SCARLATTI: Sonatas (3 -numbers unknown)
**MENDELSSOHN: Songs Without Words:
Nos. 33, 36
MENDELSSOHN: Songs Without Words:
No. 40
LISZT: Sonata in B minor
**KABALEVSKY: Preludes, Op. 38 (10 selections)

CHOPIN: Nocturnes: in F sharp, Op. 15,
No. 2; in E minor, Op. 72, No. 1
CHOPIN: Polonaise in A flat, Op. 53
ENCORES:

SOUSA-HOROWITZ: Stars and Stripes Forever

(additional encores unknown)
April 6, 1946

February 3, 1947
MOZART: Sonata in A, K. 331
MENDELSSOHN: Songs Without Words:
Nos. 35, 25

**KABALEvsKr Sonata No. 2, Op. 45 (U.S.
premiere)
SCHUMANN: Sonata in F minor, Op. 14:
Variations on a theme by Clara Wieck
CHOPIN: Impromptu No. 1, in A flat, Op. 29
*CHOPIN: Etude in E flat minor, Op. 10, No.
6

CHOPIN: Etudes: in C minor, Op. 10, No.
12; in C sharp minor, Op. 10, No. 4; in
E, Op. 10, No. 3

**Listr-HoRowirz: Legendes: St. Francois
de Paule marchant sur les flots
(encores unknown)

HAYDN: Sonata No. 62, in E flat
SCHUMANN: Fantasy in C, Op. 17
PROKOFIEV: Toccata in D minor, Op. 11
CHOPIN: Ballade No. 1, in G minor, Op. 23

March 28, 1947

CHOPIN: Mazurkas: in F minor; in ? (opus
numbers unknown)
DEBUSSY: Preludes, Book II: No. 5, Bru-

MENDELSSOHN: Variations serieuses, in D

JANLAR1 1978

Ir. 1939
POULENC: Presto in B flat

PROKOFIEV: Toccata in 0 minor, Op.
(three encores, unknown)

11

April 28, 1947

SCARLATTI: Sonatas (6 -numbers unknown)
**KABAL.EvsKv: Preludes, Op. 38 (8 selections)
BEETHOVEN: Sonata No. 14, in C sharp mi-

minor, Op. 54
MOZART: Sonata in F, K. 332

nor, Op. 27. No. 2 (Moonlight)
CHOPIN: Barcarolle in F sharp, Op. 60
CHOPIN: Ballade No. 1, in G minor, Op. 23
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CHOPIN: Waltz in A minor, Op. 34, No. 2

War: Valse oubliee No. 1
Um: Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6
ENCORES:

MENDELSSOHN-LISZT-HOROWITZ: Wedding

March

(additional encores unknown)

Deeussr: Children's Corner Suite: Serenade for the Doll

**Deaussr: Etude No. 6, Pour les huit
doigts
LISZT: Harmonies poetiques et religieuses:
FuneralIles
*RAcHmaNiNoFF: Prelude in G, Op. 32, No.
5

February 2, 1948

RACHMANINOFF: Prelude in G minor, Op.
23, No. 5
ENCORES:

HAYDN: Sonata No. 62, in E flat

ScHuseer: Impromptu in G flat, D. 899,
No. 3
SCRIASIN: Vers la flamme, Op. 72
ScRiAmN: Poem in F sharp, Op. 32, No. 1
SCRIABIN: Etudes: in F sharp, Op. 42, No.

4; in D sharp minor, Op. 8, No. 12
KABALEVSKY: Sonata No. 3, Op. 46 (U.S.
premiere)
**CHOPIN: Fantaisie in F minor, Op. 49
CHOPIN: Impromptu No. 1, in A flat, Op. 29

CHOPIN: Nocturnes: in E minor, Op. 72,
No. 1; in F sharp, Op. 15, No. 2
CHOPIN: Polonaise in A flat, Op. 53
ENCORES:

SCARLATTI: Sonata (number unknown)
SCHUMANN: Kinderszenen, Op. 15: Traumerei
MENDELSSOHN-LISZT-HOROWITZ: Wedding

March
The Scriabin works may have been Horo-

witz' first public performances of any
works by this composer.
April 2, 1948

BEETHOVEN: 32 Variations in C minor,
WoO. 80
ScHusERT. Impromptu in G flat, D. 899,
No. 3
MUSSORGSKY-HOROWITZ: Pictures at an

Exhibition
CHOPIN: Ballade No. 4, in F minor, Op. 52

SOUSA-HOROWITZ: Stars and Stripes Forever

(additional encores unknown)
January 17, 1949

**BAcH: Toccata in C minor
**CLEmEtcri: Sonata in A, Op. 36, No. 1
SCHUMANN: Arabeske, Op. 18
CHOPIN: Sonata No. 2, in B flat minor, Op.
35

"PRONOFIEY: Pieces, Op. 95: No. 1, Intermezzo; No. 3, Valse lente

ENCORES:

SCHUMANN: Kinderszenen, Op. 15: Traumerei

Souss-Hoeowirr Stars and Stripes Forever

January 23, 1950
BACH-BUSONI: Toccata and Fugue, in C,
S. 564
SCHUMANN: Kinderszenen, Op. 15
BARBER: Sonata, Op. 26 (world premiere)
CHOPIN: Mazurkas: in D flat, Op. 30, No. 3;
in F minor, Op. 63, No. 2; in C sharp minor, Op. 41, No. 1
CHOPIN: Ballade No. 1, in G minor, Op. 23
CHOPIN: Nocturne in F minor, Op. 55, No.
1

"BALABIREY: Islamey

(five encores, unknown)
March 20, 1950

**Cumetrri: Sonata in B flat, Op. 47 (the
second movement of Clementi's Op.
34, No. 1, was substituted for that of
"Mussy: Etudes: No. 4, Pour les sixtes;
RACHMANINOFF: Etudes Tableaux: in E flat
minor, Op. 39, No. 5; in D, Op. 39, No. 9

No. 1, Pour les cinq doigts
ScRIABIN: Etude in C sharp minor, Op. 2,
No. 1

Lisrr-Hoeowurz: Rak6czy March
(four encores, unknown)
February 21, 1949

"MENDELSSOHN: Songs Without Words:
Nos. 33, 36
MENDELSSOHN: Songs Without Words:
No. 40
BEETHOVEN: Sonata No. 7, in D, Op. 10,
No. 3
ScRiABiN: Poem in F sharp, Op. 32, No. 1.
ScRiABiN: Vers la flamme, Op. 72

Op. 47)
MENDELSSOHN: Variations serieuses, in D

minor, Op. 54
SCHUMANN: BlumenstLick, Op. 19
BARBER: Sonata, Op. 26

CHOPIN: Ballade No. 3, in A flat, Op. 47
CHOPIN: Etude in C sharp minor, Op. 25,
No. 7

CHOPIN: Andante spianato and Grande
polonaise brillante, Op. 22
CHOPIN: Nocturne in F minor, Op. 55, No.
1

PROKOFIEV: Toccata in D minor, Op. 11
ENCORES:

Bizer-Hoeowirr: Variations on Themes
from "Carmen"

(additional encores unknown)
**KABALEvsKY: Preludes, Op. 38 (6 selections)
April 24, 1950
CHOPIN: Ballade No 3, in A flat, Op. 47
CHOPIN: Mazurkas: in E minor, Op. 41, "CHOPIN: Polonaise in C sharp minor, Op.
No. 2; in C sharp minor, Op. 30, No. 4;
26, No. 1
in F minor, Op. 7, No. 3
CHOPIN: Ballade No. 4, in F minor, Op. 52
LISZT: Annees de pelerinage: Sonetto del
CHOPIN: Mazurkas: in F sharp minor, Op.
Petrarca No. 104
59, No. 3; in A minor, Op. 17, No. 4
Lisrr: Valse oublide No. 1
CHOPIN: Impromptu No. 1, in A flat, Op. 29

Lisrr-Hoeowirr: Rakoczy March
(five encores, unknown)

CHOPIN: Sonata No. 2, in B flat minor, Op.
35

**Lim: Consolations: No. 3, in D flat; No. 5,
March 21, 1949

**BACH: Toccata in C minor
SCARLATn: Sonatas: in A minor; in A; in G
(numbers unknown)
LISZT: Sonata in B minor
SCHUMANN: Sonata in F minor, Op. 14:
Variations on a theme by Clara Wieck.
"PouLENc: Novelette in C
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d'une source

LISZT: Harmonies poetiques et religieuses: Funerailles
Liszr: Annees de pelerinage: Sonetto del
Petrarca No. 104
LISZT-HOROWITZ: Rakoczy March

(encores unknown)

POULENC: Pastourelle; Toccata
CHOPIN: Etudes: in C sharp minor, Op. 10,

March 5, 1951

No. 4; in C sharp minor, Op. 25, No. 7
CHOPIN: Nocturne in E minor, Op. 72, No.

This recital was also recorded by RCA

1

In the mid -Seventies

in E

Liszr: Annees de pelerinage: Au bord

CHOPIN: Polonaise in A flat, Op. 53

and is therefore listed with the recitals recorded for possible commercial release.
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II fact:
I "off -the -shelf"
Shure cartridges perform
like Shure "critics' samples:'
Whether you purchase your Shure cartridge in Evanston, Illinois or Evanston,
Wyoming, in Osaka, Sydney, London, Lima or Casablanca ... you can be
confident it will perform well within its stated specifications. Independent critics
around the world buy Shure cartridges off dealers' shelves and subject them to
rigorous tests. We have built our reputation on an unwavering uniformity and
strict adherence to the high standards of our Master Quality Control Program.

OUR "BEST" IS OUR TYPICAL
Shure's painstaking Master Quality Control Program
insures that every Shure cartridge and stylus will
perform as well as our laboratory reference units.
And each cartridge must meet or exceed its
published specifications. All critical performance
tests are imposed on 100% of all Shure V15 Type III
cartridges and styli, including (a) frequency
resoonse for each channel, (b) output level, (c)
channel balance, (d) crosstalk between channels,
(e) trackability, and (f) anti -collapse assurance. Fact
is, Shure quality control is state-of-the-art.

+20

-I'!

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
Every Shure V15 Type III cartridge must display
exceptionally flat frequency response over the
audible spectrum. Each is individually tested to be
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within 3/4 dB from flat frequency response for each
channel. This limit is acutally more demanding than
the envelope shown. Those that fail this stringent
frequency response test are rejected. And only
those cartridges that pass Shure's intensive Quality
Control Tests make it to your local Hi-Fi Store.

U 33

TRACKABILITY:
Shure pioneered the trackability concept over a
decade ago in response to the need for a single
relevant measurement of total cartridge and stylus
performance. Trackability has been accepted by
audio authorities as the definitive measure of how
well a cartridge and stylus perform on today's
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increasingly"hot" recordings. Every Shure V15Type III
cartridge must pass extensive trackability tests.

REFERENCE SHURE TTR 103 LABORATORY TEST RECORD
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Send for High Fidelity Catalog AL21OT.

outperforms the best of the rest:

SHORE
V15 TYPE III

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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Toward a
Super -Refined
music Reproducer
Columbia Masterworks' director of a&r production, taking a
cynical look at some "advances'. in today's recording techniques, invents a
scenario in which he heralds the wave of the past.

by Andrew Kazdin

EVERY SO OFTEN, a significant breakthrough occurs

in the technology concerned with a particular
business. I note with exceptional pride and excite-

ment that the record industry is experiencing its
own rebirth. I am referring, of course, to the

spreading phenomenon of the direct -to -disc
recording.
It has long been realized that one of the weakest
links in the chain of operations that yields a long-

playing record is the intervention of magnetic
tape. Once thought to offer the artist and producer

undreamed-of flexibility and creative options,

tape is now recognized to have liabilities as well.
The invention of the Dolby noise -reduction systems only served to disguise the real problem with
a cosmetic patina that distracted audio engineers
from a realistic appraisal of the situation. It was

felt that, with sufficient diligence, tape could eventually be bypassed. I am delighted to report the solution is at hand.

Nothing could be simpler than direct -to -disc
recording, and yet nothing could be more elegant.
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As Lorin Maazel so aptly put it in last July's HIGH
FIDELITY: "It's pure sound. You take it from position A, you put it into position B." A musical performance so recorded is, by definition, created in
one piece. No more can the destructive influence
of tape splicing intrude upon the emotional fabric
of the musical Gestalt. No more can the meddle-

some producer "improve" upon orchestral bal-

ances after the fact. In short, direct -to -disc record-

ing ushers in a new era of technological and

aesthetic excellence.
But now comes the really exciting news. As so

often happens in the creative process, one good
idea leads to another. Spurred on by the enormous

advantages realized by tape elimination, committees of research engineers are seeking innovative ways to continue the trend initiated by these
pace -setting records.
As we all know, a serious disruption of uniform
high fidelity reproduction of music on disc occurs
toward the inner radii, where the tangential velocity of the grooves falls to a point that makes storage of high -frequency information difficult. Various remedial attempts have met with only limited
success. The ultimate solution has been staring us
in the face for years: By increasing the angular velocity of the recording lathe, substantially higher
frequency response can be achieved along with

lower distortion. By picking an already established speed-say, 78 rpm-modification of much
existing equipment is made unnecessary. With a
microgroove cutting stylus, this speed can yield a
recorded side of approximately fifteen minutes.

While this might seem short by conventional

standards, it is conveniently similar to the upper
practical limit that is being cut today on 33% direct -to -disc releases. Therefore, the Rotational
Practices Committee initially recommended that
this speed be universally adopted.
At the same time, advances were reported in the

sensitive area of the pressing compound. Ever
since the oil shortage became apparent a few years
ago, the research departments of our major press-

ing plants have been looking for a smoother,
quieter compound on which to press records. It is
exciting to report that the Molecular Orientation
Committee has announced that such a formula is a
reality.
Shellaclike in nature and tougher than vinyl, SJ.
C, is a simple nonpolymer substance that has been
proven to give the most uniform surface quality to
our idealized direct -to -disc products. But, although it is highly immune to lateral or tangential
lacerations, this material is not entirely resistive to
stresses of torsion. In a word, it is breakable. It was
felt, however, that this was a small price to pay for

the desirable qualities mentioned above, especially since the procedures for proper record care
have become second nature to most collectors and
considerably reduce the risk of damage.
Simultaneously with the intricate chemical investigations that produced SJ. C,, the Electronics
Research Committee set itself the task of solving,
once and for all, the problems of phase cancellation and distortion that plague any multichannel
recording. Every serious audiophile knows that
such demons as phase shift, phase distortion, and
out -of -phase conditions are the culprits on which
a lot of unsatisfactory sound reproduction can be
blamed. After many months of testing, the panel of
electronics experts finally came up with an ingeniously clever answer. Problems of phase, they rea-

soned, are a result of the interaction of two or

more independent channels of audio information.
If the multiplicity of channels is minimized, then
so is the offending condition. Just to be certain that
no unnatural phase conditions exist at the recording locus, it was recommended that multimiking
be abandoned in favor of a single receptor placed
at the acoustic apex of the studio. The signal thus
created embodies a simple solution to a long -tolerated defect in high fidelity sound reproduction. In

addition to the functional improvements, such
"single -source sonic reduction" affords certain obvious economic benefits. When combined with the

qualities of absolute compatibility and rumble -

Drawings by Bruce MacDonald
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ment that, if the Transducer Evaluation Committee has its way, soon will become a very real
part of the truly refined audio reproduction system. It has been axiomatic for years that the least
linear of audio devices-those most prone to alter
and "color" the sound-are the transducers that
convert one form of energy into another: micro-

phones, tape heads, cutting heads, pickup cartridges, loudspeakers, and so on. While all have
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free operation, these advantages make it a certainty that future direct -to -disc releases will be
painstakingly processed in this new format.
The Geometric Processes Committee, the most
recent to report, had a much more complex job to
perform. For the ultimate in accurate sound reproduction from discs, tracking error should be eliminated. All the exotic bends and twists of the tone

arm can only serve to reduce tracking error, not
eradicate it. Some years ago, a straight-line system
was adopted, but the committee found that such a
tone arm did not deliver optimum performance at
the higher tangential velocity required to meet the
new frequency -response specifications. It was decided, therefore, to replace the conventional turn-

table with a radically different disc /motion system. The committee members concluded that,
instead of transcribing the sound modulations in a
spiral pattern, a helical pattern must be used. This
has the added advantage of constant tangential ve-

locity. The helix can be inscribed on a kind cf cylinder with the pickup stylus traveling in a straight
line parallel to the central axis. Extensive testing
of this format reveals a highly stable system of superior frequency response and zero tracking error.
This breakthrough, however, occasioned some
rethinking in other quarters. Despite the exceptional features found in S2L C., its fragile constitution proved a serious liability when formed into a
cylinder and rotated at high speed. A new assignment was given to the Molecular Orientation Committee: Find a sturdier substitute for shellac. The

improved vastly in the last decade or two, the improvements in other areas of audio (for example in
electronics, where noise and distortion are continually being reduced though never eliminated)
leave transducers behind-still the laggards in the
race for audible perfection.
Since sound, both in the studio where it is recorded and in the home where it is reproduced, is a
mechanical phenomenon consisting of the dynamics of air -molecule motion, it is proposed that all

transducers-and, with them, the residual noise
and distortion of electronics-be eliminated from
the chain. Through the pioneering work of Dr.
Thomas Stockham, computer analysis has been
successfully utilized in removing the nonlinear
characteristics of the classical recording horn.
This simple "audio inducer" can now come into its
own as the finishing touch in a recording free of
transducer corruption. Of course, the principles of

reciprocity so admirably demonstrated and employed by Dr. Ray Dolby in his revolutionary
noise -reduction systems make it virtually mandatory that the horn used in recording also be used in
playback. In this way, absolute faithfulness to the
original sound is assured.
In summary, it is easy to see that we are on the

brink of an entirely new era of sound reproduc-

tion. It is mind -boggling to realize that all of these
innovations were developed through the motivating catalyst of the direct -to -disc recording process.
Audiophiles the world over owe a debt of gratitude to the few brave pioneers who had the vision
to conceive of this process and the prowess to sell
it to the public.

search was long and arduous, but the compound
was found. For many years Celluloid was chiefly
thought of as the material from which such things
as collar stays and credit cards were made. Astonishingly, the committee discovered that it facilitates the ultimate in transparency of sound in cyl-

inder design and production-with increased
strength to boot!

Now, I hesitate to report on technological advancements before they are fully developed, but I
must provide a sneak look at the final improve-
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Why Micro-ecoustics
2002-e owners enjoy music
more than you do.
If you're listening to music with any of the
other high -quality stereo phono cartridges on the
market today, there's a very good chance
you're missing something. Something that's

earned us unanimous praise from 2002-e
owners: a significant improvement in sound
quality which can only come from major
advances in cartridge design.
Twin-pivots/dual-bearings. Perhaps the most
unique feature cf the 2002-e is its direct -coupled
transducing system, which was granted U.S.
Patent No. 3952171. Urae conventional single pivot cartridges, which can on!y be optimized
for tracking or transient ability, our unique twinpivot/dual-bearing design is optimized for
both characteristics-which are equally vital for
precise reproduction.
Twin pivots insure superior transient ability,
enabling the 2002-e to accurately follow even
the most complex waveforms. And dual bearings
maximize tracking ability, so that even difficult
high-level passages can be accurately tracked at
very low stylus forces.
Beryllium cantilever. The 2002-e's precisely formed cantilever is made of beryllium -an
exotic space-age substance that is 35% lower in
mass than conventional stylus bars. As a result,
the car:ridge boasts far lower moving mass, contributing further to its superior transient ability
and unusually 'transparent' sound. By dramatically
reducing moving mass, the 2002-e also reduces
record wear to vanishingly low levels.

records. Since over 95% of today's records are
warped to some degree, a lighter cartridge means
more effective tracking at lower stylus forces.
At less than half the weight of most high -end
cartridges. the 2002-e enables you to enjoy records
that couldn't be tracked by other cartridges.
The mismatch problem: solved. Until now. an
exact match between phono cartridge and
preeimp (or receiver) input impedance was required for flat frequency response. The
2002-e's built-in passive microcircuit eliminates
mismatch problems by automatically contrOling output impedance. This microcircuit also
makes the cartridge immune from the effects
of cable capacitance, so the 2002-e may be used
with all types of tone arms -even those lacking
low -capacitance cables.

Critical acclaim/popular acceptance. Few

contemporary high-fidelity products have received
such unanimous critical acclaim. And no other
stereo phono cartridge has been so successful in
satisfying the critical demands of today's
sophisticated, dedicated music lovers.
But don't rake our word about why 2002-e
owners enjoy music more than you do: the proof
is waiting at your Micro -Acoustics dealer. Or

contact us for more information.
Hear the difference. To help you evaluate and
compare cartridge tracking and transient
abilities, we've developeC a unique demonstration/test record which is tself enjoying wick spread critical use and acclaim. (For a pos-paid
copy, send $3.95 to the factory.)
Micro -Acoustics Corp., 8 Westchester
Plaza, Elmsford NY 10523. In Canada,

Low cartridge body weight. More and
more tone arm designers are discovering
the importance of cartridge weight,
Acoustics H. Roy Gray Ltd , Markham. Ont.
especially in tracking warped
Micro "Because good tracking isnt enough":

t:
$119.00, suggested list.

1977, Micro -Acoustics Corporatioi

Great -Minds -etc. Department. It was
more than fifteen years ago (1961, to
be precise) that RCA and Decca/Lon-

formances at the Vienna State Opera
(with a cast headed by Leonie Rysanek, Birgit Nilsson, Ruth Hesse, James
King, and Walter Berry), with part of
the tab picked up by an American phi-

don simultaneously offered recordings of Verdi's Otello, the first in
stereo. In the meantime EMI seems to
have taken over the franchise, giving
us two versions (Barbirolli's and the
Karajan remake), the only ones made
since then.

Until now, that is. For Otello has
found its way into the a&r minds ofyou guessed it-RCA and Decca/London. Readers may recall from September's recordings preview that an RCA

recording (with Placido Domingo,
Leontyne Price, and Sherrill Milnes,
James Levine conducting) was projected for last summer; it didn't materialize but has been penciled in again
for next summer. Meanwhile,'Decca/
London's project more or less transplants the cast of the 1976 Paris Opera
production to Vienna. The Paris Desdemona and Jago, Margaret Price and
Gabriel Bacquier, are joined by Paris'
second -cast Otello, Carlo Cossutta

(the first -cast Otello was Domingo,
though it was Cossutta who sang the

U.S. tour performances), and the

Czech tenor Petr Dvorsky as Cassio.
The supporting cast, from Paris, includes Kurt Moll (Lodovico), Michel

Senechal (Roderigo), and Jane Berbie
(Emilia). The conductor, of course, is
Sir Georg Solti.

Giulini and DG. Not long after the
news that Carlo Maria Giulini has accepted an appointment to succeed Zubin Mehta as music director of the Los

Angeles Philharmonic comes word

that he has signed an exclusive
recording contract with DG. It is not
yet known whether he will record in

Los Angeles, but he will definitely

continue the happy collaboration

with the Chicago Symphony that produced the recording of Mahler's Ninth
Symphony chosen as one of the three
1977

International Record Critics

Award winners (see last month's report).

Note to operaphiles: Among the
Giulini projects so far announced by
DG is a complete Rigoletto, only his
second opera (following the c. 1970
Don Carlos for EMI) in more than fifteen years.

Fidelio Records. An addition to the
roster of small labels with ambitious

lanthropist. Apparently DG was
unable to reach agreement with the

unions concerned, and the live

recording fell through. It is still hoped,
however, that a studio recording may
be arranged.

-pianist Menahem Pressler of the
Beaux Arts Trio. Gingold and Starker
were also scheduled to participate in a
coupling of concertos by David Baker,
one for violin with jazz orchestra and
one for cello, and Starker's solo projects include a disc of etudes and Paga-

nini Caprices transcribed for cello.

Another cellist, the Odessa -born
Vladimir Orloff, who has been living

in the West since 1964, is heard in
works by Locatelli and others, and another Soviet émigré, the double -bass

player Eugen Levinson, who left

Leningrad for the U.S. last winter, has
made a recital disc. Also to be heard is
Yuval Yaron, winner of the Sibelius
violin competition.

Two larger -scaled projects have
been announced: the six Bach solo violin sonatas and partitas by Boston
Symphony concertmaster and assistant conductor Joseph Silverstein, and
the last six Mozart piano concertos by
Pressler. Also on the Fidelio roster is

another distinguished pianist, the
Hungarian -born Gyorgy Sebok-a

longtime collaborator, of course, with
his compatriot Starker. And adding a
touch of even more variety is a disc of

Schumann and Wagner songs by
mezzo-soprano Elisabeth Mannion.

Price at large. Only last September we
noted the profusion of prominent artists formerly under exclusive recording contracts now working for a number of companies. Now this group has

another distinguished member: soprano Leontyne Price. We told you in
November's column that she would be
singing Leonora in Herbert von Karajan's Berlin Trovatore for EMI. Also

planned is the title role in Strauss's
Ariadne auf Naxos, which she first
sang this past fall in San Francisco.

The recording. conducted by Sir
Georg Solti, is to be made for Decca/
London, with Edita Gruberova as Zerbinetta.

plans is Fidelio Records (120 Kingston

#30, Bloomington, Ind. 47401),
whose initial projects spotlight-but
are not limited to-an impressive arPl.,

ray of string players.
Violinist Josef Gingold has recorded

a disc of Fritz Kreisler pieces and
joined cellist Janos Starker in the Ko-

daly Duo-the latter coupled with
Bernhard Heiden's cello sonata, with
80

A new Frau? Speaking of Strauss,

there has been talk of a new DG

Frau ohne Schatten under Karl Bohm,
who has made no secret of his desire

to redo the opera whose premiere

recording he conducted in 1955 (the
set now on Richmond). The original
plan, we are told, was to make a live
recording based on &ohm's fall per-

Berman's Gershwin? That's right,
folks, Lazar Berman is talking to Columbia Records about doing Gershwin's Concerto in F and Rhapsody in
Blue. Apparently Gershwin is big in
the U.S.S.R. and in the repertoire of
many Soviet pianists. Berman, incidentally, is familiar with-and enthu-

siastic about-the incomparable
Gershwin/Whiteman jazz band
recording, but whether he will attempt to show his American colleagues how to play jazz piano will
have to await the recording sessions.

Tennstedt's bow. Our "Letters" columns have more than once contained
pleas for recordings by the German
conductor Klaus Tennstedt, who has
made such a deep impression in his
work with major U.S. orchestras (in

particular the Boston Symphony)

since a visa fluke enabled him and his

wife to leave East Germany for the
West. Now we can report his first
recording projects for EMI, both with
the London Philharmonic: the Grieg
and Schumann piano concertos with

the young Cuban -American pianist
Horacio Gutierrez (whose debut disc,
containing the Tchaikovsky and Liszt

First Concertos, impressed Harris
Goldsmith in the February 1977 issue)
and the Mahler First Symphony.

Baritone Atlantov. Postscript to our
November mention of tenor Vladimir
Atlantov's cancellation of his scheduled U.S. trip last spring, which was to

have included a Met debut as Cav-

aradossi and participation in the

Solti/Chicago concert performance
and RCA recording of the Verdi Requiem: It seems that Atlantov has decided to sing as a baritone. His new

career was reportedly to begin with
Renato in Verdi's Ballo in maschera.
Early Mozart. DG has now acquired
from BASF (which is in the process of
easing out of the record business) the
rights to its series of early Mozart operas coproduced with Austrian Radio.
Leopold Hager conducts the Salzburg

Mozarteum Orchestra in the previously released Re pastore, Lucio
and Bastien and Bastienne as well as

the as yet unreleased Mitridate, re di
Ponto. Continuation of the series is
being discussed.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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"I go around with this group of people. They're into equipment. Turntable
snobs I call them. They still believe what they learned years ago...that a
manual turntable is the way to go.
So I thought they'd laugh when I started looking at a "bee-eye-cee!'
(Actually Ramon did snicker when I told him.)
For some reason my friends insist on the pain and inconvenience of
changing records themselves every few minutes.
Not me. I'm into the music. And preserving my record collection.
So all I want is a turntable that's perfectly quiet ...trouble -free... handles
one record like a manual turntable
when I want... and more than
one when the occasion arises.
My turntable snob
friends? Slowly but surely
they're coming around.
I wonder why they're
still laughing at me?"

0003m
"BEE-EYE-CEE" TURNTABLES SELL FROM ABOUT $85 TO ABOUT $289. FOR DETAILS AND SPECS GET
OUR "5 TURNTABLES" FOLDER FROM YOUR DEALER OR WRITE US. &IC, WESTBURY, LI, NY 1159(1.
©1977 BRITISH INDUSTRIES CO. A DIVISION OF AVNET INC.
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The Realislic® 2000
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WATT.

Proof that you don't have to pay a fortune
for a first-class, high -power stereo amplifier
What more proof do you need than rave
reviews by a major audio magazine?
Stereo Review (April 1977) says "The
SA -2000 can deliver as much power, with

as little distortion, as will ever be required
by the vast majority of its users:' 55 watts per
channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from
20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.3% total
harmonic distortion. Our tone controls "are
among the better ones we have seen:' says
Stereo Review. They give you a choice, by
boosting or cutting bass at 125 or 400 Hz
and treble at 3 kHz or 7 kHz. It's almost like

having four separate tone controls. Stereo
Review also says ours is "one of the very few

loudness compensation systems that really
works." That's because exclusive Perfect
Level' makes our Perfect Loudness' system
adjustable to any listening level so that the
"boominess" so often heard with ordinary
loudness systems is eliminated. Among
many other features, the SA -2000 has two
magnetic phono inputs, dubbing and
monitoring circuits for two tape decks, and
a walnut veneer case. Only $269.95*
even less if you buy it in a complete system.

-

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN:

master charge
.00
loo

These two credit cards honored
at most Radio Shacks
'Prices may vary at individual
stores and dealers

Rath. ihaelt
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
OVER 6000 LOCATIONS IN NINE COUNTRIES
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Golovin's backdrop for Diaghilev's 1908 Moscow production of Boris Godunov

At Last, Mussorgsky's Boris Godunov
Angel's new Boris, the first based on the composer's own texts,
is "self -recommending" despite editorial and musical problems.
by David Hamilton
THE SCOPE of the problems implicit in that simple -

sounding phrase "original version" applied to Angel's new recording of Mussorgsky's Boris is so great
that it can only be suggested in a mere record review.
Still, the problems have an important bearing on the
sounds recorded here, and on the listener's response
to those sounds, so they must be at least broached.

Since most listeners will be coming to the new

recording by way of earlier complete recordings. all
based on the Rimsky-Korsakov version, let me begin
by outlining the ways in which it differs from that
version. First off, it's longer, since Rimsky omitted a
certain amount of music-some of it on reasonable

grounds (passages that Mussorgsky himself had
omitted from his 1874 vocal score), but also some of it

rather arbitrarily (e.g., the introduction, at the beginning of the second act, of the chiming clock that will,
later on, spook the Tsar Boris).
Second, some of it is different in substance: Rim -

sky composed interpolations in the Coronation
Scene and at the end of the Polonaise. recomposed
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the final pages of the Polish act and important parts
of the big revolutionary chorus in the Kromy Forest
scene.

Third, an incredible amount of it is different in detail. Unlike such later editors as Karol Rathaus, Rim -

sky didn't simply reorchestrate Boris. He went
through it like a composition teacher "correcting" it,
to remove what he described as its "impractical difficulties, fragmentary musical phrases, clumsy vocal

writing, harsh harmonies and modulations, faulty
counterpoint, poverty of instrumentation, and gen-

eral weakness from a technical point of view."

Scarcely a measure was left untouched in some way:
Rimsky revoiced chords. rebarred passages, trans-

posed whole sections. smoothed out harmonies,
made modal melodies into tonal ones, and of course
thoroughly reorchestrated the entire score, radically

altering its sonorous character, with innumerable
concomitant changes of dynamics, phrasing, and
tempo markings. He made a very different opera of

it-not merely through the bright colors that he
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Martti Talvela (Boris)

sorgsky's original, including much material omitted
from the vocal score. The at first sporadic performances which ensued demonstrated at least that the
"impractical difficulties" and "clumsy vocal writing"
were by no means insuperable problems.
And as for the "poverty of orchestration," David
Lloyd -Jones has pointed out that, as early as a "preview" performance in 1873, the orchestration was
much praised; concerning the Inn Scene, Cesar Cui
wrote. "The scoring of Boris is most talented ... completely theatrical, continually colorful and effective,
and it depicts each individual character and the dra-

matic situation marvelously." Without question,
there are examples of unidiomatic writing for the in-

struments, passages that fail to "sound" in proper
balance; it is to these that the revisions of Rathaus, in
particular, were addressed. (At the time of the recent

Met production, much critical comment lumped
Rathaus together with Rimsky as a comparable

Andrzej Hiolski (Rangoni: Shchelkalov)

traducer of Mussorgsky's intentions, which was ignorant and unfair to the memory of a scrupulous and
serious musician.) To argue that the composer's orchestration might be improved upon does not lead
logically to the conclusion that we must embrace the
Rimsky revision-you might as well argue that a piano ought to be rebuilt entirely because a couple of
notes are out of tune.
For quite some time now, respectable opinion has
been in favor of discarding the Rimsky version, and
gradually opera houses have begun to come around.
In the course of events, however, it has become clear
that there is another level to the Boris problem, for
Lamm's edition (and the more meticulous Oxford
one, edited by Lloyd -Jones) revealed that there is

more than one "original" version of the opera-in
fact, two and a half: the first version of 1869, in seven

scenes (Novodevichy Monastery, Coronation, Pi men's Cell, Inn, Tsar's Apartments, St. Basil's, and
Death), which was rejected by the officials of the St.
Bozena Kinasz (Marina)

added (most famously in the Coronation Scene), but

through the slick blandness of the harmonies he
"corrected," the conventional smoothness of his re scorings.

None of this is exactly a secret, for that 1874 vocal

score has been pretty continuously available for

more than a century (it is still in print, though now
superseded by the recent Oxford University Press
scores, both orchestral and vocal-the latter, unfortunately. including only an English text). And during
this time such aspects of Mussorgsky's style as his
"fragmentary musical phrases," "harsh harmonies
and modulations," even his supposedly. "faulty"
counterpoint, have been found original, striking, and
valid by many musicians.
In the 1920s the Russian musicologist Pavel Lamm

undertook to prepare a scholarly edition of Mus-
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Petersburg theaters; the revision that Mussorgsky
undertook in 1871-72, rewriting the scene in the
tsar's apartments, adding the Polish act, deleting St.
Basil's, adding Kromy Forest (eventually, though
apparently not at first, placed after the Death Scene),
and making minor revisions elsewhere; finally (this is
the "half," so to speak), the 1874 vocal score, which
makes certain cuts in the second version.
Confronted with all this material, what should one
perform? Obviously, one could elect one of these alternatives and stick with it: Sarah Caldwell, in Boston during the 1960s, performed the two primary ver-

sions in two successive seasons, a most sensible
proceeding. But most opera houses have preferred a

combination (usually with cuts, Mussorgsky's or
their own), their primary motivation being an unwill-

ingness to sacrifice either St. Basil's or the Kromy
Forest: the first because it is an obviously powerful
and atmospheric episode (and because it gives the
principal singer an additional appearance), the second because it, too, is enormously effective.
The trouble is, the two scenes are incompatible.
When revising the opera, Mussorgsky picked up the
episode of the boys teasing the Simpleton and the
later repetition of the Simpleton's song from St.
Basil's and inserted them in Kromy Forest. Since the
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dren"-hasn't he ever seen a refugees' or migrant
workers' camp? It is vastly less improbable than a
village idiot managing to make a trip of over two

tary record, containing the original 1869 version of
Act II, followed by St. Basil's. Then, by playing the
Prologue and Act I, switching to the supplementary
disc, and winding up with Side 7 (the Death Scene),
we would have a pretty fair approximation of the
first version (in a sequence suitable for automatic
changers, even!), while the basic eight -side sequence
would give us the second version. (Competing record
companies are encouraged to file this suggestion for
future use; it is offered without charge.)
Still, there's a great deal here for which we may be

hundred miles in the middle of a seventeenth -century Russian winter-or did he have a Eurailpass?)
And this is not to mention the musical -dramatic solecism of ending two scenes with the same coup de

some of it, such as Shchelkalov's speech to the Duma,
familiar from the 1974 Met production, but also other
passages, including the complete original form of the

Simpleton's altercation with the boys is absolutely
central to St. Basil's, productions offering both
scenes must omit it from Kromy Forest-but his final
appearance there is also essential, so he is allowed to
turn up there as well, without any rational explana-

tion. (David Mottley, the producer of the Angel

recording, opines that the Kromy scene is "surely a
most incongruous setting for a group of rowdy chil-

theatre: It's a case where two times a good thing

grateful. There's the music that Rimsky omitted-

Kromy revolutionary chorus, that were omitted

makes too much of a good thing.
Furthermore, each of Mussorgsky's versions has its

there. This is all quality stuff, and it fills in significant
matters of plot and character. Good news, too, is the

own dramatic integrity: The first concentrates on
Boris, his rise and fall, while the second, with its
much greater exposure for the False Dmitri, contrasts the fortunes and weaknesses of Tsar and Pretender. (This whole matter has been thoughtfully

haven't been minor internal redistributions of string

discussed by Edward R. Reilly in his article on Boris
and its editions, in Musical Newsletter, fall 1974, to

which interested readers are enthusiastically re-

ferred.) Mixing them up, or reshaping them through
cuts, undermines this integrity. Should one choose to
perform the later version, however, a legitimate case
can be made for electing either the full version of
Mussorgsky's manuscript or the shorter form of the
1874 vocal score-or perhaps some mixture of both,
for there is good reason to suppose that some of the
1874 cuts were made for political rather than musical

reasons (e.g., Pimen's narrative of the tsarevich's
death).

With all that background, one can fairly describe
what Angel has elected to record as essentially the
full second version of 1871-72, with St. Basil's added

and the corresponding cut made in Kromy Forest.
(Arthur Jacobs' otherwise useful summary in the An-

gel libretto, by failing to distinguish between the
1871-72 and 1874 forms of the second version, is not

quite clear about this.) Certain variant readings of

the vocal part from the 1874 vocal score have

evidently been preferred as reflecting Mussorgsky's
final thoughts on the matter, and rightly so, in my
opinion.
Obviously, this particular procedure is open to the

strictures outlined above-particularly because it
does not permit the listener to restore what the com-

poser had in mind in 1872 by simply skipping St.
Basil's (unless he undertakes a tape -splicing job to
put the Simpleton and the boys back into Kromy).
Nor, on the other hand, can he really hear the 1869
version by omitting the Polish act and Kromy, for we
don't yet have the significantly different 1869 version
of Act II on records (not to mention other, relatively
minor divergences). What we have here is an inde-

fensible and-worse-inextricable conflation of two
rather different states of the work.
"Well," someone will ask, "how would you have
done it?" And, since you are kind enough to ask, I'll
tell you: record the 1871-72 version complete on eight
sides (i.e., without St. Basil's), and add a supplemen-
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fact that there's been no audible tampering with
Mussorgsky's scoring; I can't guarantee that there
parts or the like, but there's no blatant "improvement" of the sort that surfaces here and there in the
Met version (e.g., trumpets added to the lower brass
on the tune at the end of the Coronation Scene, or the
Rimsky-ish exchange of string and wind assignments
in one of Dmitri's declarations to Marina). And it also
appears that a serious effort has been made to think

the piece through freshly, to avoid carrying over
phrasings, dynamics, and the like that really apply
only to Rimsky (let alone arbitrarily preferring Rim sky's phrasings, as happened occasionally in the Met
version: At the start of the Coronation Scene, Mussorgsky marked the winds in two -note slurs, while
Rimsky made them staccato to match the pizzicato
strings-at the Met, it all came out staccato, but Semkow plays it as written, to quite different effect).
All this is so very well intentioned, and so continuously fascinating to hear, that one might well fail to

notice, at first hearing, that the performance itself
isn't very successful. The singing is never less than
respectable; there are no really glamorous voices, but
I take it that's not first priority in this opera-I'm sure

it wouldn't have been for Mussorgsky-and in any
case vocal glamor would not have overcome the often serious obstacles that Semkow creates with his
sluggish and erratic tempos.
Not everything is so troubled; the Kromy Forest
scene moves at a good clip (the quality of this scene is

particularly welcome in that it was pretty gruesomely eviscerated in the Met version), and Semkow's moderate speeds work rather well in the first
Polish scene: A pensive Marina is quite plausible,
and Bozena Kinasz avoids any effect of somnolence
by keeping all those dotted rhythms sharp and clear
(the velvety oiliness of Andrzej Hiolski's Rangoni. a
really distinguished piece of singing, also helps to put
this scene over, though some of the choral work at
the beginning is on the fuzzy side).
One senses that Semkow has something in mind
with his approach, that the performance didn't come
out this way simply because he's by nature a sluggish
conductor. His freedom with tempos, notably in the
Novodevichy Monastery and St. Basil's scenes, is
clearly purposive, intended to be expressive-but it
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fatally disrupts the continuity, the cumulative pulse
of these scenes. And a common tendency to slow
down for cadences manages to turn the scene in Pi men's cell into a whole series of separate little acts,
the numerous rests sounding for all the world like intermissions. Having slowed down so often during a
scene, Semkow has to go even further to really end it:
The Novodevichy scene, here played for the first
time on records with Mussorgsky's wonderful origi-

nal ending, the populace grumbling sourly about
being required to express "public opinion" to order,
seems as if it will never finish, just get slower and
slower and slower.
This chorus and orchestra, though competent, are
not prepared to deliver sustained intensity under
these circumstances (as, for example, the Bolshoi
people did for Golovanov in 1948 under superficially
similar but vastly more considered leadership). The
soloists do better, but they often have to make bricks
from straw. Martti Talvela is imposing in sound, but

generally smooth and unvaried in tone; as at the Met,
he doesn't seem to be able to get much character into
the voice-it's frequently more emission of tone than

singing. Gedda is in typical current form, dry in
sound but reliable even in the high tessitura of this
version (Rimsky brought the part down lower). Leon-

ard Mroz is a solid, often vivid Pimen. As already
mentioned, Hiolski is impressive as Rangoni; he also
doubles as Shchelkalov, to less effect-one has come
to expect more plangency of tone in this part, especially since the opening of the Bolshoi New York season of 1975, when Yuri Mazurok sang the part. The
Feodor (Wiera Baniewicz) has a nice boyish sound,
and Paulos Raptis may be forgiven for not being an

exceptionally expressive Simpleton, since at Semkow's molto largo ed sempre ritardando tempo for
his song, he clearly has his hands full just singing it.
Aage Haugland's Varlaam is flavorsome, but he gets
submerged by the orchestra in much of his song.
Bohdan Paprocki's Shuisky is accurate but bland.

Melba
The "star -like brilliance"
of Dame Nellie Melba is vividly
preserved in EMI's five -disc
collection of the soprano's
London recordings.
by Andrew Porter
NEI:LIE MELBA was the greatest soprano of her day-a

"day" that, lasted for some forty years.

As Helen Porter Mitchell she was born in Melbourne, Australia, in 1861. In 1886 she studied with
Mathilde Marchesi, the teacher of Emma Eames and
many another famous soprano. In 1887, as Melba, she
made her debut, in Brussels, in Rigoletto. She was at
Covent Garden in 1888, sang there every season but
two until 1914, reopened the house after the 1914-18
war, and gave her Covent Garden farewell in 1926.
She made her Met debut in 1893. The New York critic W. J. Henderson, who heard her regularly during
her prime, once wrote:
The quality of musical tone cannot be adequately described. No words can convey to a music lover who
did not hear Melba any idea of the sounds with which
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One could equally well have said of Melba's: "It is the
unique voice of the world." Its beauty. its power, its
clarion quality differed from the fluty notes of Patti.

... It has been called silvery, but what does that signify? There is one quality which it had which may be
comprehended even by those who did not hear her: it
had splendor. The tones glowed with a star -like brilliance. They flamed with a white flame.

Happily, music lovers can still listen to Melba singing. She made her first records in 1904, when she was
forty-two, and her last in 1926, when she was sixtyfive; and there are many of them that, when well reproduced, still reveal the "star -like brilliance," the
beauty of timbre, the complete command of vocal
technique, and the scrupulous interpretative finish
that made her unrivaled.

she ravished all ears. ... Maurel used to say of the

There were, and are, singers more piquantly

voice of Tamagno, "C'est la voix unique du monde."

charming and singers with more intensely passionate
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Despite all this-and recorded sound of something
less than ideal clarity-I would still describe this as a
self -recommending recording for all admirers of
Mussorgsky and his masterpiece. It may not be the
way the opera ought to play, but it is pretty close to
the way it ought to sound. As such, it will help us all

say. The notes on the performers are stronger on puffery than information or accuracy (the list of famous

to clean Rimsky out of our ears and minds, and

the original scoring).

earlier Borises names Mark Reshetin where Mark
Reizen is surely intended, and implies that Raphael
Arid recorded part of the Rimsky version, when in
fact he made perhaps the first recording ever to use

should establish a broadly familiar standard against

which future performances of real or purported
"original Mussorgsky versions" can be measured.
(One of the unfortunate fates of great works that
have been tampered with by their composers is that,

forever after, conductors and producers feel they
have a license to indulge in further tampering-as recent productions of Carmen, Forza, and, of course,
Boris have amply demonstrated.)
Angel's libretto includes the original text both in
Cyrillic and in Roman transliteration, a translation
that appears reasonable (I am not really competent
to judge it in detail), and Jacobs' generally helpful es-

vocal personalities, but in recorded vocal history

MUSSORGSKY: Boris Godunov.
Xenia
Marina
Feodor

Hahne Lukomska (s)
Bozena Kinasz (ms)
\Mara Barnevocz (ms)

The Nurse
Bozena Brun-Baranska (ms)
The Hostess
Dman
Shuisky
The Simpleton

Stet ania Toczyska (ms)
Gedda (t)

Bohdan Paprocki (t)
Paulos Raphs (t)

Kazimerz Pustelak (1)
Jan Goralski (t)
Khrushchov
Rangont Shchelkalov

Andrzej Heise (b)
Boris Godunov
Pimen
Varlaam
Police Officer

Mityukh

Mart ti Talvela (be)

Leonard Mroz (bs)
Aage Haugland (bs)
Kazimierz Serval (be)
Wlodzimerz Zalewski (bs)

Boys' chorus from the Cracow Philharmonic Chorus, Polish
Radio Chorus (Cracow), Polish Radio National Symphony Orchestra, Jerzy Semkow, cond. [David Mottley, prod.] ANGEL
SDLX 3844, $32.98 (four SO -encoded discs, automatic sequence). Tape:110114X4S 3844, $31.98.

attack; she opened her mouth and a tone was in exist-

parable level of technical accomplishment (insofar
as such voices can be compared at all), while singing
like Melba's is simply not to be heard today. It belongs to a different, and vanished, world of vocal

achievement; and even in that world Melba was

ence. It began without ictus, when she wished it to,
and without betrayal of breathing. It was simply
there. ... Her staccati were as firm, as well placed,
and as musical as if they had been played on a piano.
Her cantilena was flawless in smoothness and purity.
She phrased with elegance and sound musicianship
as well as with consideration for the import of the

unique: As Henderson said, "The full, flowing, and

text.

there is perhaps only Pol Plancon, the bass, on a com-

facile emission of the tones has never been surpassed, if matched, by any other singer of our time."
Now EMI has issued a set that collects in chrono-

logical sequence, on ten LP sides, all the surviving
material from Melba's London recording sessions,
the first of them held in March 1904 in her drawing
room in Great Cumberland Place, the last in December 1926 in the Small Queen's Hall. As an appendix

there is "On m'appelle Mimi," a solitary Paris
recording, dated June 1908 in most discographies but
here moved back to early May.
Many of the items are described as "previously unpublished," but this means unapproved and unpublished in her lifetime. Collectors discovered that, by
ordering from HMV, "blind," individual pressings of

the matrix numbers that were gaps in Melba sequences, they could obtain valuable unpublished
material; some of this was then published for W. H.
Seltsam's International Record Collectors' Club and
has appeared since in various Melba LP anthologies.

One of the most familiar of these "unpublished"
sides is the "distance test" of 1910: two phrases of
Ophelia's mad scene (from Thomas's Hamlet)-the
trill on F sharp followed by a downward arpeggio,
and "Pale et blonde dort sous I'eau profonde"-each
of them sung first close to the recording horn, vivid
and immediate in sound, and then repeated at increasing distances from it.
In themselves, these two phrases provide a microcosm of much of Melba's art. Let me quote Henderson again:
The Melba attack was little short of marvelous. The
term attack is not a good one. Melba indeed had no
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And then, on two sides recorded in 1904, we can hear

these two phrases of Ophelia in context, and discover that Melba's "technique was such as to bring
out completely the whale beauty of her voice and to
enhance her delivery with all the graces of vocal art."
Often she is described as "cold," and certainly her
singing does not have the vibrant emotional quality
to be found in the voice and style of such a contemporary as Gemma Bellincioni or of, say, Claudia
Muzio. But it seems to me that only a coldhearted,

unmusical listener can remain unmoved by the

beauty of timbre and of phrasing to be heard in her
Ophelia, her Desdemona, her Violetta, her Mimi. As
Arthur Sullivan put it, "So perfect is Melba's vocal
utterance that by the mere emission of tone, independent of all collateral aid, she can express' the
whole gamut of human feeling."

She was a champion of contemporary music.

Otello and La Boheme were modern operas when
she sang them; Pagliacci was less than a year old
when she introduced it to London; she studied her
roles with Gounod, Massenet, Delibes, Saint -Satins,
Thomas, Verdi, Puccini. Her repertory ranged from
Rossini's Semiramide, Donizetti's Lucia di Lammer-

moor, and Gounod's Marguerite and Juliette to

Verdi's Aida and Wagner's Elisabeth and Elsa. She
contemplated Tosca (and recorded "Vissi d'arte")
but never sang the part. The Siegfried Briinnhilde
she essayed once, at the Met in 1896, with Jean de
Reszke; it was not a success. (At a private performance she once sang the Woodbird's music; that is
something one would like to have on record.) But in
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the years covered by the recordings she restricted her
operatic repertory to the roles that suited and did not
strain the marvelous instrument. In an essay accom-

panying the present album, Michael Aspinall remarks that "at one time critics only too glibly supposed that since she did not sing Isolde she must be
'unmusical.' All they had to do was to listen to her
record of Tosti's 'Goodbye' to recognize one of the
most musical of all singers."

Almost all of what made Melba unique can be
heard in the results of the 1904 sessions in her drawing room (which must have been very large; were the

three orchestrally accompanied arias really made
there?). There are seventeen surviving sides, collected on the first disc of the album. The very first
word, "Mary," of Tosti's "Ma ttinata" is a miracle of
limpid sound shaped by consonant and vowel. The
next song, Bemberg's "Nymphes et sylvains," brings
one of her star -bright notes on "dansez," matchless

mordents on "et vous naiades, faunes, dryades,"
and, in the cadenza and coda, her brilliantly incisive,
clean-cut, but never hard coloratura and a chain of
her perfect trills. (To appreciate the perfection of a
Melba trill, play one of her records at half -speed, and
the absolute precision of the vocal mechanism is revealed; apply the test to modern singers, and the result is usually a sloppy smear.)
Then comes Violetta's first aria. The album quotes
a London Times review of 1908: "Madame Melba is
perhaps the only singer who can delude her hearers
into believing for a moment that Traviata is a work
of beauty.
. How this most tedious of operas
reaches in her hands almost the level of real music
drama can hardly be guessed, for it is certainly not in
any appreciable degree due to great or even convincing acting. The secret would seem to be in the singer's
marvelous power of giving expression to the voice it.

.

self without altering the purity of its quality or the
exquisite finish of its style."
This was the season when Melba and Tetrazzini
were alternating in the role and when the younger
singer's apparently carefree, spontaneous virtuosity
was electrifying London; the critic notes that, while
Melba's coloratura had all its wonted ease, certainty,
and delicacy, her "eloquently expressive phrasing"
of "Ah! fors'e lui" and "the magical power of her cantilena and her musical phrasing" set her apart. Other

things to remark are Melba's stylish use of portamento and rubato (as well as some decoration of the
vocal line such as Bellincioni, a Violett a whom Verdi
admired, also practiced). Portamento and rubato are
even more striking in the "Dite ells giovine" of the
final, 1926 session, with John Brownlee as Germont;
what modern conductor would allow his soprano to
sing the phrase "unico raggio di bene" so eloquently?
As originally recorded, "Ah! fors'e lui" continued

with the recitative "Faille! faille!" and an almost
recklessly brilliant, high-speed "Sempre libera," but
when the disc was published these were blocked out.
A little later, with orchestra, Melba recorded a new
"Sempre libera" in a performance equally brilliant
but less hurried. However, the "buried" section of
the earlier disc was not lost forever. In a Melba anthology in HMV's Great Recordings of the Century
series, of 1904-6 recordings (COLH 125, published in
1961, now deleted), the piano -accompanied recita-
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Mathilde Marchesi and Melba in 1899

tive was retrieved, to lead into the orchestral
"Sempre libera": and in the present issue we have
both sides complete. Aspinall calls the downward
runs "a jumble"; in fact, Melba sings the once fairly
standard smoother variant, in roulades, by which sopranos avoided the yapping effect so often produced
by Verdi's repeated -note downward scales grouped
in pairs.
Some of these early sides begin with a background
voice giving the signal to start and end with a faint
jumble of voices, presumably in congratulation, after
the song or aria is done. In the first of two versions of
Handel's "Sweet Bird" a slip occurs, and Melba says:
"We'll have to do it all over again." When it was done
all over again, she started at a much later point in the
song; in this reissue, as on COLH 125, the two versions are ingeniously conflated to give us a "Sweet
Bird" in full. The earlier, interrupted side then reappears, unedited, as an appendix.
It is tempting to continue with a title -by -title commentary, for in every Melba disc-even in "God Save
the King," accompanied by the Band of His Majesty's

Coldstream Guards, her least interesting recordthere is something worth remarking. A few points
must suffice: the utterance of the word "bade," in
Mimi's farewell, especially in the earliest (from
March 1904) of the three versions here gathered; the
ineffable combination of power, purity, and sweetness that flowers in the coda of Tosti's "La Serena ta"

without ever breaking the scale of the song; the
beauty of the move from note to note on the word
"lark" in Bishop's "Lo! here the gentle lark"; the
verve and vivacity in the "Sevillana" from Masse net's Don Cesar de Bazan, which can make even a

solitary listener feel like breaking into applause.
(Three unpublished "Sevillana"s of 1910 are here; I
like the first best, though Aspinall does not; the "Sevillana" eventually released was a Victor recording.)
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But all listeners will find their own favorites, in a

repertoire that ranges from a very grand "Porgi
amor" and an Elsa's Dream (in Italian) of uncommon

purity and sweetness to the high spirits of Alfred
Scott-Gatty's "Goodnight" ("Darkies, let us sing a

song, in de old plantation") and-Melba's last
record-"Swing low, sweet chariot," where one
"home," in particular, is spun out to a note of almost

unearthly beauty. John Pitts Sanborn Jr. wrote in
1907 that Melba "can lay a note out on the air as a
painter lays his color on the canvas." At the age of
sixty-five she could still do so.

The last discs, of course, were electrically recorded. So, earlier that year, was the Covent Garden
farewell, comprising Act III of Romeo et Juliette, the
Willow Song and "Ave Maria" from Otello, and Acts

III and IV of La Boherne. Charles Hackett, the
Romeo, was not an HMV artist, and so Romeo went

unrecorded, but Otello and six Boheme excerpts,
sometimes beginning or ending abruptly, were taken
down over land line from the theater. Only the first

part of the Willow Song. Mimi's farewell, and
Melba's farewell speech were found suitable for release at the time; but all ten sides-together with a

a Bemberg duet with Brownlee, Szulc's "Clair de
Iune," and "Swing low"-does not call for the large,
brilliant, fearless manner of Melba's prime.
There are a few things to be said against Melba.
Sometimes the final note of a song seems to be just a

shade below pitch. Aspinall remarks that "poor
recording robs the higher notes of some harmonics,
and may make them sound slightly flat when in fact
she was singing in tune"-but that does not explain

why the same note elsewhere in the same song

should be unaffected and remain perfectly in tune.
As a rule, Melba's pitch is impeccable. Her pronunciation is sometimes ugly: Marguerite's "II me trouverait belle" rhymes with Norman Mailer. (But when
it was suggested to Delibes that the singer's French
was not good enough for Lakme, he is said to have
replied: "Qu'elle chante en chinois, si elle veut, mais
qu'elle chante mon opera!"-"Let her sing in Chinese.
if she likes, so long as she sings my opera!")
Her performance of Lotti's "Pur dicesti," for all the
marvelous trills, is less winning than Patti's, and her
"Comin' thro' the rye" less vivid and personal. In the
course of his long, interesting essay, Aspinall raises

other issues, concerned with register change and
with "backward" florid technique; listeners may
well find themselves agreeing with his factual obger-

vations while not agreeing that they demonstrate
"two alarming flaws" in that superlative technique.

And when he describes "Home, sweet home" as
"wobbly," eyebrows will surely rise.

EMI's earlier Patti alb'um (EMI Odeon 1C 147
01500/1, distributed by Peters International) enMelba as Thomas's Ophelia

dull address by Lord Stanley-are here, and they
form a precious document of Melba on the stage.
There are some uncomfortable, as well as some very
beautiful, moments in Otello. As Mimi, at the close of
what must have been an emotionally as well as technically exhausting evening, the voice seems to take
on new freshness and ease.
Yet, on the whole, it is perhaps the first (1904-5)
and the very last records that are the best of all. The

early records were probably hard to play on early
equipment: and first takes are often more brilliantcloser to the horn?-than the subsequently published
versions, or than later remakes of the same titles
more cautiously recorded. But the closer, the better.
when it's a question of modern tracking from unworn copies: the "distance test" makes that clear.
(The 1904 orchestral sound is also surprisingly good.)
Later engineers were more circumspect when incising what Sanborn described as "the large voluptuous
body of her voice," for grooves containing loud high

notes soon wore out and began to blast under the
pressure of steel needles in heavy acoustic tone arms.

In the final 1926 recordings the "presence" is back
again, though the repertoire-"Dite alla giovine" and
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shrines the art and at any rate the later voice, miracu-

lously well preserved, of the prima donna who

reigned in the second half of the nineteenth century.
This album presents her great successor with vivid
power and beauty. The transfers, edited by Bryan
Crimp, have a full-bodied, immediate sound that is
often difficult to draw from worn, treasured copies of
the original 78s. Many of the shells survive at Hayes,
EMI's headquarters, and collectors were generous in
providing the best possible copies of other items. The
album should dispel the myth that Melba's voice was
"white" or "cold"; listen to it ring out triumphantly
in the final trio of Faust, with McCormack and Sammarco. The discographical information is ample but
stops short of giving Victor, later HMV, or IRCC
numbers. The Aspinall essay includes several interesting contemporary reviews (some of which I have
quoted above). The serious omission is of the texts:
these are needed for a full enjoyment of the singing,
and could easily have been compiled.
Now it is up to RCA to publish a complementary
volume of Melba's fifty -odd American recordings,
made between 1907 and 1913. Among other wonderful things, they include "0 soave fanciulla" with Ca-

ruso, "Depuis le jour," a Willow Song and "Ave

Maria" more exquisitely sung than in the 1926 Covent Garden live recording, and a melting "Songs my
mother taught me.-

j NELLIE MELBA: The London Recordings, 1904-26.
i"I Nellie Me:ba. soprano; various other performers. [Bryan
Crimp, reissue prod.] EMI/CAPITOL RLS 719, $23.98 (Jive
discs, mono) [from HMV originals] (distributed by Capitol Imports).
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BACH: Christmas Oratorio, S. 248. Elly
Ameling, soprano; Janet Baker, mezzo; Robert Tear, tenor; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone; King's College Choir (Cambridge),

Academy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields, Philip

Ledger, cond. [Christopher Bishop, prod.]
ANGEL SC 3840, $23.98 (three SO -encoded
discs, automatic sequence).
HANDEL: Messiah. Diana Hoagland and Barbara Wallace, sopranos; Pamela Gore, alto;
George Livings, tenor; David Evitts, baritone;

Arthur Rubinstein-A miracle of sorts
Ameling sang better on both her previous
recordings), but Robert Tear and Fischer-

Dieskau are a trial. Severe warpage on
three early -production copies of the set

didn't help, but I'm not sure it hurt much ei-

ther. The previous Christmas Oratorio

recordings have much to recommend them;
my strong preference remains Richter's (Archly 2710 004), with the outstanding solo
quartet of Gundula Janowitz, Christa Ludwig, Fritz Wunderlich, and Franz Crass.
The Boston Handel and Haydn Society's

Chorus and Orchestra of the Handel and
Haydn Society (Boston), Thomas Dunn,

Messiah, which documents the radical

cond. [Tomlinson Holman and Newton Electronics, prod.] SINE QUA NON/SUPERBA SA

change in that venerable institution's ap-

proach heralded by the appointment of

2015/3, $14.94 (three discs, manual se-

Thomas Dunn as music director a decade

quence). Tape: El ADVENT EE 1061, $17.90.

ago, has taken me some getting used to, and
it

No contest between these two "Christmas
oratorio" offerings: The Bach is a dud, the

Handel a fascinating job. Both sets are
noteworthy as attempts to apply our current knowledge of baroque performance
practice to practical situations: While both
use scaled -down forces (extremely so in the

case of the Boston Messiah) and "correct"
(sometimes pedantically so) baroque -style

note and phrase readings, both also use
modern instruments and mixed soloists; the

Boston Messiah also uses female choristers.

Angel's Christmas Oratorio has a stylis-

tic kinship with the Harnoncourt /Tele-

starts unpromisingly. Dunn doesn't

double -dot the Grave of the Sinfony, which
is okay with me, but he still halves the values of the eighth notes, leaving air holes between them and the following dotted quarters-a peculiar hiccough effect that
undoubtedly has some basis, which I don't

grasp. This eccentric reading fortunately
proves atypical, and Dunn's leadership is
on the whole musical and sympathetic.
What distinguishes this performanceand the more I hear it, the more it fascinates

me-is its remarkable chamberlike texture.
The full string complement numbers only

twenty players, but even that group

where the close, dry Telefunken engineering emphasized the effect to an almost silly
extent, the Angel sound is so muffled and
indistinct as to reduce the performance to a

series of burbles. It is hard to guess how
much the Angel processing is at fault, but it
is also hard to believe that the engineering
can be entirely responsible for the ugly ho ho -ha-ha choral sound; listen, for example,

to the opening chorus of the fifth cantata,
"Ehre sei dir, Gott, gesungen."
The solo singing offers little compensation. The women are okay (though Elly
90

arias are thus accompanied by this extremely modest ensemble, enabling the
soloists to develop an extraordinarily wide
range of expression without vocal strain.
Even in those numbers that do call on the

reinforcements of the ripieno (which includes winds and timpani as well as the extra strings), Handel often imaginatively al-

ternates sections with and without the
ripieno, and this recording realizes those ef-

fects with a vividness I have never heard
before.

As suggested, the intimate character of
the performance dramatically simplifies
the singers' task, and all five soloists have
pleasant and relatively malleable voices,
capable of reasonably clean passagework
and plausible trills. The men seem particu-

larly able to take advantage of the situation, and I especially enjoyed the work of
tenor George Livings, who sings with impressive firmness and a graceful lilt. He also
sings wonderfully natural American Eng-

lish-not only honoring our tongue but
avoiding the preciousness of pseudo -British diction. Baritone David Evitts is an even
better singer, though his production sounds
a bit tight and there are places (surprisingly
few) where I miss the vocal presence of a
bass.

The soloists also sing as part of the

funken recording (36.35022) in its fondness

for clipped, mechanical phrasing. But

is

scaled down to eight (plus continuo) when
Handel specifies senza ripieno. Most of the

Explanation of symbols

1H1

iRi

Budget
Historical
Reissue

Recorded tape

.

ral writing involves a solo/ripieno distinc-

tion at all comparable to that of the

Classical:

B

chorus, which is filled out by a ripieno complement of sixteen. I don't see that the cho-

Open Reel
8 -Track Cartridge
Cassette

orchestral writing, but these twenty-one
singers achieve a clarity and expressiveness impossible for a larger group, and yet,

because the choristers are individually
skilled singers, they produce an ample body

of sound. Indeed what I enjoy so much
about this performance is not its historical

"correctness" (I doubt that Handel envisioned such modest forces), but its aesthetic

appropriateness. Colin Davis' landmark
Messiah (Philips SC71AX 300) still seems to
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

me overall the most satisfying performance
on record, but I am coming to regard Dunn's
as the most revelatory of the others.

2397, $7.98. Tape: !lam ARK 1-2397, $7.95;
JARS 1-2397, $7.95.

In choosing among Messiah's textual

RCA has been re-releasing some of its older
recordings with new numbers (the recent is-

variants, Dunn has followed the sound sug-

gestions of Alfred Mann, whose version
postulates a highly plausible "definitive"

edition. The recording was produced

jointly by the Handel and Haydn Society
and Advent Corporation, which has issued
it on two chromium dioxide cassettes. Simultaneously there is a disc edition from
Sine Qua Non, and I felt a good deal more
comfortable with the latter, which offers a
pleasing blend of close -to pickup and rever-

berance. The cassette edition, at least on
my equipment, adds a fierce, even strident,
edge. The tape edition offers no great advantage in sequencing: Messiah's odd proportions distribute even less conveniently

over the four cassette sides than over the
six disc sides.
The cassette edition includes a full listing
of musical numbers and performers, but no
texts and only bare -bones notes; purchas-

ers are informed that the Handel and
Haydn Society's Messiah program book is

available directly from the Society (158
Newbury St., Boston, Mass. 02116) for two
dollars. The disc edition has a booklet with
texts and annotations, the latter mostly excerpted from the program book, which con-

tains such a wealth of information and
documentary material (including full
scores of some of the textual alt'rnatives
not performed here) that I would recommend it to all lovers of Messiah.

Messiah footnote: The season has

sue of the Guarneri Quartet/Boris Kroyt/
Mischa Schneider Tchaikovsky Souvenir
de Florence on ARL 1-2286 is a case in
point), but, believe it or not, this Beethoven/Schumann coupling is new. Rubinstein recorded these old favorites of his,
each for the third time, only in 1976.
What can one say? This is, of course, a
miracle of sorts. Rubinstein, always an intensely human player, displays certain
frailties, as indeed he always has, but few
of them are traceable to advanced age. In
the Beethoven sonata there were actually
more finger slips in his previous recording
(now unavailable)! His tempos are faster
now, more characteristically Beethovenian.
And, as with his third recording of the Appassionata (LSC 2812),1 find that his sonority is now more granitic, more down to the
bottom of the keys than in his earlier salon like approach. Some dynamic markings are

most recent version the most richly satisfying. In the first recording, Rubinstein
sounded a bit tense: His tempos were generally faster, even in such reposeful pieces as

the opening "Des Abends," and the constricted phrases didn't sing enough. In the
1963 account everything sounded somewhat at arm's length and impersonal, an effect probably furthered by the slightly artificial -sounding Dynagroove equalization.
The formal tone of that second reading is
heightened by such details as the repeat of
the first section of "Grillen," bypassed on

both of the other recordings (and also by
Perahia, Columbia M 32299). In most of the

pieces, the 1976 version seems the most
spontaneous and creative, the most communicative, and certainly the best reproduced; the piano sound is rich, plangent.,
and natural.
Curiously, the only failure of note is in
the slow, contemplative, nonpyrotechnical
"Warum," which one might suppose would

may still be a trifle urbane and genteel for
such a spitfire composer, but in many ways

have been most suited to a nonagenarian
master. That piece is rather aggressively
thumped out, without grace or flow. There
are also numerous instances of incorrect
voice -leading in "Fabel," "Traumeswirren," and "Ende vom Lied," and the pian-

this latest recording is an improvement

ist's well-known "stage whisper" (his reluc-

inverted, perhaps, and the interpretation

over Rubinstein's former editions.
In the Schumann Op. 12 Fantasiestiicke,
Rubinstein's clear, accurate fingerwork
does lack the refinement heard in his 1963
edition (LSC 2669), but in that respect the
new recording more closely resembles the
earliest one, on Victor 78s. Again I find the

tance to play really softly) harms the

climaxes of the final piece: The ear, having
adjusted to the raised dynamic level, antici-

pates a huge fortissimo that can never arrive. But if Rubinstein has become a bit cav-

alier about the letter of this music, he has
obviously continued to reflect on its spirit,

brought two other recordings worthy of
note. First, RCA has reissued Sir Thomas
Beecham's 1958 recording (his third), origi-

nally a deluxe four -disc Soria series edition, as a three -disc Gold Seal set (AGL 32444, $14.98). It's a whacky, eccentrically
overblown performance, but this is the eccentricity of genius (I'm sure that Beecham
knew how outrageous many would find his

The best
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reviewed in recent months
J.C.: Sinfonias. Zinman. PHILIPS 6780 025 (2), Nov.
BACH: Brandenburg Concertos. Leonhardt Consort. ABC/SEoN AB 67020/2 (2), Dec.

"edition") and I've always loved this performance, with its curious but interesting

BACH,

solo quartet: Jennifer Vyvyan, Monica Sinclair, Jon Vickers, and Giorgio Tozzi.

BEACH: Piano Concerto. Boehm, Landau. TURNABOUT TV -S 34665, Dec.
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Nos. 1, 7. Richter. ANGELS 37266, Oct.
BRAHMS: Orchestral Works. Abravanel. VANGUARD CARDINAL VCS 10117/20 (4), Oct.
BRIDGE: Phantasm MOERAN: Rhapsody No. 3. Braithwaite. HNH 4042, Dec.
BRUCKNER: Symphonies Nos. 4, 7. Masur. EURODISC 27 913 XGK (3). Symphonies Nos. 7, 8.
Bbhm. DG 2709 068 (3). Nov.
CHOPIN: Piano Works. Zimerman. DG 2530 826, Oct.

Beecham's orchestra, of course, is the
Royal Philharmonic, which is also heard in
the Reader's Digest recording made about
the same time under Sir Malcolm Sargent,
now issued for general sale for the first time
on Quintessence (P3C 2701, $11.94). The
performance isn't that different from Sargent's somewhat earlier Liverpool recording on Seraphim (SIC 6056), which has the
extra attraction of the tragically short-lived
bass -baritone James Milligan. The Quintes-

sence quartet is good enough: Elizabeth
Harwood, Norma Procter, Alexander Young,

and John Shirley -Quirk (the latter, then in

the early years of his career, heard in

sharply focused voice, a striking contrast
with his current work). If you're looking for

an old-style reverent performance at

budget price, either will serve; the Quintessence sound is slightly clearer -textured, but
the actual choral work is woollier.
K.F.

CIMAROSA: II Matrimonio segreto. Varady et al., Barenboim DG 2709 069 (3). Nov
MUSIC OF THE COUPERIN FAMCOUPERIN, L.: Harpsichord Suites. Curtis. ARCHIV 2533 32
ILY. Pearlman. TITANIC Ti 9. Dec.
DAVIES: Dark Angels. WERNICK: Songs of Remembrance. DeGaetani, Ghiglia, West. NONESUCH H 71342, Dec.

DvORAK: Piano Concerto. Richter, Kleiber. ANGEL S 37239, Dec.
DvoRAK: Quartets, Opp. 27/80, 51. Prague Qt. DG 2530 719, Nov.
ELGAR: Cello Concerto; Enigma Variations. Du Pre, Barenboim. COLUMBIA M 34530, Nov.
GRANADOS: Goyescas. De Larrocha. LONDON CS 7009. Piano Works, Vol. 1. Dosse. Vox
SVBX 5484 (3). Oct.
HANDEL: Oboe Sonatas. Roseman et al. NONESUCH H 71339, Nov.
HAYDN: Orlando paladino. Shirley, Auger, Luxon, Dorati. PHILIPS 6707 029 (4), Dec.
HAYDN: Piano Works, Vol. 4. Rank]. HUNGAROTON SLPX 11625/7 (3), Oct.
MOZART: Oboe Quartet; Clarinet Quintet. Koch, De Peyer, Amadeus Qt. DG 2530 720, Nov
PowELL: Sonata Teutonica. R. H. Johnson. COMPOSERS RECORDINGS SD 368, Dec.
PUCCINI: Gianni Schicchi. Gobbi, Cotrubas, Domingo, Maazel. COLUMBIA M 34534, Dec.

SHOSTAKOVICH: The Nose. Akimov, Moscow Chamber Opera, Rozhdestvensky. EURODISC 89

No. 18, in E
flat, Op. 31, No. 3. ScHumAHN: FantasiestUcke, Op. 12. Arthur Rubinstein, piano.
BEETHOVEN: Sonata for Piano.

502 XFR (2), Dec.
SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 2. C. Davis. PHILIPS 9500 141, Dec.
AMERICAN MUSIC FOR CLARINET. M. and B. Webster. COMPOSERS RECORDINGS SD 374, Dec.

Music 0= THE FRENCH BAROOUE. Oberlin Baroque Ensemble. Vox SVBX 5142 (3), Dec.

[Max Wilcox, prod.] RCA RED SEAL ARL 1JANUARY 1978
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and my reservations, while consequential,
shouldn't deter anyone from discerning the
generous greatness of his artistry, which
emerges loud(!) and clear. "Des Abends" is

the usual booklet, with text, translation.
and the usual fine essay by David Cairns.
That, at least, is not surpassed by any of the
competing versions.

touched with rare, uncluttered poetry:
"Aufschwung," taken a bit more staidly
than on the earlier occasions, abounds with
passion and energy: "Grillen," more playful

BRAHMS: Songs. Christa Ludwig, mezzo-soprano; Leonard Bernstein, piano. [John
McClure, prod.] COLUMBIA M 34535, $7.98.

than before and with superb separation of
inner lines, is simply magnificent. And
what can one do but register astonishment
at the strong, steady, ninety -year -old fin-

Zigeunerlieder, Op. 103. Liebestreu, Op. 3, No. 1; Ruhe,
Sussliebchen, Op. 33, No. 9; Von ewiger Liebe, Op. 43.
No. 1; Die Mainacht, Op. 43, No. 2; Feldeinsamkeit. Op.
86, No. 2; Sapphische Ode. Op. 94. No. 4; Der Tod. das ist
die kuhle Nacht, Op. 96. No. 1; Immer leiser wird mein
Schlummer, Op. 105, No. 2; Standchen, Op. 106, No. 1;
Matichenlied, Op. 107. No. 5.

gers that whisk their way through the
knotty treacheries of "Traumeswirren"?
A word of warning: My review copy had
a left -channel dropout at the beginning of
"Mabel." This has been corrected, but it's
wise to check.

The prospective buyer of this captivating
recital might be well advised to begin with

H.G.

Side 1, band two, and leave the Zigeunerlie-

der until last. The reason, quite simply, is
that these songs are so closely miked as to
overemphasize an element of strenuousness in their performance. The sheer noisiness of the opening song in particular is

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 4, in B flat, Op.

60; Grosse Fuge, Op. 133. Academy of St.
Martin -in -the -Fields, Neville Marriner, cond.
PHILIPS 9500 033, $8.98. Tape: 4i 7300 456,
$8.95.

This performance of Beethoven's Fourth
Symphony is the sort that could be most en-

joyable at a summer concert-it is cool,
lively, and mercurial, not too weighty or intellectually demanding. Given the permanence of recorded form, however, it must
be deemed a disappointment.
For one thing, Philips has chosen not to
make a virtue of using an ensemble similar
in size to the one that Beethoven might have
had in mind, instead fudging the issue much

as Columbia did with Bruno Walter's Columbia Symphony recordings. The modest
forces have been electronically beefed up,
so that what one hears is an orchestral lone

of less than ideal heft in tutt is. with paradoxically less clarity in instrumental asides
than one hears in many of the big -orchestra

versions. Moreover, the reverberation
makes it difficult to follow the horizontal

likely to give a misleading impression of the
record as a whole, which is full of arresting

Christa Ludwig
Brahms with rare distinction

subtleties. While it is true that Leonard
Bernstein is hardly among the most refined

As readers will doubtless recall, I have con-

sistently favored the recordings in Colin
Davis' Berlioz cycle over alternatives, and
this one-a remake of his earlier OiseauLyre version, but with generally superior
forces-is also an estimable achievement,
aptly and flexibly paced, with a sure sense
of Berliozian shape and sound. In this case,
however, there is something to be said for a
competing version that comes from home
ground: Martinon's recording with French
Radio forces, though less consistently and
smoothly recorded, brings the text into

sharper. more idiomatic focus, and

is

equally well played and perhaps even better sung, notably by the soloists: it's also a
darn sight less expensive.

lines easily, with the basses particularly ill-

I think the idiomatic factor counts for
something, for Berlioz' genre -scene ap-

defined.

proach to the holy events gains in vividness

For all that, the sound is basically pleasant; what really puts this Fourth out of seri-

from the extra punch of linguistic authenticity. Better voices matter, too: Eric Tappy,
an artistic singer but not a really sweet voiced one, hasn't as much dynamic scope
at his command as does Martinon's Alain

ous contention is Marriner's perfunctory
reading, which just zips along in a casual,

unimaginative fashion, without any enlightening molding of phrases or feeling of
real sympathy or weight (a weight due to
timing and accent, not pertaining to number of personnel). Marriner shows greater
involvement in the Grosse Fuge, and some

of the part-writing is beautifully clarified.
But even here a certain tameness-out of
character with the music-appears. The
meno mosso alternate sections are feelingly
played and beautifully refined but absurdly
slow and romanticized. I prefer this work in
its string -quartet original (especially in the

D.H.

Vanzo, and the latter's firm, lovely tone
adds an extra dimension even to the quiet
final pages. where Tappy is by any other
standard quite good.
Similarly. I prefer lane Berbie to Janet
Baker. whose tone is not as full as it used to
be: Roger Sayer as Herod to Jules Bastin,
who is short at the bottom of the range and
strained at the top; Claude Cates to Thomas
Allen, who sings well enough but doesn't

of accompanists and in lively, energetic
songs tends to bluster, it must also be said
that the rather shallow, clattery recording.
made during an actual recital, aggravates

the problem. In any case, whatever
quibbles one may have about his playing,
the fact remains that he and Christa Ludwig
give performances of rare distinction.
Almost all of these songs are concerned
with love, yet each is so vividly and individually characterized that by the end of
the program we seem to have traversed a
whole range of human experience. Ludwig,
in fine, warm voice, respects the essential
nature of Brahms's songs, making all the
words clear without sacrificing a jot of the

composer's melodic integrity. Once or
twice she finds it hard to achieve a pure
vowel sound. but the vocal lapses here are

not only few, but are utterly unimportant

next to the combination of insight and
beauty she brings to this material. Ludwig's

performance of "Von ewiger Liebe," with
its plangently sustained climax and its air
of passionate conviction, is especially fine.
Perhaps the fact that she was singing before
a live audience has something to do with
the mood of rapt dedication she conveys in
this recording.

The sound demonstrates the familiar
drawbacks of such ventures-close miking,
coughs, anticipatory applause-but the disc
is full of compensatory virtues. Texts and
translations. Highly recommended. D.S.H.

quite blend with Baker's tone; and Juan

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 3, in F, Op. 90. Chi-

would recommend the bygone Winograd.
Klemperer, and Adolf Busch accounts for
those who like the weight (or security!) of a

Soumagnas, a firm and focused lshmaelite
Father, to Joseph Rouleau's woollier tone.
There is also more character, and sometimes greater skill, in the French wind playing, particularly on the part of the flutes in

cago Symphony Orchestra. James Levine,
cond. [Thomas Z. Shepard, prod.] RCA RED
SEAL ARL 1-2097, $7.98. Tape: 011 ARK 12097, $7.98; r ARS 1-2097, $7.95.

string orchestra.

the lshmaelite trio, who play with a lu-

Here is the most reasonable facsimile in
stereo sound of Toscanini's great NBC

Yale. Vegh, and billiard versions) but

H.G.

minous tone that escapes their London colSERUM= L'Enfance du Christ, Op. 25. Janet

leagues.

Thomas Allen, baritone; Jules Bastin and Jo-

All of which is not to say that the new
recording isn't accomplished and enjoy-

seph Rouleau, basses; John Alldis Choir,
London Symphony Orchestra, Colin Davis,

Berlioz' countrymen have put their innate

Baker, mezzo-soprano; Eric Tappy, tenor;

cond. PHILIPS 6700 106, $17.96 (two discs,
manual sequence).
Comparison:

MartinoniFrench Radio
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None. HB 73022

able-hut this is one of the rare cases where

qualifications wholeheartedly and appropriately in his service, and there is
something to be learned here about style.

particularly vocal style. Philips provides

Symphony recording (in Victrola VIC 6400).
Levine sets broad tempos and maintains an

iron grip on the music's swaggering
rhythms. The first -movement repeat contributes to the granitic, massive scale of the

performance. Some may find the lyrical
outpourings of the middle movements
somewhat cool in sonority and wanting in
agogic stress (as in the recordings by Le HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

vine's official mentor, George Szell), but
there is no stinting here in sheer energy of
response from the strings. Levine's performance, like Toscanini's, is also abundant in its clarification of inner voicings,
and the brass, timpani, and bass lines are
always intelligently organized in relation to
melodic business. I still prefer the cubistic
tautness of Toscanini's finale, in contrast to

which Levine's is more conventionally
rhapsodic and surging. On the other hand,
the Chicago Symphony's playing has none
of the rough edges that occasionally blem-

ished the NBC Symphony's. (The Chicagoans also sound more alert for Levine
than they did in the more hazily "romanticized" Reiner recording, now on RCA Gold
Seal AGL 1-1280.)

Levine's seems to me the standout among

the "objectivist" Brahms Thirds available
singly, followed closely by Kertesz' (Lon-

RCA
PROUDLY SALUTES
THE INCOMPARABLE

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ
ON THE

don CS 6837), which has the economic and
documentary bonus of the performance of

the Haydn Variations that was completed

without conductor after Kertesz' death.
RCA's sonics are clean and powerful, vivid

even to capturing some vocal obbligato
from the podium (apparently Levine was
enjoying himself as much as I did). Levine's
triumphant Brahms First (ARL 1-1326, May
1976) and Third leave me eagerly anticipating the balance of his cycle.

OCCASION OF HIS
GOLDEN JUBILEE.
THE HOROWITZ CONCERTS "977/1978
LISZT: Sonata in B Minor

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 7, in E. WAGNER:

FAURE Impromptu No. 5.0p. 102/Nocurne No. 13 Op. 119

Siegfried Idyll. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan, cond. [Cord Gar ben, Hans Hirsch, and Magdalene Padberg,

1U D1 LEE. Re

prod.] DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2707 102,

$17.96 (two discs, manual sequence). Tape:
se 3370 023, $17.96.
BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 9, in D minor.
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert von
Karajan, cond. [Michel Glotz, Hans Hirsch,

(1°

1(

and Magdalene Padberg, prod.] DEUTSCHE

GRAMMOPHON 2530 828, $8.98. Tape:

se 3300 828, $8.98.
The more valuable of these latest Karajan/
Berlin Bruckner remakes is the new Seventh. It may not have the sheer humanity of
the magnificent Bohm/Vienna recording reviewed last November (DG 2709 068, coupled with the Eighth), or for that matter of
the Masur (Eurodisc 27 913 XGK, coupled
with the Fourth-reviewed in tandem with
the Bohm set), the Rosbaud (Turnabout TV S 34083), or the 1927 Horenstein (Unicorn
UN1 111).

It is, however, a gleamingly polished job
in its own right, played and recorded with

enormous power and brilliance. There is
little to fault here, except for a minor antici-

pation of the ruhig at bar 165 of the first
movement and a tentative horn entrance at
bar 315 of the finale. That and a few exaggerated crescendos (e.g., at bar 110 of the
scherzo, in the trio) exhaust my specific reservations, alongside which I must note the
abundant care taken with many other de-

tails, such as the clearly audible differentiation in the first -movement coda between the low brasses' fff and the rest of the
orchestra's ff. Karajan's Adagio, though almost as forward -pressing as Masur's, bal-

'
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1\4 r. Horowitz' most recent recording
for RCA in celebration of his go;den jubilee
combines a remarkable performance of the
Liszt Sonata in B Minor and Faure's Impromptu
No. 5, Op. 102 and Nocturne No. 13. Op. 119.
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ances this with an alternating Moderato
that is discernibly brisker, though still not
uncomfortably so. could ask for more
1

pointing in the phrasing of the scherzo, as in
CIRCLE 25 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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the bluntly driving Haitink reading (Philips

Bull would have taken exception to the
anonymous annotator's assertion that
Frescobaldi "was perhaps the first major

802 759/60).

By and large, the new DG Seventh impresses me as a brightly restored image of

composer to be concerned mainly with instrumental music, and especially with keyboard music."
S.C.

the similar performance heard in the
muddy sonics of Karajan's 1972 Angel account (SC 3779, coupled with the Fourth).
Textually, it seems basically to follow
Bruckner's original score (e.g., Karajan

HANDEL: Belshazzar.

wisely abjures the Nikisch tempo modi-

Nitocris
Cyrus

fications. and the switch from arco to pizzicato comes three rather than four bars before the end of the Adagio), with selected
features incorporated from the revisionsnotably the cymbals et al. at the Adagio's
climax. All of this DG once again lumps under the unhelpful label "original version."
I wasn't overly fond of Karajan's earlier

Daniel
Belshazzar

Anoch
Gobnas
A Messenger

Herbert Tachezi, harpsichord and organ;
Stockholm Chamber Chorus, Vienna Concentus Musicus, Nikolaus Harnoncourt,
cond. TELEFUNKEN 46.35326, $31.92 (tour
discs, manual sequence).

Ninth (DC 139011, released in 1969), and the

only substantial improvements I note are
elimination of the unmarked accelerando
and ritard between bars 360 and 380 of the
first movement and reversal of the general
backwardness of the recorded sound. In the
earlier recording, you could hardly hear the
violins in the beginning of the first -movement coda: the remake is clearly and crisply

engineered-though no more so than the
Barenboim/Chicago (DG 2530 639) or
Mehta/Vienna (London CS 6462) versions.
and certainly somewhat lacking in their solidity and warmth of ambience.

Karajan has made one other change
worth noting: The scherzo is now a shade
less mercurial in tempo, though hardly as
insistently menacing as Haitink's (Philips
835 381). Some impact is lost when, at bar
147. Karajan observes the direction
ullinahlich bewegter not wisely but too
well, so that by bar 153 the "gradual"

speedup sounds like a circus act out of control. In the gothic opening movement structure continuously sags, partly because of a
prevalent stodginess, partly because of er-

rors in judgment at crucial points-e.g., the
delayed ritard after bar 61. the lack of a
horn diminuendo emerging out of the climactic cutoff at bar 503. The sublime dosing Adagio is slightly better: The celestial

Felicity Palmer (s)
Maureen Lehane (ms)
Paul Esswood (ct)
Robert Tear (I)
Thomas Sunnegardh
Peter van der Bill (bs)
Steffan Sandlund (bs)

Herbert von Karajan
Gleamingly polished Bruckner

For Handel the Old Testament was a dem-

onstration of the workings of God in history-not perhaps to be taken quite as liter-

with the only recording of the charming a
cappella Kinderkatechismus (sung by the
Vienna Choir Boys), occupies the sixth side

of Deryck Cooke's "Introduction to The
Ring" (London RDN-S-1).

A.C.

ally as Clarendon's History of the Great
Rebellion, but providing nonetheless in an
only partly symbolic fashion an assurance
of divine providence, a model and an endorsement of the righteous conduct of na-

tional affairs. And indeed the libretto of
FREscoeaLot: Toccatas and Capriccios. Lionel Party, harpsichord and spinettino. [Max
Wilcox, prod.] DESMAR DSM 1013, $7.98.

For this anthology of toccatas and Capriccios by Frescobaldi, Lionel Party plays
two historic Italian instruments in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum. Most
of the selections are performed on a harpsichord built by Girolamo Zenti in 1666 and
enlarged in 1755 by Ferrini, and four pieces
played on a 1540 spinettino.
The harpsichord is quite a fine example
of the Italian style, producing a sound that
is at once robust and refined. The spinettino
is a more qualified success: There are some
lovely sonorities, to he sure, but one suspects that the tone color is suffering a good

Belshazzar-by Charles Jennens, the pompous and wordy but by no means stupid
Midlands squire with whom Handel had already collaborated on Saul, L'Allegro, and
Messiah-draws quite as heavily on Hero (lotus and Xenophon (the Cyropuedia) as
on the Book of Daniel.
Jennens' text begins with a long and to-

tally un-Biblical scene in which Nitocris,
dowager queen of Babylon, reflects on the
mutability of empire and the transience of

human glory in face of the unchanging
power of God. Handel straightaway seizes
his chance to underline the loftiness of the
theme with an elaborate accompanied reci-

tative followed by an aria whose striking
first phrase vaults through a rising tenth:
The grandeur is that of an allegorical fresco
by Tiepolo.

deal because the instrument has been tuned

breakthrough at letter A (in the Nowak

This philosophical idea will recur con-

about a third below what must have been

score) is quite triumphant: the sharp slow-

its original pitch (which, in turn, would

down at C is wisely heeded, though the

have been about a whole tone flat of today's

moderate speedup at D is not. Not enough,
all told, to move this recording into the top
group with Haitink, Mehta, and Barenboim.

Perhaps Angel's forthcoming Ciulini/Chi-

standard). The decision to use this drastically lower pitch is said to have been made
"because of the age of the instrument," but
one wonders if this wasn't overly cautious.

stantly, both in the comments of the chorus,
which speaks in its own right as well as representing Jews. Persians. and Babylonians,
and in the dramatic action. Daniel. as Jeho-

cago version will be a stiffer challenge.

As it is. the bass strings cannot produce any

rejects

substantial resonance, and one can only

Cyrus: "Read those lines,/The great prediction which thou hast already/In part accomplish'd, and, we trust, will soon/Fulfil
the rest....- To which Cyrus replies: "Yes,
I will build Thy city, God of Israel./1 will
release Thy captives, not for price./Not for
reward, but to perform Thy pleasure./Thus
prostrate I confess. Thou art the Lord,/
There is none else, there is no God beside
Thee.- Belshazzar. then, is a drama with a

With the steady stream of remakes we
have lately had from Karajan, it seems unbelievable but is nevertheless true: The
Siegfried Idyll on Side 4 of the Bruckner

guess what the instrument must have

performance of great dignity and high

sounded like at original pitch.
Party's playing throughout is supremely
eloquent and characterized by that marvelous sense of freedom that Frescobaldi

drama, impeccably executed in a recording

repeatedly enjoins upon the performer.

Seventh set is his first -ever recording! It's a

of even wider dynamic range than that of
the Bruckner symphonies. Those who want
more tenderness in Wagner's immortal gift
to his wife and newborn son are directed to
such recordings (all, as it happens, budget pi iced) as Monteux's (Victrola VICS 1457),
Sawallisch's (Turnabout TV -S 34246), and
Steinberg's (Seraphim S 60166).

I am most enamored of Solti's lovely
Vienna recording of the original chamber
scoring, but I can't recommend it as coupled on London CSA 2216 with Solti's disjointed Bruckner Seventh, which is further
marred by simpering violins and loud, oafish brasses. There is a plausible alternative
for diligent Wagnerians: Solti's Idyll, along
94

Harmonic tensions are caressed most sym-

pathetically. and yet there is no lack of
rhythmic momentum-or, where it is called
for, even virtuosity. The recorded sound is
superb, and I believe the surfaces (the
pressings are by Teldec in Germany) are the
quietest I've ever encountered. The graphic

design of the record sleeve, with a striking
color detail of the spinettino on the front, is
particularly attractive.
I wish, however, that more care had been
taken in identifying the sources of the musical selections, since the indications Libra
Primo and Lihro Secundo are helpful only if
we know to which collection they refer. I
suspect, too. that no less a figure than john

vah's prophetic spokesman, interprets the
divine will to Nitocris (who resigns herself
to it), to her son Belshazzar (who scornfully

it), and finally to the conqueror

central philosophical theme-a drama.
moreover, that moves with all the more viv-

idness because it was conceived to be
played out not on any physical stage, but in
the imagination of the listener.

Handel's surviving letters from the period when he was working on Belshazzar
(the late summer and fall of 1744) leave no
doubt at all that he was excited by the libretto Jennens had sent him, even allowing
for a little tactful deference to his well-connected collaborator. He felt free, however,

to leave sections of the wordy libretto unHIGH FIDELITN' MAGAZINE.

set, justifying himself frankly to Jennens on

the ground that a complete setting would
have been impracticably long. But he did

accept the unusual proportions, with a
twin -size first act in which the various ele-

ments of the drama are presented separately and the violent climax of the action
prepared.

The shorter second act gave Handel an
excellent chance to contrast the military
character of the invading Persians with the
drunken debauch of the Babylonians. supposing themselves secure inside the walls
of Babylon. Anyone whose notion of the

THE RCA RED SEAL
OPERA CASSETTE SERIES
Magnificently packaged complete operas...all
with full librettos...all in Dolby -13" sound
for flawless listening pleasure.

"sacred oratorio" has not already been

shaken by Belshazzar's aria in the first act
may well be startled by the directness of
Handel's musical character -painting at this
point: There are no drunken hiccups, but
the unison beginning of the chorus "Ye tutelar Gods of our empire, look down" is as
boozy a drinking song as one could hope to
find, while Belshazzar's "Let the deep bowl
Thy praise confess!"-with its unpre-

LIBRETTO ENCLOSED

14comomc
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LIONTYLEE

RAGIDO DOMINGO SHERRILL MUMS
GILAC1 IIIMIRE MIGGLIND BAIMONDI
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dictably lurching melodic line-suggests
that he at least is already half seas over.

The mysterious hand's writing on the
wall, however, is treated with the utmost
austerity-an unaccompanied recitative of

Greatest
Operas
on Record

TURANDOT
Nisson

13puering kill

are now
on

quiet staccato repeated notes on the violins,
like the scratching of an unseen stylus. (The
dramatic effect fails. I think, in this per-

formance, because conductor Nikolaus

Cassette

Harnoncourt interprets Handel's "adagio"
much too slowly and so loses the scene's
impetus.) After the riches of the first two
acts, far too abundant to detail here, it may
come as a surprise to find how much re-

\
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mains for the third, leading up to a long and

subtle duet between the victorious Cyrus
and Nitucris, which more than anything
else suggests that The real culmination of
this drama is not revenge, but reconcilia.73.4.1^,

LIBRETTO ENCLOSED

tion.

Perhaps because it aimed too high for its
audience, Belshazzar had little success in

GEORGE GERSHWIN'S

LIBRETTO ENCLOSED

Handel's lifetime. He gave it only three
times in his oratorio season at the King's

VERDI

siasm may have been partly due to lastminute cast changes, which necessitated
makeshift alterations to the score as

REQUIEM

Handel had planned it. Chrysander rightly

discounted these in deciding what to in-

PLACIDO

clude in the main text of his 1864 edition for

DOMINGO

the Handel-Gesellschaft. He was more

Thus he printed only the final version of the

aria for Cyrus' companion Cobrias "Oppress'd with never -ceasing grief" (on the
reasonable if unscientific ground that it was

C001.1.[Til
.COOD00

co('Ti

Theatre in 1745. although the lack of enthu-

capricious, however, in what he chose to
take and to omit among the various substitutions and alterations that Handel made
fur subsequent revivals in 1751 and 1758.
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better than the original one), but only the
first

version

of

Nitocris'

"The leafy

honours" (perhaps he did nut know that
Handel had completed one replacement for
it and begun yet another).
What criteria should a conductor adopt

when deciding on a version for performance? A purist would demand that he confine himself to those items known to have
been performed on a single occasion during
Handel's lifetime. but my own feeling (particularly fur a recording that is unlikely to
be duplicated in a hurry) is that he should
stick as close as possible to the composer's
original conception. rejecting those changes
forced on him by circumstances beyond his

ARK2-0105 Puccini: TOSCA- Prim Domingo. Milnes, Mehta
ARK2-0371 Puccini: LA BOHEME -Caballe, Blegen, Domingo, Milnes, Solti
ARK3-2540 Puccini: MADAMA BUTTERFLY - Price. Elias, Tucker, Leinsdorl
ARK3.2538 Verdi: LA TRAV1ATA - Moffo, "Acker, Merrill,Preuitali
ARK3-2543 Verdi: LA FORZA DEL DEM-NO- Price, Cossotto,
Domingo, Milnes, Let ine
ARK3-2542 Bizet: CARMEN - Price. Freni. Corelli. Merriatiatajan
FRK2.5994 Offenbach: LA PERICHOLE Crespin, Vanzo, Bastin.Lumbard
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record cares

control but accepting, at the risk of inconsistency, such later alterations as can reasonably be shown to be deliberate improvements.

This is, in fact, pretty much the solution
Harnoncourt arrives at by following Chrysander's text and choosing, where Chrysan-

der prints alternatives, the earlier or "Aversion (except, for some reason, in the final chorus). Just once this results in reproducing a nonsense that Handel himself per-

sults, as when a single organ chord is

petrated, when by too eagerly cutting

chord accompaniment. The evidence (cf.

Jennens' text he made Daniel reply to a
question Nitocris has not actually asked.
but in general the recitatives are so well
sung that one is glad to have the earlier-in

Dean, p. 111) points strongly to harpsichord
(with cello and violone or double -bass) for
all recitatives and most arias and organ for
a few particularly solemn arias and all cho-

most cases longer-versions. As for the

ruses.

arias. 1 would have preferred to have the

When it comes to the voices, we again
know a good deal more precisely than the
album notes tell us just what forces Handel
had in mind. Not only Nitocris and Cyrus
were sung (as here) by women, but Daniel
too-strange as the idea of Mrs. Cibber representing a venerable prophet may seem to

later setting of Nitocris' aria mentioned
above, which Chrysander does not print, as

well as the later version of Gobrias' "To

with Decca
Record Brush
Are you drowning in a record care sea

of anti -static fluids, applicators, conditioners, capillary cleaners, pads, parallel trackers, plush cleaners, preservatives, purifiers, rotary discs, sprays,
spinners, vaccuumers, washers, etc.,
etc., etc.? Are you spending more time
cleaning your records than listening to
them? Did you ever suspect that, like

too many pills, all this stuff is doing

your records more harm than good? Did
you ever wish for ONE device which, in
a few simple seconds, would do the job
properly?

If your answer to any of the above
questions is "YES", then you obviously
have yet to purchase a DECCA RECORD

BRUSH. Decca Record Brush has one

power immortal," which he does.
I have already expressed dissatisfaction
with one of Harnoncourt's tempo choices;
that example could be multiplied, and my
reservations extend to other aspects of his
approach. Suspicions are aroused when
one reads, in his booklet notes, that "in accordance with performance practice at that
time it can be assumed that final instrumentation was determined at the particular performance and thus was not a part of the
composition . . (my italics]." Anyone who
imagines that Handel left things as much to
chance as all that cannot have been doing
his homework very thoroughly: His orchestration is conditioned both by the nature of
the particular work and by the conditions
for which it was written.
Saul (1739) is lavishly scored, with three
trombones and such colorful additions as
harp (for David), theorbo, and glockenspiel.
.

But Belshazzar, which anyone familiar
with Walton's cantata might have expected
to get similar treatment, calls for no extras.
The reason may have been that Handel's finances were at a low ebb in 1744, but Winton Dean makes the point-in his indispensable study, Handel's Dramatic Oratorios
and Mosques-that he generally preferred
to depict the fiercer aspects of barbarism
with "the concentrated impact of strings in

million conductive, carbon fiber bris-

three octaves, sometimes reinforced by

tles. A thousand bristles enter each rec-

oboes. The Babylonian choruses and Belshazzar's airs are all scored in this way, and

dust, macrodust and normal dust - as
well as draining off static for lower surface noise. That's all you get and that's
all you need. You don't get any fluids,
not even water, to mix with the dust,
forming stylus -damaging and record -

very effective they are." The panoply of

away at the very vinyl of which your records are made. Nor do you get preservatives to give the microdust a hard, distortion -inducing coating. Naturally, the
Decca Record Brush won't remove ice

does not call for them, but since this is so

ord groove, cleaning off dirt, micro -

distorting GRIT, or to gradually eat

preferred practice was, and it certainly did
not include the use of "harps, chitarroni,
lutes, etc." Fortunately, Harnoncourt has
opted for the instruments he did normally
use, namely organ and harpsichord, though
I very much doubt if Handel ever alternated
the two between characters in recitatives as
is done here-sometimes with ludicrous re-

trumpets and drums is reserved to the warlike Persians, and only the Jewish choruses
are allowed the richness of more than four
parts.

Harnoncourt has occasionally seen fit to
double his strings with oboes where Handel

discreet as to be hardly noticeable one
wonders why he bothered. It would have

popped in to support Gobrias' response to a
remark of Cyrus, who himself rates harpsi-

us today. Handel's chorus, on the other
hand, was entirely male, probably amounting to no more than a couple of dozen. I see
nothing wrong in the decision to cast Daniel
as a countertenor, particularly so strong a

countertenor as Paul Esswood, whose
range exactly suits the compass of the music. But it does seem odd that Harnoncourt,
who has recorded so much with male -voice
choirs, should choose to use a mixed -voice

group, with its quite different timbre and
internal balance.

The Stockholm Chamber Chorus' English. incidentally, is very good if somewhat

lacking in savor. The only inaccuracy of
I noticed, apart from th
sounds, was "tummelt" for "tumult," but
exclamations such as "See from his post

pronunciation

Euphrates flies!" or "Help, help the king! he
faints! he dies!" come over with less vividness than a good English choir could have
given them, and the extended choruses that

end each act are frankly rather lacking in
muscle and sinew.

This is certainly not for want of good example from the soloists. In fact the strongest feature of this recording, and the chief
reason why it is an absolute must for Handelians in spite of all my reservations, is the
powerfully characterized singing of all the
main roles. Despite a cruelly slow tempo
for her recitative Felicity Palmer sets the
standard at once in Nitocris' opening scene,
with steady focused tone and a sense of line

that one only wishes were more evident in
the instrumental playing. If Esswood's Daniel is less immediately arresting, this may be because the male alto voice
lends itself to less subtlety of tonal shading,

been more to the point, surely, to supply the

partly too because Handel seems to have
found the prophet less interesting than the
queen-but the great interpretation scene,

extra couple of oboes that Handel would
almost certainly have expected in the cho-

with its unaccompanied melismas on
"Mene, mene, tekel upharsin," is finely

phile, your records shouldn't have any.

ruses and martial numbers, and to increase
the Concentus Musicus' single bassoon to

done in any case.

Decca Record Brush. Gives you
clean, quiet records in just a few seconds. Without overdoing it.

two-or better still, the four that Handel

cream stains - but if you're an audio-

certainly had at the Foundling Hospital a
few years later (cf. Dean, p. 103). It is no
more authentic to tailor Handel's orches-

ROCELCO INC.

tration down to an existing early -music ensemble than to beef it up to a modern symphony orchestra.

160 Ronald Dr.,
Montreal, Quebec H4X 1M8

Harnoncourt's remarks about continuo
instruments are also questionable: We

Phone (514) 489-6841

know with some accuracy what Handel's

Maureen Lehane tackles the breeches
part of Cyrus with all the zest one would
expect from her operatic performances.
Perhaps there is a shade too much conscious theatricality in her delivery of the
gentleman king's unfailingly noble sentiments, but that is a fault on the right side in
this music, and her fairly bold use of ornament can certainly be seen as a musical ex-

pression of Cyrus' heroism. Robert Tear
risks the same charge in order to project
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Belshazzar as a king you love to hate and
gets away with it marvelously-because always musically. The suggestion of the Babylonian king's fondness for strong drink is
planted in the libretto before he even enters, and Tear makes the most of it.
As indicated. I have frequent reserva-

tions about Harnoncourt's tempos and
phrasing; even where his theoretical ground
is solid, his choices often misfire in practice.
(In fairness, many of his tempos strike me
as exactly right.) The freshness and clarity
of timbre of this performance will certainly
come as a revelation to anyone whose no-

tion of Handel's oratorios is still conditioned by the massive choral societies of
yesteryear. But most of us have already
taken that step. What we now need are per-

formances as true to the music's inherent
character as to its sound world, which this
performance is only intermittently.
HANDEL

I.N.

Messiah-See Bach: Christmas

Oratorio.

The Ultimate Receiver

JANACEK: Katya Kabanova.
Katerina Kabanova
Marla Kabanova
Varvara
Giasa

Fekluta
Boris Grigorievit
Tikhon Kabanov
Vane Kudriat
Kuligin

Elisabeth Soderstrom (s)
Nadetda Kniplova (s)
LibuSe Marova (ms)
Jitka Pavlova (ms)
Gertrude Jahn (ms)

Dikoi

Petr DvorskV (1)

Vladimir Kreieik (t)
Zdenek Svehla (t)
Jaroslav Souiek (b)
Dalt bor Jedlitka (bs)

The face of a stereo receiN..ier 3hould -eveal the co -e that goes inside
Consider Nikko AU(110 '5 MR 1415
Cr sp, clean, strong ANVFM s 9nas A yenta -Die p:DwE.ihouse. 175

wotts per channel. continuous power output, in -o 3 ohms, with
cn amazingly low d stoitiol cf aG45% from 15i -1z to 20kHz.
Truly the ultimate receiver.

Nikko Audio

For those who rake their stereo seriously

Vienna State Opera Chorus, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Charles Mackerras, cond.

[James Mallinson, prod.] LONDON OSA
12109, $15.96 (two discs, automatic se-

Nikko Electric Corp o A-nerco 6;70 Thyme, Sr Vo, Nu.is Cali. C1406
'.40.0.Audto 1977
Monti Giueoec
In Conodo. Superior Ele.tror

quence). Tape: ire OSA5 12109, $15.95.
Comparison:
Krombholc/Prague National Theater

Supra.50781/2

Although lanaCek's six major operas have
all been recorded, they haven't maintained
a very firm position in the American catalog. At this point, only the second, stereo
recording of leaf(' (Angel SBL 3756) is
listed in SCHWANN, where it is now joined

goodbye box!

by London's Katy(' Kabanova-the first
Janacek opera to be recorded outside of
Czechoslovakia. The other four operas. in
their original Supraphon form, are fairly
widely distributed in this country by U.S.
Qualiton Records, although SCHWANN does
not list them.
Yet whenever one of the operas is performed in this country. it arouses considerable enthusiasm (e.g.. the New York City
Opera's Mukropoulos Affair, the Met's Jentifa, and, most recently, San Francisco's

Ktitya)-an enthusiasm that so far hasn't
apparently carried over into persistent
record sales. The reason for this. I suspect,

involves the interrelationship of two factors: the Czech language. and faniiEek's par-

ticular balance of musical and dramatic
elements.

On the one hand, most serious American opera listeners have probably acquired
at least a nodding familiarity with German.
French, and Italian (probably building on
school or college training in one or more of
them); along with the structural and etymological similarities between these languages
and our own, they have some handholds on
the words of opera in these tongues (including. among other things, a fair grasp of the
meaning of key words).

Say 'sayonara' to the rEsolanoes. edge reflections znd colorations
of ccnventional box spaakers Top--ated, cylindri:ally-shaped JR 149
features ultra -wide dispersion and inparalleled transparency. From
England's highly -regarded Jirr Rogers.
H&

H

International, 354 Sta:e St., Fkc-este-, N.v. 1460E 716/325-5275

But very few listeners can deal with
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Czech on the same level, and are thus

am 128 tape

copies wind
better than
your reecrds

driven to real nose -in -libretto listeningwhich even so doesn't bring one as close to
appreciating Janaeek's prosody as most of
us are to Wagner's or Verdi's. nor does it
leave enough of the mind free to attend to
the longer -range growth and shaping of the
music. (This was brought home to me quite
forcefully on listening to a recording of an

excerpt from Kenya sung in German:
though I've recently spent a good deal of
time with the opera's original text and an
English translation. I found that the import

of the passage came through much more
directly in the language I knew something
of than it ever had in Czech.)
Still, it isn't quite that simple. After all,
Boris Godunov has made lots of headway
in a number of recordings, all of them sung
in Russian-a language not much more familiar to most opera listeners than Czech.

And here we have to take into account
Janatek's approach to composing an opera,
an approach in which the music, quite purposefully, plays a more modest role than in
the works of his nineteenth-century predecessors or those of his contemporaries (e.g.,

the Italian verists, Richard Strauss, even
Schoenberg and Berg)-a tradition to which
Mussorgsky, for all his naturalistic tendencies,

certainly belongs in important re-

spects.
In that older tradition, the expressivity of

music-whether in the orchestra or in the
voice-asserts itself far more than in Janacek: indeed, it often dominates, telling us

dbx
oft,
.121

c

-V
POWER LINEAR

a

.1110111 ULTRA DYNA
IRA DYNAMIC

maxell ULTRA DYNAMIC

maxell ULTRA DYNAMIC

LEVEL

,,,,,

not only what the character is thinking, but

to some degree what we ought to think
about him or her. To an ever-increasing degree in his mature operas, Janacek eschews

that Romantic subjectivity, aspiring to a
less stylized, more effacing role for music as

a subtly inflected "conveyor belt" carrying
a more conversationally paced drama.

Thus, to the extent that the impact of
Janadek's music derives from its relation to
the continuing interplay among characters
who are often more specifically limned by

their words and actions than by their music, that music isn't as independently acces-

First, you play your favorite records, tapes or FM broadcasts
through the expander section of our Model 128 to restore missing dynamics
and reduce noise that's been robbing you of live performance realism.
Then, you preserve the dynamics of this vibrantly enhanced
program by copying through the 128 noise reduction section to eliminate
tape hiss normally added by copying.
Finally, you play back your taped copy through the decoder of your
dbx 128 and hear music with more dynamic range and detail than you've
ever heard before off any tape. Sound unbelievable? Well, it was until the
dbx 128 come along. But now you can make dynamically enhanced copies
that sound better than the originals, with no hiss build-up, on any open -reel,
cartridge or cassette recorder.
To learn how, ask the dbxpert at your local dealer for a
demonstration of the new dbx 128. For full product information and a list of
demonstrating dbx 128 dealers, circle reader service number or contact:

sible as is the music of, say, a Verdi aria:
You will doubtless get more out of the latter
if you know what the words are about, but

it's possible to derive much satisfaction
merely from the curves of the melody, the
symmetry and shaping of the music. (Mussorgsky shares a good deal of this Romantic
aesthetic, and it's worth noting. I think, that

his most "naturalistic" passages, such as
the Boris Godunov scene in Pimen's cell,
are those found least absorbing by the average listener without access to the detailed
significance of the Russian words.)

Jandeek's interest in linguistic verismhis fidelity to the intonations of the Czech
language, with its poverty of vowels and
thus of sustained sounds-has as a conse-

quence a decidedly limited lyricism, a

profound dependence on the words as generative force behind both melodic shapes
and longer -range continuity, for all that in
its way his language is a stylized one too

(notably in its reliance on ostinato). One
can hardly imagine an "Opera Without
Words" record devoted to Kotya (let alone
From the House of the Dead!), while there is
certainly music in Boris that could carry its

dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02195 (617) 964-3210
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own weight in such a treatment.
Of course, all American and English
stage presentations of Janacek operas have
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

been in English translation, which, though
sacrificing something, salvages something
else that is indispensable: a clear projection
of the progress of the action, without which

the music will not stand before an au-

offers the first recording of Charles Mackerras' new edition based on Janadek's
manuscript. Talich's "improvements" entail a certain amount of orchestral enrichment (extending even to additional coun-

dience. It wouldn't surprise me to find that
most of the recordings have been sold to

terpoint, such as a new clarinet line at
Katya's entrance in the first scene), and

people who first encountered the operas on-

some downright recomposition in the final
pages. Mackerras, besides cleaning all that
up. has restored two rather brief interludes
that Janacek composed for a 1928 production, to give the stagehands more time between the scenes in the first and second
acts; he admits, by implication, that Janadek's orchestration wasn't always perfect,
but says that modern techniques enabled

stage.

All of which is by way of explaining why
it takes a bit of study and concentration to
get at a Janacek opera on records, and why
the experience may not be quite as satisfying as a stage performance even so (quite
aside, of course, from the added dimension
of the visual presentation-and, of course,
that's something Janacek was counting on,
too, and for which he left room, as it were.
when composing). A recording of one of the
operas in English might speed up the process of appreciation, but Americans, who
have been taught that opera in translation
is fundamentally immoral, are only gradu-

recording is timely. Similar to JenOa in its
provincial setting and veristic focus on passion and frustration. Kenya is based on a
celebrated Russian realistic drama, Alexander Ostrovsky's The Storm (1859): the locale is Russia-a town along the banks of
the Volga-and the dictatorial authority of
the older generation over the young is the
central issue. Katya is a sensitive, imaginative girl, married to the dull, mother -ridden
Tikhon; she falls in love with Boris, who is
similarly under the thumb of his uncle, the

rich merchant Dikoj. But Katya cannot
cope with an illicit affair-as, by contrast,
can a younger couple, Varvara and Vafiaso she confesses to her husband and eventually commits suicide.

Janacek made his own libretto from a
Czech translation of Ostrovsky's play.
eliminating minor characters (some of
those that remain are so scantily present as
to be mere ciphers) and simplifying the ac-

Haugland

tukomska
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SEMKOw
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(3 LPs,' XDR Cassettes)

SDLX 3844 (4 LPs/XDR Cassettes)

INSTRUMENTAL DELIGHTS .

distinctive bright force of the Czech trumpet tone, and here and there there is more
delicacy and liveliness in the Czech playing
(the folksong bits, for example). In the matter of the many Luftpausen, unmarked in
the score, that are traditionally inserted in
this music. Mackerras appears to he much

in line with Krombholc, although not al-

RODRIGO
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cept for Elisabeth Soderstrom, London's
cast
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ways.

J. B. Steane has remarked on "how difficult Janacek makes it for singers to remember that singing is their business." which is
one way of describing his vocal style. Ex-

. .

CONCIERTO DE ARANJUEZ

Prague National Theater Orchestra, though
later one notes a degree of portamento that
the Czech orchestra abjures. I do miss the

is almost entirely imported from

Czechoslovakia: some from Prague. some

from Brno (the young Slovak tenor. Petr
Dvorsky, was first auditioned in Milan.

..^1

A.

where he was studying). Except for the Var-

iws

vara, who has a tendency to flat, they all
deal admirably with the music's requirements, and appear to cope idiomatically
with the words. Saderstram, her tone per-

513 3838
(2 LP's/ XDR Cossetres)

haps less pure and firm than of old, projects

, 99ilre
5C-3842 (3 LPs)
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an appropriately vulnerable character.

St

"NEW WORLD SYMPHONY
Smetana Vltava (The Moldau)
Boom 1.17.101,400014,1/ A

rather different from Drahomira Tikalova.
her edgier but more forceful opposite number in the Czech set; I like her better, though

insouciantly folklike for Varvara and Vana.

natives. The Czech cast is also quite good.

sound -effects thunder that is more intrusive
than atmospheric).
The Supraphon recording of Kotya, conducted by Jaroslav Krombholc, once avail-

boasting one classic performance (Beno
Blachut's Boris); Nadeida Kniplova's Kabanicha, for London, however, seems to
me the more characterfully shrewish performance of that part-like the Kostelnicka
in Jeneffa, it seems traditionally to be the
preserve of over -the -hill Brannhildes. but
Kniplova brings to it vocal as well as declamatory power.

able here on the Artia label, is now listed
under the numbers 50781/2 (stereo, with a
stiff but not impossible English translation). It isn't precisely competitive with
the new recording, for it uses Vaclay Talich's revision of the opera, while London

cography is thus a solid one-devotees of
the opera who already know it from the
older recording may well want to hear the
de-Taliched form, and newcomers will be
well served. In addition to the libretto (with

JANUARY 1978

Gatdda Ames,

Htolski

string playing cleaner than that of the

Though much is made of nature in the
story-the Volga and the storm of Ostrovsky's title-there is little nature -painting in the music (the London/Decca engineers have "remedied" that by providing

BORIS GODUNOV
Talvela Mr°,

Eerie Opme Choi,* a Chcfci

duction conducted by Janos Kulka), and
right away in the prelude one can find the

cramped and short-winded for the older
folks, broadly lyrical for Katya and Boris,

musical style for the different personalities:

LOUISE
SILLS GEDDA
VAN DAM DUNN

tone, as well as a better blending of such
tricky sounds as the celesta doublings.

I did note that I had slightly more trouble
finding my place in the libretto when she
was singing, suggesting that her diction is
not as precise or committed as that of the

tion. He developed effective contrasts of

Mussorgsky

Polidi Rads Natmcci

the Mackerras edition in a 1974 Vienna pro-

nova (1919-21) in a widely distributed

.

.

r

impact than Supraphon's tighter, drier

lem. Still, it must be emphasized that

telt (1908-17)-availability of Katy° Kaba-

hansen

tral sound of the new recording has more

The Vienna Philharmonic plays quite

Dead (1928)-and skipping for the moment
the weaker and more specialized Mr. Brou-

OPERA SHOWPIECES .

hz a
Polo. Flay1;7f,

beautifully (they had already worked with

Since the best way to approach the Jana-

A Proud Tradition.

convincing, and the bigger. warmer orches-

simplification of a complex aesthetic prob-

cek operas is chronological, proceeding
from the relatively lyrical Jen8fa (1903) to
the austerities of From the House of the

GIVE MUSIC.
GIVE ANGEL.

him to make everything audible in the
recording without modification. This is

ally being weaned away from this overgetting to know these works is worth the
trouble, for they are indeed remarkable in
their sincerity, directness, and craftsmanship both musical and theatrical.

\

5 37443
CLP/XDR Cassette

5.37437 (LP/XDR Cassette)
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a good new translation). London offers an
article by Mackerras and two slightly duplicative essays about the opera. evidently
prepared for the San Francisco Opera's
program book. What I do miss, however, is
the motivic analysis that was included in
the Artia edition of the Supraphon recording-a definite help in orienting the listener
to lankek's musical language.
MOZART: Requiem, K. 626. Anna TomovaSintov. soprano: Agnes Baltsa, mezzo; Werner Krenn, tenor; Jose van Dam, bass -baritone. Vienna Singverein. Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra. Herbert von Karalan, cond. [Michel Glotz. Hans Hirsch. and Magdalene Pad berg, prod.] DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2530

705. $8.98. Tape: A 3300 705, $8.98.
Mown': Requiem, K. 626. Carole Bogard.
soprano; Ann Murray, mezzo; Richard Lewis.
tenor; Michael Rippon. bass: Amor Artis Chorale. English Chamber Orchestra, Johannes

Somary. cond. [Seymour Solomon and
Christa Landon. prod ] VANGUARD VSD
71211, $7.98.

B

MozART: Requiem, K. 626. Elly Ameling, soprano, Barbara Scherler,

mezzo; Louis Devos. tenor: Roger Soyer.
bass -baritone; Gulbenkian Foundation
Chorus and Orchestra. Michel Corboz, cond.
RCA GOLD SEAL AGL 1-1533. $4.98.

They keep tackling the Mozart Requiem.
but the solution remains elusive.
One of these recordings. the RCA Gold
Seal (from Erato), can he passed over
quickly: It is an unacceptable amateur excursion into an area where the best profes-

sionals tread with fear and caution. The Introit starts at an excruciatingly slow pace.
the sentences fall apart, and all definition is
lost as this piece of musical dough slowly
spreads in every direction. Conductor Michel Corboz phrases and uses dynamics
that would have shocked the Cecilian Romantics a century ago: There are king-sized
ritards, there are cadences that in elderly
listeners could cause asthmatic seizure, the
mechanical thumping on the strong beats is
disconcerting. and so forth. The transition
to the "Lacrymosa" is a capital musical offense.

The Vanguard recording also suffers
from ponderous tempos. oversized allargandos (the one at the end of the Kyrie con-

jures up eternity), unimaginative phrasing.
and unattractive sound. Even Carole Hogan!. a musicianly singer. has difficulty ar-

ticulating properly at Somary's tempos.
The ensembles are wayward. partly he cause mezzo Ann Murray wobbles. partly

because the recording favors the lower
voices. Richard Lewis is the solid tenor. Michael Rippon the adequate bass.
Deutsche Grammophon has brought out

its varsity team. Herbert von Karajan and
the Berlin Philharmonic. but the results are
no better than most other attempts at this
great masterpiece and are at times really
disturbing. The chief culprits are the conductor and the recording crew: in some instances the former seems to he the victim of
the latter. The bass and the trombones are
too prominent, the choral sound is so vari-

able that at times one gels the impression
there are two choral bodies, one singing out
in the fortes and another cint.tint.t the piano

passages in the next room. The balances are
poor. and if I could use musical examples 1

could show you some curiously stacked
chords. The solo quartet is also poorly balanced, and occasionally even the three (superfluous) trombones are at odds among
themselves. And yet, don't we often see in
HIGH FIDELITY photographs of conductor,
soloists, and engineer deeply absorbed in
listening to the playback of what they have
wrought while the producer beams in the
background? Sometimes we can only wonder what it is they hear.
Nor is Karajan blessed with a first-class
group of soloists. Tenor Werner Krenn is

cautious and devotional when he should
sing out with a warm voice. There is only
one law in making music, whether sacred or

secular: Give it all you have. It is the conductor's task, however, to make the soloists

conform to it. Soprano Anna Tomova-Sin-

tov sings almost everything in a sort of
semi -legato, and she does not hit the high
notes squarely, but rather slides up to them.
Mezzo Agnes Baltsa is just passable. Jose
van Dam, the bass, is the most satisfactory
in the cast, but the four voices do not mix
well.
Karajan seems unsure of his tempos. The
Introit is too slow, making the chorus logy,

and there is a strange heaviness on the

strong heats; on the other hand the
"Recordare" is too hurried, and the subtle
dissonances caused by the suspensions are
lost. The "Confutatis" is too fast and rough,

the heavenly "Voca me" is distant and colorless, while the mystery of the "Oro supplex" is taken away by the unduly prominent trombones. At the triple exclamation
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"Rex, Rex, Rex tremendae" the chorus
should fairly explode, but the attacks are
not incisive enough.

1 could go on, but you get the idea: We
still await a superior presentation of this
long-suffering great work.

P.H.L.

MulSOKiskr: Boris Godunov. For an essay
review, see page 83

RAMEAU: Harpsichord Works (complete).
Kenneth Gilbert, harpsichord. [Heinz Wildhagen and Andreas Holschneider, prod.] AR-

2710 020, $26.94 (three discs, manual
sequence).

CHIV

Accomplished harpsichordists are much
more numerous today than they were, say,
ten years ago, and it seems virtually certain
that standards of harpsichord playing have
been improving markedly. It is especially
remarkable, then, that such performers as
Gustav Leonhardt, Alan Curtis, and Kenneth Gilbert have maintained and even en-

hanced their enviable reputations during
this period of increasing competition and
improving standards. Each of them-and perhaps others who deserve to be added to the
list-has consistently demonstrated technical mastery, a formidable scholarly back-

OWFSEN

ground, and thorough stylistic understanding, and each has made important
contributions to the harpsichord discography.

Gilbert's most recent claim to attention

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

BANG & OLUFSEN OF AMERICA OPARTMENT 11C 515 BUSSE ROAD

has been his British RCA series of the complete Livres de clavecin of Francois Couperin, each release of which has been greeted

CIRC_E 5 ON REACER-SERVICE CARD

with almost unanimous enthusiasm. Now
Gilbert offers a recording of the complete
harpsichord works of Rameau (using his
own new "Le Pupitre" edition, just published by Heugel), and the results are, if
anything, even more satisfying.

While for the Couperin recordings Gilbert used a modern instrument (a French -

style Hubbard), these new Rameau performances have been recorded on three his-

toric harpsichords in the collection of the
Paris Conservatoire: The Premier Livre

ED. GROVE VILLAGE. IL 60007
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(1706), Cinq Pieces (1741), and La Dauphine

are played on a 1697/1789 Dumont /
Taskin; the 1724 Pieces de Clavecin on a
1749 Goujon; and the Nouvelles Suites de
(1747)

Pieces de Clavecin (1728) on a 1761 Hemsch.
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The choices prove to be singularly happy
ones. One would be hard-pressed to find a
more sympathetic match of instruments
and music, and each of the three harpsichords possesses a richness and nobility of

Gilbert's performances are similarly

Some listeners, preferring a more pronounced delineation of the harmonic

stresses in such pieces as L'Entretien des
Muses and Les Soupirs, may feel that Gilbert is rather too restrained with rubato
JANUARY 1978
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wholly effortless and suffused with an al-

would have admired immensely. Les Cyclopes is quite grand, L'Agacante is appropriately saucy, and Gilbert handles the
contrasting indications hardiment (strictly)
in
(freely)
gracieusement
and
L'Enharmonique with exquisite sensitivity.

M .14
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sympathetic: so finely controlled as to seem

most Parnassian beauty that Rameau

6
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tone that eludes even the best modern
builders.
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and agogic accents, hut at least for me re
peated listenings made quite a persuasive
case for his tasteful reserve.
My only quibbles are with the inconsistent treatment of repeats. the tendency of
some mordents to appear before the beat.

65067). And with the obvious advantage of
a really virtuoso orchestra and contemporary stereo, what more could one ask?
On first hearing I did have something
more to ask: I wished that Davis had adhered more closely to Schneevoiges interpretive game plan (which presumably bore
the composer's stamp of approval). For the
most part he does. Davis' opening movement is ideal-crisp and unforced where so
many others (Karajan, Berglund, Collins)

and a couple of instances of awkward
inegolite. (Surely Gilbert's exaggerated
pointe treatment is inappropriate for the
tied eighth notes at the beginning of La
Livri.) These are small details, though, that

scarcely detract from the distinction of

are pretentious and overripe. The Allegretto of the second movement is recog-

these performances, which have been given
commendably natural recorded sound.

nized as the point of repose it is, but cleans-

It should be noted that the visual design
of the boxed set-the front of which hears a

ed of the Romanticisms with which too

gorgeous reproduction of the Hemsch
rosette-is most elegant, and the enclosed
booklet includes photographs of each of the

instruments and even some details of
soundboards, jacks, and knee levers. We

Murray Perahia
A great artist at the height of his powers

are also given a historical synopsis for each
instrument and some very fine notes (as far

than most performances), the formal di-

as they go) by Yves Gerard, translated by
Lionel Salter. It seems an unfortunate omis-

exactitude. Perahia observes all repeats
and plays all five of the extra variations
omitted from Schumann's 1852 edition
but posthumously reinstated by Brahms

sion, though, that there is no real discussion

of the individual pieces and the descriptive
titles.

S.C.

SCHUMANN: Fantasiestucke, Op. 12-See
Beethoven. Sonata for Piano. No. 18.

SCHUMANN: Papillons, Op. 2; Symphonic
Etudes, Op. 13 (with posthumous etudes).
Murray Perahia, piano. [Masatoshi Sakaida
and Andrew Kazdin, prod.] COLUMBIA M
34539. $7.98.

mensions are conveyed with patrician

with Clara Schumann's consent. These are
interspersed among the standard etudes, as
Cortot and a few other performers did, and
I could not agree more with this artistic decision. (Indeed this decision involved some
rethinking: The standard etudes had been
recorded in japan; the interpolated etudes
were done later in New York. Columbia has

matched the sound quite successfullywhatever disparity I imagined hearing,
knowing the recording's provenance, could
he attributed to tone color for musical characterization.) Perahia, incidentally, also

This is Perahia's finest recording to date.
and among the best piano recordings ever
made. All the qualities noted and admired
in his first disc (Schumann's Davidshiindler
and Op. 12 Fantasiestacke. Columbia M
32299) have mellowed into an absolute

again, in my opinion, the correct decision:
the earlier version has a trite central episode and rambles a bit.

mastery attainable by only a few pianists of

ity. The tone is authoritative, beautifully

any epoch. A great artist has been resplendently captured at the height of his
powers.

Perahia's performance of the engaging.
richly diversified early Papillons could not
he improved upon. The reading springs viv-

idly to life with all sorts of spontaneous sounding (but actually scrupulously considered) inflections and effects. His timing
and inner ear never desert him for a moment. and he maintains a remarkably crystalline. translucent texture, conjuring with

almost offhand (hut of course deceptive)
simplicity just the right sound to fit each
kaleidoscopic mood. The grace and rhythmic Clan of the C major episode. the sugges-

tive trumpet/hunting-horn sonority when
called for, the vernal freshness and hounding enthusiasm of the part that obviously

inspired Sullivan's "Three Little. Maids"
Mikado trio, and many more such felicities

speak with magical directness. Cortot.

opts for the 1852 revision of the finale-

As in the Popillons, the pianism is remarkable for fluency and beauty of sonorvoiced, and without even a hint of the percussiveness that afflicted Perahia's Fantasiestricke. In fact, the piano sound herefrom both sides of the globe-is richly atmospheric. far and away the best reproduction he has yet received.
H.C.
SIBELIUS: Symphonies: No. 3. in C, Op. 52;

No. 6, in D minor, Op. 104. Boston Sym-

many readings shatter its rarefied mood.
The main (Allegro molto) part of the finale
deftly combines the thrust and sharpness of
Schneevoigt with the menacing swagger attained at a broader pace by Beecham (a

twilight -era HMV shellac set for which
many British crit ics feel the same fierce loy-

alty I've had for the earlier Schneevoigt).

Where Davis parts company with my
(Schneevoigt-derived) ideal view of the
work's contours is to treat as a scherzo the
"Forest Murmurs" -like episode at the end

of the second movement rather than the
third movement. But a closer reading of the

score upholds his Sibelian credibility: it
now seems to me that the time -value
changes within the second movement and
the ambiguous Poco vivace marking of the
third justify either approach.

No rationalizing or rethinking is

re-

quired to appreciate Davis' Third. The first
movement has all the purposive stride and
juxtaposed elements of mystery anybody
could want. In the middle movement. Davis
opts for a slow interpretation of the cryptic

tempo marking-Andantino con moto,
quasi allegretto-and

I

prefer the dreamy

tenderness of his reading to the jaunty inan-

ity of nearly everyone else's. The constant
undulations of tempo in the finale are deftly
realized, and the symphony's climax (with
the chorale passage so musically braying
out over the carefully accented 6/8 rhythm
in the strings) is nothing short of stunning.
I needn't say any more about the previous discography of these two misunderstood and underperformed pieces. Davis'

performances speak for them about as
eloquently as I can imagine in this imperfect world. This is one of the great records
of our time.

A.C.

phony Orchestra, Colin Davis, cond. PHILIPS

9500 142, $8.98. Tape:so 7300 519, $8.95.
The darkly cushioned ambience Philips has

provided for the earlier installments in
Davis' Sibelius series is again in evidence

in the Third Symphony. but the Sixth-a
lean. cool. acerbically classical piece-has
been fittingly accorded a drier. lighter. and
brighter acoustic. Moreover, in the Sixth
Davis summons up the tonal sheen, glittering like fine crystal, of which the Boston

VERDI: Requiem. Leontyne Price, soprano;
Janet Baker, mezzo; Veriand Luchetti, tenor:
Jose van Dam. bass -baritone; Chicago Symphony Chorus and Orchestra, Georg Solti.
cond. [Thomas Z. Shepard, prod.] RCA RED
SEAL ARL 2-2476, $15.98 (two discs, automatic sequence).

Sir Georg Solti's account of this score is. I
fear, no more satisfactory than the one he
recorded nearly a decade ago for London
(OSA 1275). What was missing then is. in
my opinion, missing still: a genuinely com-

Novaes. Kempff, Richter. Arrau. and many
others have recorded this music. but Perahia's account might well he the most intuitive and perceptive of them all.
Perahia subtly differentiates between the
impromptulike grace of Papillons and the
more studied formality of the Symphonic
Etudes (in reality an expansive set of variations). While he gives the music plenty of
elbow room for expansive poetry (his ac-

in Symphony Hall. so Davis shares credit
for insisting not only on taut rhythm and articulation, but also on a chamber music texture in which woodwind lines are always to
the fore. This, then, is the most stylistically

prehensive view of the music, a sense of un-

count has far more color and flexibility

"right" -sounding Sihelius Sixth since the
work's first
recording.
by
Georg
Schneevoigt and the Finnish National Or-

chestra (available on Turnabout THS

meditation on ultimate truths invariably
becomes a richly emotional experience.
The present recording does not lack for
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Symphony is capable at its best. One needs
no fancy control -room high jinks to do this

folding spiritual drama.
What we have instead is a procession of
disconnected passages and isolated thrills.
A first-rate performance of Verdi's noble

brilliant effects, but because these are inciHIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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dental rather than part of an organically
conceived interpretation one remains unmoved. For myself, the characteristics of
Solti's reading-cataclysmic fortissimos,
sudden blazes of orchestral color (especially those achieved by emphasizing the
brass and timpani), drawn-out andantesmake for slickness and superficiality.
Solti is, of course, a man of remarkable
talents. No one could fail to respond to the
standards of orchestral virtuosity he has
That's right, a "Hi-Fi Hot -Line!"
Now you can call for quotes from
one of the Largest Hi-Fi Mail Order
Companies in the World'

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-638-3920
Send for our Free Catalog and
compare our Selection and Prices
You'll see how we got our name'
Over 75 major brand names

singing is much less certain. Indeed, his
four soloists make as incompatible a team
as I have ever heard in this music, the clash
of timbres at the end of the "Lacrymosa"

being highly disagreeable. Dame Janet'
Baker's narrow vibrato simply does not
blend at all with the other soloists' voices.
Most of the time she sounds slightly but
maddeningly under pitch. and in the en-

register.

Jose van Dam. too, lacks presence when

matched with the other soloists, and like
Baker he is deficient in the lower reaches of

his music. Unlike Baker on this occasion.
however, Van Dam shows himself to be an
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The s1.95
Tape

Encyclopedia

impressive musician. He phrases nobly and

sings with an appropriate blend of dignity
and feeling, whereas the mezzo seems to
have no idea of what, musically and interpretively speaking. she is supposed to he
doing-as witness such details as the wildly
exaggerated downward portamento on the
word "illa" at the beginning of the "Lacrymosa" and the ugly aspirates she employs
to deal with the low-lying ornamental passages in the "Liber scriptus" and "Quid sum
miser."

That Leontyne Price lacks the lower
voice necessary for the full realization of
this music, especially the final "Lihern me,"
is hardly news. As a comparison with her
performance on the seventeen -year -old Re-

1978 BUYING GUIDE TO
TAPE SYSTEMS is a complete
The

quiem conducted by Fritz Reiner (now London OSA 1294) shows all too clearly. time

up-to-date directory of all the major 8 -track, openreel and cassette

has not improved matters in this respect.

recorders; microphones; tapes;
4 -channel equipment; head-

of her upper voice. though much that the
soprano does in this area is still very beautiful. In many ways the most satisfactory of
the soloists is tenor Veriano Luchetti. The
voice is bright and forward and to my ears
decidedly attractive. though the tone has a
tendency to spread at the top in loud passages. Apart from an odd aspirate or two.
and the fact that in the "Hostias" he substitutes the rapid alternation of thirds for a
conventional trill, he is pleasingly musical.

phones and accessories.
Pros and Cons of each type of re-

corder, how to select the proper
tape for your machine, what to
look for in headphones and when
to use certain accessories. The
BUYING GUIDE also contains
technical articles on how a tape
recorder works,

using

basing

microphone techniques and a
glossary of recording terminology.

Nor has it presirrvpd unimpaired the glories

displaying a welcome attentiveness to
Verdi's dynamic markings.
Margaret Hillis' chorus is admirable. The

recording, while presumably arranged to

Send payment to:

High Fidelity
1978 Buying Guide
to Tape Systems
1 Sound Ave.,
Marion, Ohio 43302

[Ray Minshull, prod.] LONDON OSA 13124,
$23.94 (three discs, automatic sequence).
Tape: NM OSA5 13124, $23.95.

and on paper it looks plausible-all the

adequately felt. In terms of weight and
color she is especially weak in the lower

6 730 Santa Barbara CI . Balto Md 21227

London Opera Chorus, National Philharmonic Orchestra, Richard Bonynge, cond.

nificently. On the other hand, like so many
celebrated conductors today. Solti's ear for

stance and tonal color to make her presence
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London has tried an end run around the
formidable problem of casting Trovatore,
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Count di Luna
Ferrando

achieved with the Chicago Symphony.

semble passages she lacks sufficient sub-
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Luciano Pavarotti (t)
Graham Clark (t)
Wyntd(d Evans (t)
ingvar
(b)
Nicola! Ghlaurov (bs)
Peter Knapp (bs)
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which in this recording plays mag-
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accommodate Solt i's preferred brass -heavy

balances, is wonderfully capacious. Texts
and translations.
D.S.H.

VERDI: II Trovatore.
Leonora
Ines
Azucena

Joan Sutherland (5)
Norma Burrowes (s)
Marilyn Horne (ms)

principals carry at least some of the right
credentials. In execution, however, it just
doesn't go.
Perhaps it is pure coincidence, but the
singer who comes closest to making contact
with his part is the one cast member who is
grappling in the vocal trenches for which he

was trained: Pavarotti. Not that his Manrico is remarkable: He just passes muster
musically and makes almost nothing of the
role's dramatic challenges; he can't fall
back on sheer tonal heft as could such recorded predecessors as Pertile, Del
Monaco, Tucker, and Corelli (Manricos of

varying quality but all capable of generating heat through raw animal vigor): and
the serious erosion of his top evident in recent years-even the A flats are approached

with decided caution-has a pacifying effect on much of his work.

For all that. Pavarotti's is still the right
sort of voice, trained to produce the right

sort of legato and to project with some
strength in the right places. He does some
lovely singing in such comfortable, purely
lyric stretches as "Ah si, ben mio" and the
"Miserere," though even as a "lyric Manrico" he can't begin to compare with Bjoerling, heard at his commanding best in the
old RCA Trova tore.
Both Home and Wixell are disappointing, for I had hoped both might more successfully adapt their admittedly non -Verdian instruments. Part of the blame, I think,
is Bonynge's; his occasional penchant for
slow tempos not only creates some peculiar
sectional relationships, but underscores the
singers' technical unsuitability.
"Stride la vampa," for example, is paced

so slowly as to alter the character of the
tune (though when the music is later recalled it is taken at Verdi's much quicker
tempo). I might understand if the Azucena
were Schumann-Heink or Branzell, but in
Horne's case we get vivid evidence that her
chest register and the lower fifth of her head
register are neither powerfully enough developed nor freely enough integrated with.
the rest of the voice for this music. Since in
addition her top has lost the solidity of her

younger years, we are offered in effect a
catalog of her current vocal limitations,
without any compensating interpretive in-

sight-the crucial (and long, oh so long)
Azucena/Manrico scenes fail rather badly,
painless though the singing is.
Wixell has on other occasions used his
un-Verdian baritone to substantial Verdian
effect: if there is a better Simon Boccanegra
around, I wish he'd come out of hiding. But
he is really comfortable only from about B
flat up to E. at a flowing tempo and at forte
volume. Anything higher or lower, louder

or softer, may produce either conspicuously audible vocal adjustments or an
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Buy with confidence

overload of his already borderline vibrato.
Time and again one senses that even a

ci)

slightly modified tempo might have spared
Wixell considerable grief. Take the Count's
unaccompanied entrance recitative:
Bonynge is not the first conductor to set a
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Warren in his prime leaves Wixell wandering chromatically.
There are moments in Sutherland's Leo-

nora-florid ones. naturally-that prompt

0

fantasies of what she might have done had
she chosen long ago to structure her voice

for this kind of writing. Her cadenzas, for
example. incorporate graceful trills that re-

mind us what this music can sound like
when it is showing off the singer's vocal
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strengths rather than spotlighting her
weaknesses. (We get a painful example of

the latter at the end of Act I, where both
Sutherland and Pavarotti have chosen to
end the trio on high D flat. Given the present
state of their voices. this qualifies as asking

for trouble.)
The problem is that Sutherland's voice
was never set up for projective strength, in
particular on top. and time has further reduced her ability to produce steady sustained tone. The upper transitional area (E
flat, E. and F) is critically insecure; every
phrase that passes through it-and there is
hardly a passage in the role that doesn't depend on it-is disfigured by the tremulous
sound. By cruel coincidence this area is the

SONY

(her response to "Tocea Ia none") stand as

55 watts RMS

an unintentional but gloomy rebuke to

per channel

what precedes.
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but once again the role emphasizes what he
can't do more than what he can. Verdi him-
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includes it. Otherwise I can think of no rea-

.
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basses-many of them of far lesser st at urewho have recorded the role.
Bonynge's conducting has the customary
virtue of his rhythmic firmness, but in addition to the tempo questions raised ahoy('
am bothered by a general lack of responsivi.

inflection, of shading and nuance. The orchestra is tidy enough. but the choral work
could be more effective. The men who impersonate Manrico's retainers produce an
unintentionally comic effect at the end of
Act II when they enter, proclaiming "Urgel
vivo!." to rescue Leonora: Bonynge's idea of
an allegro vivo is so lethargic, and the choral tone so drab and soggy, that their mood
seems funereal rather than victorious.
London offers a bonus in its incorporation of the ballet music that Verdi added for

$545

San s

wouldn't he required but that a "haritonal
clear what he meant: Although the upper
limit of the role isn't exceptionally high, the

SX-1250

160 watts RMS-

per.channel
at 0.1% dist.

Dual

front-line singer

....

...

STR-5800SD

w/built-in Dolby.

I wish I could be more properly grateful
for London's generosity in casting Nicolai

a

PIONEER'

nalfrooliarcci

most secure part of Norma Burrowes'
voice, and the clear E naturals and F of
Ines' "Dubbio, ma tristo presentimento"

self advised that
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son for preferring this set to its direct competitor, the uncut RCA set (LSC 6194) conducted uneccentrically by Mehta and cast

with singers (Price, Cossotto. Domingo,
Milnes. Giaiotti) uniformly better suited to
their roles; all make impressive contributions, and Price and Milnes are quite fine.
Among the cut recordings, I value more

when the flim and the gut have changed
places. In reading through the notes on

than half a dozen for various individual

his librettist, Christopher Hassall, as well

performances, but one of them, RCA's 1952
set (Victrola AVM 2-0699), seems to me in-

dispensable. despite limp conducting, for
the work of Milanov. Barbieri. Bjoerling,
and Warren. Trovatore may not have gotten much respect in intellectual circles in
those days, but on-stage a more heroic crop
of singers gave it a kind of respect it could
stand a great deal more of today.
K.F.
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AND MORE THAN 50 OTHERS
BUY THE MODERN WAY

Siegfried Idyll-See
Symphony No 7

WAGNER:

Bruckner:

BY MAIL-FROM

Gerald English (1)

Benjamin Luzon (b)
Malcolm Rivers (b)
Richard Van Allan (bs)
Robert Lloyd (bs)

discs, manual sequence) [recorded at performances, November 1976] (distributed by
Capitol Imports).

There was a time, not long ago, when Sir
William's popularity in this country.
a -building since the 1930s, was sufficient to

inspire an all -Walton night at the summer
outdoor concerts held in New York's Lewi-

sohn Stadium. It didn't draw the way

(;ershwin Night or Viennese Night did (no
hang-up at the hot-dog stand during intermission), but it happened. Around this
same time, Troilus and Cressida seemed a
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proportion of their attention that seems to
have been drawn by calculation of what

might "work"-the wish to "engage the
sympathetic interest of people today," to
add "another 'singers' opera' to the repertory." to select and alter elements of the legend (Hassall drew primarily on Chaucer) in
such a way as to make a tidy and tradition-

ally satisfying operatic structure. It seems
to have been important that the principals
he "noble," and that the inconvenience of
the previous versions' ultimate disposition

era dew: If nobility is what we are about.
then the ignobilities that reside in the principals (and make them human) cannot account for their downfalls. but must be externalized in the form of treacherous Other
People. who in turn cannot he allowed any

Janet Baker (ms)
Elizabeth Bainbridge (ms)
Richard Cassilly (t))

TOL SLS 997, $23.94 (three SO -encoded

Trade -Ins Accepted

as the notes of Gillian Widdicombe that accompany the new album, I am struck by the

Cressida
Evadne
Troilus
Pandarus
Diomede
Antenor
Calkas
Horaste
(plus smaller roles)

312-664-0020

Largest Selection of Top Name Brands
Phone Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours
(No Deposit Required)

composition of the piece left by Walton and

of the characters (not very noble, and not at
all stagily neat) be resolved into a grand -op-

Chorus and Orchestra of the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden, Lawrence Foster,
cond. [Christopher Bishop, prod.] EMI/CAPI-

STEREO COMPONENTS

balance nice to look back upon from a time

WALTON: Troilus and Cressida.

Department 217H
12 E. Delaware Place
Chicago, Illinois 60611
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the -doubt sort of recollection of the City
Opera production. The latter, like many of
the company's efforts in those days, had
flimsy scenery but gutsy performances-a

reasonable bet to enter the international
operatic repertory. It had been excitedly
greeted in its London premiere (December
1954), had been produced with some suc-

cess in Milan and San Francisco and
brought back a second season at the New
York City Opera, and was the subject of an
Angel highlights disc featuring Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf and Richard Lewis (35278/L,
deleted). In common with few other contemporaneous works, it called for the orchestral and production resources of the
grand -opera repertory company and contained roles that might attract major singers, without posing any serious threats for
an audience that could swallow Strauss.
For all this, the piece has not been much
performed. But, with some revisions by the
composer, it has recently been accorded a

second Covent Garden production andwith the aid of several outside funding
sources-this complete recording taken
from the live performances. The recording
does not really give the work its due, but I
sincerely doubt that its due is in any case
much more than a heartfelt "Good Try!"
I say this with some disappointment, for I
had some nice memories of the Schwarzkopf/Lewis disc and a mixed, benefit -of -

nobility at all. Thus, in the libretto the characters of Calkas and Evadne (and in a different way. the potentially fascinating one

of Pandarus) exist primarily for the purpose of extracting and tamping into neat
piles all the contradictions that might otherwise be found in the principals. We do indeed arrive at a simple conflict and a "pat-

tern of contrasted characters"-hut can we
believe in. or care about, any of them?
For my part, I cannot invest much in such

divisions of human reality, but could perhaps feel some of their force if the music
conveyed them with real bite and individuality. We would then have something like
the equivalent of the sort of strong sketch a
good actor arrives at early in role prepara-

tion, when he has found a plausible
"through line" and pursues it with energy,
but has not yet found the subsidiary colors.

the shorter spans of intent and obstacle,
that add up to a true character living a full
life. Sir William cites the model of Tosco,
with some reason; but if this is all he and
Hassall felt Puccini and Giacosa and Illica
achieved (not to mention other, more complete operatic fulfillments). then closer inspection might be recommended.
But on the whole, Sir William's music
takes hold of the libretto's character reduc-

tions only in a general way: Diomede
sounds martial. Pandarus has lots of curlicues, Calkas is given some sweaty declamation. For the leads, invention is somewhat more varied. I can tell that Cressida
feels sad and lonely several times, and that
Troilus and Cressida become excited when
making love. These are the best portions of
the score, but they are still not terribly specific or gripping: Who these folk are, and
what the qualities of their relationship (after all none of us make love without excitement-what else?) is left rather murky.
Some commentators have regarded Wal-

ton's settings for Pandarus as masterly

characterization. I suspect that Peter Pears
(the role's creator) may, like a good old-time
lawyer. have given a convincing flourish to

CIRCLE 16 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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a basically leaky case (snippets of his Pandarus. along with a somewhat ragged patch
of Marie Collier's Cressida. are included on
London OSA 1276. the Covent Garden -Anniversary Album.- now deleted). And I recall Norman Kelley making a showy thing
of the part at the City Opera. As heard here.
in a more ordinary performance. the writ-

ing sounds terribly obvious and stereotyped.

It is Cressida. I think. who is best served

by the composer. In each of her several
arias. Walton has found his way to some
aspect of her privacy. He presents these in
sequence. triggered by the developing dramatic situation. almost in the manner of a
Handel leading lady. It is a rather narrow
range of feeling he allows her. but within it
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he accomplishes some very lovely and
poignant lyrical shifts, with many refined
colors tipped in along the way. And once
hs love duet has gotten past its apostrophes to various abstractions, it contains
some evocative writing: I particularly like
the little instrumental dawn passage and

following solo for Cressida after the big
You -Know -What interlude-a good deal of
flailing and thrashing, that: I doubt that we
miss much.

Elsewhere, we have so much tired rhetoric. so many cliched gestures. The public.

heroic side of things (a side displayed at
length. I fear) seems to have stumped the
composer totally. He keeps signaling to us
hopefully. but the pathways are worn and
cur responses tire quickly. We soon begin
to predict which words will he accorded
what sorts of ascending repetitions: perish.
perish, perish: afraid, afraid. afraid: hitter.

bitter, hitter: lo-ove. lo-ove. lo-ove. In a
trice. we are scrutinizing the libretto's lan-

guage. and start to wonder if altars can
truly he senseless, or whether or not an
earthquake is a good thing for a departure
to he as drastic as-once this process starts.
an opera is in irretrievable trouble. Finally.
the only message all this elocution conveys
is a sort of Declaration of Importance. and

he suspicion arises that it is actually

empty, empty. empty and even pretty awful. awful, awful.
In terms of character perception and musical language. Walton pays the price for
his conservatism-the devices are too oldfashioned to fool anyone, and the listener
soon detects that all this does not really
possess the announced significance. If one
is out to contact a wide audience in clear.
direct language. one had better have something personal and urgent to say. as Verdi
and Puccini and their librettists did. If one
does not have much to say but wants the
audience to believe it is experiencing some-

thing significant. then one must select and
manipulate elements of the cultural code
whose content the audience (and the authors. for that matter) may only dimly understand but whose deeper importance it
will assume. and at the same time provide
opportunities for titillation in performance.
That was Meyerbeer's triumph. and in our
own time Ginastera's: The latter's operas
really have no more to say than Walton's.
hut the combination of musical language.
theatrical opportunism. and pretensions hi
psycho -symbolic insight (all borrol%

from yesterdays avant-garde in their respective fields and presented with the most
flamboyant emphasis) cleverly argues that
JANUARY 1978

Next time you plan a trip
to Europe, make sure you
visit the unique country.
Where can you find: Europe's blondest blondes?
Europe's highest geysers?
Europe's greatest glaciers?
Europe's largest waterfalls?
And where can you find moonlike craters where the astronauts trained?
More volcanos than anywhere else on earth? Historic landmarks of the
world's oldest continuous parliament? Celebrations marking Europe's
youngest republic?
The answer to a I of these questions is-ICELAND. Next time you plan
a trip to Europe. make sure you visit Iceland.
The only thing if may cost you is time well spent. Because you'll save
enough money on Icelandic's lowest jet fares to Luxembourg to pay for your
stopover in Iceland Or. you can hop over from New York or Chicago for longer
tours. See an erupting volcano. Take a cross-country pony trek.

Next time you plan a trip to Europe. asK your travel agent about
Icelandic Airlines. Or phone Icelandic Airlines. for folders about Iceland
and lowest jet fares to Europe. Ir New York State. phone (212) 757-8585.
Elsewhere in U.S., phone (800) 555-1212 for local toll free number.
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something profound must underlie all the
stagey excitement. though no one can quite
identify it. This is the sense in which "timeliness- is vital to a less -than -first-rate art-

work. Walton and ((assail didn't allow for
the windage. and fell behind even their tra-

ditional target audience by a good thirty

PHASE LINEAR
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The performance heard here is. on the
whole. a mediocre one. The most notable
thing about it is Janet Baker's Cressida. a

SONY

role the composer has reworked to her
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ings not always well balanced. The soloists

are distinctly recorded. though. and the
British EMI pressings are good ones. The
booklet includes the complete revised libretto. a synopsis. Widdicombe's thoughtful. supportive essay. and a scattering of
small -sealed production and recording -session photos.
C.L.O.

voice with a number of transpositions. The
changes in lessitura (as heard in a comparison bet %%awn these records and the old high-

lights disc) make surprisingly little difference: We lose a few high notes that had
more logic as effect than as music. and we
lose a trace of the brighter, more youthful
color that one feels should he in the part but
is not much emphasized in the writing any-

way. Baker is very much a middle -voice
singer, having command of neither range
extreme and lacking the color potential in
the rest of the range that goes with such ex-

tension. But the voice remains attractive
and solid enough within its technical limits,
and it is still a pleasure to hear her instinct
for vocal legato, her ability to project textual sense by singing words rather than diction-izing them, her grip on internal process

at key dramatic moments (she becomes
touching at some of the role's most dangerous junctures).
And except for the smooth -voiced Robert

Lloyd in the small role of Horaste, she is
alone in these respects in this cast. Richard

Cassilly has sung much better than this in
the past. in a range of roles stretching from
Don lose to Peter Quint. As heard here, the
voice has lost a good deal of its balanced
depth and fullness, becoming mouthy in the
middle and rather brittle and edgy toward
the top. Bright vowels are unpleasantly exaggerated. and he lends to solve the problems one phrase at a time. when what the
role's labored writing badly needs is a simplifying. unifying sort of musicality. (Lewis.
with less imposing vocal equipment. makes
more sense of it on the old record.)
Of the others. both Richard Van Allan

and Benjamin Luxon throw themselves
gracelessly al the ill -measured angles and
corners of their writing, chewing the words
hammily and neglecting the connective line
lhat must underscore such stuff if it is to
hive shape. The former's good bass voice

snoods in grumpy form: the latter's light
DISCOUNT ACCESSORY GUIDE

The recording's acoustic is strangely
boxy and dry. with the instrumental voic-

baritone is on too weighty a mission. Gerdld English. the Pandarus. has a somewhat
pinched tenorino of comprimario character: the role needs more. Elizabeth Bainbridge is a vocally reliable, unforced
1-:vadne, the best of these supporting singers.

Lawrence Foster certainly has the score
in hand, and secures generally good play-

ing, with some very nice solo woodwind

NELLIE MELBA: The London Recordings,
1904-26. For an essay review. see page 86
GILLIAN WEIR: French Virtuoso Organ Music. Gillian Weir, organ of the Royal Northern

College of Music, Manchester, England.
[Martin Palmer, David Slaymaker, and Robert

Walker, prod.] PRELUDE PRS 2507, $7.98
(distributed by Qualiton Records).
J.. L'Ange a la trompette. MIMIC Variations

sur un noel. Op. 20, Symphony No. 2, Op. 26. SAINTSACHS: Fantaisie. Op. 159. VIENNE: Feux follets. Op. 53,
No.3: Naiades. Op. 55. No. 4; Toccata, Op. 53, No. 6.

The new (1973) organ in the Concert Hall of

the Royal Northern College of Music at
Manchester, England, made quite a positive

impression on me when I heard Graham
Barber's Vista recording (VPS 1025) of
works by Karg-Elert, David, Demessieux,
and McCabe. Built by the Austrian firm of
Hradetzky, it is a sizable mechanical -action

instrument of fifty-one speaking stops on
three manuals and pedal, housed in a dramatically cantilevered case. The tonal design has an ostensibly classic basis. but the

commendably restrained voicing and, the
provision of complete reed choruses on
Great and Swell make the instrument surprisingly versatile in later music. It is still a
remarkable accomplishment that it proves
so convincing in this new recording of mod-

em French music, virtually all of which
was conceived for the rich sonorities of the
great Cavaille-Coll instruments in France.
Although I don't much care for Charpen-

tier's L'Ange a In trompette-that ostinato

figure at the end is just too silly-Gillian
Weir's new record offers a generally worthy
program, and a recording of Dupre's Sec-

ond Symphony is particularly welcome.
The playing is nothing if not breathtakingly
virtuosic, and everything is brought off
with tremendous élan. I sometimes thought
the tempos were pushed a bit too much (as
in the Saint -Satins Fantaisie) and was both-

ered by the lack of rhythmic continuity in
the Dupre Variations sur un noel, but the

work in the aria accompaniments. But as a
piece of musical syntax. his reading does
not compare well with the composer's own
in theexcerpts-again. it is largely a question
of seeing a section or scene as a series of
gestures and short -breathed movements as
against a single. lightly bound arc. Possibly
the recording method, which I assume has
involved piecing together takes of several
performances. has contributed to this im-

overall effect is exciting indeed.
The recorded sound is vivid and full-bodied. with only a small amount of distortion
in the loudest passages: being cut at rather
low level, though, the surface noise is a bit
more evident than one might have wished.
The program notes by Robert Walker are
disappointingly superficial, I'm afraid, and
we are given almost no information about

pression.

inexcusable.)

the organ. (The lack of a specification is
S.C.
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Prestigious presentation boxes. What

holiday gift for a friend or oneself
could be more apt than the first complete taping of Bach's exultant Christmas Oratorio? At last, the incomparable Richter version is available in a
three -cassette edition (Archiv Prestige
Box 3376 007, $23.94; with notes and
texts), which is not least rewarding for
the finest soloists of any recording to
date: Janowitz, Ludwig, Crass, andmost memorably-the late Fritz Wunderlich. The still robustly vivid 1966
engineering does full justice both to
them and to the Munich Bach Choir
and Orchestra, while Richter's read-.
ing felicitously reconciles the often
conflicting demands of stylistic authenticity and dramatic appeal.
Then, for ultrapurists who demand
period instruments, boy sopranos and
altos, etc., there is the Harnoncourt/

dialogue, more delectable than ever
(London OSA5 12104, $15.90; notes

controversy since it first appeared on
discs in 1969. It too is now given welcome, however belated, release in a

complete operas (Verdi's Macbeth
and Joplin's Treemonisha), two Archiv and three DG sets, one Archiv

Concentus Musicus Bach B minor
Mass, which has aroused so much

three -cassette Telefunken box
(4.35019, $31.92, with notes and texts).

The distinctively "different" sound
qualities here won't be to every taste,
but they italicize arrestingly fresh aspects of this mighty music that contrast sharply with those of the other
available tapings: the romanticized

Karajan/DG version and the rough
but exciting account by Corboz for
the Musical Heritage Society.

Both sets, like all tapes I discuss
nowadays, are processed with Dolby
quieting. The Telefunken release also
introduces the new TriTec technology
in which the chromium -dioxide tape

occasionally used in the past is re-

placed by an unspecified high -density
oxide that calls for chrome (70 -microsecond) playback equalization.

Not only Bachians, but Brucknerites, Mahlerians, and even Savoyards
can discover good -anytime gift boxes.
There is no current tape competition
for the Bruckner Seventh and Eighth
Symphonies enchantingly recorded

by Bohm and the Vienna Philharmonic (Deutsche Grammophon 3371
. And while there are
earlier (Bernstein and Mehta) cassette

027, $23.94).

.

.

editions of Mahler's Resurrection
Symphony, the new Abbado/Chicago
version, with soloists Horne and Neblett, is notable for its exceptional taut
control and sonic transparency (DG
. The
3370 015, $15.96, with texts).
.

.

soloists of the present-day D'Oyly

Carte Company, with Nash conducting the Royal Philharmonic, may be
no match for their illustrious predecessors, but they're stylistically adept,
and the theatrically vivid recording
makes their lolonthe, complete with
JANUARY 1978

by R. D. Darrell

enchanter isn't, and never will be, as
long as his recorded music -making
lives on to spellbind listeners of any
time anywhere in the world. Nevertheless, it's hard to realize that, while
there are some recent recordings still

to appear, as well as innumerable

older ones likely to be reissued, one of

the longest, most prolific, and most
provocative of all recording careers
has come to a close. For those of us
who have followed it all our listening
lives-alternatively or simultaneously

but, inexcusably, no texts).

delighted and infuriated-there is an
aching sense of personal as well as

Remembering reel connoisseurs too.

musical loss.

Even the open -reel faithful have
cause for holiday celebration. Besides
the recent Barclay -Crocker Musical
Heritage and Vanguard releases and

the recent Stereotape series from
both RCA and London, the promised
Deutsche Grammophon/Stereotape
series gets under way at last with two

and five DG singles.

I couldn't wait to hear first another
of the late David Munrow's invaluable legacies (ranking with last September's "Instruments of the Middle
Ages and Renaissance" on Angel cassettes): "Music of the Gothic Era," featuring the legendary Leonin and Pero -

tin Notre Dame organs with Ars

Antigua and Ars Nova motets (Ar-

chiv/Stereotape AR 2710 019 V,
$31.95; with thirty-two page booklet).

And everyone who shares my personal susceptibility to quintessentially Czech music surely will share
my relish for the Israeli Yuval Trio's

first -ever tapings of the poetically
evocative Dvorak Dumky Trio and
Smetana's heartbreaking Trio, Op. 15
(DG/Stereotape 2530 594 A, $9.95).

Thus the recorded legacy Sto-

kowski has left us becomes even more

precious. Of the latest additions to
that legacy, I have yet to hear the first

tape products of the Columbia contract that was to have run up to the
Old Sorcerer's 100th birthday: the Bizet L'Arlesienne and Carmen Suites
(MT 34503) and the "Great [non -Bach]

Transcriptions" (MT 34543). But I do

have the presumed last of his many
Wagnerian programs and the first
open -reel in a good many years: his
first recording of the Rachmaninoff
Third Symphony, which he premiered
in 1936. Neither of these ranks among
his greatest achievements, but each is
wonderfully characteristic. The sonically full-blooded if rather ineffectively Dolbyized Wagner program (a
Royal Philharmonic companion to the
London Symphony GOtterdommerung excerpts of April 1977) comprises
his last remakes of the Tristan Prelude

and "Love Death," Rienzi Overture,
Meistersinger "Dance of the Appren-

tices" and "Entry of the Master -

singers," plus-now most poignantly
of all-the latter opera's Act III Prelude and the "Magic Fire Music" from

Die Walkare (RCA Red Seal ARK/
ARS 1-0498, $7.95 each; no notes).

Onward and upward with RCA. Proving itself to be one old -dog institution

that can learn new tricks, RCA follows up its admirable recent cassette
policy changes (musically justified
side breaks and Dolby noise -reduction processing) with a switch from its

generally disliked "economy" cardboard packaging of the last few years
back to the standard plastic "jewel box" type. Among the earliest examples, I particularly like the first taping

of Tchaikovsky's Souvenir de Florence in its original string -sextet form,

spiritedly played and cleanly recorded by the Guarneri Quartet with
Boris Kroyt and Alexander Schneider
(ARK/ARS 1-2286).

Entry into Valhalla. I find it quite impossible to believe that Stokowski is
dead. And of course the incomparable

The Rachmaninoff Third, a quintes-

sentially idiosyncratic Stokowskian

reading in engineer Bob Auger's
scarcely less idiosyncratic multimiked recording of the National Philharmonic, is of course the same Des mar version, filled out by the Vocalise,
that appeared in Advent's deluxe cassette processing in April 1977, and it's
fascinating to compare that state-ofthe-art musicassette with the present

state-of-the-art Barclay -Crocker
open -reel edition (DSM D 1007, $7.95;
twelve -page booklet). Which format is

technically superior? Under ideal
conditions, I'd give the reel a narrow
edge; but in first-rate cassette playback vs. less than first-rate reel playback, the result would be reversed. On
average home systems, the two editions are likely to seem sonic mirror
images.
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Billy Joel:

Up from Piano Man
by Susan Elliott
ust after 'Piano Man' came out, i was like the
darling of the press. You know, they like to
pick up on unknowns and make them their little
heroes. I was new to the success thing. so I figured, 'Oh
wow! I'm King Kong-I'm great!' That was 1973. Now
it's four years later and I'm an old dog and I can't get
hung up in that anymore. 1 f a record's a hit, that's nice.

I just write songs."
It's a good thing Billy Joel has a record company
doing public relations for him. Because his own summation of his successful career as a singer. songwriter.

and keyboard player extraordinaire is. to put it mildly.
slightly off the mark. The twenty -eight -year -old "old
dog" has released four albums in as many years. two
of which have gone gold, with one-his most recent,
"The Stranger" [BAC-KBEAT. December 1977]-exhib110

iting more musical growth in one year than most
writers can consummate in a decade.
But understatement is his style. He's a musician
first, a live entertainer second, a recording artist third,

and a "rock star"-well, hardly. "It kind of throws the
record company off, because they think everybody is
dying to be a rock star, and when somebody doesn't
care much they think, 'Well, he won't play the game.' "
Part of this low-key attitude is due to the fact that
Joel has been supporting himself as a practicing musician since he was fourteen. The de rigueur piano lessons for the young suburban boy of Hicksville, Long

Island. started at age four and continued on and off
for eleven years. His keyboard technique would seem
to indicate long hours of arduous practice, but apparently that was not his wont. "It was a pain in the neck.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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As I got older I realized that if you're going to be a
concert pianist then you've got to practice six hours a
day and devote your whole life to it. You become a
high-strung maniac.... It just seems to be so competitive. It doesn't seem to be a lot of fun. And I wanted to
have fun." Since Joel senior was an amateur classical

pianist, playing boogie-woogie and stride was
frowned upon and was therefore "fun." "It was almost

forbidden-that's why I really got off on it."
Early listening experiences included the "crazy
Latin records" his father brought home from trips to
South America and the likes of Dave Brubeck and Oscar Peterson. His taste in rock & roll was selective: "A

lot of the records I thought were stupid. I liked Phil

"I signed a lot of stupid papers .
I signed away my publishing
and my copyrights. . ."
.

.

.

Spector records, the old Sam & Dave stuff, James
Brown, Otis Redding...." The most influential were
the Beatles. In fact, it was about the time that they
broke here in 1964 that Joel joined the Echoes and became part of the one -band -per -block Long Island cir-

cuit. Their instrumentation was standard mid-Six-

ties-two guitars. bass, and drums-with one
significant exception: Billy's piano. "We had a card`Jim, Steve. Bill .. . rock & roll for all occasions.' " As it

turned out, there was only one drawback to starting
early: Working until 3 a.m. made it hard for him to get

up in the morning, and he didn't graduate from high
school.

Soon after the Echoes had changed their name to

the Lost Souls (perhaps indicating how they were
doing). Billy joined a group called the Hassles on the

condition that he could bring the Lost Souls bass
player with him. His two years of blue-eyed soul with
the Hassles ended when he and the drummer split off
to form a hard -rock duo. appropriately named Attila.
At this point, Joel. who was accompanying his own
screeching vocals on organ. had covered the full spectrum: classical to jazz to rock to soul to hard rock. But
the last stage was too much for him. "I said to myself.
'I can't sing like this all the time. This is crazy!' " So he
decided to retire from performing and devote his time
exclusively to songwriting.
He quickly learned that the only way to expose
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his material would be to record it himself, and in 1971
he signed with Family Productions. The result of the
deal was the album "Cold Spring Harbor" (now a collector's item), a six-month promotional tour, and a lot
of disappointment, since he never saw any records in
the stores or money for his band. As he describes it, "I

signed a lot of stupid papers . . I signed away my
publishing and my copyrights...." To this day, he's
still trying to get them back.
Although his first encounter with a publishing/
production company sounds like a fairly standard
songwriter's contract, the whole affair left a bitter
taste. His solution was to "disappear" by moving to
.

the West Coast. "I figured I'd just sit them out. If they
finally realized that they weren't going to get anything
out of me, maybe they'd negotiate a new contract."

It worked-for two reasons. One was that while
on the "Cold Spring Harbor" tour he recorded Captain Jack for a radio concert aired over WMMR in
Philadelphia. There was a rush of requests following
its initial airing. with no album or single available to
buy. The other was that Clive Davis had expressed an
interest in him for Columbia. Suddenly, Billy Joel
looked like an attractive commodity to Family Productions. so he and his new lawyer were able to negotiate a better deal with them. A large part of what he
had wanted was to sign with a major label. He almost
went with Atlantic, but Davis apparently rushed in at
the last minute with a better offer. (Kip Cohen. now

with A&M, did the actual signing since Davis had
been asked to leave Columbia in the time between
verbal and written agreement.)
So, in 1973, Columbia released "Piano Man,"
and Billy was on his way to being King Kong. The album went gold with the help of its single of the same
title. and Cashbox named him Best New Male Vocalist of 1974. That single's raw material came from his

six-month gig at the Executive Lounge in Los Angeles. taken on while waiting out Family.
"It's nine o'clock on a Saturday.
The regular crowd shuffles inThere's an old man sitting next to me
Makin' love to his tonic and gin."*

In the song's chorus the bar's clientele implores him to
"sing us a song, you're the piano man." A nice song,
sure. But also a terrific marketing hook. And with the
piano featured on every cut of the album. it became
III

Joel's identity tag for the press and the industry.
But it was a limiting image. The honeymoon with
Piano Man wouldn't last forever, and he knew it. Joel

is an eclectic and spontaneous writer: he likes to
change. But since the keyboard formula had worked
so well the first time, producer Michael Stewart de-

cided to do it again the second. This time, it didn't
work. "Streetlight Serenade." released in '74. has been
the least successful of his four LPs with Columbia. As
Joel puts it. "The second album can never be the thing
that the first one was." With the exception of The Entertainer, the cuts didn't come close to the strength and
drive of Captain Jack, Ballad of Billy the Kid, or Trav-

So the pressure was on: Either shape up or sink
into oblivion on the third album. After several unsuccessful attempts with Stewart to record it live, producer Jimmy Guercio was brought in, along with Nigel
Olsson and Dee Murray-Elton John's drummer and
bassist. Joel hadn't been too thrilled about using all
the king's horses simply because he still wanted to use
his own. But based on Guercio's reputation, he figured

he'd give them a try. Two months passed. and "it

el/in' Prayer. Joel also blames it on stretching the pi-

didn't happen." So he and Guercio flew to New York
and tried stock session players at A&R. Another two
months and still no sparks. Finally, Joel decided to
take his band into Ultrasonic studios on Long Island
and produce the album himself. "I had my own band.

ano's role too thin. "Each tune needed a different

They knew it cold. But I didn't want to argue with

treatment. Just because I wrote a song on the piano
doesn't mean it should feature the piano. It was their
idea of the image they wanted me to project."
In fact, he doesn't like either of his first two albums. "There's something very mushy and powder -

Jimmy. I just figured, 'Why don't you give my guys a

puffy about them. I like to rock & roll." And, significantly. he likes to rock & roll with his own band,
but Stewart had insisted on using his session people.
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shot?' "
He wasn't talking out of blind loyalty. The band's
contributions to "Turnstyles" (1976) helped to create

the musical breakthrough that Joel needed. Richie
Cannata's smooth. sizzling saxophone on the jazzy
New York State of Mind, Liberty DeVitto's Latino
drumming on All You Wanna Do Is Dance, Joel's and
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DeVitto's fiery rock & roll energy and technique on
Angry Young Man, and Doug Stegmeyer's less -is -

more bass playing throughout combined to create a
jigsaw puzzle of a masterpiece, and Joel's versatility as
a writer and performer came through unshakably for

the time and is a member of the "trunk" school-storing away bits and pieces that might not finish themselves until a few years hence. But he prefers to write
spontaneously. "The best stuff is the stuff that comes
out real fast," he says. (He conceived, wrote. and tin -

the first time. Production was detailed-each cut had
its own distinct personality. Piano was either ;Nay back

in the mix as part of the basic rhythm section or featured prominently, in which case it was stylized to fit:
'50s Ray Charles on New York State, sixteenth -note

"To be a musician
and to be making a living
is a miracle to begin with."

arpeggios on the gentle ballad Summer, Highland
Falls.

The material was stronger too. His move back to
New York in 1975 (which makes him one of the few

East Coast musicians to actually come

back from

L.A.) no doubt had something to do with that, because
the songs exhibited a kind of on -my -own -terms writer
confidence that was missing from "Streetlight." Say
Goodbye to Hollywood. in which he celebrates rather
than damns his move with a Phil Spector production
takeoff. probably serves as the most literal example of
that new confidence.
"It was like leaving a whole school of production
with the ten million strings and the dive -bomber ef-

fects," says Joel. "I just had this thought of the Ronettes with their beehive hairdos-'Say goodbah to
Holleewoodd.' " As it turned out, Ronnie Spector
(formerly of the Ronettes and Phil's second wife) later
did record it, "which was a gas. Wow-Ronnie Spector
did my song with the E Street Band. What more could
you ask for?"
Billy Joel is a funny man. You can see it in a lyric
like The Entertainer ("I know the game, you'll forget

my name/And I won't be here in another year/If I
don't stay on the charts"*) or in an arrangement like
He may be down on being a "rock star."
but he's way up on audience response and on enter Say Goodbye.

"This was the first producer
I ever worked with that I didn't
have to go in and
battle to use my own band."
taining people. "I'll see some people who are middle-

aged sitting there, and I'll see some old ladies who
liked Piano Man or something. ... And then we get
yeahhh!'these rock & roll rowdies-`Go Billeeee
drinkin' beer. And then you'll see these fourteen -year -

old little girls running up to the stage...."
Joel tours nine months out of the year, in part be-

cause he loves it and in part because-he claims-his
album sales aren't enough to sustain him. "My family
calls me up and they say you must.be rich now, you
must've made a million." But he says that since his
newest recording is the only one on which he owns all
the publishing rights free and clear, he isn't rich. He
also asserts, incredibly, that he's made a total of only
$7,000 on "Piano Man." "This is why I go on the road
so much. I basically make my living by touring."
In spite of that heavy performance schedule, his
writing shows no signs of neglect. He tries to write all
*41974 by Homegrown Music & Tinpan Tunes
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ished fifteen verses of The Entertainer while watching
The Midnight Special one night.) He calls himself Pi-

casso in comparison to Randy Newman. who takes
three years to come up with one album's worth of material. but he says that Stevie Wonder's reputation for

composing two or three songs a day "blows me

away." His most recent album was completed in five
weeks, with only four songs ready to go when he entered the studio. As producer Phil Ramone put it to
him. "You were on a high roll-you just went with it."
He writes either at the piano or-recently-with a
guitar. and surprisingly the lyrics usually come after
the melody even though they're harder for him. He
doesn't spend a lot of time worrying about coming up
with the Hit Single and will not record anything he
doesn't like. "I hear indirectly from the record company. 'He's very self-destructive. He keeps denigrating having a hit single.' I'm not down on it, I just can't
get hung up in it. Piano Man was the biggest hit, but

what does that mean? That I should keep writing
songs like Piano Man-'Son of Piano Man. Piano Man
Three. Volume Four'?"

The jazz groove of "The Stranger" shows him to
be about as far away from the step -wise bass line and
simple, repetitious melodic hook of Piano Man as he is

from its "mushy" production. That jazz feel started
with New York grate of Mind. "New York has a kind
of jazz influence on me, and I've been leaning more
into jazzier things to give Richie [Cannata] a chance to
blow." But it's just another area of writer exploration.
"I like to be eclectic. I'm pretty sure that I'm not going
to go further with it."
Given his penchant for live performance and his

opinion of the first two albums. it's understandable
that Joel is not heavily involved in or dependent upon

studio technology. The sparser production and
trimmed -down orchestrations of "Turnstyles" are indicative of this. "The Stranger." which takes its predecessor's ambience one step further with even tighter
ensemble playing and cleaner electronics, was produced under the cool hand of Phil Ramone. Ramone
is New York's recording guru. handling the albums of
such greats as Paul Simon. Barbra Streisand, and the

Starland Vocal Band and the productions of such
giants as CBS's television broadcast of Carol Burnett
and Beverly Sills from the Metropolitan Opera House.
And Joel can't speak highly enough of him. "He's as
crazy as I am. He doesn't come off like 'I'm the producer, and we're going to do it my way.' He's willing to
let anything happen in that studio. All these great musicians love Phil.... He can pick up the phone and get
Continued on page 121
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Arp & Friend, Inc.
by Jib Ellis
There are still musicians around who reach into
their side pocket and pull out a harmonica-but
then they'll cup the thing between their hands and a
mike linked up to 50 amps of electronic assistance.
The guitar has long since gone to electricity (or a mike
and sound system when the picking purist prefers hollow -bodied resonance), and even the human voice
rarely comes across the air waves without layers of vo-

cal overdubs and special effects. Music and technology have been living together for years. In the last
decade they have produced a legitimate offspring: the
electronic music synthesizer.
No longer thought of as a gimmicky, sci-fi monster, the synthesizer is today an integral part of recording. performing. and, in many cases, the composing

process itself. The synthesizer industry in the U.S.
alone represented some $17 million in sales in 1976,

with the 35% lion's share belonging to Arp Instruments in Lexington, Massachusetts. Arp's keyboards
are played by such luminaries as Joni Mitchell, Herbie

Mann. Stevie Wonder, and the Rolling Stones, to
name but a few. And this year the company enters a
new field with its Avatar, the first guitar synthesizer.
No wonder they're branching out-they did a little under $6 million in U.S. business in '76 and crossed the
Atlantic for the first time to make close to $1 million in
European sales. The Japanese -made Roland is the
biggest -selling synthesizer in Europe, but Arp's Odyssey. on the market since 1972, is the best-selling keyboard synthesizer in the world. Which is quite an accomplishment for a company that started out seven
years ago in Newton Highlands, Massachusetts, in a
cinder -block building about the size of a diner.

Founders Alan Robert Pearlman (hence Arp)
and David Friend outwardly seem as different as AM
and FM. Both are physical fitness buffs, and both have
professional backgrounds in engineering and music,
but Friend is very definitely the marketing man and

Pearlman the technologist. At twenty-nine, Friend
looks more like an attorney than a grownup child
prodigy. When he was eleven, he laid an electronic
path that guided a robot lawnmower around the yard

and back into the garage, where it shut itself off.
Friend was also the first person ever to graduate from
The author is a free-lance journalist based in Boston.
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Alan Pearlman (top) and David Friend:
a winning collaboration

Yale (1969) with a double major in music and engineering-which is how he came to the attention of
Pearlman.

Pearlman had experimented in music technology
throughout the Sixties while he headed (with Roger
Noble) a company called Nexus Research. Nexus
manufactured operational amplifiers for the Gemini
and Apollo space projects. but in 1967 Pearlman and
Noble decided to head in different directions and sold
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Nexus to Teledyne-Philbrick. Noble got right into
electronic music and founded Computone, which
makes the Lyricon. But Pearlman's first move was to
his other obsession-physical fitness. So he created a

company called Tonus in order to produce in film
about jogging.
The film was not a booming success, so Pearlman

went back to music and technology. Experimental
work with synthesizers was relatively widespread at
this time, what with the Mark II project (an early attempt to make a computer "talk") down at the Colum-

bia -Princeton electronic music labs in New Jersey,
Bob Moog's activities at Cornell. Donald Buchla's

electronic music "box," and Englishman Peter
Zinovieff's voltage -controlled Putney synthesizer. But
no one had actually created a performance synthesizer,

2500. the first performance -quality synthesizer.

The first 2500 was built by Tonus. It didn't become an Arp until later that year, when Pearlman's
initials, sounding somewhat musical. became the corporate name. (Friend's wife designed the logo.) The
2500 had been fitted with a drift -free oscillator-a patent Pearlman brought with him from Nexus-and matrix switching, a means of interconnecting sound mod-

ules through printed circuits that eliminated the
cumbersome jungle of patch cords. It was four feet
high by six feet long by two feet deep-and that was
just the main console. There were also two huge wing
cabinets that housed additional circuitry. It was not
exactly portable. nor was it cheap. The whole system
sold for around $20,000, though its creators were willing to part with the unit minus the wing cabinets and

and Pearlman could see ways around the technical
snags that were preventing his contemporaries from
coming up with one. For one thing, deficiencies in the
machines' circuit design were causing the oscillators
(which produce the basic tones) to drift badly out of

tune. The Buchla synthesizer, popular among the
avant-gardists, was not even set up for 12 -tone per-

formance, and could only spit out short "blips."
Moog's Model I, which Walter Carlos used on
"Switched -On Bach" in 1968, had a diatonic keyboard
and could indeed produce extended musical lines. But
the major problem with the Moog and the Buchla was
that the machinery had to be completely reset in order

to change from one type of sound to another. This
meant long tedious hours amid mazes of patch cords.
In Carlos' case, it sometimes took weeks to create a fifteen -minute piece of music.

"The famous Maxwell House
bleep -a -bleep -a -bleep -bleep .

. .

helped to bring it further into
the forefront."
To bring Friend back into the picture, we must
first introduce Lou Pollock. a Boston attorney and pri-

mary Pearlman backer. He was leafing through his
Yale alumni newsletter when he came upon a piece
about this '69 graduate who had majored in music and
engineering, now at Princeton working on his doctorate. Since the odd combination of interests coincided
with Pearlman's, he got in touch with Pearlman. who
in turn got in touch with Friend. Friend was growing
weary of graduate school anyway, so the Ph.D. was set

aside, and Friend teamed up with Pearlman and
Tonus at the cinder -block facility on Kenneth Street.
Friend's arrival, in 1970, added an artistic cast to
Pearlman's clinical habits of thinking. In brief, Pearl-

Odyssey row at the factory

enclosed pair of modules for considerably less money.
The 2500 was unwieldy and expensive, but it could be
played in concert, and-thanks to Friend's human en-

gineering-it could be played like an instrument.
Now all that remained was to sell it. Pearlman is
an intense, wry man with a good business sense-personable but shy. Friend has charm. sense. and technical knowledge. and is also very well connected. His
links begin with former clubmen at Yale and go well
into the upper echelons of the New York music world
where he made something of a name for himself with
a project he had worked on in college. This almost -in-.

vention allowed a composer to feed a programmed
presentation of a musical score by phone into a central
computer. where it was transformed into music. This
then came back across the telephone lines tbr the composer to listen to and/or record. It worked out to be an

awfully long run for a short slide, but Friend had
made his mark in the land of musical hotshots.

man combined information from the Buchla and

Armed with connections, information, and a

Moog units with his own in-depth knowledge of linear
circuitry (he was very close to a performance instru-

giant Arp 2500. Friend went off to New York to sell
synthesizers. The salesroom was a super -posh suite at
the St. Moritz on Central Park South, where he set up
the 2500 and began calling everybody he knew in the
music business who might be willing to shell out ten or
twenty thousand bucks for the latest thing on the market. Up until then, only college and university music
departments had been able to afford the few existing

ment by now), and Friend's "human engineering"
transformed the prototype synthesizer from a lab machine for scientists into an instrument for musicians to
play. This involved designing a control panel that was
easy to understand and quick to use in changing from
one tone quality to another. Thus was born the Model
JANUARY 1978
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prototypes. Pearlman and Friend were going after individual composers and performers for the first time.
The first paying customer was Ugo Toricelli. an
Italian industrial film producer who actually used the
2500 on some of his soundtracks. Pete Townshend was

the first rock musician to buy a 2500. and many commercial recording studios followed suit with the idea

of increasing their bookings. The Who, the Beach

"I put the 2600 under my arm
and made what was probably
the first sales call on a music store
in the history of
the synthesizer industry."
Boys. and the Beatles were among the first to use it on
their albums, and the famous Maxwell House bleep -a bleep -a -bleep -bleep television ad campaign helped to

bring it further into the forefront of the media/recording industry.
But its price tag was still too high for the average

working musician, and Friend had decided by this
time that they needed to come up with a synthesizer
that was small and inexpensive enough to be sold at
musical instrument retail outlets. "I think Al thought I
was a little off my rocker at this point." he says. "He
was also interested in getting a lower -priced synthesizer. but more because he saw it coming within reach
of the average high school-a market much more akin

universities' shrinking budgets. But Arp & Friend
were sailing clear because the bulk of their income was

coming from retail outlets-by now, fifty of them. The
conclusion of a public stock offering in 1973 enabled
them to continue widening their distribution, still using their own salesmen trained "their way" (all must
go through an intensive familiarization program at
the plant). It was also during this time that the twoheaded think tank came up with the first preset synthesizer-the Soloist. It eventually gave way to the Pro
Soloist. which was recently succeeded by the Pro/
DGX [BACKBEAT, November 1977]. The Soloist was
followed by the fully polyphonic String Ensemble in
1975. designed specifically to re-create the sound of a

violin section. Its success led to a symphonic keyboard. the Omni, which extended its predecessor's ba-

sic idea to include all sections of the orchestra. The
Omni. which has been on the market for just over a
year. is the company's biggest sales success to date.
But Friend feels that their latest creation. the Avatar.
will be the real show -stopper. He's been calling the
shots correctly since the beginning, so expect to hear a

lot from and about it in months to come.
Leaning against a windowsill in his office (he
rarely sits). Friend told me: "I remember picking up

to our traditional bread-and-butter university business.- In any case, they designed the 2600 model to

sell for $2.500-one-quarter the cost of a stripped down 2500-and Friend headed back to New York to
show off his latest offspring. But the posh exhibition
suite was a thing of the past: "I put the 2600 under my
arm and made what was probably the first sales call on
a music store in the history of the synthesizer industry." says Friend. His first stop as Manny's Music on

48th Street. and owner Henry Goldrich became the
first dealer in history to carry a music synthesizer. By
the end of 1971 he was joined by a dozen retailers
around the country, and once again Arp & Friend had
successfully broken new ground.
The 2600s sold as fast as the tiny plant in Newton

Highlands could put them out. Not ones to rest on
their laurels. our heroes remained at the drawing

The 2600-still going strong

board and in 1972 came out with the Odyssey. which
at the time sold for about half the price of the 2600.
The Odyssey was created specifically for stage use in
1i-ont of a live audience. and, according to Friend. the
control panel required the biggest contribution from
"human engineering.- For the first time. tonal
changes could he made almost instantaneously' and
patch cords were eliminated altogether. The Odyssey
is perhaps the most widely copied of the Arp models.

Stevie Wonder at Logan Airport in Boston back in

with its worldwide popularity testifying even further

set out to do: They have devised a quality means of
synthesizing music for a reasonable price. Pearlman
still runs six to eight miles a day. Sometimes he and
Friend discuss business while running around the
track at the new fifty -thousand -square -foot plant in

to its quality of design. Friend says it has remained basically unchanged. with a few circuitry improvements.
and he seems quite confident that both it and the 2600

will be around for some time.
By the close of 1972. the educational market for
synthesizers had receded considerably, mostly due to
I lb

1972. when he had his first 2600. I took him to the fac-

tory and worked with him for a full day in our studio
here. teaching him how to operate the controls and
how to play the instrument live."

Arps are now a staple for Stevie-and a lot of
other less well-heeled musicians as well, what with the
list prices running from $995 up to $3,195 for the big
2600. For Pearlman and Friend have done what they

Lexington. Keep pumping that fresh oxygen into
those bloodstreams and brains.

Hltill
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The Boys in the Band + 2:
A 1977 Retrospective
rr his year's record
1 releases and industry goings-on are best
recapped in the same
fashion that they hap-

pened: disconnected
pieces of experience.
both positive and nega-

tive. Here are a select
few of them.

PLUS: The birth of
BACKBEAT ... The diversity and consistent

quality of the cuts on
Fleetwood Mac's "Rumours" album ... The

Jim Melanson:
"If record prices keep rising, it's going

to make it that much harder
for new artists to break in."

rebirth of James Taylor's recording career ... Lenny LeBlanc and his partner Peter ('arr hitting the charts for the
first time with the single Falling... Karla Runoff proving to
CBS execs that she can sell records after an uphill fight to
get signed ... The individualized sides from each player on
Emerson. Lake & Palmer's "Works" ... The kinky. yet serious, playing of New Zealand group Split Enz (on discs. not
live) ... Settlement of legal squabbles between Bruce
Springsteen and his manager. allowing Springsteen to return to the studio ... The emergence of Peter Gabriel as a
solo artist ... The success of Mick Jones and the group Foreigner ... New respect given Record World's charts ... Debut albums from such acts as Waves. Malcolm Tomlinson.
and Chris De Burgh ... Eric Gale taking time out from studio work to cut his own LP ... Phoebe Snow's latest album.

"Never Letting Go" ... The late -year release of Eddie
Money's first album. (Odds are good that Money will be a
high roller during 1978 for both Columbia and his manager.

well-known concert promoter Bill Graham) ... Neil
Young's "American Stars 'n Bars" ... The Emotions' r&h
single Best of Mr Love ... Progressive jazz/r&b musician
and producer Bob James forming his own label. Tappan

market ... Walter Egan's Fleetwood Mac sound -alike qualitN on his first release ... Deardorff & Joseph's imitating the

Seals & Crofts sound ... The glut of punk rock releases.
most of which never deserved to be recorded ... David
Souls continued efforts to be a recording artist ... The
thought that Columbia will soon mount another promotional blitz for Bruce Springsteen's forthcoming album ...
Rock award television shows ... Continued boredom with
AM radio ... The death of LI \ is Presley and the turn his
personal life took in later years ... The formularized sound
of most r&b and disco records . Rowdy concert crowds ..
American jazz and blues artists still having to go overseas to
.

"make it" ... FM radio sounding more and more like AM
. Overly slick country music releases.
As for the future, my big hope is that the industry doesn't
price itself out of the average person's pocketbook. If record
prices keep rising. it's going to make it that much harder for
new artists to break into the spotlight. Musically. your guess
is as good as mine as to what's coming down the road, especially in terms of exciting. trend -setting sounds. The pabulum will be there. count on it. But so too will be music that is
really worth listening to -sometimes you'll just have to look
.

harder to find it.

Television's "Marquee Moon." -Gar-

Jeffreys' "Ghost
Writer." Bryan Ferry's
land

"In Your Mind."

Jimmy Webb's "El Mirage" ... what do these

albums have in common? Nothing but bril-

liance -and abysmal
sales. The list goes on
and on. adding up to a

sorry indictment of
American taste in 1977.

The sad fact is that.
more than ever. what

Ken Emerson:
"What sells, stinks."

Zee ... Mick Jagger and the Stones still being able to put it

together ... The half -steps of recognition given to Latin
music.

MINUS: The dullness of Fleetwood Mac's in -concert
playing and "Rumours" holding the No. I chart position for
that long ... The move to the $7.98 suggested list price ...

Continued shoddy pressings ... RCA not being able to
break the group Flame and its debut album "Queen of the
Neighborhood" ... With few exceptions (the group Pockets

among them), the lack of strong new entries on the r&b
JANUARY 1978

sells (pace Peter Frampton). stinks. Great music is being
made. but only a minuscule portion of it is being played on
the public airwaves and in the privacy of people's homes.
The situation resembles nothing so much as the early 50's.

before the advent of rock & roll. Less divides Rosemary
Clooney and Linda Ronstadt than you might think. and.
just as in the '50s. something's gotta give. The mounting
pressure has produced punk rock. and more power to it.
More power to anything that upsets the complacency of
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contemporary pop music and, even more important, the
complacency of the contemporary pop audience.
For that audience has lost its adventurousness, and pop
music is only as vital as the populace-which is one of the
differences between high and mass art. Yet the greatest artists. even by academic standards (Shakespeare and Dickens.

for example). have been those who have enjoyed a symbiotically energizing relationship with a mass audience. But
in this year of Elvis' death, the most creative musicians.
from Randy Newman to Johnny Rotten, are only cult figures (at least in America).
The sound of '77 has been a time bomb, ticking away
amid the doldrums of disco. "fusion" jazz. compromised
country. and rote rock. If 1978 doesn't explode and, in the

words of Parliament-Funkadelic, "tear the roof off the
sucker." the fault will lie with the masses as much as with
the music.

While the year's
best
album.

Steely Dan's "Aja."
strikes these ears as
both truly progressive
and genuinely popular
(it's selling faster than
any Dan set to date, de-

spite its ambition to

move even further

away from the mainstream). 1977 seems far

more an index of the
durability of '60s styles

than a watershed for
seminal new music.

Sam Sutherland:
"1977 seems far more an index
of the durability of '60s styles
than a watershed
for seminal new music."

"Max." Add to that list Peter Gabriel's stunning debut album. Mink DeVille's first. and a number of other runnersup from both new acts and revitalized veterans like James
Taylor and Crosby, Stills & Nash. What this all testifies to is
the longevity of what once seemed Totally Happening Now
and my own concerns about premature senility.
Village Voice critic Robert Christgau once pinned down a
pitfall for pop writers when he observed that close attention
to the mainstream inevitably drives the listener toward the
less accessible styles of the vanguard. Which may explain

why my personal favorites have to include Randy New -

man's "Little Criminals." Kate and Anna McGarrigle's
"Dancer with Bruised Knees," the Alpha Band's "Spark in
the Dark," and perhaps a half -dozen other albums that
probably won't get near the Top 50.
And, as long as I've already violated BACKBEAT's longsuffering editor's request to stick to just five strong works, I
have to pay tribute to Townshend and Lane's "Rough Mix."
and Joan Armatrading's "Show Some Emotion." arguably
the year's best solo work by a female vocalist, despite photo -

finish competition from Karla Bonotf. Bonnie Raitt, and
Linda Ronstadt. And Joni Mitchell's collaboration with
Weather Report, not released as of this writing, could also
rise to the top of that class.

rr he current crossbreeding of jazz
with rock, soul. and
disco has led many to
believe that true jazz
has become "popular."
But the sales success of

the kind of recording
turned out by George
Benson. Grover Wash-

ington Jr.. and Herbie
Hancock (when he is
not performing as a legitimate jazz artist on a
disc such as the first

of V.S.O.P.) does not

John S. Wilson:
"Even the reissue series
that seemed to be rolling along
so well in '76 slowed down."

New Wave. itself an increasingly potent emblem of listeners' (and critics) eagerness for sweeping change. has yet
to yield more than a handful of acts whose sensibility truly

updates the basic rock framework. My own tastes in that
area lead me to include only Elvis Costello's "My Aim Is
True" among the year's very best-and that record derives
its musical charm directly from '50s and '60s roots. Perhaps

Television or Talking Heads, the most impressive of the
U.S. acts I've heard yet from the putative punk/New Wave
axis. will follow through on their next albums. But the fact
that both appear uncomfortable with that tag is another
cause for caution in predicting any outright conquest by the
New Wave.
The most obvious indicator that '60s rock is '70s main-

stream pop is the year's landslide populist masterpiece.
"Rumours." which has verified that housewives now love
rock & roll. (That is not intended as a slur.) As this is written, the fourth single from the set is a smash, and my sources
predict the album may stay at No. I for the rest of the year.

with the label thinking about still more singles.
The same sort of conservatism-or to use a more accurate
phrase. orthodoxy-applies to Graham Parker and the Rumour. both in their collaborative LP. "Stick to Me." and the
Rumour's breezier but equally spirited debut on their own.
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mean that jazz is popular. Nor did the success of Benny
Goodman's and Artie Shaw's Swing versions of pop tunes
in the '30s and '40s mean that jazz was popular then. In fact.
the jazz -tinged pop music of the Swing Era made it even
more difficult for straight jazz to be heard. And that. to some
extent. is what is happening today.
It is to be expected that the extremes of jazz --the oldfashioned and avant-garde w ill have a limited. specialized
audience. But the middle ground. contemporary jazz. needs
strong support if all of jazz is to remain viable. Judging by
the current recording situation. it is no better off than the
Npecialized areas. In fact. in some ways the avant-garde and

the traditional arc faring better than the mainstream be use their followers, not expecting the major companies to
pay much attention to them. have developed their own outlets.

So significant jazz records were few and far between in
1977. Charles Mingus' "Three or Four Shades of Blue" celebrated the healthy return of a master who had been in de HIGH FIDLLI I Y MAGAZINL

cline. Similary. Dexter Gordon's "Homecoming" marked
the re-emergence of a star of the Fifties. But in general it
was an unhealthy year. Even the reissue series that seemed
to he rolling along so well in '76 slowed down. There is one

bright and hopeful note in Columbia's inauguration of its
Contemporary Masters Series. which includes releases by
Charlie Parker. Lester Young. Gerry Mulligan, and Miles

albums, Jam's "In the City," and the Clash's forthcoming
first, the energy generated could lift contemporary music
out of the morass that is most mainstream pop. We might
look like fools pogoing, but at least we're not tempted to fall
asleep.

The year 1977 will

Davis.

never appear in

This was the year for

punk rock signings
to a host of record com-

panics. Still staunchly
resisted by most radio

stations (particularly
the so-called "progres-

anyone's almanac as
watershed period for
contemporary jazz. Recordings by new and/or
young artists were few
and hir between: most
of those that did arrive

sive" FMers). punk

came in the form of

rock, or New Wave. is
the first time in a decade that publicity has
generated record -in-

selves and distributed

dustry response to a
genuinely new movement. (Although we'll
have to wait a year to

Toby Goldstein:
"This was the year
for punk rock signings."
see if it can actually make money.)
To no one's great surprise, it was an independent. Sire
Records, that staked its reputation and made the biggest investment, issuing the Ramones' second and third albums,
the first by Talking Heads, the Dead Boys. and the Saints. It
also signed many new bands from around the U.S. and Eu-

rope and arranged to re-release Patti Smith's privately
owned single. Piss Faciory, the first punk collector's item.
Warner Bros. has made a massive commitment to New
Wave by distributing Sire product and. most significantly.
by signing the Sex Pistols for what must have been a staggering amount of money. CBS is expected to make a similar
push with the Vibrators and the Motors, Polydor is trying to
break the Jam, and A&M has let the Stranglers out on the
loose.

How many young consumers will opt for safety pins and
black -leather -jacketed music is anybody's guess. The Ramones came reasonably close to a hit with their danceable

single SIzeena Is a Punk Rocker (the importance of the
single to punk's fate may be its most underestimated factor).

but many of the most raved -about LPs. particularly
Blondie's. have been sales disappointments. Is there enough

rebellion and desperation in America's sixteen -year -olds
for them to scream along with Johnny Rotten, "We're pretty
vacant and we don't care." or would they rather continue ro
smoke pot and thumalong with Foreigner. who did a cool
two million sales on1eir first LP to make them I 977's Boston.

Punk's disparagers find it easy to condemn a movement
that sounds rehashed and repetitious to them. Well, rock &
roll in its earliest days was a repeat -beat formula. Albums

like the Stranglers' "Rattus Nurvegicus" and "No More
Heroes." Television's "Marquee Moon." and Talking
Heads's "77" adapt the classic rock tradition to a totally
fresh outlook. And when it conies to the Sex Pistols' first, the

Dead Boys's "Young Loud & Snotty." the Ramones' three
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discs released privately

by the artists themthrough the always haphazard medium of

mail-order. One no -

Don Heckman:
"The most encouraging
development . . . was the persistence
of individual styles."
table exception was Douglas Records' five -LP collection of
New York loft jazz. "Wildflowers." Despite its problems-a
somewhat parochial viewpoint as well as some questionable
creative choices-it is the first fairly broad survey of contemporary jazz music to receive extensive national distribution
(by Casablanca). Equally important was Prestige's release
of a three -record set chronicling a complete 1969 Cecil Taylor concert.
"Crossover jazz" seems to have reached its peak. It has
already gobbled up the talents of such fine performers as
Freddie Hubbard. Donald Byrd, Bob James. Stanley Turrentine. etc. But its appeal-in financial terms, at least- has
not diminished and it is the rare jazz player. from Sonny
Rollins to Jaco Pastorius. who has not flirted with the lotsa
bucks possibilities of messing around with repetitious disco
rhythms. Even so. whatever "crossover jazz" may have represented as a jazz revival was obviously overrated. More re-

ceptivity to jazz in the form of a genuine renaissanci..? I
don't think so. Jazz reaches too far into the area of art music
to ever appeal to a lowest -common -denominator audience.

regardless of the occasional impact of transitory fads like
disco/jazz, jazz/rock, etc.
The most encouraging development of the year was the
persistence of individual styles. In New York and Los Angeles, the cities I know best, one could quite literally listen
to every imaginable kind of jazz. from hard-core Dixieland
through big -band Swing and into avant-garde. And despite
the lack of widespread distribution, most of that music can
be found on record, even though it might take an enterprising listener to seek it out. So. even if 1977 started no new
trends and spotlighted no new faces, a year in which the following was available can't be all bad: Acoustic jazz by the

likes of Keith Jarrett. Ornette Coleman. V.S.O.P.. and
Sonny Rollins: electric jazz by Weather Report. Chick
Corea. Stanley Clarke etc.: Dixieland: big -band revivals:
classic improvisations from Dave Brubeck, Jim Hall. Ron
(more...)
Carter. Lee Konitz. and many more.
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or less expected pleasures. A couple of new bands sold
well --Foreigner comes immediately to mind. But is theirs
the kind of music that will revolutionize the industry or the
nation's listening habits? Hardly.
Punk or New Wave is such a manifest joke that even its
greatest proponents are admitting it's a media hype. The

Which way did r&b

go in 1977? In
much the same direction as the people on

Main Street: every
which way. Any distinguishable trends were
mostly intensitications
of ones already in the
air: the development of
a black m.o.r.: a return

only ones who profit from it are the band members who get
work without having to learn their craft first and club owners who have found an inexpensive alternative to disco.

We keep hoping. 1977 finds us in the same, pleasant
straits as 1956 and 1963. It's time for something. But what? I

to the days when the di-

vote for a resurgence of rockabilly: Alan Price singing a

visions between jazz.
r&b. and popular mu-

medley that included Blue Moon of Kentucky and That's All
Right during a recent local concert was a good sign. Ray
Campi is active on the West Coast. and Robert Gordon is
generating some enthusiasm on the East. It would be lovely.
but I'm not betting on the outcome.

sic existed more in the
heads of critics than in

John Storm Roberts:
"Any distinguishable trends are
a black m.o.r... and the steadily
increasing influence of Latin."
.

.

.

.

The most important event of 1977 was Elvis Presley's
death. Not that it indicated the end of an era. Rather. it
brought Elvis back into the mass consciousness and onto the

air waves. where he has belonged all along. With luck.
people were listening and were reminded of what rock &
roll is supposed to sound like.

I

see aging men with
salon curls and co-

the hands and voices of musicians: and, perhaps most importantly. the steadily increasing influence of Latin idioms
(both salsa and Brazilian) on mainstream American styles
not just in the rhythm section but also in the front line.

caine sniffles and am
told they are outlaws.

The charms and pitfalls of black easy listening were
exemplified by Gladys Knight and the Pips's "Still To-

music. Thirty years

gether." with her delicious singing and Van McCoy's awful.
super -kitsch production. Among scores of Latin -influenced
examples of what I suppose we have to call fusion music. I

particularly liked the recent Mandrill album. "We Are
One." On the other side, signs of flexibility in hardcore salsa
included newcomer Ricardo Marrero's excellent "Time."

I'm not sure whether the cosmic Looney Tunes move-

ment spawned by George Clinton's Parliament and
Funkadelic is more than a flash in the pan. I liked "The
Clones of Dr. Funkenstein." but later spinoffs have got co\

the future of country
ago. true country -music outlaws roamed the
South. Alvin Edwards
and his Texas Rhythm
Boys sang of the lurid
joys of Benzedrine. Ernest Tubb shot up the

lobby of the WSM
building [which houses

the transmitting tower

and same -y.

Trends or no trends, meanwhile all sorts of people have
been making good sounds-hard and soft, aggressive and
laidback. Some of them have even come from those bloated
giants of midtown: Witness Candi Staton's marvelous "Music Speaks Louder than Words."

y am feeling unim.11. pressed:

Nothing

new and significant has
happened in 1977. For
the most part. develop-

ments between last
January and this fall
have been extensions
of what has gone before. Fleetwood Mac
came up with another
fine album, so did the

Carpenters. Loretta
Lynn. and Neil Young.
but they were all more

Todd Everett:
"I vote for a resurgence of rockabilly."
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Nick Tosches:
"The future of country music lies
in its maniacs, not its crossovers."
for Grand 01' Opry broadcasts]. And now what? Waylon
Jennings throatily invites us to sit cross-legged. stringing
daisies in the afternoon sun of Luckenbach. Texas. Live
fast. die young?
Outlaws are not the only ones who would have us return

to 1967. In her recent "Here You Come Again" album.
Dolly Parton bares her soul. Marin County style. Unfortunately. her soul is something not unlike toilet water.
This hickodelic trend will ebb in 1978. Waylon. currently
the .most successful country singer. will remain successful.
because beneath it all he's good. Dolly will be retired to a
home for the hopelessly poignant.
The single country album of 1977 that touched greatness
was Gary Stewart's "Your Place or Mine." a howl of whisky
and cheap sex that reminds us what country music is. was.
and always shall be: philosophy beyond reason, madness
and guilt. Much else was good. Willie Nelson's "To Lefty
from Willie" was a gentle. powerful tribute to the greatest

country songwriter of all time. Lefty Frizzell. Hank Williams Jr.. with "One Night Stands." showed again that he's
worth more than his overrated immortal father.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Country music's gravest sins of 1977 were the same sins it
has committed for years. foremost of which is the loathsome

ruining of talent-sometimes genius-by unfeeling, abysmal
technique. Nashville producers continue to encourage their
artists to record songs they will profit from. continue to approach the craft of recording as if it were a contest to recapture the Mantovani Sound. Mickey Gilley's "First Class"
and Moe Bandy's latest album. "Cowboys Ain't Supposed
to Cry" (which I burnt), are examples of incipient greatness
reduced to flatulence. The way Jerry Kennedy continues to
misproduce Jerry Lee Lewis. country music's sole living
genius. is criminal. What Billy Sherrill duesto Georoe Jones
is only slightly less grievous. As with rock & roll. the future
of country music lies in it maniacs. not its crosso ers.
I asked each of Back -

without killing each other in the process.
Although none of us had any idea of what the others
would be holding forth on. there seems to be one recurrent
theme: The Big Sleep. Basically. the year's releases brought

no surprises. Name acts continued to make good on past
success formulas, producers continued to water down their

subjects' talents in an effort to broaden appeal. ... Nobody's taking any chances and it's all for the sake of the Almighty Dollar. Depressing isn't it?
But who is really to blame here? Record companies are.
after all, in business to make money. Which quite logically

impairs their willingness to take chances-what sells

is

what's safe is what's recorded and released. But who determines the first link in the chain reaction? If market research
shows that America buys Barry Manilow then America gets

Barry Manilow. As Ken_ Don. Jim, and John Wilson all
point out. the innovative and worthwhile is out there. Gar-

beat's reviewers to state

land Jeffrey's did put an album out. and we did review it. But
America didn't buy it because America had never heard of

viewed the general

him-he just wasn't safe enough.
The picture is not totally bleak of course. What is selling
in 1977 is not all safe and comfie-cosie bland. Randy New man's new album comes to mind, so do Steely Dan's and
Billy Joel's. But though well deserved. these successes de-

frankly how thet

health of the popular
music industry, using
as their criteria nationally distributed LPs re-

leased in 1977. We
opted for this kind of
year-end celebration
rather than the usual

rive primarily from a stunning track record. heavy promotion, airplay. or any combination thereof'. What about

best of/worst of compilation because (I) we're
all a little tired of those
anyway and (2) the ten

about Waves? What about Wildflowers IV? They were

the new acts? What about the LP's that weren't handed to us
on media's silver platter? What about Fringe Benefit? What

mentioned in these pages. but we can't singlehandedly revolutionize the masses' buying patterns.
The point is that rock & roll's proponents have been soak-

ing up "the same old stuff" for long enough now to have
developed individual tastes and to be actively seeking new
sounds. (Do not be deceived by New Wave-much of it is

Susan Elliott:
"There is nothing more satisfying
than discovering

a new artist on your own."

simply media's answer to NdDoz.) The responsibility to
take chances lies first with the buying public-new acts cost
a lot less than big -name vinyl does anyway. Besides which,
there is nothing more satisfying than "discovering" a new
artist on your own-without having had your eardrums sat-

urated from airplay. without having had your eyeballs
knocked out of their sockets by full page ads in the Sunday
papers. The diversity of product out there is astonishing. It

personalities you see on these pages represent a wide range

of opinion and expertise which, when pooled, could not
possibly agree upon one comprehensive listing-at least

is simply a matter of getting up off of our collective duffs
and seeking and supporting the new and musically adventurous.

Billy Joel, Continued from page 113

with orchestrations relegated to the role of sweetening. The
basic track, which determines the arrangement. usually includes drums, bass. some guitar. piano. and the final vocal.

anybody to come down to the studio."
A quick look at the credits on "The Stranger" clarifies
that: Hugh McCracken on guitar. Phil Woods on alto sax.
Ralph MacDonald on percussion.... But Ramone had no

"I don't believe in fixing. We try to get as close to what it
should really be when we first lay down the basics. That's
the whole thing." And, while most of Joel's songs and final

qualms about keeping Joel's band at the core. "This was the
first producer I ever worked with that 1 didn't have to go in
and battle to use my own band." he says. He describes their
five weeks in the studio together as a party. "I never knew
any album could be fun to make. Before it was always very
clinical ... playing to this glass booth. Only thing is. I like to

be ... spontaneous. and after you do a song four or five

arrangements thereof do a healthy amount of key and key area changing. that is always an integral part of the song's
conception. never an arranger's crafted afterthought.
I guess you could almost call him a purist. He doesn't

need help in the studio: he prefers live performance: he
writes into. plays off, and depends upon his own band: he
always takes the same Bechstein studio grand with him on
tour: and at one point he even did away with a certain piano

times You start to lose the spark. Phil doesn't like to do too
many takes. He goes for feel."

pickup because "it didn't sound like an acoustic piano."

So does Joel. He always tries to do vocals live. "It's
more natural for me.... There's something between my

"I think I'm good at what I do and if you like what you're

voice and the piano. I don't think I sing as well when I'm not
playing." In fact, he just about does the whole album live.
JANUARY 1978

What counts is the music, not the trappings. not the success.

doing that's a big part of it. So what more could I want? To
be a musician and to be making a living is a miracle to begin
with. -
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Mike Boddicker. and Clark Spangler.
Mike Baird was on drum synthesizer.
and Abe Laboriel played bass. Stretched
across the stage was a marvelously color-

ful array of both old and new units. On
the far left side. Boddicker worked with
one of Bob Moog's original multipatch

Lee Ritenour on guitar synthesizer

synthesizers as well as an Arp 2600 and a

derwood (he had no title for it): despite

shiny new Polymoog. Next to him. Un-

the sound -system problem it clearly was
a work in which synthesizers were used
as synthesizers. not as simulators of other
instruments.
"I think that's the key thing to remem-

derwood played a Minimoog and an
Oberheim 6 -voice polyphonic synthesizer. Toward the rear. Baird thundered
away at a full set of drums that were augmented by the Sy ndrum. a new, quite remarkable drum synthesizer (see review
on page 127). Ritenour played a 360 Sys-

ber about synthesizers." Underwood

tems guitar synthesizer constructed

told me later. "These are instruments in
their own right. They're never going to
sound exactly like. say. a clarinet or a

around Oberheim modules. and. on the

violin. But they will sound like some-

39

far right side of the stage. Spangler

thing else. And part of the challenge of
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worked on a new Yamaha polyphonic
synthesizer. Only bassist Laboriel per-

using them is finding out all the new
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United Audio Products
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Venturi
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derwood. the group's inadequate rehearsal time prevented them from get-

ence with synthesizers in day -in. day -out

108

ting into anything complicated. Since the

nizing some of the hazards of those situations, he decided to be practical when

13

basic rhythm section was drawn from
Lee Ritenour's working band, three or

35
36
37

7
41

Wisconsin Discount Stereo
Yamaha Audio

122

7

formed without benefit of anything more
than a basic instrument.
Assembled somewhat quickly by Un-

things that they can sound like."
Underwood is a longtime veteran of

the Frank Zappa band and one of the
first musicians to gain extensive experi-

live performance situations. RecogContinued on page 126
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system. And a few more Quartz -Locked components
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system in the business, some big namt are trying
to equal our success.
You might, of course, be better off if they did copy
the Onkyo Quartz -Locked. Ther you'd have the system which Hirsch -Houck Labs said, "...was virtually

impossible to mistune .:.* A statement other independent labs have agreed with.
Onkyo's Quartz -Locked Tuning System is controlled by a Sentry Grcu it which reacts to your touch
on the tuning knob, unlocking Quartz -Locked when
you touch it for tuning; locking it when you release
the knob.
The system works through a quartz crystal con-

trolled refererce signal in constant comparison to
the IF frequency. Quartz -Locked detects and corrects off -frequency conditions so fast you never
even know it's happening. The result...continuous
maximum reception that's rigidly stable
Of course, we've had Quartz -Locked in our labs
for years before puting it on the market And, in the
little more than a year it's beer out, Quartz -Locked
has made a name for itself ...ard a lot of audio fans

Artistry ir Sound

coming off the drawing board row.
The best way to be sure of getting the Quartz Locked system that set the standard is to be sure it
says "Onkyo Quartz -Locked Tuning System:'

Perhaps it can be imitated. We doubt it can be
equalled.
ONKYO QUARTZ -LOCKED AUDIO EQUIFMENT
TX -4500 Quartz -Locked AM/ FM Stereo Rai giver
Power output 55 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8
ohms, both channels driven from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no
more than 0.1% To -al Harmonic Distortion.
TX -8500 Quartz -Locked AM/ FM Stereo Receiver
Power output 110 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8
ohms, both channels driven from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no
more than 0.1% THD. Dual Power supply.
T-9 Quartz-Lockee AM/ FM Stereo Tuner
Dual Gate MOS FET 4 -Gang Variable capacitor front end
with Usatle Sensitivity 1.7,N; 50 dB Quieting Sensitivity of
3µV; Harmonic Distortion: Mono 0.15%, Stereo 0.3%; Stereo
Separaticr 40 dB at 1 kHz.
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Continued from page 122

asked by NARAS to put the concert together. "I just called guys who were the
best synthesizer players around, and who

had different equipment." he said. "I
thought that was a better way to give a

real picture of what was happening
rather than to make some kind of ideal

synthesizer orchestration that really
wouldn't be reflective of what's happening on the street. I wanted the performance to speak for itself without running

explanations from us. If people had
questions about the stuff. they could always come up afterwards [which they
did]. but this way it allowed us to simply
show how you can make practical performance music on synthesizers."
Was the absence of other synthesizer
brands any kind of comment about their
relative value? "Not really." answered
Underwood. "We simply played the in-

struments we had." (Yet, clearly, the

tendency of L.A.'s professionals to
choose from the brands represented on

the program is about as good a testimonial as one could ask for.) "The major
units are all different, and they all do different things," he said. "Sure, they overlap, but each one-because of the design

philosophy behind it-will do things that
the others can't do. And that's one of the
things we were trying to demonstrate."
Certainly most of the performers were
enthusiastic about their instruments.

Drummer Baird was delighted with his
Syndrum, which he fed through an MXR

phaser for some of the most ex -

Abe Laboriel on nonsynthe-bass
126

LA. chapter president Bernie Fleischer makes the opening remarks

traordinary sounds this side of a gamelan
orchestra. Ritenour spoke enthusias-

tically about his 360 Systems unit: "I've
played a lot of guitar synthesizers. and I
have to tell you that this is the only one
that really does it for me."
With synthesizers becoming almost
unhelievahh common in television, fea-

ture film, and recording work (it's difficult to hear a string section these days
that hasn't been supplemented by synthesizer), information. instruction. and
exposure to new models is imperative for
the music industry. For those of us on the

West Coast, Synthe-Sounds '77 was a
big step in the right direction.

Mike "Pooh Bear" Baird at the Syndrum
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Instruments and
Accessories
when you get there, then release it to return to your original or A -section pat-

Three Different
Drummers

tern. The Programmable Drum Set's
memory can also recall an entirely different pattern with its own bridge at any
time.

Before my Sunday afternoon spent
Syndrum. Drum synthesizers are not particularly new, and there are a lot of conflicting opinions as to their relative effec-

tiveness. One of the problems has been
that most drummers work by feel and

cannot predict what they might need
from a synthesizer in the first place.
Enter Syndrum, developed by profes-

sional drummer Joe Pollard. It's an instrument that can be explained and used

quickly. Each of its four drums is
equipped with its own oscillators and its
own set of controls. The latter includes
SUSTAIN, which is specified at 10 milliseconds to 20 seconds; SNARE 1 and 2 for
"light rock" and "loose concert." respectively; SWEEP, which is switchable between up and down and controlled with
a slider pot; and VOLUME. Each drum's
vibrato is adjustable by means of RATE
and SPREAD faders and a three-way
waveform switch. Tone controls also of-

with this unit, I had never built a kit before. Being a recording engineer and not

an electronics technician by trade, I
made some pretty dumb mistakes-like
forgetting to install the thirty-six wire

nd rum drumhead

drummer: The unit is spectacular. Most
important, it is one that allows a drummer to move dramatically into the tone
and pitch area of a music ensemble. In

that sense, Syndrum may be the most

revolutionary of all the burgeoning
synthesizers. Cost for the set of four is
just under $2,000. and single units should
be available by February.
DON HECKMAN
CIRCLE 123 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

hear my creation in action, I neglected to
do so. I relate this simply to illustrate that

this is an easy project-if you follow indelightful results. Also, if you have prob-

lems along the way the manufacturer
will help you out. The completed Programmable Drum Set is an excellent educational tool and can be a versatile aid

and four AA penlight cells, and retails
for $79.95.

i

RED MILLER
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Tama Octoban Octave -Tuned Drums.
Here's something to add to your percussion kit that promises not to take up too

range of contrasting sounds, and the
drumheads are of the standard 8 -inch
variety and can easily be retensioned and
replaced if necessary. Syndrum, released
in June, has already been used on Linda

much room. Each of the eight drum

Ronstadt's "Simple Dreams." Carly SiPAIA Programmable Drum Set

that can be programmed for any combi-

nation of patterns by means of touch sensitive pads. First, you engage PROGRAM and choose your sound(s). By
working with REST (the only way to get
something other than a straight four to
the bar), ACCENT BASS, and TEMPO, you
can create your own pattern(s) over four
bars, eight, or however many you may
need. Since you'll probably want a new
pattern in the bridge, you touch RESET/
BRIDGE/ RESET/PROGRAM,

JANUARY 1978

pleted assignment, but in my haste to

rhythm section. It operates on one 9 -volt

attack adjustment. master volume, and
. headphone volume. The four identical
control modules provide an enormous

Ssndrum control modules

next to each step of the operation should
enable the builder to check off each com-

to the musician who can't afford a live

cludes four sensitivity controls for stick -

A subjective reaction from a non-

booklet now, I don't see how I could
have messed up so badly. Parentheses

structions-that is fun to do and yields
PAIA Programmable Drum Set. Not just
your ordinary cha-cha/rock rhythm machine, the PAIA kit offers a selection of
percussion sounds-claves, congas, bass
drum, snare. tom-tom. and wood block-

fer three waveforms, as well as coarse
and fine tuning. The master panel in-

mon's single. Nobody Does It Better, and
many other recordings.

jumpers. But when I called, the folks at
PAIA courteously pointed out what I'd
done wrong. Looking at the instruction

heads in the set are six inches in diameter
with the varied depths of the cast acrylic
shells creating the pitch differences. The
manufacturer tells us that diatonic melo-

dies (within one octave) can be played
when the drums are tuned to the same
tension. Cost for the set of eight is $695.
CIRCLE 122 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

in that se-

quence, and start afresh. During playback from the top, hold down BRIDGE

Octoban Octave -Tuned Drums
127

KEN EMERSON
TODD EVERETT
TOBY GOLDSTEIN
DON HECKMAN

JOHN STORM ROBERTS
SAM SUTHERLAND
NICK TOSCHES
JOHN S. WILSON

pulted him into the stratosphere. And

Graham Parker:
Born to Stand and Fight

Parker was the critics' "pick to click" for
the potentially explosive 1977, with the
perfect face for it-compact and mysteri-

by Toby Goldstein

means that he remains a relatively free

Graham Parker & the Rumour: Stick to
Me. Nick Lowe, producer: Mercury
SRM 1-3706, $7.98. Tape: O* MC R4
1-3706, Lod MC8 1-3706, $7.98.

ous in sunglasses. Yet there is no obvious
smash hit single on "Stick to Me," which

man. He can still sit in his tight little
but ride on the beat to leave the song's
overall sparsity intact.
As a result of several American visits

following the release of "Heat Treatment," Parker has incorporated a strong

Listening to a Graham Parker record
brings you about as close to the real
thing as seeing an A-bomb explode on
film. None of the three albums released
in this country (there's an English "official live bootleg" that is avidly collected)
captures the fervor of his wrung -out intensity, and it's doubtful that any piece of
vinyl ever will. Yet if his records are not
the equivalent of his in -person act, they
are at least high -quality substitutes.
Like Bruce Springsteen, the artist to
whom he is frequently compared, Parker
has a gift for writing songs of desperation

and orchestrating them with emotive
fury in stinging guitars and buoyant key-

boards. In "Howlin' Wind" and "Heat
Treatment," his first two LPs, he rails
against a world that threatens him. He
holds little faith in the niceties of trust,
patience, or romanticism, preferring to

New York strain into his scripts. New
York Shuffle and The Heat in Harlem, in
their respective portrayals of the speeding lunacy and aimless wandering of life
in the Big Apple, exhibit his gifts for authentic life-style re-creation. He gives
himself almost seven minutes to journey
past overflowing hydrants and tenement

stoops on Harlem, while the Rumour,
sounding like a machine motor, works in
tandem to rhythmically portray the beating -down sun.
"Stick to Me" could have been a highpowered exhibit of the pressures to live

up to others' expectations and make it
big the third time out. After all, Springsteen was a critics' cult figure until his

third release, "Born to Run," cata-

room, recalling Phil Spector as he writes
Thunder and Rain, or remembering a
particularly crazy night down at the pub

as he points a finger in The Raid and
asks, "Where were you when the raid
came?" "Stick to Me" is another chapter

in the diary of a private man who was
born to stand and fight.
Joan Armatrading: Show Some Emotion. Glyn Johns, producer. A&M SP
4663, $ Z98. Tape: MC S 4663,C 8T
4663, $7.98.

Joan Armatrading's first collaboration
with producer/engineer Glyn Johns on
her eponymous third album brought an already maturing and richly personal style

into sudden, sharp focus. Although best
known for his heritage as a rock architect
(Stones, Beatles, Steve Miller, the Who,
Eagles, ad infinitum), Johns has turned
increasingly to the frontier of mid -'70s
pop, working with subtler dynamics and
more varied instrumental styles. His re -

present events the way he has lived them.

His reward is a harsh beauty. An early
song, Don't Ask Me Questions, was Bibli-

cally vehement in its defiance of those
who conventionally accept their fate;
Pourin' It All Out, from "Heat Treatment," was a relentless assertion that
frustrations must be vented if one is to
survive.

"Stick to Me" is bound together by
similar elemental forces. In the title
song, Parker issues a warning to "stick to
me just like glue," while bassist Andrew

Bodnar and drummer Steve Goulding

(both members of the Rumour, his
backup band) pelt him with thunder that

is punctuated by screaming brass and
dissonant strings. This album marks his
first use of a string section, but rather
than watering him down it lends an
added moaning agony to a select few
cuts. Female backup singers also appear
on the reggae -flavored Problem Child,
128

Parker (in the shades) and the Rumour
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

then jump into the shimmering jazz momentum of the title cut. From there she
can cool down for a middle -of -the -night

ballad (Warm Love) and then rev up
again for an emphatic, muscular reggae

when a thinly veiled quote from the
Beach Boys's Good Vibrations pops up on
Golden Age of Leather. Two songs about

vampires and one about Godzilla are

styling of Never Is Too Late. None of

three too many.
Anyway, "Spectres" rocks but rarely

these transitions seems strained or calculated. Each of those songs and the works

rivets, and it lacks the emotional reso-

that follow establish their own special
flavor, verifying that her impact ulti-

BOC's last (and best) album. "Agents of
Fortune." The music seldom seems to be
coming from anywhere-from a feeling
or an intellectual concept at best. It simply hangs there like, well, like a spectre.
And the effect is more often hollow than
haunting.

mately derives as much from her writing
as from the arrangement's economically
drawn framework.

Johns's production is immaculate in
its recorded accuracy and spacious ambience, and each detail is rendered with
crispness. Yet the overall feel is still close

nance and surprising tenderness of

BOC has never worn its collective

cent clientele includes Georgie Fame,

ing candor, could generate a few thou-

heart on its black -leather sleeve, so it's
curious that the most striking songs here
are the most straightforward and, yes,
even sentimental. Death Valley Nights'
insistent chorus ("All I want is a kiss

Andy Fairweather -Low. and Pete

sand words by itself.

from you. babe..."), for instance,

Joan Armatrading

to the playing, never coldly technical
And Armatrading's mercurial persona,
moving as it does from tenderness to bits.s.

Townshend and Ronnie Lane. Armatrading provided him with a special challenge because her feminine sensibility is
stubbornly protected from conventional
romance by her musical toughness and
wide-ranging lyric ideas.
"Show Some Emotion" carries this inspired pairing to an even more stunning
level than "Joan Armatrading." preserv-

ing the earlier LP's emotional chiaroscuro yet refining and advancing the artist's musical presence as both vocalist
and guitarist. The new songs have more
of a true band feel, despite the various
combinations of keyboard players and

Blue Oyster Cult: Spectres. Murray
Krugman, Sandy Pearlman, David
Lucas & Blue Oyster Cult, producers.
Columbia JC 35019, $7.98. Tape:
4FOJCT 35019,i1jVCA 35019, $7.98.

is

simple yet affecting. But too much of the
album makes no impression at all. K.E.
Ray Charles: True to Life. Ray Charles,
producer. A [!antic /Cross -Over SD
19142, $7.98. Tape:MACS 19142, O TP

"Spectres" is a perplexing album be-

19142. $7.98.

cause it's hard to put one's finger on precisely why it doesn't capture the imagi-

To anyone saddened by Ray Charles's
"comeback" in a TV commercial for
blank tape, "True to Life" should sound
heartening indeed. Charles's relative

nation. Perhaps it's because punk rock
now makes much of what used to pass

rhythm sections. (Jerry Donahue-a
transplanted American who has been a

fixture of the British folk-rock scene
since the '60s-is the one constant, his su-

perbly restrained electric guitar performances moving nimbly from ornamental filigree to elegantly sinuous lead
work.)

Armatrading remains the centerpiece
of each song, though. her supple acoustic
lead and powerful rhythm playing holding their own in the often brisk, propul-

sive fabric of the faster cuts (the title
tune, Never Is Too Late, and Mama
Mercy) and taking over as the instrumental core of the sultry Opportunity.
And then there is that voice: a deep,
powerful contralto that slips cleanly into
a surprisingly wide upper range. recalling Odetta in its balance of timbre and
color. Yet her phrasing is far more flexible than that singer's, depending on the
material at hand. Efforts to pin down influences are probably futile at this point,
however, for she moves through a full
spectrum of inflections with a confidence
that goes beyond momentary echoes of
other artists.
Thus she can open the album with the
bluesy, half -growling love song Woncha
Come on Home, carrying its wry pleading
with just guitar, kalimba, and voice, and
JANUARY 1978

Blue Oyster Cult-missing the impact of past efforts

for hard rock seem pallid. But then, Blue
Oyster Cult has gone soft of its own volition. The success last year of Don't Fear
the Reaper (reprised here by the less than
incendiary Fireworks) seems to have en-

inactivity since the early '70s was compounded by his decision to form and distribute his own label, and the recordings
of that period were clearly hampered by
musical unevenness as well.

couraged them to attempt to broaden
their appeal still further by restraining
their riffs and emphasizing vocal har-

These new songs, by contrast, find him
in stronger voice than any albums made

monies with a distinctly wimpish cast.

program of standards, both old and new:
classic pop and show tunes by Rodgers

Or maybe it's because their fascination with evil, which used to be ironic,
has become merely facetious. "Spectres"

is a jokey album, never more so than

in the last decade. It's an unassuming

and Hammerstein. Gershwin. and
Sammy Cahn; some r&b; a version of
Johnny Nash's I Can See Clearly Now
129

New ... 100D 3 -Way
Curvilinear Enclosure System

THE DYNAMIC
DOME

that has been creditably transformed
from reggae into a charged Memphis

RTR interpolates a significant midrange

arranging styles is still somewhat disconcerting. The lean, charged r&b classicism

Within this striking, acoustically
transparent enclosure, lies an
exceptional 3 -way speaker system.
Entirely new. Totally RTR.

The 100D was conceived and executed

to display the new, technologically
advanced RTR midrange system. Vast
midrange capabilities are yielded by a

low mass 1.5" soft dome driver, single
layer voice coil and 3.4 lb. magnetic
assembly. This is the first dome system
to successfuly integrate smooth
response and broad dispersion with
outstanding dynamic range and transient
response. The key to reproducing music
convincingly!
This multi -faceted midrange crosses
over at 1.25 KHz to an RTR 12" woofer
which is so technically excellent that

it will neither destruct nor delaminate.
The deep, authoritative bass response is
uncolored and precisely defined.
Crossing in at 10 KHz, the solid state
supertweeter imparts extended
crystalline high end reproduction.

blues; and the Beatles' Let It Be.
His use of contemporary and vintage

of I Can See Clearly Now seems in-

of 1976-77 material, there is much to
look forward to, for it is a far better album than any sanctioned by Haggard in
recent years.
Some of his best have been of older
songs, chosen for worth rather than historicity, and sung with churlish devotion.

congruous alongside the lounge melodrama of Be My Love's overstated horn
charts. And the album's more energetic
medium and uptempo tunes make the
breezy cocktail -waltz treatment of Oh,
What a Beautiful Morning sound enervated. But these lapses are more than
compensated for by Charles's sustained
power and ebullient persona.
The defiant fervor that gives Let It Be

Here are Jimmy Work's 1955 Making
Believe, Hank Williams' 1950 Moanin'
the Blues, the Delmore Brothers' 1949
Blues Stay Away from Me, and Bob

its resilient gospel feel, the exquisite can-

songwriter and one of the greatest singers country music has yet produced. I'm
a White Boy, first released by Jim
Mundy, is certainly among the best of
Haggard's writing: a leering, happy, wise
song about white folks and black folks
that some will hear as another Okie from
Muskogee and others as a wonderful antitoxin for chronic wimpiness.

dor of The Jealous Kind, the good-humored street savvy of Game Number
Nine, and even the straightforward cover

portrait, reinforce the LP's feeling of
déjà vu to his '50s blues -based work with

Atlantic. But "True to Life" transcends
nostalgia to achieve its own character-a

character that, admittedly, shows the
singer's musical age but suggests his intact power as one of the century's most
distinctive and influential pop originators. In fact, this record is one of the most
reassuring surprises in some time.
s.s.

Merle Haggard and the Strangers: A
Working Man Can't Get Nowhere Today. Ken Nelson & Fuzzy Owen, producers. Capitol ST 11693, $6.98. Tape
OM 4 XT 11693, h78XT 11693, $7.98.

Wills's 1947 Bluesfor Dixie. In Got a Letter from My Kid Today, Haggard revives

Wills's obscure 1941 version of the Tin
Pan Alley original.
Goodbye Lefty is a knowing, loving

tribute to Lefty Frizzell, the greatest

A couple of songs fail. The title cut is a

damp handful of prosaic nonsense-the
sort that scholastic types and disc jockeys

savor. When My Last Song Is Sung is a
sacred ditty thit I don't think even Jesus
Christ would give a second listen to. But

I'm a White Boy and the older songs
make this one of the Haggard albums
that will live on, fine and undated, until
the end of time, when all that remains of
country music will be a can of stale hairspray.

N.T.

When Merle Haggard left Capitol for
MCA last year, one Capitol worker told

me that the forsaken company would
continue to release Haggard albums for
years to come, so great was the stockpile
he left behind. Judging by this collection

The Joy. Michael Stewart, producer.
Fantasy Records F 9538, $6.98. Tape:
*I 5 9538, Lod 8 9538, $7.98.

Back when Terry Garthwaite and Toni
Brown were fronting the Joy of Cooking,

groups with female lead singers were a
novelty. Now, just several years later in
the days of Fleetwood Mac and Heart,
there's no question as to women's ability
to (a) rock, (b) roll, and (c) sell millions
of records, even-as in the case of Joan
Baez and Joni Mitchell-older women.
Which should take care of any inquiries
as to why this album was recorded and

released. Brown and Garthwaite got
back together, evidently because their
personal lives were in order and neither
had managed to develop a solo career (in

spite of Garthwaite's expensive, pretty
nice album for Arista back in that company's early days).

Brown has the smoother, straighter
voice and does the somewhat larger
share of the duo's writing. Garthwaite
sounds like a light, jazzy Janis Joplin,
RTR Industries

For dealer list, write
RTR, Dept. HF, 8116 Deering Avenue
Canoga Park, CA 91304
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Merle Haggard-one of his finest

with a throaty quality that makes her instantly distinguishable. Usually they sing
together, with the voices skipping over
and blending with one another in a fashHIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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Brown and ferry Garthwaite

ion as appealing as it is unique in its
jazzy, almost scat, feel.

In a move that's as shrewd commercially as musically, the album contains a
couple of "outside" songs that the two
perform the very devil out of, particularly Van Morrison's Come Running and
Eddie Floyd's Ti! Your Back Ain't Got
No Bone. Both are well suited to (partic-
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ularly) Garthwaite's obvious r&b lean-

ings as well as to the instincts of the
backup personnel. That includes some
L.A. session musicians joined from time
to time by such Bay Area pals as Taj Ma-

hal and Elvin Bishop. Additionally.
there are tunes by some relatively obscure writers -Judy Mayhan's Wrap the
World and Ian Jack's On the Natop-

which indicate that Stewart and the
ladies have done some serious preparation for the LP. The originals are fine.
too, but may fall something short of becoming standards in the pop repertoire.
They'll sound good, though, if and when
we get to hear the Joy live.

T.E.

Kansas: Point of Know Return. Jeff
Glixman, producer. Kirshner JZ 34929,
$7.98. Tape:NINJZT 34929, 111QZA
34929, $7.98.

r.

Taking issue with Steely Dan's dictum
that "Hot licks and rhetoric/Don't count
much for nothing." Kansas declares on
its new album that "All these hot licks
and rhetoric/Surely do you no harm."
Well, the disproof is in the pudding: The
hot licks and rhetoric here are so much

hot air. True, they're not injurious to
your health, but they're not very interesting, either.

"Point of Know Return" disappoints
expectations raised by its predecessor.
"Leftoverture." The problem seems to

be that this time around the group's
JANUARY 1978
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Star -Crossed Lovers (a country singer who hyphenates!).
Mexican Love Songs, and Nashville, You Ain't Hollywood
are first-rate examples of literacy -in -rein, of country songs

Country

that don't read like rhymes from an elementary-school
autograph book. Hyphenate on, Linda, you intelligent siren, you.

BY NICK TOSCHES
Rex Allen Jr.: The Best of Rex. Norro Wilson, producer.
Warner Bros. BS 3122, $6.98, Tape
MS 3122, Lod M8
3122, $7.98.

This anthology, drawn from 1974-77, is a pleasant example
of a man who knows his limits. Our son -of -a -cowboy -singer

who has been groomed for hosting TV game shows sings of
love, mostly failed (Goodbye, Don't Say Goodbye, etc.), and
nostalgia (Can You Hear Those Pioneers. Cool Water, etc.)
two thematic crowd-pleasers. And on the back cover, we see
Rex holding a can of Budweiser and a cigarette, so there can
be no doubt: This is not Pat Boone.

-

IX)NNA FARGO
Shame on Me
lodt, the I Mc Single
11.0h n lodes Gone at Last
I 1.10'

I Netheririnie

Donna Fargo: Shame on Me.
Stan Silver, producer. Warner
Bros. BS 3099. $6.98. Tape:

M5 3099,V M8 3099,
$7.98.

I must admit that I am partial
to albums that feature on their

covers pictures of women in
hosiery. If Ms. Fargo were not
displaying her fine denier here.
would I still describe her music with phrases such as "Wag-

nerian assurance," "femininity beyond sex," and "emotional hue -storm"? Would I even have succumbed to listen-

ing to a song with a title such as Dee Dee or Ragamuffin
Man? Honestly I must admit: perhaps not.
Tompall Glaser: The Wonder of It All. Jimmy Bowen, producer. A BC A B 1036, $6.98. Tape: 110 51036A B,
1036A B, $7.98.

6

This album is a disappointment, for it has none of the powers that set Tompall apart from the mundane bulk of Nashville. Instead of his raw, manic voice, we hear him straining

to conform. Instead of his daring Texas -blues arrangements, we hear the Nashville Sound, about two steps to the
left. Instead of visions and epiphanies, we hear everyday

tropes. But I'll keep listening to Tompall's albums, for
someday the definitive one will arrive.

Linda Hargrove: Impressions.
Pete Drake, producer. Capitol
ST 11685, $6.98. Tape:INg 4XT
11685,V 8XT 11685, $7.98.

Linda Hargrove possesses a
sort of intelligence that separates her from most country
artists, many of whom feel that
two thousand years of lyric poetry has culminated gloriously
in Larry Gatlin's latest recorded etlort.
However, like most intelligent people, Hargrove is often
boring. That is why this album is such a very nice surprise:
132

Buck Owens: Our Old Mansion. Norro Wilson, producer.
Warner Bros. BS 3087, $6.98. Tape: En MS 3087,13 M8
3087, $7.98.

Anybody who takes out advertisements in newspapers begging his wife to come back home is okay by me, especially if
he's a country singer who dares to put Let the Good Times
Roll at the opening of an album and who dares to sing almost -sick love songs such as He Doesn't Deserve You Anymore and Let Me Touch You. Just keep singing them like
you do, Buck: she'll have to come back.
ti COME AGAIN

DOLLY
PARTON

-:-

Dolly Parton: Here You Come
Again. Gary Klein, producer.
RCA A PL 1-2544, $6.98. Tape:
WE A PK I-2544,VA PS 12544, $7.98.

This is Dolly Parton's second

post -Nashville album, and it is
as tragic and pathetic as a 1978
flowers -in -hair pilgrimage to
RCA
San Francisco. God's Coloring
Book is a not unrepresentative title. After experiencing this

dying fish of pious sentiment, one must admit that some
spirits are best unfreed.
Elvis Presley: Elvis is Concert.
Felton Jarvis, producer. RCA
A PL 2-2587, $13.98 (two discs).
Tape:(4% A PK 2-2587,V A PS
2-2587, $13.98.

Those who saw Elvis in Concert
on CBS -TV last October know
how bad Elvis sang and looked

prior to his death. This two -

record set represents the
soundtrack of that special, along with some live performances taped in June of '77. It is an inferior but morbidly alluring package. It's disappointing to hear him sing Jailhouse
Rock and Hound Dog so flaccidly. so empty of the fire of
twenty years ago, as if they were little more than My Way or

Hawaiian Wedding Song or any of the other Vegas floral
displays on this album. On the other hand, the several episodes of Elvis' Fans' Comments bear witness to his absolute
power, which puts him in the company of Christ and Hitler.
James Talley: Ain't It Somethin'. James Talley, producer.
Capitol ST 11695, $6.98. Tape:401 4 XT 11695, $1 8XT
11695, $7.98.

James Talley makes the type of country music loved by
people who believe there is a common bond between Kentucky coal -miners and the aborigines of Tierra del Fuego
people who took sociology courses and never threw away
their notes. Talley maintains such a titanic sense of social
conscience that his egalitarian odor can be detected at distances of up to thirty yards. The Brotherhood of Wimps has
a voice: gravelly, sensitive, boring.

-
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more gifted musicians, guitarists Kerry
Livgren and Rich Williams and violinist
Robby Steinhardt, play second fiddle to

hitdom in some cases. I particularly like
the ballads Baby Hold On and Jealousys
(sic), both of which owe obvious debts to

organist Steve Walsh, who doesn't

Stewart.

pound a note that Matthew Fisher and/
or Keith Emerson didn't pound ten years
ago. His style-all bombast and bastard-

Whether he'll be anybody's "next big
thing" is hard to say, but there's a good
chance. Money's manager, Bill Graham,

ized Bach-is overbearing and out-

is nobody's fool.

IJD

T.E.

moded. What's more. Walsh has assumed a major share of the songwriting
chores, and none of his contributions or

collaborations boasts the ingenuity of
Carry on Wayward Son, Livgren's solo
composition (and hit single) on "Left overture."
One song here declares, "I am laugh-

ing/As it's meant to be," but "Point of
Know Return" consists for the most part
of humorless homilies along the lines of,

"Don't hang on, nothing lasts forever/
But the earth and sky/It slips away, all

your money won't/Another minute
buy." The unnatural word order of that
last line epitomizes the album's pretentiousness and stupidity. And it's a shame,

because at their best these guys, as revealed in but fitful flashes (Sparks of the
Tempest is intermittently galvanizing).
K.E.
can play up a storm.

Porter Wagoner: Porter. Porter
Wagoner, producer. RCA APL 1-2432,
$6.98. Tape:1 A PK 1-2432...CAPS 12432, $7.98.

Here in Nashville, one hears many remarks about Porter Wagoner. Two are
agreed upon: Porter is crazy; Porter is
the only singer in Nashville who could
put a million dollars in cold cash on the
table by merely making a' withdrawal
from his savings account. Porter, you see,

may be crazy, but he's smart. Some say
he's bitter, too. Ten years ago he found
Dolly Parton and made her a star; now

Dolly's deserted him and become a

Dionne Warwick-heavy on the Airings

media darling.

many, out of the churches. And the

But Porter will survive, even as the
real Dolly Parton evanesces to something bland and grotesque, something

decorates and intensifies a

churches provide the best moments of
this album: On A Long Way to Go, she
catchy,

between Linda Ronstadt and Kate

slightly folksy melody, kicking and
nas.

Eddie Money is a former New York po-

Smith. Porter will survive, because he
will never try to be anything other than
what he has been since 1955: a country
singer, a hillbilly with a guitar. And I'm
happy that his new album is as good as

liceman who says he's wanted to be a
rock & roll star all of his life. From the

Dolly's is bad.
In his version of the ancient Hand Me

Eddie Money. Bruce Botnick, producer.
Columbia PC 34909, $6.98. Tape:
NI(

PCT 34909,013 PCA 34909, $7.98.

sound of his debut album, he's wanted to
sound a lot like Rod Stewart and a little

like John Lennon all of his life. In any
case, he's well on his way to wish fulfillment. Money plays keyboards and wrote
all of the songs here save one, collaborat-

ing mostly with guitarist Jimmy Lyon.
The tunes are good, as are the chances of

Down My Walking Cane, he plainly
growls, "I got drunk/And I got in jail,"
and makes vast comments on the new
pretentious ways of country music. Yes,
Porter has always transcended frail metaphysics. And he knows it.
The Funky Grass Band is built upon a
bunch of gossipy stories about country
music's old blood, including the time
Chubby Wise knocked off Hank Snow's
toupee with his fiddle bow. I Haven't
Learned a Thing is a killer booze song, as
good as any he's sung in the past. Crumbs
from Another Man's Table is about adul-

tery and desperation. Childhood Playground, written by Porter, is a reminiscence so honest it's almost scary. Disc
jockeys, that eerie race, are fond of asking the question, "What is country music?" If they played Porter's records instead of Larry Gatlin's, perhaps they
N.T.
wouldn't have to ask.
Dionne Warwick: Love at First Sight.
Steve Barri & Michael Omartian, producers. Warner Bros. BS 3119, $6.98.
Tape:IlVik M5 3119,9_1M8 3119, $7.98.

It's been two years since we've heard
from Dionne Warwick. Alas, "Love at
First Sight" is a limp return. Though
most people probably associate her with
Ex New York cop Eddie Money
JANUARY 1978

black pop balladry, she comes, like so

shouting for joy as she builds and intertwines with backup voices as tight as liaThe balance of the LP is sweetish ballads. heavy on the strings, laidback in the
vocals. This works on the title track and

on the country flavored Livin' It Up Is
Startin' to Get Me Down. ElseWhere the
ailment is pretty clear-a sense of same-

ness, gradually lapsing into tedium.
What's less clear is its cause. Warwick's
singing can't be faulted technically, and
her tone and phrasing are varied enough.
But her emotional intensity (or lack of it)

is too consistent, and the result is less
cool than lackadaisical. Given that she
has never been too good at transcending
her material, the question is: Does the final effect of competent listlessness stem
from innocuously banal production and

arrangements, or is she the one who is
just going through the motions?

J.S.R.

Barbara Wyrick. Clayton Ivey & Terry
Woodford, producers. Calliope Records
CAL 7005, $6.98.

Until now, Barbara Wyrick has been as
obscure a singer as she has been a writer.
Based in Muscle Shoals, she has managed to place a few album cuts and one
hit country single-Sami Jo's Tell Me a
Lie. She has also done some background
singing and cut a few song demos, and
even released a single or two under her
own name, with nothing much happen-

ing. Her current producers have managed to sign Wyrick to a label, albeit a
new one, and to get her first album released. It's a knockout, and letting it get
133

all, the art is kind of endearing. And where there is no surprise there can be no disappointment.

R&B

Cissie Houston. Michael Zager, producer. Private Stock,
PS 2031, $6.98. Tape: IFIN 5300 2031,Ig8300 2031, $7.98.

BY JOHN STORM ROBERTS
Ann Peebles: If This Is Heaven. Willie Mitchell, producer.
Hi Records H LP 6002. $6.98. Tape: NM 53576002H, X78357
6002H, $7.98

All Right! A rich, tough, flexible voice, intelligent song writing, and a tight band playing crisp arrangements all add

up to classic soul/r&b. No new departures and none
needed.

The new black m.o.r. works in various ways. This version
gives songs from Elton John to Burt Bacharach a treatment
compounded of contemporary gospel and rather steamy

mainstream balladry. At moments Ms. Houston gets so
soulful she's positively sticky, but her vocal brilliance and
the gospel -choir backups (almost totally neglected by r&b
these days) usually achieve distinction.
Grace Jones: Portfolio. Tom Moulton, producer. Island
I LPS 9470, $7.98. Tape: EN 2CI 94 70,W Y8I 9470, $7.98.

ftilleir 11011sillip8
YOU WE COME

A LONG WAY BABY

-,draNik

Elul MCR 4-1187, Low MC8 1-

Some things are silly, others are plain ridiculous. Ms. Jones,
apparently the latest disco wonder, is said to have many talents. Singing isn't one of them. While she's in tune quite a
lot of the time, she doesn't seem to have the slightest notion
that the lyrics might mean anything. Best track is La Vie en

1187, $7.98.

Rose, and even there she sounds almost as mechanical as

Esther Phillips: You've Come a
Long Way Baby. Alfred Pee
Wee Ellis, producer. Mercury
SRM 1-1187, $6.98. Tape:

To say that Esther Phillips con-

her clockwork -disco backing.

a

fuses style with mannerism is
almost lese majesty, but it's the
truth, as witnessed in particular
by her version of the Bessie Smith classic, You've Been a
Good Ole Wagon. She's at her best fronting a big band,
which she does on several tracks here, and her first Mercury
album does her more justice than ('TI records ever did.

Ray Barretto: Eye of the Beholder. Stix Hooper, Joe
Sample, & Wilton Felder, producers. Atlantic SD 19140,
$7.98. Tape:IINI CS 19140,
OTP 19140, $7.98.

BARRETTO
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER

Former salsa bandleader BarThe Sylvers: New Horizons.
The Sylvers, producers. Capitol

THE SYLVERS

retto has also been playing
.4!

New Horizons

ST 11705, $6.98. Tape: ME 4X T
11 705,C 8XT 11705, $7.98.

Any tendency to put the Syl-

vers down because of their
bubble -gum successes should

be resisted. Great Art it ain't.
but mass -appeal music with
gusto it is.
Narada Michael Walden: I Cry, I Smile. Narada Michael
Walden, producer. Atlantic SD 19141, $7.98. Tape: lre CS
19141,0 TP 19141, $7.98.
Don't we all? A mix of fluent guitar, the rather daffy Indian isms of California guru -rock, tight rock -oriented r&b, and

other graceful touches (including a moment of Mexican)
make for an album of surprising charm.

conga for other men's fusion

for years. His own version

moves between the Crusaders and the Fania All -Stars (recent version) in general ambience, with some strong Latin
and jazz references. Key question: Can tightness, craftsmanship, and intelligence compensate for lack of vocals in
Barretto's bid for the charts?
Ronnie Dyson: Love in All Flavors. Chuck Jackson & Marvin Yancy, producers. Columbia PC 34866, $6.98. Tape:
EIS PCT 34866, Low PCA 34866, $7.98.

Thee Svengalis to Natalie Cole's trilby strike again. Dyson
sings in what has become a classic soul style, and while his
phrasing doesn't float and sting like the best of type, he's a
hefty cut above average. Production is the Jackson-Yancy
double barrel: a mix of admirably simple and trendily cluttered tracks.
PE 3486 3

JE 34 8 3 5

THE JACKSONSIGOIN' PLACES
including
Goki Places

Do Whet YOU Vanna3114rent Kind OlLady
Find Me A G4Heaven Knows 11.44 You. GM

orme

4

The Jacksons: Goin' Places.
Kenneth Gamble & Leon
Huff, producers. Epic JE
34835, $7.98. Tape: 401 JET
34835,OR I EA 34835, $7.98.

What with those cute Jackson
kids singin' and good ol' Ken-

neth and Leon producerin',
ain't no danger the product
won't be as expected-right
down to Gamble's cracker-barrelisms on the cover. Still and
134

Nona Hendryx. Michael Sherman, producer. Epic PE 34863,
$6.98. Tape:101 PET 34863,
.3PEA 34863, $7.98.

The rock feeling here is so
strong I'm not quite sure it
really belongs in this column.
In any case, it's a fine, varied,
and smoking album, although
Ms. Hendryx is a much better
singer than she is a lyric writer. The jacket strikes me as less
evil than dumb.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

IW lost somewhere between the pressing
plant and people's homes would be a
pity.

Here are her current (as this is being
written) single, Left over Love, her own
strong reading of Tell Me a Lie, and six
other professionally crafted originals.
Also included are retellings of Luther
Ingram's hit If Loving You Is Wrong I

cians in the business; he's a fine jazz
player who is equally at home with Chet
Atkins (as he often is) as he is with Anne
Murray's band.
The songs are culled from the jazz and
country books, with Bill Monroe's Uncle
Pen following Neal Hefti's Little Darlin',

a version of Michel Legrand's

Watch

Don't Want to Be Right (also recently cut

What Happens, and Clifford Brown's Joy
Spring. Randy Goodrum plays fine pi-

by Rod Stewart, an apparent coincidence of good taste) and the Rascals'
Groovin' That last, though sung well

ano, Charles Dungey (who should get
more work) appears on standup bass,
Kenny Malone is the drummer, and

enough, may be the least successful cut

Bucky Barrett alternates lead guitar with

on the album, if only for its slightly
anachronistic lyric. Backing is by the

Breau. Janie Fricke is heard briefly on
vocals during Broken Down in Tiny
a 1976 hit for Billy "Crash" Crad-

usual Muscle Shoals musicians, who cer-

Pieces,

tainly know their way with a soul tune
and who sound here as though they're
working with an old-or young-friend.

dock and the least indispensable piece

Which. of course. they are.

Joe Farrell: La Catedral y el Toro. Ralph
MacDonald & William Eaton, produc-

I.E.

JAZZ
Buddy Emmons & Buddy Spicher: Buddies. Michael Niel ford. prod ucer.f7ying

here.

T.E.
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Joe Farrell has been one ofjazz's nonpareil saxophonists for as long as I can remember, but he has never really received

the attention awarded some of his less
gifted contemporaries. It's not hard to

Fish 041, $6.98.
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For reasons that all but defy rationality.
many Nashville studio musicians spend
what off -hours they can find playing a
kind of vapid pseudo -jazz. Flying Fish
Records, a worthy independent based in

vi
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AMPS
PRE AMPS
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Chicago, devotes a good deal of their
catalog to just such sessions; it's the
equivalent of Norman Granz or Orrin
Keepnews putting together a bunch of
jazz musicians, letting them blow for a
couple of hours, and then putting out
huge stacks of vinyl documentation of
the time spent. Sometimes it works;
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sometimes it doesn't.
This one works. Buddy Emmons is, to
many, the pre-eminent modern steel guitarist, developing techniques used by vir-

MIKES/MIXERS
COMPACTS

VIDEO DECKS
ACCESSORIES

AND MORE..

tually every contemporary practitioner
of the instrument. He was also one of the
first Nashvillians to record in a jazz set-

ting: On the sessions for "Steel Guitar

The new Dixie buyer's guide has arrived!
It is 108 pages of the finest audio equipment available anywhere in the U.S.A.
Buy from Dixie and we'll give you our
famous low -price guarantee promising
you can't buy for less anywhere In the

Jazz," which he recorded in New York in

the early Sixties, no one else knew any
country material, so they wound up playing Cherokee, Witchcraft, and tunes by

Sonny Rollins and Horace Silver.
Which, of course, says more for Emmons

than it does for Bobby Scott, Jerome
Richardson, and the rest.

Fiddler Buddy Spicher is generally

used to get a "traditional" sound on
country sessions and Johnny Gimble for
the swing and jazz sounds. Yet Spicher is
quite capable in this pseudo jazz idiom;
certainly more so than Vassar Clements.
another Flying Fish favorite. Of special
note here is guitarist Lenny Breau. one
of the most overlooked, brilliant musiJANUARY 1978

Joe Farrell-buried talents

understand, then. why he would have
jumped at the opportunity to make this
record, with its attendant pop -style production and big -market distribution.

Alas, his gifts have been misplaced.
Instead of the free wheeling, passionate
tenor solos that sometimes bring John
Coltrane to mind, Farrell gives us mean-

dering forays through strung -together
riffs that even a beginning jazz player
would discard. Buried in production that

country. How can
you lose? Send for
your FREE Dixie

catalog today and
save a lot of money!
DIXIE HI Fl P.O. BOX 6096 RICHMOND, VA. 23230

To ORDER call toll -free)
MOW 446-7925

HF-1

Please rush me your FREE Audio Catalog and complete
information. I understand there is no obligation.

Nam
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Continued on page 138
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HIGH
FIDELITY

BEST

CLASSIFIED

WORLD!

130 East 59th St., New York, N.Y. 10022
Phone: (212) 826-8393/94

CLASSIFIED RATES: 1 -time $1.20 per
word per issue, minimum $12. 6 consecutive issues -$1.10 per word per issue. 12
consecutive issues -$1.00 per word per issue. Words in caps -10e extra each.
Box Numbers: $1.00 additional per insertion to cover cost of handling and forward-

ing mail. Count 10 extra words for box
number and address.
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED AND DISCOUNTS:
1 inch by 1 column -$230. 2 inch by 1 column -$460. 3 inch by 1 column -$690.
Also 6 and 12 consecutive issue discount
rates. Deadline is two months prior to.publication date. Full payment must accompany
All copy for classified ads.

IN THE

Ela
1/4..

Order bums British Midspeaker cempeeeets direct at
discount prices. Build year owe by gladly ki-ti and disco
speakers. Save 50-70%. Seed today ter tree catalogue aid
tree constructional details et 5/7/10 element speakers.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
EXPORT DEPARTMENT A, SWAN WORKS.
BANK SQUARE WILMSLOW CHESHIRE.
ENGLAND SK9 1 HF.
SPEAKERKITS-Free catalog of professional quality
stereo speakers built from kits. SOUNDMOVE SPEAKERKITS. P.O. Box 236, Jericho. New York 11753.

3600" New UN Scotch or Ampex tape, 1054" metal
reel, 5 for $38.00. 24 page booklet on tape editing 806.
Soundd POB 338, Dunwoody, Ga 30338.

BUILD STEREO

SPEAKERS

WITH JUST GLUE
AND STAPLES.
Say-readbuilt
up

to 50% of the cost of

speakers by assembling Speakerlab kits. We've done
the design, carpentry and wiring,
leaving you only the actual installation of the speaker drivers. Most people take less than
two hours to assemble a kit. Illustrated, easy -to -follow
instructions check you each step of the way. (And if you
still can't finish the kit, well do it for you for just the cost
of return freight.)
When you're through, you have a high quality, multi -

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, in Its new issue (ft 10) takes
a critical look at two new "super -speakers," the Metronome 2 and the Infinity QLS-1. There's an in-depth analysis of a direct -coupled amp from Kenwood and four cartridges, Sleeping Beauty; the Pickering XSV-3000; the

preamp; the Swiss -made FM Acoustics 800A amp; the
Advent receiver; the Elac SLS-555E cartridge; the Satin
M-18 moving coil cartridges; the Dynaco Mk VI tube amp;
the Dahlquist passive crossover. We take a second look

at the Linn-Sondek turntable and compare the two
"Formula D 4" arms, the J.H. & the Mayware. For students of sound, we have a long interview with Robert Lud-

wig, America's best master -disc cutter. The Price: $12
(four issues); S13. Canada. Add S2 for first-class mailing.
Outside North America, $16 (air). The Absolute Sound,
Box 5, Northport, N.Y., 11768.

CHECK ROOM ACOUSTICS, STEREO BALANCE,
SPEAKERS, Amplifiers with White Noise Generator.
Better than Sweeper. $49.50 PPD. with application notes.
MICRONETICS INC., 36 Oak St., Norwood, New Jersey
07648.

Hi-Fi reps needed. Excellent Stock, Lowest Prices,
Friendly Service. No investment or obligations! Hi-Fi
Sales, Box 348 Dept H, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 (215) 5441465

PERFECTIONISTS PREFER DYNAKITS. BEFORE
Purchase You Owe Yourself Our Quote. MAINLINE IIH
971 Fronheiser, Johnstown, Pa. 15902.
PROTECT YOUR RECORDS POLY SLEEVES for jackets 96 Roundbottom record sleeves 76 Poly lined paper
sleeves 156 White jackets 356 Postage $1.50. Record
Supply House. Hillbum, New York 10931.

AUDIOPHILES WANTED!! Put your knowledge to use.
earn an excellent spare time income. We need campus
Dealers to sell name brand stereo equipment at substantial discounts in your area. No investment necessary. For
information and application please write: ABCO. Dept.
CR, 1201 East Main Street, Meriden, Conn. 06450. Call
(203) 238-7979.

SAVE 50% build your own speaker system. Write
McGee Radio Electronics, 1901 McGee Street, Kansas
City, Missouri 64108.
STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!! LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES!!! OVER 100 BRANDS!!! KRASCO.
998 Orange Ave.. West Haven, Conn. 06516

New Lambda Series from

SpeakerKit

Write

detail*.

SpeakerKit Box 12HF, Menomonre. WI 54751

136

Now ... from the only authorized dis-

tributor of RECTILINEAR SPEAKER
KITS you can save a bundle by sim-

ply putting together the assembled
components. You DO NOT have to
do any wiring or soldering. The units
are fully assembled and TESTED at
the factory in Semi -Kit -Form.
.

"".

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!! Earn more than just
spare money in your spare time. We need campus representatives to sell name brand stereo components at discount prices in your area. No investment required. Serious inquiries only, please. Contact: Mail Order Dept., K&L

Sound Services Co., 75 No. Beacon St., Watertown,
Mass. 02172. (617) 926-6100.

DON'T YOU HATE THAT UGLY PLASTIC RECORD
CLEANER sitting on your beautiful turntable? Write DESIGN ALTERNATIVES, 825 W. Boyce. Ft. Worth, Texas
76115.

NEW AMPEX TAPE. No flaws. 641-1800' 10 for $3.00
postpaid! Free brochure. Jon Schaffer, 8468 Benjamin,
Huntington Beach, Calif. 92647

EST prices. Write for free catalog. 10 W. Chestnut St.,
Washington. Penna. 15301.

OPERATIC T-SHIRTS: CARUSO, PAVAROTTI, CAL LAS: $5.98 plus S1. ea. postage/handling; $20
. postpaid all three (sizes -s -m -I). Villella's, 5992 Engle Road,
Brook Park, Ohio 44142.

REPLACEMENT STYLI -BEST DEALS. DIAFIX, Box
762, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL 352: PERFECT CONDITION
factory -certification; photographs and details; write: The
Caionic Foundation, 2830 NW Twelfth Ave., Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. 33311.
TAPE HEAD CLEANER, 8 OZ., AND RECORD CLEAN-

ING kit. Send $4.00 to KIT, BOX 176, Whitewater, WI
53190.

miscellaneous
DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Dis-

count prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire,
Grado and ADC. Send for free catalog. All merchandise

brand new and factory sealed. LYLE CARTRIDGES,
Dept. H, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York
11218. For Fast Service, call TOLL FREE 800-221-0906.
CONGRATULATIONS! YOU ARE NOW READING ONE

PROTECT YOUR ALBUMS. WHITE CARDBOARD RE-

PLACEMENT JACKETS 35c. PLASTIC LINED INNER
SLEEVES 15c. POSTAGE $1.25. OPERA BOXES, 78
SLEEVES AVAILABLE. FREE CATALOG. CABCO 301-3,
BOX 8212, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201.

The Best New Stereo Systems Deserve The Best New

Stereo Records (Tapes too!) You need the Monthly
SCHWANN RECORD CATALOG available from record
shops everywhere or, for a sample copy PP, Send $2.50
to: ABC-SCHWANN Publications, Inc.. 130 East 59th St..
New York, N.Y. 10022.

1000 ADDRESS LABELS $1.25. ROBERT HAGENBACH, Box 22052, Indianapolis, Ind. 46222.

Let us show you how to

For free information and literatureon this
and all other RECTILINEAR Semi -Kits
and Kits . write to:

Featuring the neweel Philips and
Flectro-Voice drivers with computer -

misled crossover design.
Oulsland,ng quality at a surprtsIngly
affordable price Assemble ii yourself.

how to
become a
speaker
engineer
DO IT YOURSELF

.

STEREO COMPONENTS and SONY TV's at rock bottom prices. Why pay up to 40% more? Nedco Distributors,
68-D Watertown Street. Watertown, Mass. 02172.

OF HIGH FIDELITY'S best read pages! Use it yourself
when you want to sell equipment, or a service. or want to
let the avid music listener know about anything. High Fidelity Classified, 130 East 59th St., N.Y. 10022.

element stereo speaker with a resonance -f ree enclosu re,

fiberglass damping, a crossover with real L -pads, and
drivers that are some of the best in the industry.
Send for our free 52 -page catalog. It's practically d
manual on speaker building and acoustics.
Speakerlab Inc., Dept. MF-G
5500 35th N.E.. Seattle, WA 98105

Harvey, Illinois 60426.

THE STEREO OUTLET, LARGEST SELECTION LOWDYNAKITS, SHURE, SME-LOWEST PRICES. UNDERGROUND HIFI SALES, 3248 Broadwater Road, Arnold,
MD 21012. (301) 647-0919.

Supex SD -900e Super; the Grado Signature I -A. Dozens
more components are reviewed, for instance, the Bravura

for sale

SPEAKERS -SAVE 60%. FACTORY ASSEMBLED or
KITS. Free Catalog. Quality Acoustics, 15428 Center,

.

VALUE KITS INC. Dept. HF
107 Bruckner Boulevard
Bronx New York 10454

new equipment for sale
SAVE UP TO 69% ON OVER 100 TOP BRAND AUDIO
components from Carston Studios. New England's audio
supermarket, one of the oldest mail order firms (est. 1962)
and certainly one of the most reliable. All orders shipped
from stocked warehouse. Send for price quote and price
list. Carston Studios, Old Brookfield Road, Danbury, Connecticut 06810.

The Comfortable Alternative to Headphones
Model 900-

ie.,: .11

High Fidelity. srya95
Stereo Review

10

Model 400- Nt, $0 A 95
rummer version 0'4
I REF rei les, and dealer list from

%-

Yeaple Corp., Dept. HE 155 University Ave., Ruch.' ter, NY 14607

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

YOUR MAIL-ORDER TAPE SPECIALIST IN WASH.

ADVE\T

D.C. SAME DAY SHIPMENT -DISCOUNT PRICES. BASF,
SCOTCH, MAXELL, TDK & CAPITOL. FREE PRICE LIST.

HI Fi Components

SAXITONE TAPE SALES, 1776 COLUMBIA RD. N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20009.
'

o

01.1

DUI

Walnut Loudspeakers 300 245
Utility Loudspeakers 260 215
Powered Loudspeakers
Smeller Loudspeakers
57 Loudspeakers
Loudspeakers
Receiver

diewn4

900

695

188

149
139

104

89
239

lir

270
' A Dolby Cassette 400

FREE AUCTION LISTS 0.C.'s, SOUNDTRACKS, PERSONALITIES, JAZZ SPECIFY LIST. "Want Lists" filled
send to: AGM Records LTD. 1619 Broadway, N.Y C., N.Y.
10019

RUSSIAN RECORDINGS ON CASSETTE -Definitive
performances BY GREAT RUSSIAN ARTISTS. List available. Discaset, PO Box 134F, Mora, Mn. 55051.

339

RARE RECORD/TAPE COLLECTOR'S DIRECTORY.
Treasury of over 100 addresses -annotated -for collectors. Send $4.95 COLLECTORS DIRECTORY, 550 E.
Rustic Road, Santa Monica, Calif. 90402.

TO ORDER SE NO LL, LA L'AA,, I
BALANCE COO, MASTER CHARGE.
VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS
ACCEPTED

Write for catalog

THRILLING LIVE OPERA TAPES, CASSETTES. THOUSANDS OF PERFORMANCES SINCE 1930's. PERSONAL

of other
amazing money saving values.

BUY DIRECT from England's Hi-Fi Mail Order Specialists? Save on British and European Hi-Fi components.
Ariston. Armstrong, Celestion, Decor*. JR149. Lecson,
LS3 /4A, Radford, Revox, SME, Tandberg, Tannoy. Transcriptors, Michell Electronic/ Hydraulic, etc. Shipping list
free or send $3, cash bills only please, to include literature Goodwins, 7 The Broadway, Wood Green, London
N22. Phone 888-0077. Visitors welcome. Mastercharge.
Bank Americard accepted.

LOWEST PRICES ON STEREO -ESOTERIC components !!! Over 150 brands. Audio Unlimited. 3386-C Golf,
San Jose, CA 95127 (408) 985-2285.
BRITISH AND EUROPEAN EQUIPMENT DIRECT TO
YOU. Most quality makes of equipment available at advantageous prices. Price list and price quotes send Inter-

national Reply Coupon. For specific brochures send
$2.00 bills. Audio T, Dept A, 190 West End Lane. London
NW6, phone 01-794 7848. Visitors welcome.

tapes & records
RARE OPERA. SYMPHONIC MUSIC ON OPEN REEL
TAPE. Historic performances. EUROPEAN, DOMESTIC.
Free Catalogue. Underhill. Box "U," Bellport, NY 11713.

"SOUNDTRACKS, SHOW, NOSTALGIA & JAZZ FREE Catalog & Offering List -A-1 Record Finders, P.O.
Box 75071-H, L.A. CAL. 90075."
SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, LOWEST PRICES. TAPE
CENTER. Box 4305C, Washington, D.C. 20012.

CLASSICAL LP's CURRENT / 00P. BI -MONTHLY
LIST. ARS, Musics 13 Dante Street, Larchmont, N.Y.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. SPECIAL BONUSES.
MAGNIFICENT FREE CATALOGUE. LIVE OPERA, BOX
3141. STEINWAY STATION, L.I.C. N.Y. 11103.
SOUSA RECORDS. Free catalog upon request. Stafford, Box 36163, Grosse Pointe, Mich. 48236. Dealer inquiries invited.
VIENNESE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY WALTZES, POLKAS, Overtures on imported Dolby cassette. Most Non -

Schwann. K.C. Company, Box 793, Augusta, Maine
04330.

DISCONTINUED RECORDS, CLASSICAL. POPULAR,
lists. Steinmetz. One Seaview, Massapequa, NY 11758

OPERA TAPES. 3000 from world wide sources. Some
available on cassettes. Corey, Box 1123. Malibu, California 90265

INDIRECT DISCS with Burwen fidelity. DICK WELL STOOD -Jazz Piano, PETTY TRIO -Dance. $15 each
postpaid. DECIBEL RECORDS, Dept. 7, P.O. Box 631,

CUT-OUT RECORDS. HUGE STOCK. ALL NEW. No
catalog, Cohn, 2205 Marylane, Broomall, Pa. 19008.

EVERYTHING ON OPEN REEL! Classical, Popular,
Dolby. Quadraphonic. Latest releases. For "Reel News,"
send $1.00. Barclay -Crocker, Room 857 H, 11 Broadway.
New York 10004.
JAZZ records, new and used. Domestic and imported.
Quality service since 1958. Free monthly lists from Coda,
Dept. H, Box 87. Station J. Toronto, Ontario M4J4X8 Canada.

QUALITY BRITISH IMPORTS AVAILABLE, average
price per LP $7.60, includes UPS shipping. Send self -adcressed stamped envelope for stock lists and ordering information to IMPORT ALTERNATIVE, Dept. A, 3023 M
Street. kW.. Washington, D.C. 20007.

-

-

78 COLLECTORS: FREE LISTS. Records Graded by
sound, not appearance. State Classical or popular Lane
Audio & Records, Box 29171. Los Angeles. Calif. 90029.
GOLDEN AGE RADIO -YOUR BEST SOURCE for radio

tapes. Free catalog. Box 25215 -JA, Portland, Oregon
97225.

RECORDS PRE 1940 JAZZ, POPULAR CLASSICAL
auctions. Free Lists. David Reiss, 3920 Eve Drive, Seaford, N.Y. 11783.

RARE SOUNDTRACK, original cast, personality LP
Record Auction. Free List. Records, P.O. Box 154, Astor
Station, Boston, Mass. 02123.
LIQUIDATING ST-OC Collection, many rarities, list 356
(refundable). Box 1912, Hollywood, FL 33022.

TIMINGS OF THE CLASSICS. Guide lists average per-

formance time in minutes of over 1.250 works from the
classical repertoire from 115 composers. Includes 98 operas. A MUST FOR HOME TAPE RECORDISTS. Send
$4.95 check or money order to HBC Agency, Box 57.

52.20. UDXL-C90 (I or 11)-$3.09. UD-C90-$2.53, LNC90-$1.78, UD35-90-$4.45, UDXL35-90B-$5.40, TDK:

Matawan, NJ 07747.

Quality recording tapes and accessories. Newell. TDK,
BASF, Ampex (Grandmaster), and Discwasher. Lowest
prices anc fastest service. Tape World, 220 Spring Street,
Butler, PA 16001.

QUALITY BLANK TAPES. Noxell: UDXL-C60 (I or 11)SA -C90-$2.85, SA -C60-$1.98, AD -C90-$2.39, D -C60 $1.13. D -C90 -$1.54. BASF: Studio -90 and Chromium -90
Cassettes -$2.39. Shipping $2.50 per order. Minimum order 12 tapes. PA add sales tax. Give us a try. Tape World,
220 Spring Street. Butler, PA 16001.

"HIFI FIND OF YEAR." Finest reproduction of virtuoso
TDK, MAXELL, MEMOREX, CASSETTES, REELS, 8 Track Free Catalog, New Guaranteed. S&S AUDIO, P.O.
BOX 56039, Harwood Heights. IL 60656.

r
I

HIGH FIDELITY
Classified Advertising Dept.
130 East 59th St., New York, N.Y. 10022
Phone 212-826-8393/94, Michael Littleford

OLD RADIO PROGRAMS, 50c1I AM TREASURES, BOX
192, NC, Babylon, N.Y. 11702.

RAREST CLASSICAL, SOUNDTRACKS, SHOWS,
I

PERSONALITY LPs. Huge catalog 50c. Grammy's Attic,
Boo 181. Bluffton SC 29910

OLDIES ON OPEN REEL TAPE. FREE BROCHURE.
Rock 'N' Reel Rental, Dept. HF, 4 Prescott Ave., Dix Hills,
NY 11746.

RECORDING TAPE -OUTSTANDING VALUES! Cassettes. 8 -tracks, open reels, video, data tapes, bulk cassettes, accessories. New. Fully guaranteed. Free catalog.
Write: Magne House, 2015-D, 17th Street, San Francisco,
CA 94103.

Lexington, Mass. 02173.

SEARCHING? WRITE DISContinued RECORDS, 444
South Victory, Burbank, California 91502.

10538.

SHOW ALBUMS -Rare, out -of -print Ips. 64 -page list
$1 00 Bakers Wife cast LP $9.95.Broadway-Hollywood
Recordings, Georgetown, CT. 06829.

Please run the following attached classified ad in the next available issue.

performance on largest European pipe organ in US;
$7.45 (pp.). Free information. Suncoast Concert Management. Box 6374, Clearwater, FL 33518.

services
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH PAPERS. Thousands on
file. All academic subjects. Send $1.00 for mail order
catalog. Box 25916-R, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 (213)
477-8474.

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES RETIPPED. $35.00. Diens, Box 762, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.

publications
BEST AMERICAN CLASSICAL SECTION .. . also Jazz,
Rock . . RECORD REVIEW Magazine . . Sample $1.00:

NOTICE: RECORD RATERS WANTED
No experience required. Each month we ship'

.

.

twelve Issues $8.00... Box 91878-HF, Los Angeles, CA

you NATIONAL LP's to rate. "You keep LP's."
We pay postage In return for your opinion. you'
can build your LP collection. A small membership fee is required. "First come basis." Send I

90009.
-

- ----- -

FANFARE. SERIOUS RECORD COLLECTORS' MAGA-

ZINE: most classical reviews of any American publication. $9.00 six issues: $2.00 sample. Fanfare, P.O. Box
720, Tenafly, New Jersey 07670.

no money. For application write
E.A.R.S.. 111C.,Dept HF 3725 N. 126th St..'
Brookfield. WI 53005

wanted to buy

Name
"HISTORICAL OPERA DISC & TAPE -Magnificent
quality, speedy service. Greatest live performances of

Address

past 50 years. Reel, cassette, disc. Free Catalog. Historical Recording Enterprises, Box 12, Kew Gardens. N.Y.
11415."

City

-

WANTED: ALL TYPES NEEDLES FOR 78s Particularly

extra loud tone. Dominic McBride, 785 Minna St., San

-

Francisco, CA 94103.

Zip

"LIVE OPERA TAPES. Reels -Cassettes. Unbelievable
treasures since 1926. Over 2,500 selections. Free DELU X

State

Catalog: MR. TAPE, Box 138. Murray Hill Station, NYC

Telephone
RATE For Regular and Display, see schedule
above CASH MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
Closing two months prior to issue.

10016."

BASF TAPE: All widths 40-50% off. All tapes guaran-

teed? INTERGALACTIC. 1043 Kirts, Troy, Michigan
48084.

JANUARY 1978

I

unusual gifts
UNIQUE MUSICAL CALENDAR! Colorful, beautifully illustrated for 1978. 700 birthdays of famous composers,
musicians, conductors noted. Plenty of room for appointments, memo's. Send $2 (3 for $5): FORECAST! Magazine, Dept. 211. 8615 Ramsey, Silver Spring, Md. 20910.
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ptices!

AMPEX C 90 3 plow stackette
BASF Studio C-90
Fuji FX C90
Maxell LN C.90

E

z

0

$4 99 for 3
2 39
2 80

C

Scotch Master 2 or 3 C90
Sony C-90
TON D C 60

TDK DC 90
TDK D C-1801180 minutes)
TDK AD C 60

1

14

1

56

brightly, but he still sounds repressedlocked into a style not his own. Cyclone
Rider is all production; his role could

have been played by any competent
horn player. Only his title composition
rings true, and even here much of the fire
is provided by other players, notably guitarists Eric Gale and Jay Berliner.
None of this would matter too much if
Farrell were a second-rate talent looking
for a fast buck. (And I don't deny the fact
that first-rate talents should be making a

2 88
1 62

TN AD C 90

2 40
3 30

TDK AD C120
TDK SAC 60
TOK SAC 90

1

98

2 88

REEL-TO-REEL
Maxell UD 50.601120011
Maxell UD 35.9011800 ft
Maxell UDXL 35-90811800 ft
Maxell UD 35.18013600 ft 10'6-1
Scotch 21211800 ft
Scotch 20711800 It I

4 31

4 99
6 07
12 99
3 79

I

1

I

4 99
4 64

MK L 180011800111

II -TRACK
1 49
1 99
3 99 fOr 2
1,) to, 2

AMPEX 382 8T 90 mm

Maxell IN 8T 90 min
Memorex 2 pk 90 ram
90 min

Promise Me Your Love and Is It Asking
Too Much are silly r&b-style songs that
waste his fine soprano and flute; Disco

Dust, a Farrell original, rolls along

1 99
1 93
2 84
3 84
2 47
3 47
5 99 tor 3
4 99 tor 3
3 29
1 79

Maxell UD C-60
Maxell UD C 90
Maxell UD C-120
Maxell UDXL 1 or 2 C-60
Maxell UDXL 1 or 2 C 90
Memorex C.90 3 pk
Scotch C-90 3 pk

U.

is blatantly inappropriate, Farrell simply loses his way in a mire of uncharac-

teristic blandness. Some examples:

vvIlolgsalg.
CASSSETTE TAPES

It

Continued from page 135

co

co

3
32

few bucks, too.) But little Joe is one of
the best there is at his craft. As such, he
deserves a lot more consideration than
he got here. It looks like the "creative"
arbiters just couldn't see beyond the ends
of their commercial noses.
D.H.

J & R Music World
33 Park Row. N Y C 10038
(2121732 8600
MAIL ORDERS For smpment within 48 hours senc
money order or certified check Two weeks delay
On personal checks Please add $2 50 per order for
shipping 8 handling N Y S Residents add tax NO
C0D s
ALL TAPES 100% GUARANTEED
Minimum Order 12 Tares

Lee Konitz, Paul Bley, Bill Connors:
Pyramid. Paul Bley & Carol Goss, producers. Improvising Artists IA I 37.38.45,
$6.98.

Write for prices on other tapes

Lee Konitz & Hal Galper: Windows. Nils
Winther, producer. Inner City IC 2057,

CIRCLE 46 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

$6.98.

The will-o'-the-wisp career of saxophonist Lee Konitz seems to be coming into
focus again. The foundation that he had

AUDIO
NATIONAL

*Ail HEADQUARTERS
For Famous Brand
Electronics By Mail
1150 N. Powis Rd., West Chicago,
III. 60185 (312) 293-1825

All Orders Shipped In
Factory -Sealed Cartons

Wilber Cal Fr
The Lowest Prices
Anywhere!

MILLION SSS

INVENTORY

LOWEST PRICES ON
RECEIVERS
SPEAKERS
TAPE DECKS
CALCULATORS

TURNTABLES
TUNERS
CHANGERS
CARTRIDGES
AMPLIFIERS HEADPHONES
COMPACTS
CAR AUDIO

I on Discount \

wart

N. P o
Chicago.s

(312) 293-1825
1-1F-1

Please send me a quote on

13S

established in the Forties with Lennie
Tristano and in the Fifties with Stan
Kenton had evaporated to such an extent
by the Sixties that he was a nonperson,
musically. But his re-emergence is slow
and steady (he now works consistently in

the New York area in a variety of settings), and these two discs find him in
strikingly different pianistic situations.
With Paul Bley, he is willy-nilly an experimentalist as basically directed by
Bley. With Hal Galper, he deals largely
with standard material, but here he is the
one who sets the tone.

In both settings he is provocatively
creative. With Galper, I'm Gettin' Sentimental over You starts out deceptively

Dorsey -like but soon falls gently and
with no jarring breaks into totally Konitzian concept. On Sweet and Lovely, a
tune that goes back to his Tristano days,
he keeps the source firmly in view while

adding fresh insight, which has always
been the key to Konitz' improvisations.

Goodbye, Benny Goodman's closing
theme, is given a poignance that seems
almost unbelievable after all these years
of hearing the Goodman version's routine sentimentality.
On "Pyramid" he gets an opportunity
to work in more impressionistic settings.

It is devoted to originals by Bley, Konitz, IJ
and guitarist Bill Connors, with Bley on

both electric and acoustic piano and
Konitz on soprano and alto sax. The
playing is notably thoughtful-not that
the Galper-Konitz performances aren't,
but the thinking process is more strongly
pronounced here. And it is mood music
in the best and most refreshing sense: reflections and creations that shift, change,

blend, pick up thoughts and toy with
them, and then move on. It is charming
and relaxed, neither of which qualities
are usually associated with experimental
music. But it all comes together in this
set.

J.S.NV.

V.S.O.P.: The Quintet. David Rubinson
& Friends, producers. Columbia C2
34976, $9.98 (two discs). Tape:IPN PCT
34976,W PCA 34976, $9.98.

The enormous success that V.S.O.P. has
had in the last year has to be gratifying to

jazz musicians who have rejected, for
whatever reasons, the electronic route to
the stars. It is, of course, the Miles Davis
band of the mid-Sixties-Tony Williams

on drums, Herbie Hancock on piano,
Ron Carter on bass, Wayne Shorter on

saxophones-with the addition of
trumpeter Freddie Hubbard. And, although each of these musicians has alter ego associations with electric jazz, each
has chosen to stick with his acoustic instrument in V.S.O.P.

The result is not new jazz, not even
avant-garde jazz, but it is jazz in its
purest tradition because it energetically
and spiritually plumbs the creative potential of each member of the ensemble.
Almost without exception, they play at
the peak of their skills, and contemporary multitrack techniques and high-performance microphones allow us to hear
the group's inner working in a way that
simply wasn't possible in the mid -Sixties.

I do have a few problems with the
recording, however. It was taped in mid 1977 in Los Angeles before an enthusiastic audience, and the musicians generally
respond well. But some of the numbers

are extended beyond their natural productivity, and the slow ones in particular
tend toward sluggishness. Another carp:
Try as I might, I can't avoid missing the

presence of Miles Davis. Hubbard
doesn't try to imitate him and is a firm
enough artist in his own right not to have
to. But the group's sound, style, and gen-

eral ambience are clearly drawn from
the Davis aesthetic. Pieces like Third
Plane, Dolores, and Jessica are virtually

Miles Davis revisited. Only when
V.S.O.P. pulls away from that and
grooves into a kind of late -Fifties hard
bop-as on Hubbard's Byrdlike and One
of a Kind-does it really begin to find an
identity of its own.

D.H.
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classic manner of Ophelia Rag (1910) by James Scott to inti-

mations of novelty rags with Arthur Morse's Meteor Rag
(1920). Jasen has grown tremendously as a performer and
plays with authority and flair here. He is supported by excellent and apt accompaniment-Ed McKee on tuba and

Jazz

Mike Schwimmer on washboard.

BY BY DON HECKMAN & JOHN S. WILSON

it wants to be a second -generation offspring of Chuck
Mangione or a mini -Weather Report. At times it sounds
like both. Only in its better moments-when percussionist

55004. $9.98 (two discs). Tape:WV 5161 55004. WF.8161
55004, $10.98.

Ron Carter seems to be going through an impressive renascence as a creative jazz force. This is the third recording in a
row in which he stretches and expands the potential of the

string bass-an instrument that is not often heard in these
days of high electronic energy. This time out, Carter concentrates on the piccolo bass, with Buster Williams backing
him on the full-sized instrument (along with pianist Kenny
Barron and drummer Ben Riley). The four-sided in -concert
D.H.
recording never loses interest.
Chick Corea, David Holland, Barry Altschul: Arc. Manfred
Eicher, producer. ECM 1-1009. $7.98. Tape: OA CF 1009;
0:38F 1009, $7.98.

"Arc" was recorded in 1971 in Germany by ECM's prolific

producer, Manfred Eicher. Viewed from the context of
what Chick Corea, Dave Holland, and Barry Altschul are
playing today, it is a strangely dated recording. Corea still
sounds as though he is haunted by visions of Herbie Hancock. and Holland doesn't display the independence of his
current playing. Valuable, I suppose, for historical purD.H.

The Jerry Fuller -Don DeMicheal Swingtet: In Concert. A
Do -It -Yourself Production. Fleetwood BMC 5126. $7
(Swing Records. Rear 200 Endicott St.. Danvers, Mass.
01923).

Any group built around clarinet and vibes inevitably invites
comparison with the original Benny Goodman Quartet. In
general, despite clarinetist Jerry Fuller's habit of falling into

Goodman mannerisms, this quintet has enough individuality to create an aura of its own. Don DeMicheal's vibes
build a hard -driving momentum that is totally removed
from Lionel Hampton's rifling, and John Ulrich. on piano,
plays with a vitalizing punch that would be totally foreign to

Teddy Wilson. Bassist Eddie deHaas, drummer Wayne
Jones, and Ulrich make up a full-bodied rhythm section
that moves with a smoother sense of power than Wilson and
Gene Krupa, with no bass, could provide. And even when
Fuller is in his Goodman bag, he is a judicious follower and

brings it off easily and naturally. The tunes, except for a
sinuous Peter Kelly's Blues, are Swing Era standards.

J.S.W.

Dave Jasen: Rip-Roarin' Ragtime: Folkways FG 3561,
$6.98.

Dave Jasen's piano explorations in the netherworld of rag-

time take him from the lesser known works of Joplin.
Lamb, and Scott through the latter stages of the rag era and

into the novelty ragtime of the '20s. He also includes a
couple of Jasen originals for good measure. The emphasis is
on the 1910-20 decade, with performance ranging from the
JANUARY 1978

Listen: Listen featuring Mel Martin. Mel Martin & Listen.
producers. Inner City IC 1025, $6.98.
This is a San Francisco group that plays authentic, if not always remarkable, jazz. Unfortunately, Listen can't decide if

Ron Carter: Piccolo. A Retrac production. Milestone M

poses, but not terribly intriguing otherwise.

J.S.W.

Richard Waters explores his exotic instruments, when Andv

Narell improvises on steel drums, and when leader Mel
Martin forgets about playing fast and far and plays with
passion and fire-does the group begin to pique the imagination.

D.H.

Charlie Mariano: Reflections. Esko Linnavalli, producer.
Catalyst 7915, $6.98.

So, even the Finns do it, although Cole Porter did not mention them specifically. This is Charlie Mariano in Helsinki,
surrounded by a very able group of Finnish jazzmen who
give his alto and soprano saxophone strong, vitalizing sup-

port and, in the instance of Eero Koivistoinen, present a
challenging solo alternative. Koivistoinen has a hard,
rough -edged tone that is ferociously commanding on tenor
and sounds like a lyrical banshee on soprano. He provides
J.S.W.
the excitement, Mariano provides the assurance.
Rare Hot Chicago Jazz 1925(?) -1929. B. Klatzko. producer.
Herwin 109, $6.98.

This is the first LP reissue of a set of rough -toned exuberant
Chicago South Side discs released in the late '20s. and it is

considerably better than most small -group reissues from
that period. Highlights include some glimpses of Frank
Melrose's joyful Jelly Roll Morton piano style; a superb,
beautifully balanced trio with Henry McCord on trumpet,
Ted Tinsley on guitar_ and Kline Tyndall on piano; some
identification puzzles (is that Freddie Keppard? Johnny
Dodds? Jimmie Noone?); and a brilliant, anonymous alto
saxophonist who is apparently doomed to go down in jazz
history as "unknown white teenager." Transfers are relatively good for old 78 rpms of this type. There's only one
really rough spot, but the band playing underneath it-the

Original Midnight Ramblers-has such clean, driving
power that it cuts right through the snaps, crackles, and
pops.

J.S.W.

The Jack Wilkins Quartet. Hank O'Neal & Fred Miller,
producers. Chiaroscuro CR 156, $6.98.

It's odd how difficult it is to find recordings by young jazz
musicians that deal with the straight -ahead, basic elements
of jazz improvisation. More than anything else, that is what
this modest but always fascinating recording does. Guitarist Wilkins leads a group that includes Randy Brecker on
flugelhorn (playing, for once, as though he cares), Eddie
Gomez on bass, and Jack DeJohnette on drums and piano.
Ironically, Wilkins-a tradition -based player-is the least known of the four. But he sets a superlative playing level,
especially on his own tune, Fum, that the others are hard D.H.
put to match.
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Now, professional
3 -head monitoring
in a cassette deck.

accurate tape -transport method. Speed accuracy is superb, with Wow and Flutter below
0.05% (WRMS).

Up to now you had to choose between a
cassette deck for convenience. Or, reel-to-reel
for professional recording features. Now have it
both ways in the Marantz 5030 cassette deck.

To adapt the Model 5030 to any of the three
most popular tape formulations, press one of
the three buttons marked "Tape EQ and BIAS!'
There are settings for standard Ferric -Oxide,
Chromium Dioxide (Cr02) or Ferri -Chrome
(FeCr) tape.

Here's how:

The Marantz 5030 has separate record and
playback heads ... the same as reel-to-reel. This
gives you an instant check of the quality of your
recording as you record. And, like some of the
most expensive reel-to-reel decks, the record
and playback heads on the Model 5030 are
super -hard permalloy -a long-lasting metal
alloy that gives better frequency response and
signal to noise ratio than Ferrite material.

For precise azimuth alignment, both the
playback/monitoring and record heads are set
side -by -side within a single metal enclosure.
They can't go out of tracking alignment.

Complementing this outstanding "head technology" is Full -Process Dolby* Noise

Reduction Circuitry. It not only functions
during record and playback...but during
monitoring as well.

What drives the tape past the heads is
every bit as important as the
heads themselves. For this reason
the Model. 5030 has a DC -Servo
Motor System. The
steadiest, most

!000000

With Mic/Line Mixing, two sources can be
recorded at the same time, combining line and
microphone inputs. The Master Gain Control
lets you increase or decrease the overall volume
of the total mix.
What else could we pack into a front load
cassette deck?
More features. Like a 3 -digit tape counter
with memory function. Viscous Damped
Vertical -load Cassette Door. Switchable Peak
Limiter. Fast -response LED Peak Indicators.
3" Extended -range Professional VU Meters.
Locking Pause Control for momentary shut-off
in record or play... and Total Shut-off in all
modes when the tape ends.

And, of course, the unbeatable Marantz 5030
is front loading. Easy to stack or fit on a shelf.
The styling is clean and bold. The sound is the
truest recreation of what was put on tape. Your
Marantz dealer has Model 5030 as well as the
full line of Marantz cassette decks.
If you want the best-then do
what you really want to do-

"

go for it.
Go for Marantz.

11.r.MMIIPMULMLW8
We sound better.
*TM Dolby Labs, Inc. C 1978 Marantz Co., Inc., a subsidiary of Superscope, Inc., 20525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA 91311.
Prices and models subject to change without notice. Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Marantz dealer.

Where is it written that
direct drive has to cost
an arm and a leg?

Nowhere.
Which is why the new Kenwood KD-2070.
with the superior direct drive performance.
sells for the reasonable price of $140*
The KD-2070's specs are impressive. Wow
and flutter is less than 0.04% (WRMS). Rumble is better than -65 dB (DIN weighted).
As for its features, we designed a new
S-shaped low -friction tone arm to give

you superb tonal quality, and built in a
stroboscope with variable speed adjust.
As for its styling. you provide the adjectives.
The high-performance Kenwood KD-2070.
The direct drive turntable that won't cost you
an arm and a leg.
Only an arm.
*Nationally advertised value. Actual prices are established by Kenwood dealers Cartridge optional

KENWOOD
For the Kenwood Dealer nearest you. see your yellow pages,
or write Kenwood. 15777 S. Broadway. Gardena. CA 90248

